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National Conference on Environmental Externalities
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Laurence B. DeWitt
New York State Department of Public Service
Director, Office of Energy Efficiency and Environment
*******

AN OVERVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL EXTERNALITIES
Sndicott was in the ice business, as his father,
grandfather and great grandfather had been before him. After so
many years of collective wisdom, a dependable system had been
developed. Nothing in this operation had changed for many, many
years, so it was settled and reliable. His customers could count
on Endicott and they did. He and his horse, 01' Dobbins, with
the ice house, lorry, and sawdust and all, were an integral part
of the way of life in turn-of-the-century Bloomfield. Quaint.
Bloomfield was a one ice company town. Competitors had
cropped up during the early years of great grandpa Endicott, but
the town had decided that it was inherently more expensive to
have two horses, two lorries, two ice houses and two icemen, when
one of each was sufficient to meet Bloomfield's needs. And there
was or»ly one pond in the town to make ice in the winter anyway.
The Bloomfield Ice Management Board was established and it
determined the price Endicott could charge, in return for which
the Endicotts did not have to worry about competitors.
Time went on. Bloomfield grew. Things changed. And
thinking changed. The need for ice was outstripping the capacity
of Busbar Pond. Young Endicott had improved his ice harvesting
and ice storage efficiency — he was now delivering 40% more
megaweights of ice from the one pond than had grandpa Endicott.
But Bloomfield continued to grow. With a great loss of pride,
Endicott was increasingly having to resort to purchasing ice from
a neighboring town, and this was increasing his costs. And each
year, in late autumn, he increasingly had to reduce his
deliveries. Rationing was definitely not the Bloomfield way.
The final straw came when Endicott's young son left the ice shed
door open all of an Indian Summer day — the resulting meltdown
created quite a crisis.
An emergency meeting of the Ice Management Board was
convened. Many disgruntled townsfolk attended and spoke up.
Plans for constructing a new pond, a larger ice shed and a second
horse and lorry were presented, along with estimates of the very
large jump in prices that would result — not quite doubling.
Disgruntlement became anger. There was no agreeable location for
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the new pond ("a big mosquito factory"), no one wanted yet
another horse and all its fall-out littering respectable
Bloomfield's streets, and surely no one wanted the price
increase.
The banker suggested they allow others to see if they
could provide additional ice less expensively than Endicott's
plan for extra ice. The doctor proposed that they make Endicott
clean up after 01* Dobbins, even if it did cost more in the
short-run, because it was a serious health problem and would cost
less in the long-run avoidance of illness. (He won over the many
skeptics with his summation: "If Endicott can't afford a
horseless buggy, he should at least have a bugless horsey.") The
chairlady of the Bloomfield Temperance Union suggested that
everyone cooperate and just use less ice and then everything
would be fine, but, as usual, she was hooted down.
The science teacher said she had read about some new
highly advanced icebox which kept food even cooler and used less
ice. Some wiseacre piped up "what are we supposed to do, have
Endicott buy us all new iceboxes?" Everyone laughed, especially
Endicott. After the laughter subsided, the science teacher spoke
again: "I realize it sounds ridiculous, but it actually would be
far less expensive in the long-run to buy everyone a new icebox
than to pay for Endicott's plan. And we won't need to build a
new pond and get an extra horse and buggy. Our food will be
colder, and we'll all save through reduced spoilage. The bank
should give Endicott a loan so he can help us all buy new ice
boxes rather than giving him a loan so he can build a new pond
and ice shed and so forth. The efficiency approach is so much
cheaper than building a new pond that we could even give Endicott
Ice slightly higher profits and we'd all gain."
After much shouting (some things never change) the Ice
Board decided to pursue all of the proposals (except the one from
the Temperance Union). Any need for new ice capacity would be
put out for public bid; 01' Dobbins would have his act cleaned
up; and Endicott would help everyone buy a new icebox or do
anything else that would help his customers use the ice more
efficiently — as long as doing so was less expensive than
providing more ice. Since Endicott would still be making the
principal decisions about whether to build new ice making
capacity, or "import" ice, or improve everyone's efficiency in
using ice, the Ice Board established a new profit incentive for
Endicott: the lower their average ice bills, the greater his
profits.
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The foregoing "fable" is an effort to summarize the
major principles of Integrated Resource Planning as we have begun
to develop it in the United States. A simpler and more prosaic
way of describing Integrated Resource Planning is:
We should look at all the costs and all the benefits of
all the options and do what is most cost-effective over
the long haul.
This "approach" is so common-sensical and "obvious" that one is
inclined to respond:
What's so new about that? What is the big deal? Why do
we have to use a jargon tag like "Integrated Resource
Planning" when what we really mean is plain old "smart
planning"?
The answer is that somewhere along the line we,
collectively, got into the habit of ignoring some of the costs,
some of the benefits, and some of the years during which costs
and benefits would occur.
The purpose of this workshop is to explore in some
detail one of the most important costs that until recently, we
have chosen to ignore: environmental externalities.
What are Externalities?
Imagine a primitive electric generating plant. The
total costs incurred by the plant are 100 — for all the inputs
and capital and profits for which the company must pay. It
receives this 100 from sales. The plant also damages the
environment by 50 each year and does not pay anyone for having
done so. This is what we call an environmental externality. It
is external to the pricing system. It is av environmental "free
lunch," an environmental "free rider." An externality, though,
is very real. It is a cost. And it is paid — but not by the
electric company or its customers — except to the extent that
they live within the externality damage zone.
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Internalization
Imagine that the electric plant has a scrubber
installed. The cost of the scrubber is 10. The total costs of
the plant now are 110. Assume that the scrubber reduces
environmental externalities by 15, so that total damage is now
35. There are two main points here. First, costs have gone up
by 10, but benefits (i.e. reduced damage) have gone up by 15:
there is a net social gain of 5. Second, we have internalized —
into the pricing system ~ some of the externalities.
Suppose we continue this course of action
another scrubber. The second scrubber costs 5 and
damages by 5. There is no net social gain because
have gone up by 5 while social benefits — reduced
also gone up by 5. This is pure internalization.

adding yet
it reduces
formal costs
damage — have

Many would view this as a better state of affairs
because there is a more just allocation of costs and because
prices now more accurately reflect true costs.
Externalities
"Externalities" is a general term for a wide variety of
costs and benefits which are not included in prices. Such
external costs and benefits can be environmental or nonenvironmental. The focus of this workshop is deliberately on
environmental externalities: it was felt that the whole realm of
social externalities was too broad for one workshop. But we
should all bear in mind that leaving out non-environmental
externalities may provide an unduly negative cast to the fullrange of "side-effects" associated with the generation,
transmission and use of energy. The creation of jobs and the
attraction of industry through reliable energy supplies are
examples of positive, non-environmental externalities.
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Major Challenges
There have been and there will be major challenges to
the idea that public utility commissions should require utilities
to take into account environmental externalities.
First, the point will be made that including
externalities will make rates higher, and that this is therefore
a bad idea. Second, it will be argued that it is unwise for any
given state to do this because it will place its businesses at a
competitive disadvantage since other states may not be including
externalities. Third, some may challenge the legal authority of
the public utility commissions to take these new steps. Fourth,
some may claim that the numbers used to estimate environmental
externalities are unsubstantiated• Finally, some will question
whether their particular state should internalize into its rates
the costs of externalities which cause damage outside of its
borders.
These objections can not be lightly dismissed. They
will be discussed at some length in the course of this workshop.
Why Act
Given all of these difficulties and uncertainties, why would
a sane public utility commission want to act on externalities?
There are several good reasons. First, many Commissions have
been moving toward Least Cost Utility Planning or Integrated
Resource Planning. A central theme of these approaches is that
utility planning decisions should be made on the basis of a
comprehensive review of all of the costs and benefits of all of
the options. Environmental externalities are real costs and they
are significant ones. For this reason alone they should not
continue to be ignored.
Second, there may be a rational approach which we could
call "planning anticipation." If we know that as a society we
are headed in the direction of increasingly restrictive
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environmental standards, perhaps we are best off anticipating
that possibility now so that we will not confront premature
obsolescence or costly pollution control retrofits in the future.
Finally, it seems clear that most of the environmental
problems with which we are dealing are inherently national or
international in nature. Acid rain and global warming know no
boundaries. Yet in recent years the federal government has
demonstrated little proclivity for "showing the way" with
developing national and international solutions to these kinds of
problems. At many points in history the states have served as
"democracy's laboratories," and this role may have fallen to them
yet again. In the best case, different states will experiment
with different methods of treating externalities; superior
approaches will eventually be developed and tested so that the
federal government may proceed with national and international
implementation. In the worst case, different states will devise
conflicting and inconsistent approaches which force the federal
government to preempt, and, thus, act. Either case is probably
preferable to the current situation.
As we discuss environmental externalities in the course
of these three days, a handful of issues will come up again and
again. The following is my current perception of the major
issues....but I expect to change the list by the end of the
workshop!
1) Measurement. How do we measure externalities? Do
we use estimates of the cost of controlling pollution; do we make
an a priori "policy decision" about what its value is (such as a
flat 15% of avoided cost for fossil fuels); or do we begin to
make estimates of the actual damages? We probably have to start
with one of the first two, but do we then move to estimates of
actual damages? If so, how do we quantify these impacts? If we
quantify them how can we put dollar price tags on them and how
important is it to do so?
2) Rate and Economic Impacts. Everyone is rightly
concerned about the size of the rate and economic impacts. One
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particular problem with the economic impact is not just that the
cost of doing business in the state may rise, but also that the
allocation of resources might be skewed if only one sector of the
economy (eg. the electrical one) is required to pay for
pollution.
3) Mechanism for Incorporation. There are a large
number of different mechanisms for incorporating externalities
into the decision-making process. "Shadow prices" can be used
for planning purposes to provide weightings so that the correct
energy alternative is selected — the shadow prices can then be
eliminated so that there is a lesser rate impact. Alternatively/
the entire estimate of damage (however derived) can be
internalized into rates. There are a number of other variations
possible including partial internalization and gradual phase-in
through stages.
4) ?otal Cost Dispatch. A number of states are
beginning to move toward inclusion of environmental externalities
in the algorithm by which the various generation plants are
dispatched. (Some have referred to this as "environmental
dispatch," which seems like a counterproductive misnomer).
5) Demand-Side Management Analysis. A number of states
include environmental externality estimates in their analyses of
the benefits of demand-side management.
6) External Externalities. As discussed above, there
are very real political and economic questions about the extent
to which states can be expected voluntarily to penalize
themselves in order to provide environmental benefits to other
states and countries. Some practical compromises probably have
to be struck — what one *state does about its external
externalities might be related to what neighboring states do
about their externalities.
7) Federal and International Role. What the issue of
"external externalities" really does is point out the need for
federal and international policies and rules.
8) Strategies. There are many different ways to
include environmental externalities in our decision-making
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process. Anyonts contemplating such inclusion needs to think very
carefully about how they are going to do so. The following are
some preliminary ideas about how to develop programs for
incorporating externalities into energy decision making.
STRATEGIES
First, consider establishing the principle
conservatively. A full-bore program that calls for an
instantaneous internalization of environmental costs, with a
resulting 20% increaase in rates may prove unworkably unpopular.
The single most important thing to do is to establish the
principle that environmental externalities do not equal zero.
Seek to establish the principle first; consider ways to gradually
roll-in impacts.
Second, ways must be found for explaining externalities
programs to interested parties; energy industry, general public,
media, business, and politicians. Creative approaches — based
upon development of convergent interests — must be sought. For
instance, some states are seriously exploring environmental taxes
— not just because of environmental concerns, but also because
of revenue needs.
Third, it is essential that any commission which
considers internalizing externalities be legally sophisticated
about doing so for two somewhat opposite reasons. It is possible
that the commission will be challenged on whether it has the
legal right to internalize externalities. But just as important,
it is also possible that a commission be challenged for why it
has not included externalities in the energy planning process given many commissions' broad powers and responsibilities to
protect public health and the environment.
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Lessons from Economics for
Regulators Desiring to Reduce
Harmful Environmental Externalities
Produced by Utilities
by
Dr. Charles G. Staion
Director, Putnam, Hayes & Bartlett, Inc.

to the session

Introduction to the Economics of Social Costs

at the

NARUC Environmental Externalities Conference

Jackson Hole, Wyoming
October 1, 1990

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
For many reasons, the social costs of producing a good or service in a market
economy can be higher or lower than the private costs, that is, the costs experienced
by the producing firm(s). For example, a profit-maximizing unregulated monopolist
whose private and social costs are equal will tend to charge some or all of its
customers a price higher than its private marginal cost and, by assumption, higher than
marginal social costs. Consequently, its customers will experience private costs higher
than social costs. In a society that values economic efficiency as an objective, such
pricing is to be deterred. Economic regulators are created to do that.
It follows,
therefore, that one definition of economic regulation — one seldom used — is regulation
to ©nsurs that private cost and social costs are kept approximately equal when market
forces are insufficient to do that. Regulators who emphasize the importance of keeping
1
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private and social marginal jsta approximately ©qua! will, logically, emphasize the
importance of utility rates ami rate designs for the improvement of efficiency. This
conference, however, has chosen not to emphasize that aspect of economic regulation,
but, instead, to look at a different subset of the causes of differences between private
and social costs, namely, environmental externalities. I, consequently, will Interpret my
assigned task to emphasize that subset of social cost analysis as well.
The management of economic externalities is an essential part of the management
of a market economy. As we all understand, however, failures In such management
is a recurring theme in America's history.
As the economic system grows in
complexity, the management skills needed to manage the complex economy also
become more complex. When David Stockman, Director of the Office of Management
and Budget, noted that 'None of us really understands what's going on with all those
numbers,'1 he was reflecting the problems of economic complexity just as John Adams
had done 200 years earlier in a letter to Thomas Jefferson when he wrote,
All the perplexities, confusions, and distresses in America
arise not from defects In their constitution or confederation,
not from want of honor or virtue, so much as from
downright ignorance of the nature of coin, credit, and
circulation.2
I emphasize these observations as a preface to noting that the management of
economic externalities is one of the most complex parts of managing a complex market
economy. The difficulty of the task, however, cannot be an excuse to avoid the task.
The system must be managed if it is to efficiently serve the interest of its citizens.
For those few in the audience who are attracted to a laissez-faire ideology — I suspect
there are not many at a conference with the subject matter of this one — I support
my view by offering interpretations from Lionel Robbins in his study of classical political
economists, that is, economists from David Hume and Adam Smith through John Stuart
Mill.3 . These interpretations I share and much of what i have to say derives directly
from them. First, classical economists emphasized that,

1

Suzy Plan (ed.), Respectively Quoted: A Dtctiormiy of Quotation* Requested From Congressional
Research Setvioe. (Library of Congrats, Washington, D.C.. 1989), No. 810.

2

Piatt, No. 1200.

3

The contrast should not be overdrawn. Compare: "Even the most ardent enthusiasts of laissez-faire
have always seen a rola for the state. The traditional list of government tasks — defining property
rights, enforcing contracts, producing public goods, and correcting externalities — is reiativeiy
uncontroversial.* Wiliiam Bishop, *A Theory of Administrative Law,' The Journal of Legal Studies, vol
XIX, No. 1 (Part 1). June 1990, p. 487.
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The pursuit of self-interest, unrestrained by suitable
institutions, carries no guarantee of anything except chaos.4
Second, classical economists emphasized,
The Invisible hand which guides men to promote ends which
were no part of their intentions Is not the hand of some
god or some natural agency independent of human effort; it
is the hand of the lawgiver, the hand which witlxlraws from
the sphere of the pursuit of self-interest those possibilities
which do not harmonize with the public good.9
In short, "the market itself is an artifact."6 For this social artifact to produce goods
and services efficiently (as economists define efficiently), incentives and deterrents are
necessary to induce and coerce the production of socially optimal amounts of not only
all goods and services, but also all externalities, both beneficial and harmful ones.

THE THEORY OF ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
Just as some scholars have studied the evolution of English common law and
concluded that judges have decided cases and built into the law precedents as if an
important objective of common law were economic efficiency, one might look at local
and national political actions concerning externalities and conclude that politicians have
acted as if economic efficiency were an important objective.7 While both conclusions
are somewhat pretentious, they do support the conclusion that practical government
officials have always been forced to reconcile conflicts among citizens — sometimes
among citizens as consumers, sometimes among citizens as producers and sometimes
between producers and consumers — and many of the results appear to be reasonably
good approximations to efficient ones. As small towns grew into big ones, pigs were
pushed out of town; as the technology of medicine improved, inoculations for infectious
diseases were subsidized; as internal combustion engines developed, exhaust mufflers
were required. The list of social decisions to subsidize the production of beneficial
externalities and to tax or otherwise constrain the production of hamifui ones is endless.
The question before the conference is:
What lessons can be drawn for current
policymakers from contemporary economic analysis that would allow improved
performance in an Increasingly complex economy?

4

Lionel Robbins, Th» Thtory of Economic Policy in English Classical PoUbcal Eoononv. (MacMiKan and
Co., London, 1965). p. 56.

5

6

IBS!., p. 57.

7

Richard A. Posrwr, Th» Economics of Justice (Harvard University Prats. Cambridge, MA, 1961) ia a
useful place to start to explore this thasis.
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The cornerstone of economic efficiency is that people's preferences count Two
ways In which those preferences are revealed are by market purchases and votes for
candidates and issues, in the marketplace, the weighting system I* one dollar equals
one vote, but in the political arena, the weighting system is one adult equals one vote.
It is not surprising, given the different voting systems, that sometimes the two systems
reveal conflicting priorities. By and large, however, interpreters of both systems of
voting (and of other procedures for discovering preferences) find support for the
conclusion that most citizens support government efforts to preserve or improve
environmental amenities.8
The growing consensus supporting the preservation of environmental amenities is
probably the result of rising incomes, the crowding effect of a growing population, the
relative stability of the national economy and improved knowledge, and extensive media
coverage, of harms and potential harms of some environmental insults.8
As a consequence of growing environmental consciousness, and in order to
provide leadership to that movement, many utility regulators have embraced the idea that
utilities should be induced to recognize in their planning and operations the externalities
they create for other decision units in society. Concerns seem to be directed primarily
at the externalities created by generation.10 It is important to stress that regulators
have for decades recognized externalities. What is new is the types of programs being
considered. In the past, generating plants were moved from urban to rural areas in
order to improve urban air quality, distribution lines were occasionally undergrounded to
improve vistas and repair work in some urban areas was limited to non-business hours
to reduce traffic congestion. Furthermore, beneficial externalities were subsidized by
ratepayers.
Cooling ponds were stocked with fish, and parts of the shores were
landscaped to become parks and campgrounds for public use. The noteworthy feature

0

Louis Harris, Insidn A/rmricm (Random HOUM, Inc., New York, NY, 1987) describes 1986 public views
as follows:
•
93% are convinced that pollution of lakes and rivers by toxic
substanoM from factories is a serious problem.
92% believe that disposal of hazardous waste is a serious problem.
•
86% believe that contamination of drinking water is a serious
problem.
•
29% beliave that poftution from radioactive waste from nuclear
power plants is a serious problem.
•
79% believe add rain is a serious problem.
•
75% believe air pollution by coaMximing electric power is a serious
problem.
However, 73% believe utility shareholders should pay for tfw cleanup of acid rain.
Harris notes that these views were stable over the period 1981-1966.

pp. 246-250.

9

An additional factor that is potentially reversible is the reduction in international tensions of recent
years. When one'e We or basic security is threatened, time horizons become short and discount
rates become high. Middle East developments might soon force a re-finking of relative priorities.

10

The rising concerns about the haalth effects of EMF may soon change this emphasis.
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of these actions is that one can make a strong case that both the cost and benefits
of such regulatory actions accrued to the citizens to whom the regulator was
accountable.
My task today is not to evaluate the wisdom of particular fictions by utility
regulators who want to recognize production externalities. Instead, my task is to distill
from the body of principles developed by the economics profession some guidance for
regulators who value ailocatonal efficiency and who believe it to be a part of their
responsibilities to constrain the production of harmful externalities by utilities and to
encourage the beneficial ones.11

Definitions and Principles
Despite the familiarity with, and the long history of, discussions of aconomic externalities,
the concept is a difficult one to define in a useful manner.12 Since our objective is
not rigorous economic analysis, we can avoid a lengthy discussion of that subject.
However, some of my conclusions depend upon rigorous analysis done by others, so
it is worthwhile to look briefly at the definition used in such analysis. I choose the
one used by Baumol and Dates in their 1988 study on the theory of environmental
policy. B&O's definition is as follows:
An externality is present whenever some individual's (say
A's), utility or production relationships include real (that is,
nonmonetary) variables, whose values are chosen by others
(persons, corporations, governments) without particular
attention to the effects on A's welfare.
(Emphasis in
original.)13
This definition conforms fairly closely with less rigorous ones, such as "third-party
effects' and 'neighborhood effects,' but certain elements of the definition need to be
clearly understood by those who use the conclusions of the analysis. In order tc focus
attention on some of the disagreements I expect to see at this conference, and, more

11

For a brief and easy-to-iead criticism of neoclassical economic analysis as applied to environmental
assessment, s*« Charts* C. Karris and Mary McGown, "The Propriety of Applying Economic Methods
to the Allocation of Public Amenity Resources: Paradigms, Property Rights, and Progress." Economic
Valuation of Natural ftosoutcas, Rebecca L Johnson and Gary V. Johnson, ads. (Weetview Preu,
Inc., Boulder, Colorado, 1960). pp. 51-65.

12

To my knowledge, the first book-length analysis of the economies of externalities is A.C. PSgou, 77w
Economic* of WaHan. (MacMilian and Co.. lid., London, 1820). William J. Baumol and Wallace E.
Oates, The Thaoty of Environmwttal Policy. 2nd ed.. (Cambridge University Press, New York, 1989).
p. 28, noto 23, cite a discussion of market failure that could be called an analysis of externalities
in 'one of the first textbooks of economics.' published in 1819.

13

Baumol and Oatas, p. 17.
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Importantly, to make as dear as possible my chosen points, two elements in the
definition are noted:14
t.

Externalities refer to the effects of r&al, not monetary, values. The
fact that someone or some group imposes a cost, or increased
cost, on me, perhaps by increasing their demands tor gasoline and,
thereby, requiring me to pay a higher price tor gasoline, may lower
my welfare, but that does not constitute an externality.19 In short,
although an externality will raise or lower my cost if I am a
producing unit, or raise or lower my welfare If I am a consuming
unit, the normal workings of a market with no externalities can do
that also. Externalities are a subset of phenomena that cause such
cost changes.

2.

The definition presumes a selected set of direct participants of
relevance, namely, producing units and consuming units.
Policymakers who choose to use the theory that incorporates the
definition for guidance in poiicymakfng must assume responsibility
for defining the direct participants of relevance. Consequently, one
should not be surprised to find differing views among policymakers,
and would-be policymakers, about costs and benefits since different
users of the theory will emphasize different sets of direct
participants. Producing units may be persons, legal entities or parts
of governments.
Consuming units may be persons, nonprofit
organizations or parts of governments, ft Is the welfare of these
consuming units and the welfare of the owners of these producing
units that is relevant in the theory that uses the definition.
Elephants, dolphins, puppy dogs, snails and amoeba are not direct
participants in the model. These and all other gifts of nature are
inputs to either or both the producing and consumption processes.
Their values, and the values of environmental amenities (inherited
or manmade), in the welfare and production relations are those
assigned by the direct participants.18

A third element also deserves recognition, namely, that the definition is dasignad for use in analyzing
tha interactions of sdUnterest-motivated decision unto; charicabia or malevolent behaviors are beyond
the boundaries of the definition.
The reasons tor so Smiting me definition are obvious.
Tha
objective of the exercise is to understand the inoamivse and comtiainta necessary to induce a sat
of rational, self-interested decision makers to produce the optimal mix of goods and services,
including the optimal mix of beneficial and harmful externalities. The task of encouraging charity and
discouraging malevolence is set aside for another day.
15

Some writers have used the term 'pecuniary externality' to describe this result

16

The interests of unboi
unborn humans atso enter the theory only through me utility and production functions
of direct participants.
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Selected Conclusions of the Analysis
With the definition in mind, it is time to turn to some of the conclusions that orthodox
economic analysis contributes to issues before this conference. I choose to emphasize
four conclusions. As I review the chosen conclusions, keep in mind that the language
of economic analysis tends to be much harsher than the language of politics, law and
regulation. All of these professions deal with analysis and with resolution of social
conflicts, but their emphasis differs. Politics, law and regulation emphasize reconciliation
rather than analysis, and, consequently, tend to generate jargons that mask tradeoffs
and make it difficult for losers to determine the magnitude and sources of their losses.
The multiple meanings of the term fairness' that are so widely used In politics, law and
regulation serve that purpose well. Economics, on the other hand, perhaps because
it Is practiced primarily by academics who have no responsibility to reconcile social
conflicts, tends to emphasize analysis and to emphasize the inescapability of tradeoffs.
Calling attention to the welfare reductions of some groups, or in some dimensions of
life of some groups, in order to gain benefits for other groups, or in other dimensions
of life, is the essence of their activity.
Now to the four conclusions of contemporary economic theory of environmental
policy that I have chosen to emphasize:17
Lesson One. Conclusions of the theory are derived from a model which postulates
economic efficiency as the objective of economic activity. In particular, the distribution
of income and changes in the distribution of income as a result of the 'recommended'
policy actions are ignored. The latter is especially important because it implicitly
as? Tines that just as a competitive market eliminates inefficient beneficial interests in the
status quo when increased total welfare can result, so governments will eliminate
inefficient externalities without regard to inefficient beneficial interests in the status
quo.18
Since regulators cannot easily ignore distributional consequences of their
actions and, furthermore, since they find it especially difficult to remove beneficial
interests in the status quo, the ever familiar (to regulators) conflict between efficiency
and status fairness arises here as it does elsewhere in economic regulation.18 The

17

The conclusions chosen are intended to emphasize principles of importance to the topic of this
session. For applications analysis see "uncertainty and the Choice of Policy Instruments: Price or
Quantity Controls,' and Part II: *On the Design of Environmental Policy,' in Baumol and Oates, SB.
cjf. See also the chapters on Externalities and Intensities in Daniel F. Spulber, RagutaHon and
Markats (The MIT Press. Cambridge. MA, 1969).

18

For a discussion of the difficulty regulators have in pursuing efficiency and respecting benefictei
interests in the status quo, see E.E. Zajac, FaJmats Emdancy: An Introduction to Public Utility Pricing*
(BalKnger Publishing Co., Cambridge, MA, 1978), and E.E. Zajac "Perceived Economic Justice: The
Example of Public utility Regulation,* Cost Allocation: Matheds, Pnndphs, Application*, H.P. Yojng,
ed. (North Holland Publishing Co., 1985) and Bruce M. Owen and Ronald Braetigam, The Regulation
Game: Strategic Us* of tha Administrative Prooasa (Ballinger Publishing Co., Cambridge, MA, 1985).

19

The conflict between the pursuit of efficiency as defined in orthodox economic analysis and status
fairness as commonly viewed in regulatory cireles can bo UhMtneted with a comparison of two cases.
Continued...)
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distributional issues are particularly difficult when dealing with generating plant emissions
that harm non-ratepayers since the costs and benefits of any available remedy will tend
to accrue to different decision units.
Obviously, the theory does not describe the responsibilities of political leadership.
In this area of economic poHcymaking, as in many others, elected and appointed
leaders must decide for themselves the extent to which they will use their powers to
satisfy existing preferences of citizens or preferences that would exist if citizens had
better knowledge and/or were more 'community minded.' In short, the theory doesn't
answer the hard questions; It merely helps the policymaker to understand his/her
options.
Lesson Two. Economic efficiency does not call for the elimination of all externalities,
not even all harmful ones. Instead, the efficiency objective calls for accepting certain
harms as an inescapable consequence of producing the goods and services that
maximize the welfare of the decision units that are direct participants in the economy
of relevance. The difficult task is to determine the optimal rate of externality production.
Consequently, the pursuit of efficiency cannot usefully be described as an attempt to
minimize environmental damages.
Lesson Three. The theory suggests that compensating those harmed by externalities
will likely lead to reductions in economic efficiency by reducing their incentives to evade
or minimize such harms. This conclusion does not mean that property owners should
not be compensated for damages to their property. Negotiating such damage claims,
the theory suggests, will tend to lead to the optimal level of such damages. Property
rights analogies, however, must be carefully circumscribed. For example, making pc'icy
as if those harmed had property rights in collectively owned resources is likely to lower
efficiency since the essence of property rights, that is, the ability to sell the property
right, or sell rights to its use, cannot be meaningfully granted. Consequently, citizens
with an imputed property right in collectively owned property cannot negotiate an optimal
level of damages.

'•(...continued)
Case one. Person A locates Ns religious commune of vegetable fa/mere in a rural araa ntxt to
a large number of pig terns and then demands that the government 'do something* about the odor.
Case two. The Commune's farm neighbors convert their tarns to pig farms and Person A demands
that the government 'do something* about the odor.
Economic efficiency suggests that "who
disturbed the status quo' is of little if any relevance to the issue. The ideal solution is a tax on
the externality produced by the pig farmers aqua! to the marginal social cost of sufferers.
Furthermore, no compensation should be paid to the sufferers. The efficiency objective, in effect,
calls for incentives for the creators and the sufferers of the external*" to separate themselves. I
suspect that policymakers who value status fairness highly would opt for different solutions in the two

[This conclusion supporting a tax (commonly referred to as a Pigouvian tax) should not be read to
deny the wisdom of finding another alternative if the taxing solution is administratively infeasible. It
should, instead, be read to say that efficiency caUs for supporting the imposition of incentives on
both producers and sufferers of the externality to reduce the real cost of the externality without
regard to who was first in the field.]
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LMSon Four. The measures of harms and benefits that arise from externalities must
be based on the utility and production functions of the direct participants of reievance.
Estimates of the costs of externalities must ultimately be derived from the revealed
preferences of consumers or from the production functions of producers. Expert-based
mitigation cost estimates or expert-based resource damage estimates are relevant only
when related to such utility and/or production functions. In particular, "the economic
value assigned to a good does not necessarily measure the value assigned to the
objective served by the good."50

THE COST ESTIMATION PROBLEM
Since a cost estimate must precede any program to control the production of an
externality by a utility — in fact, precede any decision that such an externality deserves
special attention — Lesson Four deserves further attention. Two comments will suffice:
1.

The estimation of relevant costs Is difficult Agreement on which costs are
relevant among parties with different constituencies may be impossible.

•

The marginal social costs of externalities change over time as additional
knowledge is gained and as consumers change their valuation of environmental
amenities vis-a-vis other goods and services.
Since average Incomes are
increasing in the U.S. and population densities are growing, and population
density tends to increase the significance of many types of externalities, it is
plausible to expect the American public to continue to increase the value
assigned to environmental amenities.

•

Individuals in the economy should be expected to have widely varying valuations
of environmental amenities vis-a-vis other goods and services. Consumers who
live on high floors in Manhattan skyscrapers, ski in Aspen, fish with a guide,
seaplane in Alaska and sun on Caribbean beaches are not likely to assign
similar values to environmental amenities as do citizens who suffer the noise of
Manhattan streets and who recreate In city parks, if at all. Policymakers who
respect both types of preference functions will find It difficult to ignore the
distributional effects of environmental policies.

•

Technology is changing and such changes might well allow the nation to lower
the cost of reducing harmful externalities. Although it has been noted that

80

G.L Peterson, B.L Driver and P J . Brown, The Benefits and Coca of Recreation:
Sense," in Johnson and Johnson, SS- &

Ootara and

9
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Modem technology
owes ecology
an apology,
it is also true that
Ecology
owes technology
an occasional doxology.22
Those of us who recall that it was the development of high tensile steel pipes
that allowed natural gas to displace coal as the fuel of choice' for urban
homes, stores and offices are very much aware that gas economics, more than
legislation or regulatory policy, is the source of the dean sir that many urbanites
breathe.23
The difficulty of measuring externalities cost has prevented A consensus among
economists on the cost of degradation of natural aesthetics or, in the case of nuclear
power, for example, on the cost of the risk of catastrophic nuclear accidents. The
difficulty of estimating externalities cost was addressed in a report to the Boston Gas
Company by PIC, Inc. That report said:
. . . the direct estimation of the costs of externalities is
usually quite difficult and is frequently impossible, especially
for environmental pollution, which has multiple effects on
many biological and economic systems.
Direct estimation
requires that the effects of each pollutant be traced and
valued to determine how much the pollution is actually
costing society in terms of human deaths, poor health, and
material, crop, forest, aesthetic and ecological damage.24
Despite such problems, estimates of environmental externalities cost have been
attempted. Tha Pace University Center for Environmental Legal Studies (PUCELS) has
just published a thorough work on the topic
This report contains estimates of
externalities cost that appear to be very high. K suggested, for example, that the price
increase necessary to recognize externalities would be 5.8 cents per kilowatt-hour for a
plant which bums 1.2 percent sulfur coal, and 3.9 cents per kilowatt-hour for a coal

21

Alan M. Eddison, Won* Verse (1968).
compiled by Fred Meteaif (1966).

22

StM wort* w m

23

Obviously a part of the credit for displacing ooal fumaoaa must also go to the economics of low
sulphur heating oil.

24

PLC. Inc., The Valuation of Externalities from Energy Production, Delivery, and Use; Fall, 1989
Update,' p. 36.

The Penguin Oictiotmiy of Modrnn Humorous Quotations,

by Charles Stalon.
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plant conforming to New Source Performance Standards (neither type of plant is
assumed to have a scrubber).36
PUCELS' results were based in part on a cost estimate for sulfur dioxide
emissions of $2.03 par pound. This value translates into $4,060 per ton, well in excess
of the cost of such emissions implied by the new Clean Air Act Amendments. The
Amendments will create a market for emission allowances (i.e., rights to emit suifur
dioxide), in which the pries of emissions may be in the range of $400 to $600 per ton
On 1990 dollars), well below the $4,060 per ton In tho PUCELS report.
Has the
Congress undervalued the cost of sulfur dioxide emissions by 80 to 90 percent, or has
PUCELS overestimated such cost? Or, are the different estimates of different costs?
In particular, Congress may not be taking as an objective the creation of an
emissions trading market in which the market clearing price would approximately equal
the cost of sulfur dioxide emissions, in tarms of its environmental damage and hazards.
Congress could have ensured a higher price for emission allowances rather simply, by
specifying in the legislation a fewer number of allowances. It didn't do so. In effect,
Congress expressed a value for the externalities cost of suifur dioxide emissions. That
value was well below $4,060 per ton.
The imminent passage of the Clean Air Act Amendments means that perhaps the
most costly environmental externality of electric generation, sulfur dioxide emissions, will
soon be internalized by utilities in their planning and dectsionmaking. Any further tax
or constraint by regulators on sulfur dioxide emissions must be based on a judgment
that Congress has underestimated the externality cost of sulfur dioxide for the nation
or for the direct participants in the relevant efficiency model, or it must be that
regulators are in pursuit of an objective other than efficiency.28
Another externality of electric generation of great potential significance is the
emission of carbon dioxide. There have been a number of scientific studies that assert
that carbon dioxide emissions are affecting the earth's atmosphere and there is strong
evidence to support the conclusion that the earth's climate will be significantly affected.
Federal legislation to effect a reduction in carbon dioxide emissions might assign a
value on these emissions, as the Clean Air Act Amendments will likely do for suifur

"Environmental Costs of Electricity,' prepared by Pace University Center for Environmental Legal Studies
(Richard L Ottingar, David R. Wootay. Nicholas A. Robinson, David R. Hodas, Susan E. Babb) for
Now York State Energy Research and Development Authority and U.S. Department of Energy,
September 1990; see Table 1, p. 31.
30

it may not yet be properly understood thai the Clean Air Act Amendments wil require that the cost
of sulfur diodde emissions be internalized in utaty planning and deeisionmaldng. H currant language
is enacted, this cost is as real as the cost of coal and the cost of operations and maintenance.
Managers who do not take the cost of emissions into account when they make decisions about
system dispatch, wholesale power purchases and sales, demand-side options, independent power
options, new generation and transmission options and mergers and acquisitions are Jikety to make
wrong decisions. Each ton of sulfur dioxide emitted by a plant represents a ton that cannot be
emitted by another plant or an emission right that cannot be sold.
11
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dioxide.
When global warming legislation is considered, Congress will naturally be
conscious of the benefits of reducing carbon dioxide emissions and will weigh the
resulting cost to the nation against those benefits.
Congress is moving cautiously in this area, in part because of the uncertainty
In scientific knowiedae about the global warming process and because the costs of
significantly reducing carbon dioxide emissions will likely be very high. Environmental
activists and utility regulators may not be willing to wait for Congress to act. The
authors of the PUCELS report, for example, are confident that utility regulators can
accurately estimate the cost of environmental damages and assess a fair and efficient
externality tax. An early draft of the PUCELS report observes:
Some experts feel that utility regulatory commissions (as
opposed to agencies with environmental expertise like EPA)
would have difficulty In dealing with technical matters like
valuation of human life and non-monetized costs like
valuation of recreational facilities. It should be recognized,
however, that utilities regularly estimate values that are
difficult to quantify, such as demand forecasts and rate
impacts, and state regulatory commissions are able to deal
with these estimates.
As an aside observation, I would note that the economic cost of forecasting
failures of the 1970s produced political reactions that shook the foundation of utility
regulation.

2.

Alternative M&ans of Production and Consumption Have Ext9rnaiitl«s

An externality tax on sulfur dioxide from coal plants may have the effect of substantially
reducing the construction of new coal-fired generation capacity and the utilization of
existing capacity. Inevitably, the demand for nuclear power and/or residual and distillate
oil by utilities and utility customers would grow. Concerns about the externalities of
nuclear power are widespread, and K must be clear to all, at this time of crisis in the
Persian Gulf, that oil combustion &!so has externalities beyond environmental effects.

It:

In its lead editorial on August 19, 1990 entitled "The True Cost of Energy • Pay
For Security, the Economy and the Air," The New York Times said:
Every extra barrel consumed makes the U S . that much
more vulnerable to oil cartel cutbacks. The price Americans
pay for imported oil covers none of the likely costs of future
supply interruptions brought on by such dependence.

27

PUCELS, p. 41.
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With the application of a Pigouvian tax recognizing only environmental harms, our
society would tend to ust> and Import too much oil. To redress the Imbalance, ft would
be necessary to assess a Pigouvian tax also for the non-environmental Impacts of oil
combustion.5* The externalities associated with nuclear power is a topic better left to
another time.

CONCLUSION
One program that pursues the objective of reducing harmful emissions on infra-marginal
outputs is dispatching plants as if a Pigouvian tax were added to the marginal cost
estimate based on private cost only. Such a program would likely lead to substantial
reductions in harmful emissions on such outputs, tt is also likely to lead to useful
incentives for planning capacity additions. Regulators, however, may not find the unit
cost increases that result attractive, although such cost increases would, ceteris paribus,
provide end-users with incentives to cut back on quantities purchased. Such cutbacks
would, cetaris paribus, be efficiency furthering.
The previous remarks were pitched at a high level of abstraction in order to keep
them relevant to a diversity of poficy interests. In closing, I would like to emphasize
a few points of particular relevance to that subset of the audience which has a
particular program in mind, namely, to estimate externality costs of utility generation not
for the purpose of raising the price of electricity so that social and private costs are
brought closer to equality, but to demonstrate the avoided cost of generation to be
higher than the private cost reflected in normal utility accountings and, thereby, to
strengthen the case for demand-side management programs. Three points wiii convey
my message.
First, although the theory emphasizes the advantages of a Pigouvian tax equal
to the marginal externality costs so that both producers and consumers of the harmful
externality have incentives to reduce the externality costs, there is nothing in the theory
that rules out alternative programs to generate similar incentives. Many practitioners
have shown great creativity in developing approximation programs for that purpose.29

The haste tor calculating an oil import tariff, which takes these factors into account, was discussed
by Harry G. Broadman and WiUiam W. Hogan in an a r i d * entitled *!s An Oil Tariff Justified? The
Numbers Say Yes,' 77M Energy Journal, July 1968.
29

Economics provide* many lessons of value to regulators who value economic efficiency a* an
objective. A few of those lessons have constituted the theme of my remarks. The relevance of
these lessons is not limited to those who emphasize the importance of efficiency, however. Those
who postulate intrinsic values tor specific diversity, gene pools and/or particular gifts of nature or
particular artifacts, or those who believe that these and/or similar gifts are not adequately valued by
others, should gain from these Isesons some understanding of the economic welfare burdens they
seek to impose on their fellow human beings as they lead them to enlightenment by pursuing
policies that conflict with the efficiency objective. The discussions noted in footnote no. 17 discuss
this topic extensively. See, also, the essays in the book cited in footnote no. 11.
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Second, a demand-side management program, by itself, does nothing to
encourage the utility to reduce the output of externalities on inframarginal units of
output,
if the regulator is serious about pursuing economic efficiency and bringing
private and social costs closer together, a program complementary to the demand-side
management program is needed to reduce the generation of harmful extemalities on
infrgmarginaJ units of output.
Third, to the extent that programs imposed on a utility to reduce harmful
externalities raise its private cost, the position of the utility in competitive power ma-tats
is weakened vis-a-vis generators not subject to similar regulatory policies, for example,
industrial cogenerators or self-generators, municipal generators, federal generators and
out-of-state generators. Furthermore, regulators who find programs to impose on utilities
that reduce harmful extemalities without raising their private costs are regulators who find
either inefficient utility managers or a free lunch.
Here, as elsewhere in the management of a complex, modem economy, policies
that promote efficiency when applied nationally are often sources of inefficiency and
unfairness when applied in some areas and not in others. That, however, has always
been the real world of state regulators.

• END -
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INTRODUCTION TO THE USE OF
SOCIAL COSTS IN
UTILITY PLANNING AND REGULATION

Erik F. Haites
Principal
BARAKAT & CHAMBERUN

Environmental quality has become an issue of worldwide concern. Both the use
and the deterioration of the environment are examples of what economic jargon refers
to as a social cost, that is, a cost to society.1 Electricity generation incurs social
costs. The social costs associated with different modes of generation vary significantly.
Thus, to select the generation mix with the lowest overall cost to society requires
knowledge of the relevant social coats.
Regulatory commissions have a mandate to ensure that utilities act in the public
interest. One way to fulfil this mandate with respect to the environmental impacts of
electricity generation is to require utilities to minimize the social cost rather than the
cost to the utility. For this reason, regulatory commissions are becoming increasingly
interested in the social costs of electricity generation and use.
This paper provides an introduction to social costs and how they can be used in
utility planning, i start with a discussion of social costs. Next, I cover approaches to
measuring social costs. With this background, I then summarize the use of social
costs in utility planning processes. Finally, I review the reasons for regulatory interest
in social costs and current regulatory practices as they relate to the use of social
costs.

WHAT ARE SOCIAL COSTS?
Put simply, social costs are costs to society. Any reduction in value of society's
resources that occurs as a result of the consumption, deterioration, or destruction of a

The social costs of electricity generation and use extend beyond environmental impacts
to Include impacts on production, trade balances, the depletion of nonrenewable
resources, and ether effects. See Olav Hohmeyer. Social Costs of Energy Consumption
(Berlin: Springer-Veriag, 1988). This paper focuses on the social costs of environmental
impacts because these costs have been the main focus of utility regulatory activity to
date.

1

resource is a social cost.2 The prices that a utility pays for the resources it acquires
often do not reflect the full social cost of the use of those resources. For example, the
emissions of atmospheric pollutants that accompany the generation of electricity lead
to damages that are a cost to society, but these costs are not borne by the utility.
The components of the value of a resource to society are shown in Figure 1. The
first three components relate to the use of the resource, in most cases, the use of the
resource involves partial or complete consumption. This is the case for materials and
energy as well as for land and labor employed for specific periods. Public goods,
such as water bodies and the atmosphere, may suffer deterioration through use.
However, some resources can be used without being consumed; birds and scenery
can be enjoyed with no diminution. Similarly, resources can be used indirectly through
films, books, or other means.
Resources also have value by reason of their existence. The Grand Canyon is a
valuable resource because it exists and people value its existence. Although
economists are still debating the components of the existence value of resources, two
themes can be distinguished. First, stewardship and generosity motives value
resources in such a way that they ensure that the resources are well managed and
available for use by others. Second, the option value of resources is the value of
postponing irreversible actions, such as converting agricultural land to urban use.

HOW ARE SOCIAL COSTS MEASURED?
How can the existence value of a hydroelectric site be determined? What is the
use value of the atmosphere? Is the cost of coal to the utility equal to its social cost?
To start with the last question, market prices of resources are not necessarily equal
to their value to society.3 Market prices are often a good first approximation of social
costs, but only if there are no market distortions. In the case of exhaustible resources,
such as oil and coal, market prices generally do not reflect the full scarcity value of the
resources. When used to estimate social costs, market prices should exclude taxes
because taxes are transfers among members of society rather than a net cost to
society.
Other components of social cost, such as the use value of the atmosphere and the
existence value of an undeveloped hydroelectric site, are not approximated by market
prices. They must be estimated by other means. To estimate such social costs, it is

Products and services that are of value to society and that enhance society's resources
are social benefits; the value of electricity generated is a social benefit.
The issue of the relevant 'society* must first be settled. Is It the population of the service
territority, the state, the country, or the world? To date, most regulatory commissions
have considered all impacts regardless of where they occur.

29,

Figure

Components Of Soda! Cost

Social Cost « Net Change in
+

Consumptive Use Value

+

•

private goods: costs of land, labor, material s, and other
resource*

•

public goods: damage to sol. water, the atmosphere, and
other resources for which no explicit charges are levied

Non-consumptive Use Value
•

+

uses such as bird watching that do not consume the resource

Indirect Use Value
•

value of resources used indirectly through books, fflms.
photographs, etc.

Existence Value
bequest value: value of the existence of the resource as a
matter of stewardship and generosity*
option value: value of having the resource avalable to use In
different ways In the future"

R. C. Bishop and T. A. Heberiein, 'Contingent Valuation Methods and Ecosystem
Damages from Acid Rain,' University of Wisconsin-Madison, Department of Agricultural
Economics staff paper no. 217,1984, Identifies the following five components of existence
value:
•
•
•
•
•

bequest motives: the ability to leave an endowment of natural amenities for
heirs
benevolence toward friends and relatives: the ablity to give friends and
relatives an endowment of natural resources to enjoy
sympathy for people and animals: sympathy for people and animals
adversely affected by environmental deterioration
environmental responsibility: the personal desire to help prevent or mitigate
the damage to the environment that stem from one's own activities
environmental linkages: the desire to stop deterioration of the environment

The value of postponing Irreversible actions. (See. for example. W. M. Hanemann, 'On
Reconciling Different Concepts of Option Value.' Department of Agricultural and Resource
Economics, University of California. Berkeley, 1984.) The term 'option value' is also used
to denote a risk premium associated with uncertainty about the future value of the
resource. (See, for example, A. M. Freeman, ill, 'Supply, Uncertainty, Option Price and
Option Value,* Land Economics 61 (1985): 175-181.
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first necessary to know the approach likely to be adopted to deal with the
environmental impacts: prevention, mitigation, or adaptation. Only then can the
magnitude of the impact and the social cost per unit of impact be estimated.
However, some social costs, such as loss of the Grand Canyon, cannot be assigned a
value.

Responses to Environmental Impacts
I have already noted that responses to environmental impacts can be categorized
as prevention, mitigation (measures to reduce the impacts), and adaptation (measures
to adjust to the impacts). This categorization gives rise to two approaches to
estimating the social costs of environmental impacts: one is based on prevention
costs, and the other is based on estimated damages. The first approach is based on
the theory that, if society is willing to implement prevention measures, then the cost of
the prevention measures is a proxy for how much society is willing to pay 021 to have
the impacts. The theory behind using the damage estimates is that environmental
damage will occur as the result of the project, and the social costs should reflect this
damage. Mitigation and adaptation approaches to environmental impacts involve
some prevention or reduction of impacts and some damage due to the residual
impacts.
Which approach is "correct"? Prevention costs or damage estimates?
Theoretically, prevention costs should only be used if society has "revealed a
preference" for the techniques that would be used to reduce or prevent the
environmental impacts. Damage estimates are always appropriate in theory, but they
can be extremely difficult to estimate. Prevention costs are frequently used in utility
environmental evaluations because prevention or mitigation measures are often
implemented and these costs are easier to estimate than damages.

Determining the Social Costs
tf, for regulatory or other reasons, a utility takes the strategy of preventing
environmental impacts, the social cost is the cost of the measures needed to prevent
the environmental impacts. If prevention occurs, the utility bears the cost of the
preventive measures, and the social cost of the impacts is "internalized." No residual
environmental impacts need to be valued. It is tempting to use the cost of prevention
as a proxy for the social cost of environmental impacts, even if the preventive
measures are not implemented, because the amount is easier to estimate.
If an impact on the environment is not prevented, it often has multiple effects.
Emissions of sulfur dioxide, for example, can have adverse health effects and lead to
acid rain damage to forests, lakes, and other resources. In the case of multiple
effects, the social cost is the sum of the damage associated with each of the individual
impacts.
4

To estimate the social cost of an impact requires two pieces of information:
•

the magnitude of the impact; and

•

the social cost per unit of impact.

The magnitude of the impact is usually determined from a damage function.4 A
damage function relates the severity of an impact (e.g., the incidence of respiratory
illness) to specific discharges (e.g., sulfur dioxide) and other relevant factors (e.g., the
ambient concentration of SO2 and smoking history).
The social cost per unit of impact is applied to the magnitude of the impact to
calculate the total social cost. A variety of techniques have been developed to
estimate the social costs of different impacts. These techniques include the following:
•

Market prices. It is possible to use market prices as the basis for estimating
the social costs of impacts, for example, the damage to crops or commercial
forests that results from air pollution.

•

Hedonic pricing. Residential property prices are presumed to reflect the
amenities of the house, its locational characteristics, and the environmental
conditions at the site, so the values of environmental conditions can be
estimated statistically from property prices.

•

Revealed preference. Revealed preference compares behavior in response to
different prices and characteristics. The cost of travel to recreational areas is
taken to be an estimate of the value of the recreational amenity.

•

Surveys and awards. People can be surveyed to determine what they would
be willing to pay for a particular improvement in environmental quality.
Damage awards by judges or juries are sometimes used to value
environmental damages.

(t is evident even from this quick overview that developing detailed estimates of the
social costs of environmental impacts can involve considerable effort. And the results,
as shown in Figure 2, are not very precise. The estimates compiled for a specific
atmospheric pollutant often vary by a factor of ten.
It is also well established that people consistently demand higher
compensation for a given deterioration in environmental quality than they are willing to
pay for an equivalent improvement in environmental quality.

4

The damage function Is also referred to as a dose-response function or exposureresponse function.
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Rgure2
Value of Emission Reductions
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South Coast Air Quality Management District (California)
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= Advanced Control Technologies
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= Mixed Control Technologies
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= Independent Energy Producers (California)

•

Minimum value based on vapor recovery devices. Subject to upward
revision if local air quality management districts prescribe more costly
regulations to control reactive organic gases (ROG).
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Figure 2
Value Of Emission Reductions
(Continued)
1

Values for S0 a and C0 2 are developed in dollars per ton of pollutant. For
dollars per ton of elemental carbon, multiply by 3.67. For dollars per ton of
elemental sulfur, multiply by 2.0.
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South Coast Air Quality Management District, "Draft Best Available Control
Technology Guidelines," October 7, 1988.

h

R. Thomas Beach, prepared testimony on behalf of Pacific Gas Transmission
Company, CPUC 011, 88-12-027, June 1989.

'

Dennis Hertel, testimony for Southern California Edison Company. Hearing
on SCAQMD Rules 1134 and 1135, June 14, 1989.

1

W. B. Marcus, prepared testimony on Marginal Cost and Revenue Allocation
on behalf of Toward Utility Rate Normalization, CPUC App. 88-12-006,
Exhibit 235, April 1989.

k

New York State Energy Office, Division of Policy Analysis and Planning,
Environmental Externality Issue Report, February 1989.

1

Paul L Chernick, unpublished Paper on Externalities prepared for Boston
Gas Company, January 1989.

m

Gayatri M. Schilberg, Jeffrey A. Nahigian, and William B. Marcus, Valuing
Reductions in Air Emissions and Incorporation into Electric Resource
Planning: Theoretical and Quantitative Aspects. August 25,1989, CPUC
Docket 88-ER-8.

"

William D. Nordhaus, "Economic Policy in the Face of Global Warming,"
March 9, 1990 (unpublished).

0

H. C. Cheng and M. Steinberg, "Effects of Energy Technology on Global CO 2
Emissions," prepared for the Carbon Dioxide Research Division of Office of
Basic Energy Sciences of U.S. Department of Energy, November 1985.

p

W. B. Marcus, prepared testimony on behalf of the Small Power Producers
Association of Nova Scotia, Nova Scotia Public Utilities Board, N.S. Power
Corp. Work Order to Construct Point Aconi Coal Plant, March 1989.
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HOW CAN SOCIAL COSTS BE USED IN UTILITY PLANNING?
It is useful to distinguish three utility planning processes:
•

the approval of new facilities;

•

the evaluation of supply- and demand-side bids; and

•

least-cost planning.

A new facility, such as a generating station, is first evaluated by a utility from a
corporate financial perspective. To gain regulatory and other approvals for the project,
a cost-benefit study may be needed to demonstrate that it yields net benefits to
society. Environmental impacts should be included among the social costs in the
benefit-cost study.
Increasingly, utilities are using bidding processes to acquire additional supplies or
to reduce demand. The bid evaluation process is the utility's opportunity to obtain the
best match between supplies, demand reductions, and its own plans. Environmental
considerations are being integrated into the scoring systems used to evaluate bids.
In a least-cost planning process, a utility develops forecasts of its future electric
loads, assesses the costs and remaining lifetimes of its existing supply facilities, and
identifies the requirement that it needs to meet through demand-side management
programs and/or new generating capacity. Then, the utility evaluates a broad range
of supply, demand, and pricing options for meeting the requirement by using
appropriate computer models to arrive at a least-cost plan.
The financial costs of each demand and supply option are a key input to utility
least-cost planning. The social costs of environmental impacts can be used in the
computer models in the same manner as the financial costs. The resulting plan is the
least-cost plan from society's perspective rather than from the utility's perspective.
The social costs of environmental effects can be incorporated into benefit-cost
studies of new facilities, least-cost planning processes, and the evaluation of supplyand demand-side bids.5

9

Utility planning processes that do not involve the estimation of social costs are also
available. Point scoring systems for environmental impacts have been developed for use
In the evaluation of bids. Least-cost plans can be developed to meet various
environmental targets and constraints, and lowest emissions dispatch algorithms can help
meet new environmental targets with existing facilities.

8

:
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WHY ARE UTILITY REGULATORY COMMISSIONS INTERESTED IN SOCIAL COSTS?
All facilities are designed and operated to comply with applicable environmental
laws and regulations. The social costs of residual environmental impacts are difficult
to estimate and subject to wide margins of error. It is relevant to ask whether utility
planning is improved by incorporating such unreliable data into utility planning
analyses.
Consider the implications of not including environmental costs in utility planning
processes, ignoring the residual environmental impacts implicitly assigns them a value
of zero, which is clearly wrong. It can be argued that even a crude approximation of
the social costs is better than assuming that these costs are zero.6 The social costs
of the residual environmental impacts are quite different for various supply- and
demand-side options. Ignoring the cost of residual environmental impacts favors the
options with the largest impacts.
The implications of not considering the social costs of environmental impacts when
preparing utility plans lead to two arguments in favor of regulatory action to require
such consideration:7
•

Utilities are granted a monopoly franchise in return for an obligation to serve
the public interest The public interest includes an obligation to consider and
mitigate environmental impacts.

B

Power plant investments have a long life. More stringent legislative and
regulatory requirements to address environmental impacts can be anticipated
over that period, it is prudent to anticipate such requirements and thus to
minimize future retrofit expenditures.

If the environmental costs of electricity generation are so large that they cannot be
ignored, will including them have dramatic consequences for rates? In most cases,
the impact on rates will be quite small. The social costs are not cash expenditures
that the utility has to recover from rates. Rather, using social cost for planning
purposes leads to the selection of supply- or demand-side options whose cost to the
utility may be somewhat higher than if the social costs had been excluded. But the
incremental cost will be less than the social costs. It is the incremental cost for the
new resources acquired that constitutes the impact on rates. When this increment is
spread over the rate base, the impact will generally be quite small.

Ver.tont Public Service Board. Proposal for Decision, Docket no. 5270, July 1989. Volume
III at 84, and P. F. Bland, 'Problems of Price and Transportation: Two Proposals to
Encourage Competition from Alternative Energy Resources,' Harvard Environmental Law
Review 10 (1986): 345.
Richard L Ottinger, 'Getting at the True Cost of Electric Power,' The Electricity Journal.
vol. 3. no. 6 (July 1990): 14-23.
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WHAT ARE THE CURRENT REGULATORY PRACTICES?
Regulatory practices relating to the inclusion of environmental costs in utility
planning practices are evolving rapidly. In such an environment, it is not surprising
that tine ability and intention to address the issue outstrips actual experience by a wide
margin.
Action to require utilities to incorporate environmental costs in planning and/or
bidding has been taken, or is under active consideration, in 26 states.8 In 18 of these
states, legislation has been passed or orders have been issued by the public utilities
regulatory commission.9 As yet only California, Colorado, Massachusetts, New
Jersey, New York, Oregon, Vermont, and Wisconsin have adopted orders that involve
the establishment of quantitative measures of environmental impacts.10 Only a few
cases have as yet applied social costs to the environmental impacts of proposed
resource acquisitions.
Pacific Power and Light (PP&L) in Oregon has filed a long-term integrated resource
plan that addresses environmental costs. In the short term, the inclusion of
environmental costs has little effect on PP&L's plans because "alternatives without
such impacts (energy-efficiency and system-efficiency programs) already have higher
priority ... based on internal costs, and the amount and timing of these alternatives is
not particularly sensitive to the costs assumed for externalities.'11
Procedures for incorporating environmental costs into the analysis of options are
most advanced for the evaluation of bids. As shown in Figure 3, several states have
developed "social cost adders,* which they use before selecting a successful bid, to
adjust the monetary costs to the utility for projects that give rise to specified
environmental impacts.12 The environmental impacts, and hence the social costs, of
each project are unique. Estimating these project specific social costs can be timeconsuming and costly. A social cost adder approximates the project specific impacts
with social costs estimated for a typical' project.

8

Richard L Ottlnger. 'Getting at the True Cost of Electric Power,' The Electricity Journal.
vol. 3, no. 6 (July 1990): 21.

9

See Figure 3.

10

S. 0. Cohen, J. H. Eto. C. A. Goldman, J. Beldock. and G. Crandall. 'Environmental
Externalities: What State Regulators are Doing,' and L 0 . Foiey and A. 0. Lee,
'Scratching the Surface of the New Planning: A Selective Look,* The Electricity Journal.
vol. 3, no. 6 (July 1990): 24, and 48, respectively.

11

Pacific Power and Utah Power, Planning for Stable Growth: The Pacific Power and Utah
Power Resource and Market Planning Program, 2 vols., 1989, 1:10.

12

Alternatively the costs of projects that do not give rise to the specified environmental
impacts can be reduced before the winning bids are determined.

10

'
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Rgure3

States that Require Consideration of
Environmental Impacts in UQtty Plans

Ottinger*
Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado

Cohen et al.*

Arizona
California
Colorado
Connecticut

District of Columbia
Idaho
Kansas
Massachusetts
Michigan

Idaho
Kansas
Massachusetts

Nevada
New Jersey
New York
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Texas

Minnesota
Nevada
New Jersey
New York
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Texas
Vermont

Virginia
Wisconsin

Wisconsin

•

Northwest Power Planning Council: recommends 10% cost discount for
conservation programs

•

Wisconsin: requires 15% cost discount for non-combustion resources

•

Oregon: requires 10% cost adder on supply-side projects

•

New York: environmental factors represent 15% of possible points in the
bid scoring system

•

Vermont: provides 10% discount for demand-side management programs
plus a 5% adder for supply-side resources
California: collaborative process recommends 10-25% supply-side cost
adder

Figure 3
States that Require Consideration of
Environmental Impacts in Utility Plans

(Continued)
Note: *

The differences in the states Identified reflect differences In timing and
methodology. Ottinger reports (fa 17) legislation as pending in Connecticut,
Minnesota, and Vermont whereas Cohen et a), report that PUC activities are
operational in these states. Cohen et a), surveyed utlKy commissions; Ottinger
considered legislation in addition to utility commissions.

Sources:

Richard L Ottinger, 'Getting at the True Cost of Electric Power*: S. O. Cohen, J. H.
Eto, C. A. Goldman, J. Bekfock, and G. Crandail, •Environmental Externalities:
What State Regulators are Doing," and L 0 . Foley and A. D. Lee, 'Scratching the
Surface of the New Planning: A Selective Look,* The Electricity Journal, vol. 3,
no. 6 (July 1990): 14, 24, and 48, respectively.

Applying the social costs of a typical project to specific projects has two
advantages. First, they provide an easy way to approximate the full social costs of a
project. The environmental impacts of each project are explicitly recognized and their
social costs are attributed to the project. Second, the effort required to estimate the
social costs of various environmental impacts can be spread over numerous projects.
The social cost adders currently in use are crude approximations of environmental
impacts. Principally, they are estimates of atmospheric emissions that are based on
the estimated cost of prevention.
Once regulatory agencies and utilities have decided to incorporate social costs into
utility planning processes, regulatory commissions can facilitate the process by
determining:
•

appropriate values for trie social costs of environmental impacts; and

•

how to use the social costs in specific planning processes.

Decisions on these matters can greatly simplify the process of incorporating social
costs into utility planning.

CONCLUSIONS
Policy measures dealing with environmental impacts attempt to have all goods and
services bear the full social cost of production. The principle that the polluter pays for
the impacts of his or her actions reflects this objective. Regulations requiring firms to
eliminate the source of an impact or to reduce it to an acceptable level are a common
way to deal with environmental impacts. Because the polluter is forced to bear the
cost of alleviating the problem, it gets reflected in the cost of production. Using the
social costs of electricity generation and consumption in utility planning simulates this
situation even if the utility is not required to bear the full cost of its impacts on society.
increasingly, utilities will need to know the social costs of environmental impacts to
help them with their planning. Unfortunately, estimating social costs can be
conceptually demanding, time-consuming, and expensive. Hence, techniques to
reduce the effort needed to estimate social costs without significantly compromising
their accuracy have considerable appeal. Generic social cost estimates, such as
"social cost adders," are added to the financial costs of projects in some jurisdictions
in an effort to approximate the social cost of each project. The social cost adders
may not be accurate for specific projects or environmental impacts but ignoring the
impacts may be an even larger distortion.
By incorporating the social costs of environmental impacts into its planning
processes, a utility is able to develop a plan that minimizes the overall cost of
electricity generation to society. This type of planning may not yet be a formal
requirement, but it is quickly becoming an explicit obligation. Eventually, regulatory
13
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changes are likely to force utilities to move closer to socially optimal planning.
Anticipating such requirements in plans may be financially more attractive than
complying with environmental regulations after they have been promulgated.

14
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MONETIZING EXTERNALITIES IN UTILITY REGULATIONS:
THE ROLE OF CONTROL COSTS
Paul L. Chernick and Emily Caverhill
PLC, Incorporated
Boston, Massachusetts
Introduction
Monetizing
environmental
externalities
provides
an
approximation of the societal value of reducing impacts on
human health and the environment from electrical energy
supply, including utility and non-utility
fossil-fired
generation, DSM and off-system power purchases.
A dollar
estimate of the full societal cost of the supply option is
established by placing a value on the air, water and
terrestrial effects of each supply option and adding that to
the option's capital, operating and maintenance costs.
Repeating this exercise allows different electric power supply
options to be compared on a full-societal cost basis.
In
monetization, these externalities are expressed as a cost/unit
of the externality, such as $/lb of emissions or $/gal of
water consumed, and the full societal cost is usually stated
as a cost/kWh generated.
In this paper, externalities are briefly defined, and the
strengths and weaknesses of four techniques for monetizing
externalities are then discussed with examples of the
application of each method. A rationale for monetization of
externalities is provided, and the authors' preferred
technique for incorporating externalities into utility
planning in the near term, implied valuation through the
estimation of the marginal cost of abatement, is discussed in
detail.
Definition of Environmental Externalities
We use the term "externality" to refer to any cost or benefit
that is not reflected in the price paid by a utility or its
customers for energy-related goods or services.
Only
environmental externalities are considered in this paper,
although other important economic and social externalities
also exist. Examples of environmental externalities include
the health and environmental damages caused by the emission
of air pollutants, and impacts on aquatic ecosystems from the
water consumption of a power plant cooling system.
Energy production and consumption, like most human activities,
produces a range of external environmental effects. Some of
those effects are well-understood, predictable effects, such
as the amount of land required by a facility. Other effects
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are strongly supported by empirical evidence, such as ambient
pollution effeJts on human health.
Some represent risks,
which may be well-understood, both as to probability and
effect, or irisy be highly uncertain.
For example, the
designers of a dam may know that there is a one-in-a-million
chance of th& dam's failing and killing 2,000 people.
Similarly, the number of people who will be killed in gradecrossing accidents involving coal trains is unknown, but the
probability distribution may be highly predictable.
Still
other consequences are not fully understood in a technical
sense, such as the effect of trace gas emissions on global
warming and the effect of global warming on human and
ecological systems. Finally, the net effects may be difficult
to determine:
the construction of a water reservoir may
provide recreational benefits and habitat for waterfowl, but
destroy other recreational opportunities, flood wetlands and
disrupt the habitat of other ecosystems.
Scope of Analysis
The complexity and results of an analysis of externalities are
influenced
by
geographic
scope.
Some
analyses
of
externalities are specifically designed to evaluate only those
effects that occur in a specific service area or state. For
example, Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities has
determined that externalities of electric power souices must
be considered regardless of where they occur, while Vermont
will include only costs that have some connection to state
residents.
This type of limitation can simplify the
assessment process, by excluding some impacts, or complicate
the process, by requiring the identification of the location
of each externality. For example, if oil spills were to be
included in the analysis only if they occurred in New England
waters, it would be necessary to determine the port through
which marginal supplies of oil were imported.
Geographic scope also affects the evaluation of specific
externalities in other ways. For instance, some results of
energy production, such as suspended particulate emissions,
have varying effects, depending on the area in which they are
deposited.
The scope of an externality analysis may also be affected by
decisions to exclude classes of effects, or to limit the
method of valuation. For example, an analysis that valued all
effects at market prices (e.g., an otter at the price of its
pelt, a human life at the present value of lost wages,
wilderness at the income it generates in tourism) would miss
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some important aspects of many effects, but would be somewhat
simpler to perform than a study that attempted to determine
a total social value for each affected system.
One reasonable approach to limiting scope is to identify in
advance the marginal sources of energy and related products
and services.
For example, if we can trace the marginal
source of residual oil for utility boilers in New England
(e.g., Venezuelan oil, refined in the Caribbean, and imported
by tanker), then we can largely ignore the externalities
produced by other supplies (e.g., new wells in the Rocky
Mountains or enhanced oil recovery in Alberta.) Sirilarly,
if we know that the marginal source of transmission capacity
is an upgrade of an existing line, rather than a new line on
a new right-of-way, then we can limit our analysis to
identifying the externalities from the pipeline upgrade. The
identification
of
fuel source, transportation
method,
technologies employed and their related externalities may not
be easy. Indeed, the externality values we are estimating may
ultimately influence the choice of new power supply technology
and fuel options.
The choice of externalities to be included in utility planning
and the scope of the evaluation are largely independent of the
method of estimating the externalities. The methods discussed
in this paper were developed to estimate externalities for
decisions concerning utility and non-utility fossil-firea
generation facilities, DSM, and off-system power purchases
that are fossil fuel-fired at the margin. However, they are
also applicable to the evaluation of the externalities of
hydro-electric, nuclear or other energy supply or demand
reducing options.
Valuation Methods
In general, four basic approaches have been used to estimate
environmental externalities:
1.

Estimating
the
relative
physical,
chemical,
toxicological potency of various pollutants;

or

2.

Polling of experts or other people;

3.

Direct estimation of the environmental effects of a
pollutant, and the valuation of each of those effects;
and

4.

Determination of the implied societal value of reduction
of the pollutant, from the maximum cost society has
committed (or appears about to commit) to pay for
reductions of this pollutant.
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In the first two approaches, relative potency and polling, the
relative values of specific externalities are estimated.
These relative values can then be translated into cost
(monetized) by estimating
the value of one of
the
externalities, and relating the other related externalities
to it.
Relative potency, works quite well for estimating the relative
importance, or value, of the major energy-related greenhouse
gases (C02, methane, N 2 0, CO and NOJ . The relative values of
reducing emissions of the greenhouse gases can be related to
the value of reducing C0 2 emissions, by correcting for the
shorter lives and lower molecular weights of the other
greenhouse gases, ar.d properly discounting the effects of the
gases over time. Lashof and Ahuja (1990)7 estimate thit the
instantaneous global warming potentials
(GWP) of the
greenhouse gases relative to CO, are: 10 for CH 4 , 180 for N 2 O,
and 2.2 for CO. (That is, CH4 is ten times as potent as CO2
on a weight basis.) Chernick and Caverhill (1990a) 2 discounts
the value of future emissions of the greenhouse gases and uses
Lashof and Ahuja's results to estimate the relative value of
reducing emissions of the greenhouse gases as: 76 for CH4; 320
for N2O; and 6 for CO. These results are based on a discount
rate of 6% real.
Relative potency might also be used for estimating the
relative importance of other externalities. Data in Hendrey
(1986)5 implies that the acid rain damages caused by NOx are
83% those of S0 2 , per pound of emissions (Chernick and
Caverhill, 1989).*
Hohmeyer (1988)7 cites work by Grupp
(1986)/ which finds that the toxicity of SO,, particulates,
and VOCs are equal per pound of emissions, and that NO is 25%
more toxic per pound. Grupp's estimates appear to refer only
to acute human toxicity, although Hohmeyer applies them for
all purposes. While relative potency provides probably our
best estimates of the relative value *-! reducing greenhouse
gas emissions, it may be inferior to the more direct
monetizing techniques, described below, for the other major
air pollutants.
The second approach, polling, can be employed in valuation if
the polling instrument is designed carefully, and the poll
respondents are experts in the field in question and are
informed of the intended use of the poll results.
For
example, it may be useful to poll epidemiologists on the
coefficients of the dose-response functions relating human
illness and death to pollution levels. However, the results
of a polling effort can be useless for valuing externalities,
or worse, misleading. A good polling effort must: (1) poll
a representative sample of experts in the field of interest,
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and publish the names and credentials of the respondents for
public review; (2) provide a clear statement of the question
to be answered in the poll, and the intended use of the
answer; and (3) make the polling instrument and the
respondents' answers available for public review.
If the
polled respondents are not experts in the field in which they
are responding, or the results of the poll are used for a
purpose unintended by the respondent, then the results will
be useless for valuation.
If the question posed is vague,
then the respondents' answers may not be interpreted in the
way they were intended. If the credentials of the respondents
and their answers are not available for public review, it is
difficult to rely on the integrity of the results for decision
making.
Polling is unlikely to provide better Information
than the other methods of estimating externalities presented
here. Certainly, its usefulness is critically dependent on
the quality of the polling instrument and credentials of the
respondents. New England Electric Service (NEES) appears to
be the only utility (or any other analyst) thct has attempted
to value externalities using a polling approach.
Direct assessment and valuation, the third approach, attempts
to identify all quantifiable effects of an externality to
society. in general, each effect must be quantified, and a
unit cost must be established. This procedure is generally
treated as if it were a technical exercise, but the definition
of relevant externalities, selection of important effects,
choice of quantification measures and techniques, and
determination of unit cost are often highly judgmental and
subjective.
For environmental externalities, such as air pollution and
water pollution, the relevant effects might include impacts
on: human life and health; human comfort and pleasure
including effects of noise levels, visibility, and odors;
domesticated plants and animals, such as commercial forests,
livestock, crops, and lawns; wild plants and animals in a
variety of habitats; and non-living materials, such as those
exposed on buildings (especially stone and paint), at
archeological and historical sites, on monuments, on vehicles,
and in natural landforms.
Determination of at least some of the social costs of some
environmental externalities is feasible, although this process
is complex.
In principle, direct estimation requires the
determination of how the pollutant moves through the
atmosphere, how it changes chemically (especially for
precursors to ozone and to particulates), how it is deposited
on various surfaces (lungs, soil, water, paint, etc.), how
much it affects each system (including visibility, human
health, crops, materials, wildlife, etc.), and the unit value
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of the effects on each system.
In fact, the transport
calculations are very complicated, and the atmospheric
chemistry and dose-response relationships may be highly
uncertain.
Even when these difficult technical issues have been resolved,
tough policy questions remain in the valuation of effects.
Costing of market-valued goods such as agricultural production
and paint can be relatively straightforward.
It is more
controversial to assign values to human morbidity and
mortality
(which
are
themselves
complicated
by
many
subcategories including age, health, duration of illness, and
the extent of suffering and dread), as well as to visibility,
historic monuments and forests, wildlife and ecosystems.
Direct estimation of environmental costs is a daunting and
time-consuming task, given the multi-disciplinary background
needed by those responsible for assigning values to human lifss
and health, visibility and other non-market costs. Yet if the
assessors exercise caution in understanding data sources,
correcting errors and reflecting regional differences, all to
the extent feasible, direct estimation serves as a highly
clear and workable method to value what seem to be intangible
external costs.
For a more detailed discussion of direct
estimation of externalities see Ottinger, et al. (1990, in
print) 10 or Chernick and Caverhill (1989).
The fourth approach, implied valuation, relies on the costs
of required or anticipated regulations or control measures to
estimate a societal value of reducing emissions of particular
externalities.
For example, the new Clean Air Bill, once
adopted, gives us specific information about what society is
willing to pay, on a national basis, to reduce SO,, NOX, VOC
and toxic air emissions. Similarly, other federal or state
regulations provide estimates of the value of reducing
externalities at the margin. This method is also referred to
as shadow pricing, revealed preference and marginal cost of
abatement. There is increasing use of the cost of abatement
to determine the value of reducing externalities, specifically
in California, New York and most recently Massachusetts. The
strengths and limitations of this method are discussed in more
detail in the following sections.
In the third and fourth approaches, direct estimation and
implied valuation, the value of reducing each externality is
monetized. Typically, values are expressed in such terms as
$/pound of pollutant emitted, or $/unit of the externality.
The combined value of all of the externalities of a power
source (expressed in $/kWh, for example) is then the sum
across externalities of the following product:
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Amount of each
pollutant emitted
(in units such as
pounds /JcWh)

X

Unit value of
pollutant
(in this case,
$/pound)

that

In the next two sections, we discuss why monetizing
externalities
is
appropriate,
tractable
and
provides
reasonable estimates of the value of reducing externalities,
and concentrate on the implied valuation technique in more
detail through a discussion of its application and associated
uncertainties and analytical difficulties. For simplicity,
we will discuss generic approaches in the context of
externalities for which $/lb valuation is appropriate.
Why Monetize Externalities?
There
are
several
reasons why
explicitly
monetizing
externalities is the best way of including these external
effects in supply planning.
1.

Externalities are already assigned values, or monetized,
in utility planning.
Since power supply decisions
necessarily consider the capital and operating costs of
supply options, the assumptions made about other nonprice factors, such as the inclusion (or exclusion) of
external effects, imply a value for those non-price
effects.

2.

Currently, most jurisdictions assign externalities a
value of zero by ignoring effects beyond permitted
levels.
Utility planners who do
not
consider
environmental effects of energy supply in their decisions
are implicitly (or explicitly) valuing externalities at
zero.
Clearly, the emissions from a utility plant
located in the Northeast contribute to ambient air
quality problems and therefore an emissions reduction has
positive value; similarly, reduction of externalities in
other jurisdictions has positive value also.

3.

Some states have adopted generic price adders for
externalities to account for the environmental benefits
of DSM measures. Even though these are not disaggregated
into individual externalities, they do provide a rough
monetary estimate of the total value of reducing the
environmental (and other) costs of supply-side options
when compared to DSM measures.
However, adders are
generally related to the cost (or price) of the supply
option, and bear no relation to actual environmental
effects or societal preference for reductions. In some
cases this has the exact opposite effect than was
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intended: cheap but dirty existing coal and oil power
plants are given a lower externalities adder than cleaner
but more expensive new coal or gas plants.
4.

The New York Public Service Commission and the California
Energy Commission
have explicitly
valued
several
externalities including major air emissions and, in the
case of New York, water and land use externalities. In
some cases the values chosen are placeholding values, but
they clearly support specific non-2ero values for these
externalities. The inclusion of externalities has thus
been established in regulatory decision-making in these
and other jurisdictions.

5.

The estimates developed through monetization are based
on various measures of our society's willingness to pay
for reducing externalities, such as regulations, and are
independent of the price of supply options or, in many
cases, individual utility regulations.

6.

Explicit monetization can be locally or regionally
consistent, as appropriate for the externalities under
consideration.
The societal value of reducing a
regionally or globally important externality should be
largely independent of the source of that externality,
while the location of a source with an externality
causing local effects will be much more important.

7.

Explicit monetization is reviewable and reproducible.
Unlike
other
methods
proposed
for
incorporating
externalities in utility supply planning, such as ranking
or rating and weighting, the estimated externality values
from monetization replace judgement of objective analysis
and reasoning, and can be refined in an iterative process
through information provided by interested parties.

8.

Explicit monetization can be consistent across utility
options. While a simplistic percentage adder can reflect
the environmental benefits of energy conservation, it can
not distinguish between dirty and clean, but possibly
more expensive, supply technologies and fuels. A pound
of S0 2 emissions reduced through the use of scrubbers or
lower sulfur fuel is as valuable as that reduced through
conservation or any other means, and the cleaner supply
options should be credited with that benefit.

9.

Explicit valuation encourages individual plant innovation
to improve efficiency, reduce emissions and reduce other
externalities beyond reguir&d levels, while percentage
adders do not.
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As we will show, it is feasible to generate credible estimates
of the value of reducing environmental impacts through at
least one valuation approach, implied valuation.
Implied Valuation and Cost of Abatement
As used in this method, the cost of pollution control is
sometimes described as if it were a proxy for the cost of
emissions.
In fact, the costs of control provide direct
information on the societal value of emission reductions,
under two theoretical approaches.
First, the cost of required control measures serves as an
estimate of the price that society is willing to pay to reduce
the pollutant. If legislators and regulators require measures
that cost as much as $2/lb to reduce sulfur emissions, it
seems reasonable to assume that reducing emissions from those
sources must be worth at least $2/lb, and that reductions from
other sources (due to conservation or fuel choice) must also
be worth $2/lb at the margin. This is the rationale behind
the "implied valuation or revealed preference" approach to the
use of control costs for valuing externalities.
Second, the costs of required controls may directly establish
the social benefits of reducing emissions, to the extent that
they define the direct pollution-control costs that can be
avoided by an exogenous reduction in emissions.
If the
objective of environmental regulation is to maintain a given
level of ambient air quality, the construction of a less
polluting plant or the reduction in output requirements due
to energy conservation will allow regulators to back out the
most expensive control measures that would otherwise have been
required.
One important aspect of the implied valuation approach is that
only the marginal cost of control matters. From the "implied
preference" perspective, the fact that many required controls
are inexpensive, or even that some inexpensive controls have
not yet been required, is irrelevant to the determination of
the marginal price society is willing to pay.
From the
avoided-control-cost perspective, the appropriate estimate of
the social cost of control is the highest-cost item that will
be required, since conservation (or low-pollutant generation)
will allow that most expensive measure to be avoided.
One general criticism of this approach is that the highest
cost of control is a reasonable estimate of the value of
reducing emissions only under a mandate requiring an
additional reduction. The costs of controls required in the*
past to correct historical environmental problems are not
directly relevant to determining the value of reductions in
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pollution today, especially if the environment is now much
cleaner.
In our earlier work, and most recently in our
analysis of the implications of the New York State Energy Plan
regarding the costs of required controls, we have used current
and future costs to maintain or improve air quality.
Further, for the foreseeable future there is a clear mandate
for reductions in ambient levels of S0 2 and NO x , and in CO,
emissions in many states.
For instance, the goals and
objectives of the New York State Energy Plan recommend
specific emissions reductions to improve air quality in New
York including a 50% reduction in SO2 emissions from 1980
levels, a 25% reduction in NO emissions from 1988 levels for
stationary sources and possibly a 25% or greater reduction in
N0 x emissions from mobile sources. For the greenhouse gas CO 2 ,
the recommended target is a 20% reduction in emissions by
2008.
These targets respond to the deficiency of current
emissions regulations to meet ambient air quality standards.
In other words, an individual source may be in compliance with
its emissions permits, but its remaining emissions, no matter
how small, contribute to degraded ambient air quality.
Wherever future measures (including application of current
regulations to future facilities) will be necessary to achieve
or maintain acceptable pollution levels, the incremental cost
of the required control for that pollutant provides a
reasonable value for reducing emissions of that pollutant at
the margin.
Note that we are not simply urging the use of
the highest cost we can imagine, or that has been proposed;
we refer to the highest cost among those that are likely to
be imposed in the absence of reduced energy generation.
Further, we are interested in the incremental cost of control.
We use the term "incremental" because pollution control
options tend to occur in discrete blocks, corresponding to
particular rules, although the term "marginal" would also be
appropriate.
By definition, the incremental cost is the
highest cost of required controls.
Given this definition, the marginal control cost represents
the highest cost society has explicitly demonstrated a
willingness to pay for recent or future reductions of an
externality. Obviously, society is happy to pay less, if it
can get the reductions for a lower cost. However, the amounts
which are effectively available at the lower price must be
exhausted, or else the higher-cost measures would not have
been required.
However, the marginal cost of control is
probably lower than the value of reducing an externality at
the margin. The next-more-expensive option may be so much
more expensive that it is deemed to be above the societal
value or it is unfeasible for other technical or policy
reasons.
Examples of abatement options which are at least
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partially constrained by technical and policy constraints
include the use of C02 scrubbers or the use of nuclear power
to replace fossil fuels.
This concept is illustrated in
Figure 1 where the estimated marginal cost of abatement is
shown to be below the highest cost of control currently
required under regulations, significantly below the cost of
the control option rejected because it is currently too
expensive, and below the "true" societal value (labelled
"optimum value").
Our estimates of the marginal control costs are actually
understated by even more than implied by this argument. We
have deliberately selected values somewhat lower than the very
highest marginal cost we have identified, so they are probably
lower than the actual value of reducing externalities at the
margin.
It seems unlikely that the marginal value of reducing
externalities would drop sharply in the range of reductions
individual states are considering.
Indeed, the cancerpromoting characteristics of N0 x , the carcinogenic properties
of N0 x reaction products, and many other externalities,
probably have no threshold for their effects. Our use of the
implied valuation method does not, as some critiques have
assumed, estimate the value of eliminating an externality
(Figure 2, cross-hatched area). Even if the more ambitious
of the utility DSM programs were replicated state-or countrywide, no major externalities would be eliminated.
We are
estimating the value of marginal improvements in air quality
by relating emissions reductions to air quality improvements.
Therefore, the value of reducing the next unit of an
externality is close to (and perhaps indistinguishable from)
the value of reducing the preceding unit. This is shown in
Figure 2 as the darkly shaded area.
Even if the environmental damage of emissions dropped sharply
as successive emissions reductions were achieved, the marginal
cost of abatement stii: represents a minimum estimate of the
marginal value of reducing emissions, to the extent that
society will be able to back out or avoid expenditures on the
most-expensive control measures on new plants or future
retrofits. This concept is illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.
Figure 3 illustrates that if a conservation program is
adopted, the demand for supply side controls will shift
downward thus allowing the most expensive supply-side
emissions reduction options to be backed out.
Figure 4
illustrates the same point somewhat differently, in that the
requirements for supply-side emissions reductions, which are
shown as a constraint, will be reduced by a conservation
program, again avoiding the most expensive control measures.
Until all of the SCR, which is and will be required on new
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plants in most states to control N0 x , is no longer necessary
because of dramatic improvements in local and regional air
quality, the marginal cost of SCR will be a reasonable
estimate of the value of reducing N0 x emissions. While this
scenario is theoretically possible, it is unlikely in the
foreseeable future, given the current degradation of the now
limited air resource and the continual growth of regional and
national populations and economy, with associated upward
pressure on energy use and on air pollutant emissions.
In addition, the use of expected costs of control is also a
way of reflecting the additional costs of uncertain but likely
future regulations, such as S02 scrubber retrofits and
allowance purchase requirements under the Clean Air Bill or
the adoption of a carbon tax on fossil fuels.
Implied Value of Unregulated Externalities
The previous discussion is presented as if all externalities
under consideration were regulated. For externalities that
are not yet regulated, such as the greenhouse gases, costs of
control are also a valid way of estimating the value of
reducing emissions. First, there is considerable discussion
of adopting a federal carbon tax, and several states are
moving to reduce C0 2 emissions by a target percentage. While
these measures may not be immediately adopted, primarily due
to concerns about the macro-economic effects of taxes and the
lack of an international structure for requiring reductions,
some measures to control global warming are likely to be
adopted in the utility planning horizon.
Second, the weight of evidence indicates that we must
stabilize the COZ concentration in the atmosphere in order to
slow the current accelerated rate of global warming.
The
stabilization effort is going to come either from reducing C0 2
emissions or increasing C0 2 sinks. Krause, Bach and Koomey
(1989)17 estimate that reductions (or abatement) of C0 2
emissions on the order of 80% are required to stabilize global
climate.
Our options for stabilizing global climate include: reducing
C0 2 emissions through improved energy efficiency, decreased
use of fossil fuels by eliminating wasteful uses and increased
use of non-fossil energy sources, and halting the destruction
of forests; and increasing carbon sinks, including treeplanting and CO2 scrubbing, to the extent feasible. While we
are beginning to get an idea of what certain mitigation
strategies will cost, we do not yet have a complete supply
curve for CO2 abatement strategies showing how much abatement
is available at what cost.
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However, we can attempt to describe the supply curve for C0 z
abatement.
At negative and very low cost, there is some
energy efficiency potential and potential for reduction of C0 2
emissions through halting the destruction of forests. Some
of the cheaper or negative cost options of both of these
strategies are currently being pursued, however there is
potential for further reductions from these measures. Higher
cost energy efficiency options are also available. We know
also, based on our analysis in (Chernick and Caverhill,
1989)1, that reasonable tree planting costs fall in the range
of 2-10 cents/lb carbon sequestered. The premium for nonfossil energy technologies ranges from slightly positive (for
some hydro, and some geothermal, wind and solar-thermal energy
in California) to moderate, including C0 2 scrubbing at a cost
of greater than roughly 10 cents/lb carbon, and expensive for
nuclear, renewables located in less optimal sites, and other
technologies.
Given the current uncertainty of the availability of cheap
efficiency and renewable options, the limited potential for
new hydro sites, the cost and general opposition to nuclear,
and the moderate cost of some tree planting sites, we expect
that some tree planting will be done as part of a CO 2
mitigation strategy designed to reduce ambient CO 2 levels by
any meaningful percentage. For this reason we use the costs
of abatement, in this case reasonable costs of tree planting,
to estimate the marginal value of reducing C0 2 emissions.
Some Complications in Determining Implied Values
The proper usage of cost-of-control in the valuation of
externalities raises numerous complications.
These can be
grouped into problems regarding the definition of the marginal
control cost, and imperfections in the political/regulatory
system. The first set of issues is primarily technical in
nature, while the second is more philosophical, raising
questions regarding the use of regulatory decisions as guides
to social values in any context.
Defining the Margin. Determining the marginal unit of
externality control difficult for at least three reasons.
First, legislative and regulatory requirements for the control
of externalities often appear to be mutually inconsistent,
with some required measures having much higher costs than much
less expensive measured that are not required. Second, the
margin is often in flux. Third, the complexity of pollution
control often complicates the computation of the cost of
controlling any one environmental externality.
The first difficulty, apparent inconsistencies in regulatory
behavior, will generally produce underestimates of externality
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costs. Controls are often not required on all sources of an
externality, for any of several reasons.
Legislation and/or
regulation may attempt to protect vulnerable (or powerful)
economic interests or sectors, and thus may exempt such groups
as small businesses, marginal industries, and households from
controls
imposed
on
other
generators
of
the
same
externalities. Similar exemptions may be granted to sectors
that are perceived to be contributing in other ways to the
solution of the same or related problems.
Exceptions are
especially likely to be granted if those contributions are
viewed as burdensome. For example, the Bush-Dingell Clean Air
Act amendments would defer application of the air toxics
provisions to electric utilities, even though arsenic emitted
by a power plant is as dangerous as arsenic emitted by a
smelter. The apparent rationale for the exemption is that the
utilities will be responsible for most of the acid rain
reduction, and in some cases for much of the local air quality
improvements, mandated in other sections of the same bill, and
that equity requires that utilities be temporarily exempted
from the burdens of complying with the air toxics provisions.
The cost of administration may also restrict the application
of
controls
on
externalities.
Some
producers
of
externalities, especially those that are small and dispersed,
may be very difficult and expensive to police. Regulators may
also find their scarce resources are more efficiently used on
new proposed sources (where the applicant must receive the
regulator's active approval to proceed) than on existing
sources (where the regulator may need to expend significant
effort to force a change in the status quo).
The second problem, that of a potentially changing margin, is
particularly clear in the present case of acid rain. Acid
rain has been a heated issue for at least a decade, and at the
present time, legislation addressing acid rain seems very
likely to be enacted within the next year or so. The nature
of this legislation and the impact it will have on redefining
the margin are far from clear.
The
third
problem,
the
complexity
of
externalities,
encompasses several aspects.
First, some control measures
reduce the emission level of multiple pollutants. A relevant
example of this situation is the equipment of automobiles with
catalytic convertors. Catalytic convertors reduce emissions
of carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides and reactive hydrocarbons.
In such cases, it is sometimes difficult to determine which
pollutants have motivated the imposition of the controls, and
to apportion the cost of the controls among pollutants. In
addition, one level of convertor effectiveness is currently
required nationally, a higher level is required in California,
and a still higher level is due to go into effect in
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California in 1992.
The second aspect of complexity relates to the effects of the
externalities, rather than to the effect of the controls. A
single pollutant or other direct effect of energy production
may have several ultimate effects, each imposing its own costs
on society. As a result, the same pollutant may be regulated
under several different rules. For example, nitrogen oxides
are regulated as a respiratory pollutant and as a precursor
to smog.
Essentially all of the proposed acid rain
legislation would regulate nitrogen oxides as a precursor to
acid rain.
In addition, recent evidence indicates that
nitrogen oxides may contribute to the release of methane from
soils, which would make nitrogen oxides a candidate for
regulation as a greenhouse precursor.14 These multiple effects
may also confuse the valuation of the externalities, due to
the need to distinguish between additive and cumulative
controls.
Imperfections in the Regulatory System. The decisions
of the legislative and regulatory system provide us with
useful information, including some sense as to how social and
political structures (sometimes at local, state, federal, and
international levels) have valued the externalities in which
we are interested.
However, we must recall that these
structures are imperfect. We should not delude ourselves into
believing that reguired levels of pollution controls, for
example, represent revealed truth regarding the social
valuation of pollution.
Environmental regulation, like any other kind of regulation,
occurs in a political context, as the balancing process of
many complex interests. For the most part, society does not
collectively pay the cost of reducing externalities:
individual persons and corporations pay different shares of
the costs, and receive different shares of the benefits. The
distribution of the costs and benefits across interest groups
and constituencies may have a greater effect on the eventual
level of regulation than does the aggregate social value. The
control of acid rain, for example, has been severely impeded
by the states which produce the most acid emissions, and who
would have to pay for a significant portion of the control
measures. Regulation also may be too weak (in which case the
true value of the externality may be much higher than the
value implied by regulatory standards), too strong (in which
case reductions of the externality through choice of energy
tecnnology may still save society the costs of the controls,
so the implied value may be a correct valuation), or a mixture
of the two.
Even if legislators and regulators strove solely to identify
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and serve the social good, no one is omniscient. Given the
multitude of interests and valuations, the choice made by the
regulators may not match a reasonably defined social value.
In practice, neither the regulatory agencies nor the courts
are normally given the responsibility of determining the
public
interest
and
pursuing
it
without
restraint.
Legislatures enact laws, and regulators and courts put them
into effect. The regulatory and legal interpretation of the
statute may not always be what the legislature expected or
intended.
Indeed, in some cases, such as the National
Environmental Protection Act that established the requirement
of Environmental Impact Statements for major federal actions,
it is clear that the legislature as a whole did not know how
its language would be interpreted, and various legislators
held very different views of just what the law would require.
Even if the legislature knows what it wants, and gets it, the
public may not be well served. The public is not always able
to follow complex and detailed public policy issues or to
affect their representatives' votes.
Most of these issues are quite tractable, although rapidly
changing regulations inevitably create some uncertainty. With
a proper conceptual framework, and due diligence, the implied
valuation technique can produce highly relevant and useful
estimates of the social cost of externalities. One of the
most desirable features from the perspective of the analyst
and decision-maker is that the toughest social choices,
assigning dollar values to human life and health, to wildlife,
to natural ecosystems, to historical monuments and to
visibility, are made by the legislators and environmental
regulators such as the EPA.
In summary, externalities can be monetized for near-term use
in utility regulation using at least one method, implied
valuation, or marginal cost of abatement.
Monetizing
environmental externalities provides an approximation of the
societal value of reducing impacts on human health and the
environment from electrical energy supply. The externalities
estimates generated through the use of the marginal cost of
abatement are conservative (low) estimates of the actual
marginal values of reducing the externalities.
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A FRAMEWORK FOR EVALUATING ENVIRONMENTAL EXTERNALITIES
IN RESOURCE PLANNING: A STATE REGULATORY PERSPECTIVE
by
Dr. Daniel Violette and Ms. Carolyn Lang, RCG/Hagler, Bailly, Inc.
Dr. Philip Hanser, Electric Power Research Institute

INTRODUCTION
Environmental externalities are gaining new importance in utility resource planning. This
paper proposes a framework for addressing environmental externalities within a utility
integrated planning process. This framework was previously proposed by Violette (1990),
and has also been suggested by other researchers.1 For the purposes of this paper, this
approach is termed the "environmental constraint" method.
Prior to presenting this framework, the general "environmental externalities" problem is
discussed. In characterizing the externalities problem, some of the "simple truths" that have
appeared in recent literature will be examined and, while not necessarily showing them to
be untrue, the discussion will hopefully illustrate that these "truths" are not so simple. The
purpose of this examination is to help clarify the policy issues facing state commissions, and
the assumptions that are implicit in the decision to take action on incorporating
environmental externalities in integrated planning. While the authors believe that it is, in
fact, important for commissions to adopt a policy regarding residual environmental
externalities, we are not as sanguine as some about what has become the "conventional
wisdom" on the issue (at least as it is expressed in the recent literature), and believe that
commissions should broaden the scope of analysis and the policy tools that they are
considering for use when incorporating or valuing externalities as part of the planning
process.
1.0 BACKGROUND

State commissions have been pressing ahead with provisions to quantify environmental
externalities in utility least-cost planning proceedings.2 A number of arguments have been

1

These include Beniowand Marron, 1990; Cropper and Oates, 1990; Ottinger, 1990; Brick and Edgar, 1990.

*By one count, 24 jurisdictions have at least started to formally consider the incorporation of externalities
into utility planning; see Cohen, S.D. et al. (1990).
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advanced for this and many of these are well stated in Ottinger, et.al. (1990)3. These
arguments include:
Allowing utilities to only meet applicable governmental laws and regulations
that require emission limits or rate standards ignores the externality costs of
emissions in excess of the legal limits. These emissions will have some impact
on the environment, and should be taken into account in utility planning.
It is the state commissions' purview to require these costs to be accounted for
in a least-cost plan, since it is The commission's responsibility to protect
consumer welfare. By including environmental externality costs, commissions
are simply assuming their traditional role of assuring prudent resource
allocation by utilities.
Granting that any monetary valuation or other quantified weighting of
environmental externalities is extremely uncertain, commissions must take the
general position that approximate damage estimates are better than implicitly
valuing these externalities at zero. This position is probably best expressed
by the Oregon Commission in a recent decision (Order No. 89-507) where it
states "when the certainty of external costs is known, but the amount of the
costs is not, zero is the least desirable and least accurate cost to apply."
There are several different procedures for incorporating environmental externalities in
planning. The procedure selected will depend, in part, on the commission's objectives.
Several approaches have been suggested for explicitly incorporating externalities in utility
least-cost planning. The two methods most often cited* are: one, the cost of control
approach; and two, the direct valuation of damages using economic methods. An appendix
to this paper discusses approaches available for directly valuing environmental damage to
resources.5
A third method that does not involve a monetization of the externalities, but instead uses
a set of weighting criteria has also been suggested. This type of method wouid include an
evaluation matrix that could, for example, range from 1 to 100, with 70 points allocated to

3

See Ottinger, D., D.R. Woolcy, N A Robinson, D.R. Hadas, and S.R. Babb, Environmental Costs of
Electricity. Oceania Publications, Inc., 1990.
4
See Ottinger, et al., Ibid; and Paul Cheruick and Emily Caverhili, 'Incorporating Environmental
Externalities in Utility Planning* in Demand-Side Management Conference Proceedings, sponsored by ihe
Canadian Electrical Association, May 1990.

'Several surveys of direct valuation methods have been compiled by the authors. These include Peterson, D , D. Violctte. R. Ro»c
and L. Chestnut; Benefits of Environmental Controls: Measures, Methods, and Applications, EPRJ EA-6030, Research Project 2661-10.
Final Report, October 1988.
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cost and operational considerations, and 30 points allocated to cost factors.6
The first approach, the avoided cost of control valuation, is based on the premise that if
lawmakers require controls that, at the margin cost $500 per ton, then an additional one ton
reduction in emissions is worth $500 to society. Thus, the cost of additional reductions is
assumed to be equal to the marginal control costs. This assumes, of course, that lawmakers
are acting as society's representatives and are applying reasoned economic judgement. For
example, recent Clean Air Act analysis shows that cleanup of acid rain will require
expenditures of up to $1,500 a ton to reduce SO2. This method assumes that an additional
one ton reduction is worth $1,500 to society, The second method, damage cost approaches,
attempts to identify the specific resources at risk, the magnitude of the risk, and the value
to society associated with that impact. The direct assessment of environmental damages is
the conceptually preferred approach. The difficulty of direct assessment is in calculating the
monetized values of damages and defending the estimates in public forums. Opinion is
divided regarding the appropriateness of these different methods for different categories of
externalities and their appropriateness for different jurisdictions. Each method has its
proponents, its strengths and weaknesses, and each method requires certain leap of faith
assumptions.
Before getting too far into discussions on incorporating environmental externalities in utility
planning, it is important to recognize that the policy question is how to appropriately price
and/or control residual emissions, i.e., emissions after applicable state and federal laws have
been met. In this context, residual emissions can be broadly interpreted to include air,
water, solid waste as well as land use and aesthetic externalities. The policy question, at its
most basic level, is whether the residual emissions that are occurring or, more appropriately,
is the future time path of residual emissions set to a socially optimal level. A corollary to
this is: since different options for providing energy services result in different levels of
residual emissions, should integrated utility plans that produce lower residual emissions be
given some type of credit relative to a plan the produces higher residual emissions? In a
comparison of planning options, the argument is that options, such as conservation, that
produce fewer detrimental externalities should be given credit for this vis a vis other supply
options. In this way, planning can occur on a level playing field.
This can be summarized in two questions:
One- Has society paid enough? That is, is the current level of residual emissions
such that incurring additional costs to achieve greater reductions in residual
emissions (for specific pollutants) are not worth the benefits they achieve?
Two- If additional residual emissions reductions are needed; then what mix of policy
tools can best achieve this reduction?

^Several fairly complex weighting schemes have been devised. See, for example, the California Energy
Commissions ER-90 Report (July, 1990) and Destribats, A. F. et al. (May, 1990) for a matrix weighting system
proposed by New England Electric System.
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Related to the second question, it should be noted that there is an extensive literature in
environmental economics on the choice of policy instruments. A policy maker can choose
either pricing or quantity setting policy tools. If regulators set prices for externalities, then
polluters (i.e., the market) determine the quantity in response to the set prices. If regulators
set quantities, then the market sets an implicit price. Cropper and Gates (1990) show that
with perfect knowledge, either prices or quantities can be used to achieve the desired result.
With imperfect information, uncertainty and regulatory constraints, some arguments can be
made that quantity tools may be preferred.7 The policy tools considered by commissions
to date have almost all been pricing tools either through the additions of cost or benefit
adders on specific options, or indirectly through matrix weighting methods.
2.0

SOME "SIMPLE TOOTHS" THAT ARE NOT SO SIMPLE

The background presented above on the general methods used for incorporating
environmental externalities allows several popular statements to be explored. The purpose
in examining these statements is to place the problem to be addressed in the proper
perspective. Hopefully, this will help to identify some of the important policy tradeoffs
implicit in any decision to incorporate externalities in planning. Four specific statements
will be explored. Again, the goal is not necessarily to prove these statements to be untrue,
but simply to explore the assumptions embodied in statements that have commonly
appeared in the debate on environmental externalities in utility planning.
Assumed Simple Truth # 1: Full compliance with all applicable state and federal
environmental laws by utilities is insufficient because there remains residual
emissions and environmental impacts; and that this effectively assigns a value of zero
cost to these residual emissions.
Assumed Simple Truth # 2: Advocates of the avoided control cost approach indicate
that it is important to use marginal control costs, i.e., the most expensive control

7

The policy tools considered by commissions to date have been almost exclusively pricing mechanisms within
the resource plan. However, there is an extensive literature on which policy instrument to use, i.e., using prices
as the policy tool or setting quantities for pollutants. For example, Cropper, M.L. and WE. Oates (1990) have
an extensive discussion of the appropriate choice of policy inslniment in their recent survey of environmental
economics. They show that in a world of perfect knowledge, the regulator can set either price or quantity and
achieve the desired result (p. 13). Under uncertainty, the choice of price or quantity as the policy tool becomes
more complex. Weitzman, M. (1974) establishes the theorem that the preferred policy tool depends on the
relative steepness of the marginal damage and cost curves. When the damage curve is steep relative to the cost
curve; then, a quantity standard is preferred. When the cost curve is steeper, then, a price instrument is
preferred. Roberts and Spence (1976) further develop the Weitzman theorem by examining combinations of
price and quantity instruments in different degrees and show that, in the presence of imperfect information and
uncertainty around costs and benefits, these policies used in combination can provide welfare gains. Further
research on policy instruments in a regulatory policy setting, (Bohm and Russell, 1985) illustrate advantages of
quantity instruments when growth and uncertainty are present. This literature has not entered into this specific
policy debate on incorporating externalities in utility planning, but may be directly relevant.
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costs used to obtain the last ton of reduction to place a value on environmental
externalities.
Assumed Simple Truth #3: It is always cheaper to control new sources than existing
sources; thus the correct policy focus is on new sources rather than existing sources.
Assumed Simple Truth #4: That a value of zero is the least desirable estimate to
apply when environmental externalities are known to exist with certainty, but the
amount of the damages is unknown.

2.1 Discussion of these "Simple Truths
The first statement that current regulation implicitly assigns a value of zero to residual
emissions requires further examination. The statement reads as a call to action for all those
who are environmentally aware, because no reasonable person would support placing a zero
value on additional emissions reductions. However, in setting a policy standard, the
damages associated with additional reductions in emissions are usually represented by a
declining curve; that is, the first ton reduction may have a very high vaiue to society, but
each subsequent ton reduction has a lower value.
The objective in setting a pollution standard is to equate the marginal benefits of control
with the marginal costs. This is illustrated as point P in figure 1. This figure roughly
approximates the political compromise that was struck on the acid rain provisions of the
proposed Clean Air Act amendments - Senate Bill 1630. The bill calls for a cap of
approximately 9 million tons per year on sulfur dioxide emissions. It is estimated that
marginal control costs will be approximately $1,500 per ton of SO2 removed for the units
with the highest cost of control.
Given the information contained in figure 1, is it true that the residual damages are assigned
a zero value? The answer is no. They are simply assigned a value that is lower than the
costs of controlling emissions to a lower level. The control actions that take place (i.e.,
those that are reported) are only those "transactions" where the value of the reduction
outweighs the cost Analyses of markets and estimates of consumer surplus for market
commodities show that there is an observed price (or value) associated with the purchase
only if the benefits of these transactions outweigh the cost. If not, then the only value
observed is zero since no transaction has occurred.8
In the absence of an actual market, it is assumed that lawmakers analyze the costs of
pollution abatement and attempt to find a market clearing price (i.e., cost of removal)
s
In fact, special econometric estimation techniques have been developed to address the problem where
values in fact exist for a commodity, but are unobserved due to the lack of market transactions. The best known
of these techniques is the Tobit estimation method. A description can be found in most intermediate
econometric texts.
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Figure 1

Comparison of Marginal Environmental Damages
With Marginal Control Costs
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and/or quantity.9 If they are omniscient, then lawmakers take into account all control
strategies and factors that contribute to, or reduce, emissions over time. This would include,
in the acid rain example, all energy conservation options and the socially economic
construction of coal fired power plants.10 Thus, lawmakers and federal regulators may
have already assumed specific levels of energy use and different mixes of fossil use for both
utility and non-utility generation in their deliberations. To argue that additional costs should
be incurred to reduce emissions, then there must be the assumption that the lawmakers have
erred, and that their bias is towards under control of the pollutant in question. It is
interesting to note that the advocates of the avoided control cost of valuing residual
emissions support their position by appealing to the argument that lawmakers make
decisions that at least approximate equating marginal benefits and costs (See Chernick, P.
and E. Caverhill, 1989, Chapter 5).
Moving on to the second simple truth that addresses the use of marginal cost values in the
avoided cost approach. This approach identifies the highest marginal cost reduction strategy
required by legislation and, assuming that lawmakers are rational in their development of
the regulations, this "marginal" value places a lower bound on the costs that society
associates with an additional increment emissions. Again, appealing to Figure 1, it is clear
that this statement is not necessarily true. If lawmakers are rational, then the highest
control cost (i.e, the marginal cost) is actually the upper bound on the amount that society
would be willing to pay for an additional ton reduction. If it were believed that higher costs
of control would yield emissions reductions producing benefits that exceed the costs, then
the standards would have been set tighter. However, marginal control costs may be a
reasonable approximation for the costs of small changes in emissions around point P in
Figure 1, but it is difficult to argue that it is an upper bound.
While most analysts have argued that the avoided control cost approach likely will
underestimate true externality values compared to direct damage assessment, we believe this
issue to be somewhat indeterminate, depending on the amount of reduction already
obtained in a region and the corresponding pollutant damage.
The third "simple truth" is that it is easier to control new sources rather than existing
sources. This conventional wisdom has stemmed largely from the assumption that all
controls are similar to Best Available Control Technologies (BACT), such as flue gas
desulfurization devices or scrubbers. Scrubbers have extensive space, venting, piping, and
solid waste removal requirements that are easier to plan into new plants. However, studies
of economic responses to the proposed acid rain legislation have shown that many of the
most economic compliance actions are those at existing plants with high emissions rates.
The compliance options involve operational rather capital intensive actions such as fuel
switching, dispatching, or even the retirement of older, dirty plants. Again, if the real goal
is to reduce residual emissions in the most cost-effective manner, PUCs may want to
9

A discussion of the appropriate policy tool, price or quantity, is described in footnote 7.

l0

For example, analyses of the amendments to the Clean Air Act have included many analyses where different
mixes of DSM, fossil fuels, and construction plans have been used for forecast future emissions.
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consider options within the least-cost planning process where tradeoffs between externalities
produced by new sources can be offset by reductions in emissions and/or waste products at
existing sources. This type of integrated compliance plan could produce the same, or
reduced, level of residual emissions at a lower cost to the ratepayer. However, this could
pose administrative and regulatory problems because of the increased planning and
modeling effort required to develop an integrated plan incorporating even limited trading.
The fourth simple truth states that if residual emissions are known to occur with certainty;
then, the least desirable estimate to apply to external costs is zero. While this statement has
appeared in many papers and submissions to commissions, is it really an unarguable truth?
The implication of this statement is that any action taken by commissions to incorporate a
value for emissions within an integrated planning perspective will increase rather than
decrease social welfare. While commission actions in addressing residual externalities may
well be appropriate, is this level of confidence deserved?
The estimated level of sulfur dioxide emissions through the year 2030 without new acid rain
regulation are shown in Figure 2. The projected emissions, given the provisions of Senate
Bill 1630, are shown in Figure 3. Given that both figures project a decline in SO2 emissions
and given that additional reductions from an already lower baseline level of emissions are
expected to have produced lower benefits per ton; then, are policy analysts really confident
that using a marginal cost of control value of S 1,500 in 1988 dollars, causing
ratepayers/utilities to implicitly pay that amount in terms of higher production costs for
electricity to reduce an additional ton of residual SO2 emissions, will improve social welfare
over another policy that does not place a price adder on emitting sources? What if the
"true" social value could be known and turned out to be $500 per ton. Is a price adder of
S 1,500 better that the status quo? Again, the answer may be yes, but are analysts really that
confident? Of course, the arguments made above are quite different for pollutants that are
currently unregulated such as CO2 and certain air toxics.
22

How do the "Simple Truths" change Policies to Incorporate Environmental
Externalities in Utility Planning

Explicitly assessing policies for incorporating environmental externalities within the utility
planning process remains one of the most important questions currently facing both utilities
and public utility commissions. What is clear from the exploration of the "simple truths, is
that incorporating externalities in utility planning is a complicated process and that some
of the simple arguments may incorporate a broader range of assumptions than might first
be apparent. When these assumptions are accounted for, it is not quite as easy to dismiss
some of the arguments utility analysts have proposed stating that their previous investment
in pollution control, at least for some externalities already incorporates externality values.
The position is that electric power companies have already invested billions of dollars
meeting pollution control, land-use and other environmental and safety requirements; and
that this process already internalize many externalities. If one accepts the argument that
by meeting does not exceed the costs of control (i.e., the benefits of control do not outweigh
the costs), then this position may have some merit. Still, this position is based on the
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Figure 2
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assumption that the lawmakers/regulators that set the standards have considered the full
range of energy use and supply options and factored them into the decision to set the
emissions standard.
When setting externality policies, one of the factors that should considered is the projected
path of emissions over time in a specific region.11 The critical importance of the time
dimension is illustrated by Hazilla, M. and R. Kopp (1990). Other factors that should be
considered include: the stringency of current regulations on each externality, the current
and projected levels of residual emissions in a region, and the regional political licensing
and siting process in the region. For example, the public siting process can be effective at
addressing aesthetic, amenity and land use externalities associated with a new power facility.
This process may ensure that multiple sites for new sources are considered. Certain clean
supply options, such as energy conservation, that avoid this siting review may reduce
atmospheric emissions but move some risks (e.g., indoor air pollution and radon gas)12
closer to urban areas, exposing more individuals than might a power plant in a rural area.
In conclusion, environmental impacts of energy use and production decisions are important
and complex. Regulators should understand the environmental implications of any
integrated least-cost plan proposed by a utility, at least, in terms of the change in emissions
and wastes expected to be produced by the plan. A decision to place high values on
residual emissions through price or cost adders should be carefully reviewed and fully
account for the projected costs and reductions expected from existing emissions regulations.
At a minimum, commissions should develop a check list of externalities and require utilities
to quantify the change in quantities of emissions, pollutants, waste products and other
externalities. This list could be available for public review and comment. Many
commissions may want to go a step further and directly incorporate quantitative factors
within the integrated planning models and screening processes. The next section discusses
several procedures for integrating externality costs into resource planning.
3.0

OPTIONS FOR INCORPORATING ENVIRONMENTAL EXTERNALITIES IN
UTILITY PLANNING

Most commissions that have taken quantitative action on incorporating environmental
"Hazilla M. and R. Kopp (1990) state "specifically, regulations affect intertemporal microeconomic decisions
and cause social cost [of pollution control] to increase over time. Failure to quantify and account for these
intertemporal phenomena in a benefit-cost analysis will likely lead to errors of unknown magnitude. On the basis
of our findings of significant intertemporal impacts, currently practiced methods are unacceptable" (p.871). While
Hazilla and Kopp advocate a general equilibrium framework for benefit-cost analyses of environmental quality
regulations, the basic message in their work does not unreasonably complicate the types of factors state PUCs
and state environmental agencies should consider. As a side note, Hazilla and Kopp specifically attack the use
of engineering costs based estimates as estimates of social cost of control.
"Most studies show that tighter homes and buildings when appropriately constructed and ventilated do not
pose greater risks. However, this question is not fully resolved and it does assume that building contractors do,
in fact, make the appropriate construction and ventilation decisions.
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externalities have used pricing mechanisms that influence the resource selection or bidding
processes. Another set of policy options available to commissions involve the use of
quantity tools. As was discussed earlier, there is extensive literature in environmental
economics on the relative merits of choosing emissions pricing or quantity setting tools (see
prior footnote 7). To date, the discussion has focused on pricing methods. The pricing tools
that have been proposed are both direct, through the use of price or cost adders, or indirect
by setting up a matrix of weighting factors and selecting resources with the highest v/eighted
score.13 While pricing may methods have certain advantages, it is quite possible that the
practical aspects of the regulatory process as well as economic theory may support PUCs
considering the use of quantity constraints.
As was discussed in section 1.0 BACKGROUND, the direct pricing policy tools available
include the use of avoided compliance cost estimates and direct damages estimates. These
both have weaknesses: principally, engineering costs do not necessarily bear any relationship
to the value of avoided environmental damages (particularly on a site-by-site basis); while
the use of direct damage estimates often require data that are unavailable for many
important categories of damages.
State commissions may want to consider a third option, in light of the concerns associated
with direct pricing took. The regulatory policy or environmental constraint option, involves
the use of quantity policy tools rather than pricing tools. In this approach, commissions
would set either emissions levels or externality quantity targets (e.g., a zero increase in air
emissions) and then impose this as a constraint on the planning process. A number of
authors have recently discussed and proposed this type of approach including Bernow, S. and
D. Marron (1990) in a case study done for Vermont; Violette, D. and D. Peterson (1990);
and Brick S. and G. Edger (1990).14
The environmental constraint approach has a number of potential advantages over direct
pricing tools. As discussed earlier,15 quantity policy tools can offer a number of advantages
over pricing tools when there is uncertainty and imperfect information. While the avoided
cost of control approach is based on national numbers that give the same value to emissions
reductions in Texas as it does in New York, the environmental constraint method allows for
13

To see that a matrix of weights is actually an implicit pricing system, the analyst only has to show how the
matrix changes the final selection of resources from the conventional revenue requirements minimizing mix of
resources. The increase in revenue requirements implied by that change corresponds to a price. It would be
possible to calculate an implicit price for each factor in the matrix, by examining how that factor changes the
resource mix holding other factors constant and then calculating the increase in revenue requirements resulting
from the new mix of resources. Of course, to calculate a price, that factor must change the mix of resources that
would have been selected.
'"Ottinger, D. (1990) states that F. Krause of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory also has proposed an
'Environmental LCUP" where emission reduction quantities for pollutant quantities such as CO2, SO2, NOx and
particulars would be set and utilities would be required to meet these targets in a least cost manner; however,
there was no reference cited for F. Krause on this point.
l3

See prior footnote 7.
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a separate, unique determination of the emissions quantity (i.e., level) for cash jurisdiction.
This method also avoids the complexity of a direct damage assessment method.
Environmental constraints explicitly show the tradeoffs between environmental quality
improvements and increased revenue requirements. Integrated planning methods can be
used to calculate the costs of meeting different environmental quantity targets by developing
an estimate of the revenue requirements under each proposed policy. Regulators,
intervenors, utilities and ratepayers can then offer comments on whether they believe this
expenditure to be appropriate, given the environmental constraints that will be achieved.
The use of a matrix weighting method can obscure the fact that meeting environmental
objectives impose increased costs on the electric system. Explicit consideration of
environmental costs and the comparison of these costs to the environmental improvements,
even if performed in a subjective policy context is an important responsibility of the
regulatory community. Of course, to the extent that direct monetary estimates of avoided
environmental damages are available, as well as any other costing information, this
comparison can be made easier and more concrete. The decisions that regulators will face
is clear:
Given that regulators will have a reasonably accurate estimate of the costs of
achieving target environmental constraints, the policy judgement they will have to
make is whether, given the evidence, they believe it is likely that the benefits of these
environmental improvements will exceed the costs.16
Violette and Peterson (1990) point out that if regulators decide the benefits are not likely
to outweigh the costs, then a new set of environmental constraints can be considered and
the costs of meeting those constraints estimated. In this way, "sensitivity studies could be
performed using different residual emissions levels or limits, and the change in revenue
requirements could be calculated to show regulators how much more it would actually cost
to further reduce or increase emissions" (p. 7).
The obvious problem with the environmental constraint method is the complexity of selling
acceptable quantities of pollutants and externalities. While difficult, this process is expected
to be easier than developing prices for each individual externality. In addition, the
information available on benefits and costs can be used in a policy debate to assist in
selecting targets. In this regard, PUCs could rely heavily on the various environmental
agencies present in each state, as well as regional and headquarters U.S. EPA staff.
In discussing the general constraint approach, Bernow, S. and D. Marron (1990) state that
"it is recognized that the valuation of environmental impacts is so fraught with difficulty that,
at this time, public policy on the environment should precede and motivate technical
analysis. For that reason, emissions reductions goals should be seen as an input to the
electric evaluation, rather than as an output." While generally agreeing with this statement.
"The benefits will never be known with certainty. As a result, one way to view this comparison is whether
the higher costs of providing electricity axe a reasonable price to pay to provide for insurance against potential
current, future environmental risks.
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it should be pointed out that the monetary damage valuations still can be very useful in
setting the quantity limits/targets and in assessing the likelihood that the benefits of meeting
the targets will outweigh the increased revenue requirements.
Brick, S. and G. Edger (1990) point out that the use of planning constraints is not at all new
to utilities, stating "this is not a new twist to utility planning; quite the contrary. Operating
reserve margins are routinely treated as planning constraints. Appropriate reserve levels are
derived from assumptions about the value of unserved energy and system reliability
standards based on past practice and conventional wisdom" (p.58). A similar approach could
work in devising and meeting environmental constraints. Bernow and Marron also provide
a practical application of this method in their Vermont case study which used a zero
increase in air emissions as their residual emissions constraint.
4.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
One purpose of this paper was to present the concept of quantity constraint policy tools as
another option in the set of planning tools available for incorporating environmental
externalities into integrated resource planning. The goals of the commissions and the
circumstances of the specific utility will plan a role in determining which choice of tools is
most appropriate. However, the use of emissions quantity targets as an integral part of the
planning process has the potential to provide for lower cost strategies for reducing residual
emissions. Again, the concern with incorporating environmental externalities in planning
is based on the fact that there are residual emissions that occur, even after all state and
federal laws are met. Therefore, the overall goal should be the cost-effective, socially
optimal reduction of these residual emissions. An overall constraint on emissions would
allow the utility to devise least cost plans that meet that constraint. This could include
adjustments to existing units, control strategies for new units, bidding processes, non-utility
generation, load management, and conservation options. By letting the utility decide how
to meet the targets, a wider array of options could be made available and less expensive
strategies developed.
There are advantages and disadvantage with every proposal. One key issue with quantity
targets is what action to take if the utility does not meet them. Should there be penalties
for the utility or is the "good faith" development of a pla;;, approved by the state
commission, which is designed to meet the quantity targets, adequate and, therefore, no
penalties are warranted if the goals are not met. Of course, if the constraints are
consistently violated, the utility could be asked to revise its plan.
Finally, there are a number of factors that commissions must consider when determining
how to address environmental externalities within a planning context. The literature on this
subject is in its early stages of development and the thinking in this area will surely evolve
as these issues continue to receive attention. While it is important not to become so
overwhelmed with all of the potential complexities and interdependencies implied by
environmental externalities that action is impossible, it is equally important not to
oversimplify the issues involved.
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APPENDIX-

ECONOMIC DAMAGE COST APPROACHES FOR VALUING
ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGES

This section introduces some of the approaches used to perform direct damage assessments.
More detail can be found in D.C. Peterson et al. (1986) and D.C. Peterson et al. (1988).
For economic damages to occur as a result of an environmental injury, some linkage must
exist between the change in the affected environmental resource, the service flows provided
by the resource, and the well-being of individuals and society. Describing and quantifying
these relationships can be extremely complicated. Linkages required to estimate
environmental externalities associated with electricity generation include emissions
inventories, ambient dispersion models, doses to sensitive receptors, damage function
relationships, indirect impacts, and an overall economic valuation step.
Goods and services that are bought and sold have economic value because individuals (and
firms) spend money to purchase them at market prices and forego purchasing other goods
and services. Many environmental and natural resources, such as air quality, are public
goods that are not exchanged in markets and, therefore, do not have explicit prices.
However, this does not mean that these resources, as public goods, do not have value, or
that injury to these goods cannot, in principle, be measured as environmental externalities.
A variety of methods are available to estimate economic measures of value associated with
environmental externalities. This section selects several categories of methods and reviews
their major strengths and weaknesses. The methods can be grouped into the following
classifications:
Revealed Preference Methods, or "Actual Valuation Methods" -- These
methods infer values for changes in natural resources as "revealed" by actual
behavioral data.
Direct, or "Contingent Valuation Methods" - These methods estimate values
using survey techniques and the construction of contingent, or hypothetical,
markets to reveal what expenditures and behavior would be if those markets
existed.
The strength of revealed preference methods, in general, is that they rely on actual
expenditures and behavior in response to changes in natural resources. Their major
weakness is the limited number of issues that they can address due to the availability and
quality of data, especially for newly emerging issues or unique sites. Also, it is often difficult
to isolate the environmental values that are reflected in markets.
The strength of the contingent valuation methods is that they may be applied to estimate
externalities associated with a wide variety of values. Their major weakness is that they rely
upon predicted behavior within the context of hypothetical situations.
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Revealed Preference Methods
Travel Cost Methods. Travel cost methods arc ous approach for estimating externalities at
recreational sites. Travel cost methods assume tbat individuals will respond to the monetary
cv,ts of traveling to a site in the same way they would respond to changes in entry fees at
the site. Recreationists incur out-of-pocket costs for gas and food when traveling to a site,
as well as opportunity costs associated with the time spent traveling. These costs can be
viewed as Che "implicit price" of a visit to the site. Historically, most applications of the
travel cost method have focused on use related values associated with eliminating adding
recreational sites. New developments in travel cost methods have increased the applicability
of the technique to encompass estimating the use-related value of a site with different levels
of characteristics, such as water quality or fishing success.
The most significant strength of the travel cost method is that it is based on actual decisions
of individuals. It is possible to observe the distances traveled to a site and the number of
visits or days spent at the site, as well as the site's characteristics. Another advantage of this
technique is that it has, to at least a certain extent, received professional acceptance. The
most significant problems with applying travel cost models are associated with the
availability of visitation data at the sites, and the sensitivity in results caused by selecting
alternative model specifications. For sites that have been damaged for a period of time, it
is often difficult to determine how many individuals would have visited for recreational
purposes had it not been contaminated.
Hedonic Price Method. The hedonic price method (HPM) has been widely used to examine
damages due to air pollution in urban areas. The method's essence is to gather data on
goods and products actively traded in markets, and use that data to estimate an implicit
price for the natural resource injury, in terms of the reduced value of the privately marketed
good or service. Thus, HPM utilizes observed prices of market goods to impute values for
natural resources. The most common application of the HPM has been to estimate the
impact of air pollution on residential property values.
The principal advantage of this method is the fact that it is based on actual choices made
by individuals and observed market prices. A second advantage of the hedonic method is
the ability to capture the value household's place on aesthetic amenities.
There are, however, a number of potential problems that will vary in their severity across
different applications. Two generic types of problems are present in most hedonic studies - conceptual/theoretic problems and data/statistical problems. The conceptual problems
refer to problems with the assumptions and restrictions embedded in the underlying model
of consumer behavior, the market being modeled, and the problems of obtaining valid
estimates. Data problems can arise and confound results even in a perfectly specified
conceptual model.
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Property value studies typically assume that the urban area as a whole can be viewed as a
single housing market. This means that there are no impediments to an individual choosing
to live in any part of the area, that individuals are fully informed about all their housing
alternatives, and that the housing market is in equilibrium. Further, the approach assumes
that all combinations of housing attributes are available. These assumptions never hold
absolutely. The issue is whether they provide an adequate approximation to the urban
housing market. It is difficult to determine the biases in the estimates that may result from
deviations in these idealistic market assumptions. While some of these assumptions may be
subject to empirical tests, hedom'c practitioners must assume that deviations from the
assumed market paradigm do not significantly bias the damage estimates. Whether this is,
in fact, true is subject to debate among economists.
Operations Research Methods. Operations research encompasses a set of analytical
techniques used to optimize or solve decision problems. For environmental effects, the
emphasis has been on two techniques: mathematical programming and econometricsimulation modeling. The focus of these techniques has been on commercial production
relationships, such as commercial forestry, fishing, and agriculture. These approaches
attempt to model the structure of the industry and the impact of environmental changes.
The plausibility of such models (as descriptors of economic or other phenomena) must be
established by a validation process (comparing model performance against a series of
empirical data).
The popularity of these techniques can be attributed to several factors. The analyst is able
to evaluate effects of proposed policies or environmental changes, i.e., changes not yet
realized that may occur under a new policy or environmental situation. The methods
describe how a system should behave (to maximize profits or minimize cost), as defined by
the economic representation of the objective function and constraints. As with any model
oriented toward real world behavior, failure to accurately describe behavioral rules ox goals
produces biased estimates or predictions. The models are most helpful when they are
properly validated, and used to predict or assess situations that are captured in the
econometric structural and behavioral relationships. Application of these methods is
constrained by difficulties in model estimation, verification and validation. In addition, they
may require very large and complex data sets that are often difficult to obtain.
Contingent Valuation Methods
Contingent valuation methods (CVM) have been used to directly estimate values for
numerous unpriced non-market goods. These methods attempt to elicit values through
surveys of how respondents believe they would behave, assuming a change in the natural
resources. In contrast to revealed preference approaches, CVM do not attempt to infer
values by observing actual behavior in response to natural resource injury. Instead, they
directly ask individuals how they would behave (or have behaved in the past) in response
to resource injury. CVM may be particularly well suited for valuing environmental damage
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because these methods can value different characteristics of natural resource injury
simultaneously, and do not require variation in natural resource quality at the site. The use
of CVM is based on two major behavioral assumptions:
1.

People can determine their preference orderings between the public good and other
goods and services in a hypothetical market.

2.

People will offer bids that reveal their true preferences, and will not attempt to
strategically bias the survey results in a manner consistent with their preferences.

The major strengths and weaknesses of CVM relate to the validity of these assumptions.
The principal advantage of CVM consists in its flexibility of approach and design. Using
a CVM approach permits analysts to incorporate virtually any desired scope or combination
of policies, effects, and benefits measures.
CVMs' independence from market data has been mentioned as a strength, but it is also a
weakness. Critics have argued that damage estimates cannot be accurately developed or
defended without demand or market values. Also, because the contingent markets are
hypothetical, it is difficult to asses the degree to which contingent values conform to true
values.
Economic Damage Approaches: Conclusions
The previous sections have outlined four categories of valuation methods that may be used
to value environmental externalities. This section summarizes the conclusions from each
of the preceding sections to assess the relative strengths and weaknesses of each.
Several general conclusions can be drawn. First, comprehensive valuation of environmental
externalities may require the use of multiple techniques to adequately address all of the
damage categories. Second, the results of all resource valuation methods are variable,
depending on the specifics of the application. Third, if non-use values are to be estimated,
CVM is the only technique available to researchers. As a result, if both use and non-use
values are to be estimated, at minimum CVM will be used and quite possibly another
technique will also be used.
A summary of the applicability of the different techniques and their strengths and
weaknesses are presented in Table 1 and summarized below:
Travel cost models will be useful for estimating use values associated with resource
injuries at sites used for recreational fishing, boating, swimming, camping, hiking,
hunting, and aesthetic appreciation.
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HPM will be useful for estimating damages in areas with property markets.
Residential property value studies will be able to estimate the use values associated
with increased health hazards, aesthetic effects, and possibly reduced recreation
opportunities at the specific site. For this technique to be appropriate, release must
be in or near a populated area with private property near to the site.
Econometric-simulation and programming methods will probably have narrower
applicability than the other techniques, but will be extremely useful for any
applications where commercial markets are affected. These markets would include
agriculture, commercial fisheries, rangeland, and wood products.
CVM are the most flexible and can, in theory, be used to estimate values for the
entire range of resource injuries. CVM techniques should be used whenever data
necessary to implement other empirically-based methods do not exist. Typically, a
complete damage assessment may require CVM for at least some damage
categories.

Table 1
Summary of Economic Damage Cost Methods
Econometric Simulation and
Programming Approaches

Travel Cost

Hedonic Price

Contingent Valuation

General
Description

Uses travel costs to a
site as a proxy for the
price of visiting the
site.

Uses prices of market
goods to impute values
for natural resources.
The most common
marketed good used is
residential property.

Uses survey techniques
and hypothetical
markets to directly
elicit individuals'
willingness-to-pay for
different levels of
natural resources.

Simulates the behavior of
economic agents using
empirically estimated
relationships or optimization
algorithms with and without
the hazardous substance release.
The change in "well-being" between
these two states is then assessed.

Applicable Damage
Categories

use values recreational fishing,
boating, swimming,
hiking, hunting and
aesthetic appreciation.
non-use values - not
applicable.

uso values - urban area
human health effects
from drinking water,
air, food or direct
contest. Aesthetics at
the property including
odor, soiling, and
visibility.
non-use values - not
applicable.

use values - * Human
health effects from
drinking water, air,
food and direct
contact.
* recreational uses -

use values * commercial damages to
agriculture, fisheries, range
CO
land and other industries.
* bio-economic or ecosystem
simulation models for use values.
Requkts estimates ofraitresource
values from one of the other
methods.
non-use values - not applicable.

,

Most Appropriate
Application

*

Travel cost methods
*
will be most
appropriate for
estimating use values
for recreational
sites that can be viewed
as "destination" sites.

The hedonic property
value methods will be
most appropriate for
analyzing resource
injuries in areas
where there are
to capitalize the
resource damage in the
sales price of property.

all
*

aesthetic effects -

aU
non-use values • both
option and preservation
values.
*

CV is the only method
available to estimate
option and
preservation values.
* CV will be the most
appropriate technique
values when the data
required for other
methods is not
available.

*

Econometric - Simulation
and Programming
techniques will be most
appropriate in circumstances
when resource injuries have
influenced commercial markets
such as agriculture, commercial
fishing, range land, and
forest products.

Table I (continued - pg 2)

Data Requirements

Data Sources and
Collection Methods

Travel Cost

Hedonic Price

Contingent Valuation

Requires data on
individuals' trips to
the affected site and
other potential
substitute sites.
These data include
purpose of the trip,
travel time, time spent
at site, expenditures,
income, wages and other
socio-economic
information. Site attribute
data are required for some
applications.

Requires property
values, property
attributes, distance
from site of hazardous
substance release, and
proximity to other
exposure pathways
(e.g., downwind or
downstream).

Requires careful
characterization of the
injury to natural
resources in a survey
format. Considerable
information must be
developed in survey
question pretests on
the effects of
different hypothetical
markets on respondent
bids before a Final
questionnaire can be
developed.

Surveys of visitors
Realtor multiple
to different sites
properly listings
A mail survey to the
County records
general population
Survey or property
Surveys of specific
sites
subgroups such as
licensed fishermen
or hunters
site characteristics
can be self-assessed
by the individuals
surveyed e.g., scenic
beauty, catch rate etc.
ranked on a scale of
1 to 10.
Site characteristics can
be obtained by researcher
visits to the sites or from
records maintained by
organizations such as the U.S.
Forest Service or Park Service.

In-pcrson,
telephone, cr mail
surveys of users and
non-users of the
natural resource

Econometric Simulation and
Programming Approaches

Requires data on the options
available to economic agents,
the decision rules that
determine their actions, and the
constraints that limit their options.
Can be very data-intensive.
For example, evaluating the response
of farmers/growers to air pollution
requires information on the yields
of crops that could be grown with
different input mixes of land, labor,
fertilizer, irrigation and varying air
pollution levels. Often, data on the
values of public goods and resources
are needed.
*
*
*

Scientific research
Published industry data
Empirically estimated demand
and supply functions using
price and production data.
* Injury functions relating the
hazardous substance to changing
resource levels from enviranmental
science research.
" Prices or values of resources
and public goods may be needed
from a travel cost, hedonic, or
CV study.

OO

Table t (continued - pg 3)

Travel Cost

Hedonic Price

Based on actual
decisions of
individuals, and
therefore, not
subject to hypothetical
effects.
Abie to estimate
values for aesthetic
amenities of property.
HPM has a well
developed literature.

Contingent Valuation

Strengths

Based on actual
decisions of
individuals and,
therefore, not
subject to hypothetical
effects.
TCM has a well
developed literature.
New techniques have
been developed to
value changes in a site's
characteristics including
aesthetic amenities.

Weaknesses

The correct opportunity * The HPM is best suited *
cost of time in transit
to valuing small changes
for use in calculating
in resource levels since
total travel costs is
only one point on the
uncertain.
demand curve is
Multiple purpose
estimated.
trips, selection of
* Assumes the market
functional form, and
used in the HPM
proper treatment of
(usually the housing
time spent on site are
market) is economically
potential confounding
efficient, i.e., all
factors.
individuals have full
*
Variation in the
information, the market
selected model may
is in equilibrium, and
affect results.
that all combinations of
housing attributes are
available. These
assumptions never hold
absolutely.
* Multicollinearily can
be present among the
site attributes which makes
precise statistical
estimation difficult.

*

Primary strength is
flexibility. Since
it uses hypothetical
markets, it can be
applied to the entire
range of potential
resource injuries.
* It is the only,
technique available
for estimating
option and preservation
values.
The most significant
weakness is the
potential for hypothetical effects,
i.e., the actions that
individuals say they
will take in the
hypothetical market
may not predict
actual decisions
very well.
The accurate
portrayal of the
change in resource
levels that are to be
valued can be difficult.
Subtle changes in the
framing of the
valuation question
may have an influence
on the resulting bids.

Econometric Simulation and
Programming Approaches

Able to incorporate the
actions of individuals taken to
mitigate resource injury.
Able to address large-scale
impacts that could influence
the market equilibrium price
price of commodities.
Can be used to address
complex interactions between
ecosystem and economic/value
variables.

They can require large
amounts of data.
The models can be very complex.
Programming models are based
on postulated relationships
rather than on actual
empirically estimated
behavioral relationships. The
postulated ecooumic/optimizatioo
behavior may not be appropriate.

CO
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Environmental Costs and Resource Planning Consequences:
New England Electric's Rating and Weighting Approach
Alan F. Destribats, Mark A. Hutchinson, Timothy M. Stout, Dean S. White'
New England Power Service Company

Abstract
In mid 1989, the New England Electric System ("NEES" or "Company") began an
effort to reflect the potential environmental externalities of new resources in its long range
planning process. Having examined several methods for incorporating externalities,
including cost of control, the Company adopted a rating and weighting approach. Not
strictly quantitative nor qualitative, the rating and weighting approach provided a means to
apply an environmental score to all new resources considered for the Company's long range
resource plan, NEESPLAN 1990. A maximum environmental cost penalty of fifteen percent
was applied to the resource considered for inclusion in the plan that posed the highest
amount of potential environmental degradation. All other resources received a smaller
penalty that was based on Jie ratio of their environmental score to the highest score.
Application of this penalty tended to improve the cost-effectiveness of demand-side
programs and worsen some supply-side options' cost-effectiveness.
Both the rating and weighting approach employed by NEES and its application in the
long range planning process have been the subject of several critical reviews. Having stated
that the advantages of the rating and weighting approach include its easy reviewability and
flexibility to be modified as better information becomes available, the Company has
subsequently revised the approach to address the comments made by reviewers. The
purpose of this paper is to describe the rating and weighting approach, its recent revisions,
and the effect of the revised methodology on the Company's long range resource plan.

Introduction
"...Evaluations of the cost-effectiveness of resource options should include costs and
benefits external to the transaction, most notably environmental externalities." With these
words the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities joined a growing chorus of
' Alan F. Destribats is Vice President, Demand and Least Cost Planning; Mark A. Hutchinson is Analyst, Demand Planning; Timothy
M. Stoul is Coordinator, Conservation and Load Management Planning; Dean S. White is Senior Analyst, Least Cost Planning. This paper
was presented at (he N.nional Association of Regulatory Uiility Commissioners Environmental Externalities Conference, held in Jackson
Hole, Wyoming on October 1, 1990.
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regulators encouraging utilities to reflect explicitly the costs of environmental externalities,
such as SO2 and NOx emissions, in their planning processes. Utility resource costeffectiveness was now to be examined from a broader, societal perspective. The Company
accepted this challenge and launched itself on a comprehensive long-term effort to develop
a useful, balanced approach for incorporating environmental externalities in its planning
process.
Working with Temple, Barker, and Sioane, Inc., the Company explored several
methods for evaluating environmental externalities. Both quantitative approaches (such as
cost of damage and cost of control) and qualitative methods (such as a simple list of
potential environmental externalities) were examined. After careful consideration, the
Company adopted a hybrid rating and weighting approach that was felt to best achieve the
objectives the Company established, and still maintains, for an environmental externalities
method. These objectives are 1) consistency with the state-of-the-art in both level of detail
and precision; 2) ease of integration with the long range planning process; 3) objectivity in
its application to all supply and demand-side resource options; and, 4) flexibility to be
refined as the current knowledge about environmental externalities improves and as the
Company's resource planning process further evolves.

Approaches to Estimating the Costs of Environmental Externalities
Qualitative Approaches
The benefits of qualitative approaches are flexibility and adaptability. In a truly
qualitative approach, resource options or portfolios of options are described in terms of their
environmental attributes, such as emissions types and rates, water and land use and solid
waste production. Decision-makers review the list of environmental attributes and other
decision criteria (e.g., prices and risk) and develop a strategy for ranking resource options
based on the qualitative assessment of their externalities. However, since any tradeoffs
among attributes and criteria of different resources are implicit to the decision-maker, the
disadvantage of this approach is its complete subjectivity. Qualitative approaches should be
thought of as a starting point in the development of an externalities methodology.
Quantitative Approaches
Shifting away from the subjectivity of the qualitative approaches and towards more
objectivity and transparency is the stated goal of those advocating quantitative approaches.
In these approaches, attempts are made to completely monetize environmental externalities.
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Two paths are commonly used for this monetization: cost of environmental damage and
cost of control.
The cost of damage, or direct costing, approach attempts to monetize the societal
impacts associated with different resource options by examining the actual damages inflicted
upon the environment and the loss of social welfare associated with those damages. Clearly,
this is the ideal approach to address the costs of environmental externalities. To do so, all
externalities would be identified and the costs, or benefits, of each externality would be
determined. There are numerous ways to estimate these costs. One could examine the
value of the timber in a forest and calculate the reduced production caused by pollution.
One could quantify the cost of having to paint houses more often due to the detrimental
effects of acid rain. One could set up elaborate studies to estimate the increased health
costs associated with ozone smog. However, even if these calculations were possible how
would one calculate the value of diminished biodiversity in the damaged forest, the
degradation of limestone tombstones due to acid rain, or the value individuals place on
being healthy? Unfortunately, even quantitative approaches require considerable
subjectivity.
Although recognizing that much work has been undertaken by various parties to
direct cost specific externalities, the tremendous variance one witnesses in the estimates does
not provide confidence in the usefulness of the estimates at this time. For instance, a state
study concluded that the annual value of fish loss in Lake Michigan due to acid rain was
$6.2 million. Another evaluation indicated the loss was $50,000 per year, less than one
percent of the state estimate. In addition to the large variation in estimates, much of the
research at direa costing is area-specific and may not be directly transferable to another
region. Hence, although a direct costing approach is preferable, at present, the data simply
does not allow for such an approach.
Another quantitative approach is cost of control. Advocates of this approach suggest
that by examining decisions made by regulators and legislators implicit societal willingness
to pay estimates can be derived. For example, if New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS) in the Clean Air Act require certain controls then the cost of complying with those
controls would be used as a proxy for the environmental damage associated with the
remaining emissions. This is an appealing proposal in that the decision about the costs has
already been made and there is ample documentation.
However, there are complications with these assumptions. With the new Clean Air
Act2 there will be a market for certain emissions. The market clearing price for those

* Not passed at the time this paper was completed.

emissions may be significantly lower than what NSPS and other regulations imply. Which
price is the correct price? What if control costs for certain technologies are significantly
lower than others? A pound of nitrogen oxides from one source imposes similar
environmental damages as a pound from another source but the control costs may be
significantly different. The cost of control should be the next most cost effective reduction
available and not the highest cost society has ever been willing to pay. Even if this premise
is accepted, defining the next most cost-effective reduction would be very difficult for many
issues.

New England Electric's Rating and Weighting Approach
After reviewing the different approaches to incorporating environmental externalities
in its resource planning process, New England Electric chose to pursue the development of
a hybrid approach. This decision was based on the fact that the approach would best meet
the goals stated above and would allow immediate incorporation of environmental
externalities in the Company's long range resource plan, NEESPLAN 1990, that was
currently under development. The Company recognized that this approach would be geared
towards providing usable results in the short run but would be followed by increasing levels
of quantitative sophistication as additional data on actual social damages became available.
Overview of Original Matrix
As the basis for a hybrid approach, the Company developed the rating and weighting
scheme shown in Figure 1. This matrix is a relatively simple tool that allows all resource
options to be scored based on the magnitude and severity of their potential environmental
impacts (NEES 1990).
The lefthand column, Column B, of the matrix lists the ten externality issues for
which each option is evaluated. Each issue receives a weight (Column A) reflecting the
relative significance of its environmental impacts. Column D lists the contributing factors
(environmental agents or subissues) for each issue. Weights for the contributing factors,
shown in Column C, reflect the relative importance of each factor within the issue to which
it is assigned. Columns E through I provide the ratings from zero to four for each
contributing factor. After the contributing factors are weighted for each resource option,
weights are applied to the ratings thereby giving a weighted impact score (Column J). For
some of the environmental issues, several "contributing factors" are separately rated,
weighted, and then summed to form the issue score. These scores are added to yield a
composite score for each resource option (Column K). A brief description of the process
by which issues, factors, weights, and rates were determined is provided below.
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Selection of Issues
The first step in developing the matrix was the compilation of a list of major
environmental externalities for which each demand and supply-side resource option would
be evaluated. The externalities were then grouped into issues (Figure 1, Column 3), such
as global warming and acid rain, to allow them to be described in a fashion similar to the
way the public views them. For example, while the public may not have an opinion on the
importance of mitigating SO2 or CO2, they may have opinions on the importance of
controlling acid rain or global warming.
Weighting of Issues
The issue weights in the matrix were determined through a blend of three different
types of information including: studies and reports on individual issues and combinations of
issues; polling of experts; and weights assigned in previously developed rating and weighting
schemes. While a strictly quantitative approach to defining weights would have been
preferred, the current lack of reliable quantitative studies, as discussed above, does not allow
for complete quantification.
Selection of Contributing Factors
Contributing factors are the individual components of issues. Some issues have only
a single contributing factor while others have several. These factors are selected on the
basis of their contribution to the issues. For example, sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides are
the contributing factors that are used to assess a resource option's effects on acid rain.
These two factors have been chosen from the list of acidic precursors from man-made and
natural sources because they are most closely linked to utility sources. Figure 1 shows the
contributing factors for each issue.
In some cases proxies for the true environmental agents have been chosen as
contributing factors. For example, under the "Emissions to Air" issue, fuel type is used as
a proxy for air toxics. Rather than listing the many specific air toxics that can be emitted
in minute quantities, the framework takes advantage of their correlation to fuel type.
Rating of Contributing Factors
In rating contributing factors, a sensible measurement scale for differentiating
between resources must be determined. The range of the scale should accommodate most
potential resource options so the upper limit may often be set by the greatest effect that
would reasonably be proposed in a qualifying facility bid (e.g. NSPS limits for air emissions
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for a pulverized coal unit). The lower limit may be set at zero effect, or lower, where
environmental improvements are achievable.
Weighting of Contributing Factors
Weights for each contributing factor represent the factor's contribution to an issue.
Within an issue, contributing factor weights must sum to 100%. As with factor rating,
several approaches may contribute to the estimation of factor weights.

Use of the Rating and Weighting Approach in NEESPLAN 1990
As part of the development of New England Electric's long range resource plan,
NEESPLAN 1990, resource options from both New England and Canada were examined
using the rating and weighting approach. Project-specific environmental scores can be found
in Table 1. As one would expect, coal-fired resources received the highest environmental
scores, thus indicating a higher level of potential environmental degradation. Conservation
programs and distribution system upgrades received the lowest scores, reflecting little, if any,
potential for environmental harm.
To include the environmental score for a resource in the determination of its costeffectiveness, it was necessary to monetize the score. The chosen method assigned the
project with the highest environmental score, and hence, the highest level of potential
environmental degradation, a cost penalty of fifteen percent. The present value of all direct
costs associated with the project (capital, O&M, fuel, and any other costs) was increased by
fifteen percent to reflect environmental externalities. Other options received an adder that
was based on the ratio of their score to the highest score. For instance, one option
considered in the development of the Company's long range plan was a twenty-year power
purchase from a yet-to-be constructed coal-fired unit. This option, when examined using the
using the rating and weighting approach, received the highest environmental score at 2.66
and hence was assigned an adder of fifteen percent. If another project received a score of
1.33, the present value of its direct costs were increased by 7.5% (calculated as 1.33/2.66
• 15%). Therefore, the environmental cost penalty received by a project was directly related
to its environmental score and direct costs. If two projects received similar environmental
scores but one was more costly than another, the project with higher costs received a higher
environmental cost penalty. A list of the externality percent adders are shown in Table 1.
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Choice of Fifteen Percent Adder
A maximum fifteen percent penalty was arbitrarily adopted, not analytically
estimated. The Company chose a fifteen percent penalty for several reasons. First, it is
large enough to lead to changes in the resource plan. The fifteen percent penalty improves
conservation program cost-effectiveness and degrades the cost-effectiveness of some supplyside options. At the same time, the fifteen percent penalty is not so large than unforeseen
problems with the method might irreversably distort resource plans in the short term.
Secondly, fifteen percent is an initial estimate that can be revised as the Company gains
more experience with environmental externalities, more research becomes available, and
feedback from regulators, customers, and interested parties is received. Finally, fifteen
percent is within the range of adders adopted in other jurisdictions, including Wisconsin,
Vermont, and New York (Wisconsin Public Service Commission, 1989; Vermont Public
Service Board, 1988; Putta, 1989).
Effect on Resource Cost-Effectiveness and the Long Range Plan
Including environmental externalities using the rating and weighting approach tended
to improve demand-side and worsen supply-side cost-effectiveness. In particular, the costeffectiveness oi new coal-fired resources was jeopardized by the environmental cost penalty.
Before the environmental penalty was applied to a purchase from a third-party coal-fired
unit, the cost-benefit ratio for the resource was 0.83. After the penalty, the resource's costbenefit ratio climbed to 1.01, indicating that the resource was not cost-effective. The results
for an atmospheric fluidized bed coal unit were similar; 0.94 before and 1.11 after. All
other supply-side options retained their cost-effectiveness after the penalty was applied.
Natural gas-fired units, in particular, remained cost-effective.
All demand-side programs examined during the planning process remained costeffective and are included in the long range resource plan. At present, the resource plan
shows one-third of incremental capacity needs being met by demand-side programs.
Because the inclusion of environmental externalities tended to improve demand-side costeffectiveness, the Company expects to find more cost-effective opportunities than previously.
Previously marginal, or slightly non-cost-effective opportunities when examined using a
revenue-requirements-only perspective are now cost-effective when externalities are
considered. Effort is on-going to identify these resources so that future plans can reflect
their improved attractiveness.
For the long range plan, a small amount of new coal-fired resources have been
included even though their cost-effectiveness appears jeopardized by the consideration of
environmental externalities. Less than ten percent of incremental needs are expected to be
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met by new coal-fired generation from third party suppliers. No new Company-owned coalfired generation is planned.
One of the reasons new coal-fired generation has been kept in the resource plan even
though it appears not to be cost-effective is for fuel diversity considerations. The Company's
fuel mix is expected to become dependent on natural gas-fired generation within the next
ten years. Natural gas is expected to climb from essentially zero percent of the Company's
fuel mix at present to twenty-five percent by 1999, and to thirty-six percent by 2009. If new
coal-fired resources were excluded entirely from the long range plan, some of coal's
contribution to incremental needs may have to be replaced with additional gas-fired
resources. In this case, lack of fuel diversity, which is not uncommon in New England's
energy history, could prove to once again be a serious threat. The problem with excluding
all coal-fired generation from the resource plan is that the Company expects coal prices to
be more stable than other fuels. Price stability and protection against rate volatility are
worthy goals and at this time, excluding coal entirely from the resource plan may place these
goals in jeopardy.
Another reason coal has been kept in the resource plan is that societal costs include
more than just environmental externalities. There are other externalities, such as economic
cr social, that should also be considered. This is not to imply that these additional
considerations will necessarily work to the advantage of coal-fired generation. It is merely
to indicate that moving towards a societal perspective for resource selection raises many
difficult issues that should be considered before entirely ruling out any resource.

The Revised Matrix
In using the ciginal matrix its limitations became apparent. Some of the problems
found with the approach included the need for the following: (1) unlimited bounds in all
externality issue categories; (2) reexamination of the weightings given to all externalities; (3)
the incorporation of additional.externalities into the matrix and the deletion of others
already included; and (4) the inclusion of positive credits or offsets. These limitations have
been addressed and a new rating and weighting approach has been developed. The
following is a summary of the major changes to the matrix:
•

The scales are now unbounded, continuous, and multiplicative. A plant that
emits 3 lbs of sulfur dioxide/MWh will receive a worse score than a similar
plant that emits 2.9 lbs. This allows better discrimination among projects
while not artificially bounding the scales.
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•

Some of the contributing factor weights were changed to reflect the
Company's revised understanding of the impacts certain emissions have on the
environment. For example, the weighting of nitrogen oxides (NOx) to sulphur
dioxide (SO2) was changed tG reflect the assumptions inherent in the acid rain
emissions trading provisions of the proposed Clean Air Acts.

•

Offsets are allowed. For example, a cogenerator is permitted to plant trees
and subtract the CO2 uptake of the trees from the output of the project.
However, a project is not allowed to have a negative adder.

•

All units are per kWh, MWh, or in the case of land, per MW. This change
from lbs/mmBTU rewards efficient plants and penalizes inefficient ones. It
also facilitates comparability between different size plants. A large plant
occupying few acres per MW will score better than a small plant occupying
a large land area.

•

"Fuel Issues", "Indoor Air Quality", and "Aesthetics" were removed from the
matrix. The concerns reflected in "Fuel Issues" were addressed in other
categories. "Indoor Air Quality" was removed because indoor air quality
problems are addressed in the Company's demand-side program planning and
implementation. "Aesthetics" was removed because it appeared to be more
of a siting issue rather than an environmental issue.

A copy of the revised version of the matrix can be found in Figure 2. To score the
new matrh, project-specific emissions, land, and water use information are entered. This
is a simplified method compared to the original matrix where all emissions were fit into
distinct categories and the score for that category was used. Under the new method the
actual emission rates are used in the multiplicative formula. The emissions and
characteristics scores are multiplied by the environmental concern and contributing factor
percentage weights to develop a total environmental score for a resource option.
These changes do not represent a significant restructuring of the matrix. However,
by fine tuning the matrix the Company is better able to discriminate among options that
otherwise would not have shown differences. This ability to discriminate helps in planning
and encourages developers to reduce their impact on the environment as much as possible.
With the hew matrix every incremental reduction in environmental impact that developers
make will benefit them in the resource selection process.
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Effect of the New Rating and Weighting Approach on the Resource Plan
For the update of the long range resource plan, NEESPLAN 1991, now underway,
the new rating and weighting approach will be used to estimate the environmental costs of
new resources. Although too early to say with absolute certainty what the effects may be
on the resource plan, it appears that the new approach will increase further the costeffectiveness gap between new gas-fired and new coal-fired resources. Repowering of an
existing unit will probably appear quite attractive given that the repowered unit will provide
lower total emissions and may claim offsets. For coal-fired generation, the new approach
will probably provide greater environmental differentiation between more traditional
pulverized coal plants and new fluidized bed units. Unlike the prior version of the
approach, the new method will, in most instances, provide no environmental penalty for
demand-side programs. Demand-side programs can be expected to maintain their costeffectiveness and to play a very significant role in the new resource plan.

Conclusion
Although recognizing that the long-term objective of the environmental externalities
effort at the Company is to quantify the cost of damage associated with new resources, the
data at present does not support explicit quantification of environmental externalities for
NEES-specific resource options. The rating and weighting approach bridges this significant
gap by providing a useful short-term method for evaluating environmental externalities. It
is an approach that can be used immediately by utilities and reflects reasoned judgements
about the amount of environmental degradation potentially posed by any new resource. As
better information on actual cost of damage becomes available, the approach can be easily
adapted.
The rating and weighting approach presented in this paper accounts for a broad
range of environmental externalities in a manner which is simple, explainable, and
reasonable. One of the main advantages of the approach that other methods lack is that
it is quite simple to review the assumptions behind the approach. This ease of reviewability
encourages useful discussion between all parties. Given the nature of the subject, discussion
can only be helpful, not harmful. To the extent that New England Electric's approach
encourages and adds to the discussion of the important environmental issues facing this
industry, the method will have been a success. Hopefully, other utilities and commissions
will view New England Electric's approach as a reasonable and significant first-step at
moving towards the ultimate, difficult objective of accurate estimation and integration of
environmental costs.
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Figure 1
Environmental Extenudity Matrix
Version 1.9
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Environmental Externality Scores, Cost Adders,
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Figure 2
Environmental Externality Matrix
Version 2.0
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1.

Introduction

Internalizing the environmental costs imposed on society by
polluters is the wave of the future in addressing environmental
degradation. By signalling to industry the true societal costs
of their operations, inclusion of environmental costs in the
price of goods produced gives an economic incentive to industry
to reduce pollution. This can be an important supplement to
regulation.
Government regulation of pollution has proved to be generally
inadequate to address the severe threats to the planet posed by
global warning, acid rain, urban smog and toxic contamination of
our air, water and food supplies. While some improvements have
resulted from regulation in the United States, particularly where
contaminants have been totally prohibited as with asbestos, lead
in gasoline and DDT, generally pollution increases stay well
ahead of mandated regulatory controls. Inevitably economic
growth, in both developing and industrialized countries, receives
higher government priority than environmental protection and
outpaces governmental efforts to control pollution or require
switching to less polluting industrial resources.
Governments are just starting to consider supplementing
pollution regulation with pollution taxes or fees that will
introduce into the marketplace prices that reflect the damages to
society inflicted by polluting resources. The OECD has just
published a review of pollution levies indicating a total of 85
pollution taxing regimens in six of its principal countries.

This paper is based on a study performed by the Pace University Center for rrririr—nul Legal Studies
(Center) for the New Tork state Energy Research and OevelcpBtnt Authority <«TJ£WA) and the U.S. Oepartiawtt of
Energy ( M E ) , Environaentat Costs of Electricity. Ocean* Publications, fne., Qofaba ferry, M.T., Septeafcer,
1990, also distributed by the Jwerictn Council for an Enerfy-Effieient Econoay, Washington, D.C. (hereafter
referred to as "Pace 1990 s }. The study was perforaed by Center staff. Pace University La* School students, and
consultants, Sfttpard C. luehanen of SonnaviUe Power Administration, Paul Chernick and E « H y Oavwrhill of PlC,
Inc., and Alan Irupnick of lesources for the Future.
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Thus, Germany, France and Holland have imposed waste water
effluent charges ($2, $9 & §39 per capita respectively);
Switzerland has imposed extra landing fees on noisy aircraft;
Sweden and Norway have required returnable deposits on automobile
bodies to prevent their being dumped. West Germany is
considering an auto tax based on tailpipe exhausts. And the
U.S. House of Representatives' Hays & Means Committee recently
held hearings on pollution taxes (March 6, 7 £ 14, 1990}.
The environmental organizations, which historically have
resisted pricing environmental impacts on grounds that it would
constitute a licence to pollute, have now embraced the idea.
Daniel Dudek of the Environmental Defense Fund has been a leading
advocate of marketplace treatment of pollution; he helped draft
the Administration's Clean Air Act proposal to create emissions
trading rights.
It is remarkable that the conservative electric utility
industry and its usually equally cautious utility regulatory
commissions have pioneered in applying marketplace principles to
valuation of environmental externalities. In twenty-nine
jurisdictions, utility regulatory commissions have started formal
consideration of incorporating these externalities into utility
planning, bidding and other resource selection procedures.
2. Significance of Utility Consideration of Environmental
Externality Costs
United States electric utilities are a major contributor to
the damages imposed on the global environment. They account for
about two-thirds of United States sulphur dioxide emissions and
one-third of United States nitrogen oxide emissions, both of
which cause acid deposition. They contribute one-third of the
national emissions and eleven percent of the global emissions of
carbon dioxide, the principal greenhouse gas. Thus, United
States electric power production produces a significant
environmental impact on the United States and the world, the cost
of which is not included in the price of electric power.

* "Money froa Greenery." The Economist. October 21. 1989, pp. 16, 17.
S
Electric utilities contributed in 1985 S8X of national SC£eais*iom <16,2M,000 ton* of 23,699,000 tons
nationally), and 33X of national NO, Missions (6,909,000 tens of 21,054,000 tana nationally), national Acid
Precipitation Assessment Prograa (NAPAP), tnriria > n m — n t . Vol. I (1967).
U.S. electric utilities accounted for 33X of U.S. CGgeaissien* in I960. Ofe accounted for 66S of the
global Naming from 1880 to 1980. U.S. E.P.A.. Office of Policy, Planning and Evaluation, Policy Option* for
Stabiliiino Global Change. Draft Report to Congress, February. 1969 H M Secortl. It hat been predicted that
COj «iU account for 80S of future wanting became of its long duration in the ataMpfcere. Lasnof and Ahuja,
telativg Contributions of Greenhouse aa» BMstioaa to Global Mtraina. 344 Mature 529, April 5, 1990. The
regaining greenhouse gases, CN4, CFC 11 t 12, KjOand others, contributed the balance of global uanaing. EPA
Beport. jd.

Until recently, most utilities throughout the country have
selected their supply and demand side resources on a least
economic cost basis, without regard to the very real
environmental costs imposed on society. The utilities and
regulatory commissions h&ve proceeded on the basis that full
compliance with all applicable environmental laws and regulations
is sufficient.
However, government-imposed standards and regulations do not
purport to eliminate pollution. Rather, they merely limit
emissions to levels established by a combination of legislative
compromise and regulatory feasibility.4 The environmental
iopacts that remain after regulation are significant. Not all
emissions are regulated, and even those emissions that are
regulated are not eliminated. To the extent that power producers
price and select resources solely on the basis of complying with
government standards, the effect is to assign the very
substantial residual environmental externality costs a value of
zero.
As difficult as it is to fix exact dollar figures on
environmental damages, one always has to come back to the basic
tenet that "A crude approximation, made as exact as possible and
changed over time to reflect new information, would be preferable
to the manifestly unjust approximation caused by ignoring these
costs,"5 and thus valuing environmental damages at zero.
Incorporation of the dollar values of environmental
externalities in utility resource selection procedures will
enable utilities and regulators to take environmental costs into
account in making resource acquisition decisions. In practical
terras, the result will be to encourage utilities to invest in
less polluting resources.
3.

Why Utilities Should Incorporate Bmrixoaawntal coats

It could be argued that consideration of environmental
externalities should be addressed solely by pollution controls,
taxes or fees enacted by Congress and state legislatures, rather
than by utility actions and regulatory commission orders
affecting resource selection. Indeed, currently, environmental
costs for other industries such as automobile and chemical

* Ih- political nature of standerdt if M i l daaamtrated by the political c«af>rosises now being aade in
the U.S. Congress over the extent of additional «ir pollution regulation in the Clean Air Act.
•land, Paul F. 1966. frctolim of Price and Transportation: Two PropocaU to Encourage Competition froat
Alternative Energy Resources." Harv. i. »ev. 10:2.
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manufacturing, smelting, etc. are addressed only through
legislated controls.
National pollution fees could internalise environmental
externality costs for all polluting sources, thus sending
universally improved price signals to the marketplace.
Of
course, coaplete regulation, eliminating all pollution that poses
a threat to human health and the environment would also
internalize environmental externality costs universally. Neither
appears to be politically feasible at present, however.
In the absence of legislative internalization, utilities
nevertheless will continue selecting resources which, after
regulation, will still impose significant environmental costs on
society. If utilities and their regulatory commissions continue
to assign only traditional direct costs to these resources as a
principal basis for their selection, these environmental costs
still will be ignored. For a full accounting of costs in this
continuing resource selection process, it is important that the
environmental costs be counted.
There are two principal reasons why utilities and regulatory
commissions should consider environmental externalities in their
resource selection processes: (1) utilities are franchised
monopolies vested with a duty to serve the public interest, a
responsibility that includes environmental protection ; and (2)
foreseeable international, federal and state environmental laws
and regulations are likely to impose more stringent environmental
controls over the thirty to forty-year life span of electric
power plants, making it imprudent for utilities to invest in
resources which will have to be abandoned or which will require
expensive environmentally-required retrofits.
It is within the
traditional role of utility regulatory commissions to oversee

Another uay to place pollution values in the aarkctplace is by Mtting stricter standards and allocating
esission trading rights to facilitate pollution reduction at least coat. This has bean proposed legislatively
for the first time on a targe scale in the Administration's submission for Clean Air Act aaandMnts now pending
before Congress; these provisions have recently bean adopted by both the House of Representatives and Senate.
7
See, for exaaple, the Hew York environmental Quality Review Act (SEOM), Hew Torfc Environaantal
Conservation law. Section 8-0107 and its iaplaajanting regulation, 6 KYCM, Part &tT.9{ci(Si. «*ich require all
state agencies to assess JTQ* atniaite or avoid environjantai fapacts "to Die aaaiaua eatant practicable.' As
noted above, however, these regulations do not eliminate substantial anvironaarttal iapactt and costs to society.

Tighter national controls mrt already in prospect, such as the revision being considered in Congress
of the (aw ttfiieh governs disposal of solid Hastes. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. 6001 et.
seq. international negotiations for accords that m u l d affect electric utilities are also in progress such
as those before the lntergovarnaantal Panel on Cliante Change, (forking Croup 111, considering a 20S reduction
in carbon dioxide by 2020 and SOX thereafter. It and t4ten these national laws and treaties are enacted,
there Hilt still be targe residual environmental tapects and rtasapn requiring valuation.
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utility public interest obligations and to prevent imprudent
investments.
It should be noted that when commissions require
consideration of environmental externalities in utility planning
and resource selection, they are not internalizing these costs in
the existing rate structure, but are using them as a means of
making prudent selection of nev resources.
Accounting for environmental externalities in utility
decision making will not only help to avoid the economic costs of
future environmental controls, it will also reduce the level of
uncertainty associated with utility resource plans and increase
system reliability.
4.

Magnitude of Environmental Costs

The following values are presented as "starting point"
figures from the Pace 1990 study. "Starting point" values, as
used in that study, are those that seem to most reasonably
represent the range of values in the studies reviewed,
considering the locations at which the studies were performed,
their documentation and thoroughness. The term "starting point"
is used because the figures do not pretend to be cost estimates
— too many relevant costs were excluded from this study ° and
the studies reviewed are often of too uneven quality and
documentation — but the "starting point" figures do give the
order-of-magnitude of the values in the studies reviewed, and
they should provide a good starting point for further research.
a.

Fossil Fuel-Fired Plant*

Emissions from electric power plants are generally available
on a plant specific basis. However, it is difficult to estimate
a "typical" set of emissions for any resource type. Emissions
depend on several factors other than simply the plant type,
including: the age and type of the plant; fuel type, grade and
sulfur content; installed emissions control technology; plant
operations, including heat rate, combustion temperature, and
steam or limestone injection. Finally, the estimate of emissions
per unit of energy output can be further complicated by the

o
Nany utility regulatory coaaissions stilt do not require least cost planning or rule in advance on the
prudence of utility investments. However, utilities in these jurisdictions still are subject to prudency
reviews after they have investad, in their next rate-setting proceedings.
The Pace 1990 study was restricted to the costs of deaage* to huaan health and the anviroraaent
(generally excluding control and alligation costs) of the operations of electric service facilities through
waste disposal (excluding all front end costs such aa aining, fuel processing, equipaant Manufacturing «<vj
transportation of fuels, equipment and Materials to the generation site).
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allocation of emissions to joint products, such as steam and
electricity. In the examples presented, all of the externalities
have been allocated to electricity output.
The externality values are estimated for three coal-fired
technologies, two oil-fired technologies with three different
sulfur content assumptions, and two natural gas-fired
technologies with differing control equipment. These examples
are illustrative of the relative externalities of different
fossil-fired resource options, both existing and new, but are not
meant to represent average externalities of these technologies.
The reports reviewed estimate the following "starting-point"
values, in dollars per pound of emissions: $2.03/lb SO,,
influenced primarily by the estimated health effects; $0.82/lb
NOj, also dominated by health effects; and $1.19/lb particulates,
based primarily on visibility effects ($0.S3/lb.), with a strong
contribution from health effects ($O.36/lb.J.
The value of
reducing CO2 emissions was estimated to be 2.5 cents/lb carbon
(or 0.68 cents/lb C02) using a mitigation cost estimate for tree
planting from the middle of the range found in the studies.
These ranges vary from §17.08/T of carbon to S80/T, depending on
fixation rates, discount rates and other assumptions.
For coal-fired facilities, dollar per pound figures are
converted into a cent per kilowatt hour cost. See Table A. No
pollution control equipment is used for any of the example plants
for so,, NOX or co2. This assumption applies for many older coalfired boilers in most of the country, and it provides a base-line
for comparing plants with control technologies. The absence of
control could also apply to newer facilities built in the 1970's
because they may be able to meet the standards by controlling
emissions through improved operating procedures.
For
particulates, some pollution control equipment (e.g. bag-houses}
is assumed to be installed on each plant. The "starting point"
externalities from the older coal-fired boiler burning 1.2%
sulfur coal are on the order of 5.7 cents/kWh generated, or 6.7
cents/kWh delivered. For an Atmospheric Fluidized Bed Combustion
(AFBC) plant with the same heat rate and burning 1.1% sulfur
coal, these externalities are on the order of 2.8 cents/kWh
(generated). For an Integrated Gas Combined Cycle (IGCC) plant

Sulfates (SO4), which are very saall particulates, are believed to contribute significantly to
particulate-related health effects. Sulfates can be aoitted frca a power plant either a* particulares or as
SO2, which i$ then converted to S0^ in the ataospftrre.
This would not be true for coat-fired plants built after proaulgation of the Most recent Hex Source
Performance standards, hoaever. These plants are requirad to have scrubbers regardless of sulphur content of
fuels. This say change, however, in the Clean Air Act Aaandacnts of 1990, presently being considered by
Congress, which a y Modify the requirement tor scrubbers on soae neuiy constructed plants. A cost figure for
a NSPS-comrolled plant is provided in Table M .
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with the same heat rate and sulfur content of 0.45% sulfur these
externalities are on the order of 2.5 cents/kWh (generated).
For oil-fired facilities, the results are shown in, Table B.
Again, and for the sane reasons as for coal-fired plants, no
pollution control equipaent is used on any of the exanple plants
for SO,, NO, or CCU. This is typical for many older residual oilfired boilers, and controls are not generally necessary for a
distillate oil-fired conbustion turbine to meet NSPS standards.
The SO2 and particulate enissions are strongly dependent on the
sulfur content of the oil. Table B shows "starting point"
estimates of the externalities from two different oil-fired
technologies: boilers burning residual oil with three different
sulfur contents and a combustion turbine burning distillate oil.
The "starting point" externalities froa the residual oil-fired
boiler burning 0.5% sulfur oil are on the order of 2.7 cents/kWh
(generated). For the same boiler burning 1% sulfur oil these
externalities are 3.8 cents/kWh (generated), and for the same
boiler burning 2.2% sulfur oil these externalities are 6.7
cents/kWh (generated). The "starting point" externalities of a
combustion turbine burning distillate oil, and having lower
efficiency than the boilers, are on the order of 2.5 cents/kWh
(generated),
For natural gas-fired facilities, the results are shown in,
Table C. No special NQK control equipment is assumed to be used
on the gas-fired boiler or the combined cycle unit. However,
selective catalytic reduction (SCR) and steam water injection
(swi) are applied on the BACT unit, which is a combined cycle
unit fitted with best available control technology. SO2
emissions from natural gas combustion are shown to be negligible.
The "starting point" externalities from a natural gas-fired steam
plant are on the order of 1.0 cent/kWh (generated). For a
combined cycle unit these externalities are estimated to be on
the order of l.o cent/kWh (generated). For a combined cycle unit
fitted with SCR and SWI, these externalities drop to 0.7
cents/kWh (generated).
These results show that the externalities of older coal- and
oil-fired boilers are dominated by SO2 and NOX emissions. For
newer coal and oil-fired technologies, and for gas-fired plants,
the externalities are largely dominated by CO2 emissions. This
shift in the emphasis of the externalities is shown by the
studies reviewed to be largely due to improved boiler design and
efficiency, improved control equipment efficiency, and increasing
use of control equipment and emissions-reducing operating
procedures in response to ever-tightening emissions regulations.

Finally, these externality estimates leave out so many
potential external effects that they are likely to be
conservative rather than overstated. To derive more complete
cost estimates, other externalities should be incorporated into
future environmental cost estimates for fossil fuel-fired powerplants, including: air emissions from combustion not included in
the studies reviewed, such as the greenhouse gases nethane and
N 2 0; air toxics including heavy metals, ozone precursors, VOCs;
and other externalities related to fossil-fuel combustion for
which valuation studies could not be found, such as water use,
land use, and solid waste disposal; and externalities related to
the front end of the fuel cycle, such as extraction,
transportation and processing, which were excluded from the Pace
1990 report.
Tables A-C below summarize the environmental costs for fossil
fuel plants from the studies received and "starting point:" cost
for then.
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b.

Muel«ar Plants

The external costs of nuclear power have been divided into a
number of categories including: (1) the health, property value
and wildlife costs caused by routine radiation emissions; (2) the
costs caused by non-routine emissions, for which no studies were
found; (3) the health and property damage costs associated with
accidental emissions; and (4) decommissioning costs that are not
internalized.
The "starting point1* environmental costs from nuclear
operations are estimated to be 2.91 cents/kMh, which is the sin
of: (1) o.ll cents/kWh for routine and non-routine operations,
(2) 2.3 cents/kWh for accidents, and (3) 0.5 cents/kWh for
decommissioning costs. This analysis omits all front-end costs
from extraction and transportation of uranium, excluded from the
Pace 1990 study.
Table D below represents the nuclear plant's "starting point"
values.

STARTING POINT VALUES FOR PffCfjEftR POWER
EXTERNALITIES

Cents/kWh
Routine operations

c.

o.ll

Accidents

2.30

Decommissioning

0.50

TOTAL

2.91

Waste-to Energy Plants

The only study located estimated the externalities of wasteto-energy plant emissions at 11.14 cents/kWh. If half of this
value were allocated to the energy production function of the
plant, then the environmental externality costs would be
approximately 5.5 cents/kWh. The study did not appear to take
into account the risks from exposure to toxic substances in the
incinerator ash and may have undervalued the risks from toxic
emissions.
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Since the types of emissions from garbage incinerators are
similar to those from coal-fired plants, one costing approach is
to apply the dollar-per-pound values for coal plant emissions to
incinerators. This provides a lover value of approximately 2.8
c>mts/kWh solely for S0 2 , HO , HCL and particulate emissions,
excluding a value for human nealth effects from HCL, for which no
social costs vere found.
Table E below displays the environmental externality costs of
waste-to-energy plants from the studies reviewed.

mil

s

CALCULATION OF CONVENTIONAL WASTE-TO-ENERGY
PLANT EMISSION EXTERNALITIES
Pollutant

Pounds Per
Kilowatt Hour

Cost Per Pound

Externality Cost
in Cents/Kilowatt

so 2

Si.72

.014

2.4

N0 x

.98

.002

.2

HCL
Particulate

.14

.077

$1.18 - 2,36

Carbon
Monoxide

-

Volatile Organic
Hydrocarbons

.1

.00075

.09 - .18

.00085

-

.00015

-

TOTAL

2.79 - 2.88

C02

d.

Solar, wind and B I O M S S

"Starting point" costs are given in Table F below from the
environmental externalities of solar, wind, and biomass power
generating systems. These costs cannot be directly compared,
however, because the figures were developed using different
methodologies for each technology.
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Y OF EHYXRftfflflP*T*L COSTS FOR VARIOUS
¥?FMT?fiABT.£ ENERGY TECHNOX/JGTES

5.

Technology Type

Cents/kWh

Solar

0 t o 0.4

Hind

0 to 0.1

Biomass

0 t o 0.7

Federal Incorporation

The studies reviewed in Pace 1990 indicate that FERC has
taken no action to incorporate environmental externalities in the
wholesale and interstate markets that it regulates. Indeed, the
recent Notices of Proposed Rulemaking it has issued on PURPA
bidding guidelines don't even address DSft options, to say nothing
of environmental costs. Federal consideration of environmental
costs has been primarily through environmental regulation, which
by reducing pollutants, internalizes some of their costs.
Present federal subsidies and tax credits, on the other hand,
are found to benefit fossil and nuclear electricity which bear
hi-,h environmental costs much more than less polluting
electricity options such as renevakles and OSM. All subsidies
are found to distort marketplace pricing of energy resources.
6.

Incorporation by utilities axid Regulatory r n — linlimi

A surprising number of states, twenty-nine, have required or
are actively considering requiring, their utilities to include
environmental externality costs in some manner in claiming,
bidding or other resource acquisition procedures.
Mine states
Order*: UL, CA, 10, (A, W , HICK, MB, BJ, KT, CM, 01,
TK, VA. VT, W]
Statutes: ALSK, KV
Pending: CT, !A, Ml
Carsideration: OC*. Ml, Me, » , MOMT, II. UT
no Consideration: ALA, ACE, 01, fi. GA, IL. 1W. VI, LA, HISS, HO,

M . IM,
*

m, m. w, ac $c, ID, n, », wn. uro

The District of Coiurt>ia (DC) i» considered as • «t»t« for
the purposes of this analysis
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plus the Bonneville Power Administration and the Northwest Power
Planning Council have sought to quantify environmental costs or
have quantification measures pending; three other states have
such measures under active consideration.
Those entities are
approaching incorporation in several ways:
Quantitative, some utility commissions either increase the
cost of a proposed new resource by a specific amount/kWh,
reflecting the environmental consequences of using the resources
(e.g. New York) or allow a credit to reduce the effective kWh
cost of what are deemed to be less-polluting resources (e.g.
Wisconsin). The adder or credit is based on quantified costs.
Qualitative. Several utility commissions require utilities
to consider environmental impacts without specifying how the
cost? are to be calculated or incorporated (e.g. Arizona).
Rate of return. A number of utility commissions award an
increased rate of return on specific non-polluting resource
investments (e.g. demand-side management in Washington) or an
increased rate of return based on over-all performance in
utilizing non-polluting resources (e.g. Idaho). 5
Avoided cost. Some utility commissions increase avoided
costs in order to take into account environmental costs (e.g.
Virginia).
Ranking. A few utility commissions permit a utility to be
guided in selecting resources by a commission-imposed or
commission-approved ranking system that weights resources by
their environmental impacts or by other criteria, net their
environmental costs (e.g. New England Electric System (NEES) in
Massachusetts was allowed to use a ranking based on a customer
survey16) .

Pace 1990, Chapter I discusses these incorporation issues and Chapter X, Section 6, t u « rites statetiystitt, with citations, the treattaant of anvil jiitntal externalitiat. At the and of this section. Table G
shows the status of state actions incorporating enviranaantal externality coats and Table H shout the type of
*ction taken by states that have acted to incorporate envirmra— ital externality coat*.
14

Orders: CA, CO. iJ, HT, OK, Wl, VT
Pending: CT, m , C* (United order;
Consideration: DC, W , Ill

more extensive order pending)

The Hew York PSC Has recently upheld in providing utility rate incentives for enaaainc in OSM progress.
Multiple Inter vtnort v. Me<i Torlt State Public Service CoCTission. »p. 249-90 f . T . Sup. Ct.. June 7, 1990. The
Pace Center for Environmental Lea*! Studios filed a brief in the case in support of the *$C.
16
lrwestio»tion by the Department of Public Utilities on Its Own notion Into Proposed Bules to lapleaent
integrated iesourc* Hanaoetnt Practice* for Electric Con^enies in the Coapanweatth. Ness. O.P.U. Bo. 89-239,
Consents by Massachusetts Electric Co. {a K E S subsidiary) at pp. 17-21 and Af'achaenl 2, February 23, 1990.
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Collaborative. Several utility commissions authorize
utilities to determine environmental costs and their treatment
through a collaborative negotiating process involving regulators,
state agencies and public interest intervenors. Outside experts
are usually hired to design programs, evaluation procedures and
incentives rates to utilities, and to determine how environmental
costs will be calculated and incorporated. The process is
sanctioned and subject to oversight by the commission.
Several innovative incorporation methodologies have not yet
been applied in any state. These include -Environmental LCUF,"
in which pollution reduction targets are set for particular
pollutants and the utilities are required to meet these targets
at least cost; «aviroam«ntal dispatch, in which utilities or a
power pool are required to include environmental costs in least
cost dispatch of existing resources; eost-ehexgi&g, in which
quantified environmental costs are charged to the resource-owner
and the proceeds used to establish a pollution mitigation fund;
and s«t-asidea, in which utilities are required to set aside a
specified portion of their capacity needs for designated
resources considered to be relatively environmentally benign.
Table G below shows graphically the status of state actions
incorporating environmental externality costs, and Table H shows
the type of action taken by states which have acted to
incorporate these costs.

ftveve tables arc bssad largely on • SO-stat« survey of state regulatory ccaaissiena in Novasfeer, 1909,
recently ipdtttd, en state treatment of environaental externalicias. The survey Mas dene for the national
Association of Regulatory Utility Ccsarissioners CNMUC) by Laurence terkcley Laboratory (LIL), to be polished
shortly. Cohen, S.C., J.H. £to, J. Kcldock. and 6. Crandall., ft Survey of St«t* teaulatorv CoB»i«ion
letivitie* to incorporate Envircnatntal Esternalitiet into Electric Utility Manning and J>—jUtion. draft of
x*y, 1990. for the other sources. £££ Pace 1990, the Statc-by-State Survey Sources at the end of Chapter x.
Section G.
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STATUS OP STATE ACTIONS
XHCORPORATZKG ENVTRONMKMTAI. EXTERNALITY COSTS

0
P
U
H

STATE
AlASAHA
ALASKA
AfttZOKA
AXKAMSAS
CAUFOWJ*
COtOUOO
OMWEC7ICUT
OELAUUtE
DISTRICT OF C C U M I A
flOtlDA
GEORGIA
HAWAII
10AKO
J Li. I KOI S

0

-

u

p

MASSACHUSETTS
M1HKESOTA
MISSISSIPPI

Source:

STATE

X

•HOASKA

0

X
I
X

u

•

X

raiMfKHlIf
HEU juaei

X
X

HEW MEXICO

X
X

mirtmt

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

M»T« C A M U M
KMTMUUCOTA
OHIO
OKUUMM
OEtEOOJI
PEaHSTLVAMM
IWDE 1SUHB
SOUTH C M U U M
SOUTH OAtOTA
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
UTAK
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UEST V1KCINIA

uiscasiM

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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X
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X
X

1

x

•
X

•EVAM

1
HONTAIU

H

X
B

imtuuk
lOiA
jtAHSAS
jKENTUCKY
[LOUISIAM
[HAIHE

I n c o r p o r a t i o n Ordtrad
I n c o r p o r a t i o n O r d t r Pending
Undtr C o n e t d t r a t i o n
Ho A c t i o n

X

•PA
MUPK

X
X

Pace 1990, Chapter X, Section 6.

1. Established by legislation.
2. Order issued to consider externalities; implementation
pending.
3. Commission has stated that it may consider externalities.
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source: Pace 1990, Chapter X, Section G
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7.

Barx-iars to Incorporatloa

Despite this heartening progress on the part of utilities and
regulatory commissions to incorporate environmental externalities
in planning and resource selection, a number of barriers exist to
nore widespread adoption.
First, many commissions have not yet adopted least cost
planning procedures, leaving it to their utilities to determine
the selection of resources. Since inclusion of externalities is
a societal function not reflected in utility profits, it is
unlikely that utilities will on their own act to incorporate
externality costs in their selection procedures and none have
done so.
Second and related to the first barrier, only a very few
utility commissions have provided ratesaking revisions that
reward utilities for considering environmental ejcternalities in
their resource selection determinations. Just nine states give
rate of return consideration to environmentally benign DSM
measures, citing environmental externality cost rationales, for
example. 8 No commission has adopted rate incentives
specifically tied to avoidance of environmental costs or
rewarding investment in environmentally benign resources other
than DSM resources. It is unrealistic to expect utilities to
take environmental costs into account unless they are rewarded
for doing so (or penalized for failure to do s o ) .
Third, there are a number of rate impact and equity issues
which derive from utility consideration of environmental
externalities.
Requiring incorporation of environmental costs could have a
significant impact on rates and the competitive position of
electric utilities. So far, rate impacts have not been a
significant problem because the environmental adders (or credits
to non-corabustion sources) have not been large enough to have a
significant effect on rates, and the costs have beer> applied only
to selection of new resources, rather than to more highly
polluting existing resources.
If, however, the full environmental damage costs are
ascertained and used, and particularly if application is made to
existing resources, the impact on rates could be considerable.
On the other hand, if consideration of environmental costs causes
utilities to invest nore in energy efficiency resources, which
18

Cow»i*sior» Orders;
Statutes:

10, «A, NJ, «T, « , Ul
CT, NOHT, U*

The Oklahoma coanission gives an incentive rate of return on environmental groinfe solely to resource
recovery plants.
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generally have economic and social costs lower than traditional
supply alternatives, then the electric bills of participating
custoaers Bay be reduced (even though utility rates charged to
consumers will increase).
Another equitable issue that Bust be addressed is whether
these rate iapacts should be borne by all ratepayers or only the
class of customers eligible to participate in the utility DSK
investment. All customers will benefit by environmental
enhancement, and to the extent that DSM is undertaken, all will
benefit from avoidance of more expensive supply resource costs.
However, if all ratepayers are required to pay for DSM
investments, the ineligible classes of customers will pay for DSM
without being able to enjcy any of its direct benefits. New York
has permitted utilities to experiment with both treatments with
respect to allocation of DSM rate impacts.
In this respect, making DSM programs available to low income
customers has particularly urgent equity considerations. Unless
utilities mount aggressive programs to enable low income
customers to participate, they will end up paying higher
electricity rates for programs from which they ^ n n o t benefit in
terras of energy and bill savings. The result will be
subsidization by low income ratepayers of more affluent
customers.
There also may be competitive problems arising from rate
impacts. If the impact of consideration of environmental costs
is sufficiently great, it may overprice electricity in
relationship to resources that are not incorporating
environmental costs. Thus, it may promote more direct use of
polluting fuels (such as oil or gas heating rather than electric
heating, for example), or self-generation of electricity by major
customers who do not have to consider environmental costs.
Fuel-switching say take place as a result of utilizing
environmental externality costs. This may result in higher rates
even though environmental improvements result. If significant
environmental costs are incorporated, natural gas, which is
cleaner than oil and coal, asay be preferred to an extent that
will drive up gas prices. The much-debated role of nuclear fuels
as an environmentally preferable substitute for fossil fuels will
probably not be affected because nuclear plants bear large
environmental externality costs in addition to their heavy
capital costs and long lead times. Sol*r electricity, wind
generation, foiomass and DSM measures, however, should be
considerably advantaged by incorporation of externalities,
because their environmental costs are small.
These rate impact and equity issues should be taken into
account in devising programs for utility incorporation of
externalities.
20
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8.

Conclusion

Incorporation of environssntal externality costs in electric
utility planning and resource selection is an important first
step towards internalizing these costs. It is remarkable that
twenty-nine states have taken soae action to require utilities to
take these costs into account and eighteen have actually issued
orders to do so. The caaaeissions in these states are wrestling
innovatively with how to value these costs.
While damage costs are by far the best to use because it is
the environmental daaages to society that are sought to be
avoided, it is apparent from the damage cost literature that much
research on damage costs remains to be done. All commissions to
date have used control costs as a proxy.19 Most commissions that
have acted have either had their staffs estimate the damages as
in New York, usnd a proxy adder or credit as in Wisconsin, given
setae kind of rate of return consideration or merely ordered their
utilities to consider the costs without specifying how they
should do so.
Despite the uncertainties, environmental costing studies
demonstrate that the environmental externality costs of most
electricity-related environmental impacts can be valued. The
studies also show the means of valuing them. But the literature
also shows that a great deal of research is still needed to
quantify many of the externalities. Electricity is found to have
substantial environmental costs, not presently included in most
utility resource selection. While many of the cost studies are
incomplete and of varying adequacy, they do indicate the order of
magnitude of these costs.
If environmental costs are to be internalized universally in
the future through pollution taxes or fees, reliable damage
figures are as important to their accurate detenainati^*" as they
are to the incorporation of accurate externality costs in utility
resource selections.
The barriers to adoption of environmental costs are
considerable. Adoption of least cost planning is required and
rate consideration for utilities that consider environmental
costs. Important rate iapacts and equity issues must be
resolved.

19
The Oregon Coraaission, however, h«s ordered its utilities to seek to quantify da—fle costs in evaluating
••esaurce selections, Se Least Cost Planning. UM 182, CM PSC Order Ho. 89-507 (April 20, 1989), araj the Keu York
Corriission has ordered a pooled study by its utilities o. their environmental externality 1 — g n costs, MY PSC
Case 28223, Electric Utility Conservation Program, Opinion and Order 8S 15 (Hay Z3, 1989).
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That store than half off the utility comjBiissions have started
to consider environmental eictensality costs is encouraging,
although only a handful (nimsj Issva actually attempted to
quantify t&ose costs and use quantified environmental costs in
utility resource selection procedures.
The studies reviewed in Face 1990 indicate that many
utilities are reluctant to incorporate environmental externality
costs. Progress has been most pronounced when commissions have
repaired quantification of environmental costs and vhen rate of
return consideration is given for investment in less polluting
resources.
Despite tJfee reluctance of many utilities, the electric
utility industry (including independent power producers and
de-and-side energy service companies) is pioneering in
consideration of environmental costs in resource selection. The
results for icproveaent of the environment could b« of great
significance.
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Sxtaraalities:

Taa Legal and Institutional Barriers

Presented at the NARUC National Conference
on Environmental Externalities
Jackson Hole, Wyoming
October 1990
by
Daniel Patrick O'Tierney, Esq.
Coaaissioner
and
Michael Tavella
Utility Engineer
Alaska Public Utilities Coaaission

Introduction
Environmental externalities are the outward effects of people on the environment around than. For our purposes, externalities are the effects produced by electrical power
plants. Typically, these include No* and So* pollutants,
fly ash and other particulatos. They can also include
thermal impacts on cooling water supply systems, visual
impairment and other such impacts. One problem in defining
externalities is that there is virtually no limit to what
can be included. For example, one could include the effects of the plant construction, the effect of the removal
of raw materials to build the plant, the mining of fuel for
the plant, the effects of building the equipment to build
the plant, the effects of building the plant that builds
the equipment to build the plant, and so on, ad infinitum.
Fortunately, researchers have focused the question of externalities to the immediate products of power plants.
This greatly reduces the amount of work needed to quantify
the costs of externalities.
Cur purpose here is to discuss the institutional and legal
barriers to incorporating the costs to society of environmental externalities in regulatory proceedings by public
service commissions. Presently, commissions are divided on
whether externality costs should b* included in evaluating
utility plant options. For example, in 1985, the Virginia
State Corporation Commission discussed including environmental externality costs in avoided costs in an Order involving Virginia Electric and Paver Company (VEPCO):
It is thus important that factors such
as...[a reduction in the use of fossil
fuel, savir.g money, conservation of
resources and & lessening of environmental pollution]...be considered in
developing avoided cost rates. It is
not expected, however, that such intangible benefits can be priced with mathematical precision and, therefore, it is
not surprising that no attempt was made
by the parties...to quantify their
value. This fact does not relieve the
commission of its responsibility under
the law to give reasonable weight to
these matters. This task requires the
exercise of our judgment and discretion.

- 1 -

bearing Jin mind the mandate of PORPA
that cogeneration and small power production is to be encouraged. We believe
that the best way to accomplish this in
the present case is to increase the
avoided energy cost payments...by 15%. 1
(emphasis added)
Next, consider an excerpt tram a 1986 Order of the Montana
Public Service Commission discussing its version of avoided
cost:
131. The irrigation districts [an intervenor] requested the commission to give
the same considerations to alternative
power producers am it does to coal-fired
generation and to account for the environmental externalities of alternative
energy sources in avoided cost prices.
132. For clarification purposes, the
commission would not* that its charge is
to set avoided cost prices to reflect
the coats that utilities avoid. Th«
request to account for externalities
goes beyond the commission's regulatory
role. For example, the Montana departKent of health and environmental sciences may issue water and air permits to
QF's....The Montana department of
natural resources and conservation may
issue certificates of public convenience
and necessity to some relatively large
QF projects.
133. Aside from the specific roles of
these state agencies, there is no certainty that externalities are always
positive. For example, plans for a 10
mv wood-fired cogeneraticn plant...were
dropped because of negative public input—[concerning] [a]ir and water pollution. ...2(emphasis added)
These two positions illustrate the extremes in dealing with
externality costs. There are commissions that include externality costs because excluding these costs, even though

they cannot be precisely calculated, would skew planning
decisions toward plants that have high environmental costs.
Other commissions, however, while acknowledging the existence of externalities, nave determined that such an
evaluation is either beyond the regulator's scope of authority, or say not be accurate because the costs are difficult to determine, and, therefore, the result may be
skewed in the wrong direction.
These diametrically opposed decisions highlight the crux of
this problem. These positions lead to primary questions:
first, are externality costs something that should properly
be examined by a public service commission? Second, if so,
how are such unguantifiable costs to be determined in the
context of regulatory proceedings?
Tbe Challenge
Currently, the majority of states do not include externality costs-*, if externality costs exist and should be accounted for, what mechanisms can be developed to allow all
states to uniformly apply them?
These questions cannot be answered by any simplistic analysis. It will take perhaps years of debate and review before externality costs are fully considered across the nation. The reason for this is simple: the traditional
rate-making formulae and the conservative nature of most
commissions act as institutional barriers that slow implementation of new costing methodologies. Similarly, legal barriers to examining and including externalities exist. These include the level of proof required to establish the amount of externality costs and jurisdictions!
hurdles that prevent commissions from even considering
these issues.
Briefly, these barriers include:
1. Lack of awareness by commissions of externalities, their impact, and their costs.
2. Commission reluctance to aggressively exercise
authority over what might be considered a social
problem.
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3.

Utility opposition.

4.

Legislative issues.

5.

Jurisdictional issues.

6.

Burden of Proof issues in Determining costs.

Itess i-4 are perhaps best characterized as institutional
barriers, while items 5-6 are usually viewed as legal barriers. The legislative issues night fall into either category. However, here we are primarily referring to lack of
knowledge of the issue by the legislature or sympathy with
the concerns of industry, which say produce changes in
specific statutory provisions.
Institutional Barriers
1. Lack of Commission Awareness
The utility industry is in a constant stutte of flux. As a
result, commissioners are faced with a ?>arrage of information, not only from the electric utilities, but from telecommunications, gas, and water utilities. In the past
twenty years, commissions have dealt with a complete revolution in electric utility planning. The environmental
externalities issue is only the latest in a series of major
policy decisions that must be examined by commissions.
Although these issues require considerable technical expertise, many commissions, due to budget limitations, among
other things, are not well equipped to engage in rigorous
technical analyses of issues like externalities. Thus,
many commissions necessarily will follow the lead of larger
commissions. For example, the District of Columbia Public
Service Commission (DCPSC) recently stated that it would
not include externalities at this time, preferring to see
what happens in Wisconsin and Hew York PSC externality
proceedings.5
The first step, obviously, is the development of a dialogue
on externalities so that a threshold level of awareness on
the subject can be developed among all public service commissions. This exploratory conference is a significant
step in that direction. It follows that as externality
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issues are resolved in larger jurisdictions and conferences
are held to explain them, knowledge of the subject vill
increase, allowing a uniform approach to incorporation of
externalities to be developed.
2. Commission Reluctance
This barrier has two components. The first is the inherently conservative nature of public service conissions.
Traditionally, commissions balance many factors in setting
rates and making policy, including the principle that rates
should be stable. Because of this, commissions rarely make
radical policy changes on a wholesale basis. Rather, such
changes cose either through legislative mandates (e.g. PURPA) or over tine, through cumulative decisions in adjudicatory proceedings. Consequently, the incorporation of externalities will occur gradually, with adoption in the
"better equipped" states first.
Secondly, many commissions have fully understood and appreciated externalities but do not believe it is something
that they should be examining. The Montana Order cited
above gives a clear statement of such reluctance. Often
this type of reluctance stems from a commission's interpretation of two legal considerations: jurisdiction and
standard of proof (both are discussed below). However,
commissions also have an understandable desire to obtain as
much Information as possible before making any firm decisions, as indicated in the DCPSC decision discussed above.
The solution for overcoming commission reluctance is to
first discern what the problem really is, and then address
that problem directly. For example, if the reluctance
stems from insufficient awareness of the issues, commissioner education on the subject would be the most productive solution. Time and persistence, on the other hand,
are the best tools when dealing with a conservative commission. Until the commissioners are convinced that the concept of incorporating externalities is in the public interest and that in doing so, utility rates will not be changed
drastically, no real movement will occur. Even then, the
coaraission may incorporate externalities gradually to prevent severe rate changes.
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3. Utility Opposition
Although there are a number of forward thinking electric
utilities, Bost utilities are resistant to increasing their
costs for any reason. Many companies, especially those
with excess capacity (&o is the case in Alaska), do not
like Baking their "product" less coapetitive. Adding externality costs to encourage deaand side programs, for example, reduces opportunities for the utility to use its
excess capacity.
Companies that are generally held to a high standard of
proof in rate proceedings aay not fully appreciate a commission's finding of an externality cost that is indeterminate. In some jurisdictions, this vill result in judicial
appeals and, undoubtedly, some reversals.
Utility opposition can be addressed in tvo ways. First,
the commission can recognize that many aspects of regulation are not warmly received by industry and that externalities are simply another aspect of regulation. This is
not always the best political solution, however. A better
approach is to work with the utilities to introduce them to
the issues. Perhaps workshops can be held or a task force
can be established to help the process along. You may not
fully convert them, but you may reduce their opposition to
the point where meaningful dialogue can be maintained.
4. Legislative Issues
These problems track thosss of commissions, only on a
broader scale. In states desiring to develop new industry,
a preference for deaand side measures may not be fully appreciated. Some states have a tendency to support existing
industry to the point off protectionism. This does not suggest that legislatures ignore environmental concerns.
However, they may be unwilling to permit commissions to tip
the scales in favor of "soft path" solutions if the data
underpinning externality costs are tenuous and the internalization of them may involve loss of jobs and industry
shut-downs or contraction.
While legislatures have the power to create or expand PSC
jurisdiction to incorporate externalities, they also have
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the power to restrict such reviews. It is important,
therefore, to be sensitive to the political climate in considering externalities when the local economy is involved.
Here, again, education and information should be used not
only to promote legislative understanding of the purpose
behind incorporating externalities, but also to enable the
public and industry to appreciate the resultant benefits.
Legal Barriers
5. Jurisdictional Issues
The question here is whether or not a commission has the
statutory authorization to examine externalities as part of
its ratemaking or certification authority and, if not, what
alternatives exist to enable
such reviews? A survey in a
report by Pace University3, indicates that the majority of
the states have not adopted any formal environmental code,
while a considerable minority have either a statute or an
executive order that requires environmental reviews. The
study also shows that many of the commissions in the states
that have no specific statutory authority are implementing
some fore of environmental review via general oversight
powers or as an extension of PURPA regulation. Thus,
jurisdiction need not be solely circumscribed by explicit
statutory authority.
6. Burden of Proof Issues and Determination of Cost
We concur that the critical impediment to including externalities is a realistic (i.e., legally sustainable) determination of their costs. Despite excellent work by researchers at Pace University and Lawrence Berkeley Labs, to
name only two, currently available cost data consists of
broad estimates or ranges of possible costs. Many argue
that since this is the best that we have, we should use it
in view of the known environmental impacts caused by energy
utility plants.
The problem arises when these estimates are examined in the
regulatory context. Traditional ratemaking requires a
utility that requests a change to its rates, to provide
quantifiable evidence of the need for that change. For
example, the "known and measurable" standard is used in
sany jurisdictions to evaluate future costs that are known,
bat have not yet occurred. If a cost is not "known and
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measurable", it is not included. Even jurisdictions relying on future test years and/or marginal cost analysis require some type of tangible, calculable proof. In the VEPCO Order quoted above, for example, tfee Virginia Commission
rejected use of rates based on a program called PROKOD.
The commission stated:
[i]t is a well-established principle
that a utility carries the burden of
proving that the relief it requests in
regulatory proceedings is reasonable and
justified. In this case* VEFCO's proposed rates vere based to a large extent
on the use of PROMOD, and ve agree with
the protestants that such a computer
program must be shown to be appropriate
for the use to which it is put. The
program should also be shorn to produce
valid results, based on suitable and
reasonable inputs and assumptions before
it can form the basis of proof in a proceeding such as this.* (emphasis added)
Therefore, it would appear incumbent on a party that petitions a comsiission to include externality costs to satisfy
the same burden of proof. There must be sound evidence on
the record to substantiate any commission decision. In
administrative law, the standard of review for commission
decisions on factual questions is the substantial evidence
test7. Under this test, the findings will be upheld if
the
ccmaission bases its findings on substantial evidence8.
Substantial evidence has been defined as "such relevant
evidence as a reasonable
mind might accept as adequate to
support a conclusion"3. This type of standard does not
lend itself to mechanical application. Rather, it requires
a detailed analysis, to determine whether the facts presented were adequate to support those conclusions drawn for
the specific case at hand.
However, public service commissions are generally recognized as having special expertise in utility-related
economic natters. Accordingly, they are given proper deference by appellate courts with respect to findings of fact
and conclusions of law based upon this expertise. Agency
decisions involving fundamental policy formulation, or assessment of technical data related to complex subject matter within the particularized knowledge of the agency, need
only have a "reasonable basis." Courts will generally not
substitute their judgment for that of a commission in those

instances.10
Because of this deference, there are opportunities to expand ttie scope of externalities in both planning and rate making proceedings, notwithstanding imprecise
cost data.
conclusion
We have discussed the major barriers to including externalities in utility planning and rate Baking. Institutional and legal barriers are not insurmountable, however. The
sore commissions, legislators, industry leaders and consumers know about the importance of making decisions that
are based, in part, on environmental costs, the more widely
accepted this process will become. The 1990's have 1been
unofficially declared the "decade of the environment *. It.
is fitting, therefore, that at this point in time externality costs are being addressed. The challenge is to render the term "externalities* obsolete. The benefits ©i our
efforts will redound to our present communities and future
generations.
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The Electric U t i l i t y industry, has 1n the past, is today, and w i l l In the
future, comply with a l l State and Federal environmental laws and regulations,
"or the past 20 years our companies have complied with these regulations and
our electric customers have paid the added price to meet these environmental
requirements. He believe in being a responsible corporate c i t i z e n . The
production of e l e c t r i c i t y should minimize the environmental impact and as an
industry, we have spent hundreds of o i l lions of dollars to mitigate the Impact
of our power plants. I f we use the preliminary data from the Department of
Energy Report* published this Spring, between the years 1973 and 1987, our
industry has 'increased the burning of coal by more than 751. Yet, on a pounds
per BTUbasis, SOj is down 10%, particulates are down a dramatic 831, and
NOX is down by 71. This has had a major Impact upon improving the
environment. Me w i l l be facing additional requirements under new State and
Federal Legislation within the next several years. This industry w i l l again
comply with these regulations.
In Exhibit I we have summarized the Federal and Commonwealth of
Massachusetts changes for the past 20 years in regulations dealing with Air
Quality. These regulations were f i r s t implemented In 1970 and have been
revised every few years. New requirements both at the Federal and State level
w i l l be implemented in the 1990's.
One of the more dramatic impacts that t*y company experienced was in 1971
when we were required to burn low-sulphur o i l in our power plants. At that
point in tine these requirements were applicable primarily in Massachusetts
and were s t r i c t e r than Federal law. Just prior to the enactment of these
requirements our company had entered into a contract to purchase o i l f o r five
years at $1.67 per barrel. The Impact of new regulations were to increase
that price irmtediately to $3.75 per b a r r e l . That dramatic Increase i n fuel
price had a major impact upon our customers of $15 m i l l i o n to $20 m i l l i o n . We
communicated this dramatic increase to our customers on their e l e c t r i c b i l l
with a statement that this added cost was "YOUR FAIR SHARE OF CLEAN AIR*.
Repercussions of that communication were very dramatic. Customers did not
understand the relationship between these environmental requirements imposed
by the State and our cost of delivering e l e c t r i c i t y to their premises. In
fact, many of our customers did not understand why e l e c t r i c i t y delivered to
their hones by wires had any iaapact on the environment whatsoever.
Over the years, a need to educate the public concerning the use of our
product and i t s impact on the environoent has been a constant challenge to
this industry. There is no doubt that today citizens are w i l l i n g to pay an
additional price to minimize the impact on the environment of a l l energy
resources. However, I'm not certain that i t is clear that these consumers are
w i l l i n g to pay anv, price for their energy consumption to meet a l l
environsental requirements that may be proposed through the Environmental
Externalities process.
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Let us raw tera to the proposal sade by the states that there Is a
secietal cost being borne by the public fn general associated with energy that
is mat reflected in tl» price of that energy. Most of us can agree that there
probably are some cests that are not borne by the energy consumer. I t may not
fee an easy process to measure those additional costs, however, that process of
evaluation fs the subject asatter of another ginel. % Question addresses
whetfcsr or not these additional costs should be transferred from society in
ger-srai, to the ccnsiaer of the Electric Utility Industry. Some will argue
that the proposal is to use Environmental Externalities only in the planning
process and not to add these costs to the piece of electricity. There i s no
possible way that we can «dd 15S or 1.5* per KVH to the cost of a coal plant
and rat have an increase fn tee costs we pay for all resources. This added
costs has to be reflected in the price of oar product.
Khat is particularly troublesome to this industry is that these costs be
hnrm Jjy the Electric Utility consumers. They are not being added to gas
consumers. In addition, they will not be added to oil consumers. This any
drive consumers from the use of electricity to gas arsd oil without the benefit
of evaluation to detemine if i t Is environmentally positive or negative. I t
cay well undo wfcat Is intended by the Environmental Externalities movement.
Studies^ during the past two years a t the M.I.T. Energy Lab indicate that an
expansion for Km England of only conservation and load management would mt
ninimize ths envirowentai ispact. As & region we should be building soae new
resources that will use the cleaner technologies. I t t s tine coBbination of
conservation an$ lead aanageaent with new generators that will create the
least environmental iapact for our region.
As stated at the cutset, this industry stands ready to comply with all
laws passed, by either o&«r State or Federal government. But, we raise the
question of adding costs to our considers that go beyond these laws. To have
Regulators require the inclusion of Environmental Externalities be added to
sur cssts seems, to exceed the authority of State Regulators. I f i t i s i n t h e
public Interest t s internalize these social costs, then the legislative branch
af government should consider additional laws. If these costs should be borne
by the electric consumers tftreygti their rates, then this should be instituted
by ths Federal or State gcverasent instead of by Regulatory Fiat.
Mhat is the bottom-line that we are trying to accomplish by the process of
Environmental Externalities? It would appear that the Intent i s to increase
the costs of all energy that is consi»ed to reflect the additions1
envf-\maental costs that go beyond the law. The result of that process should
be 'JJ encourage conservation and load management. Certainly, as a New England
u t i l i t y , our industry understands the importance of the efficient use of this
pressiuEi product called electricity. Our companies are and will in the future
dedicate csajor dollars to a very aggressive program of conservation and load
management.
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I f we do not have enough resources in conservation and load management the
next impact of Environmental Externalities would be to install gas fired
generation. The New England region Is s t i l l struggling to get sufficient gas
pipelines to accomplish all of the expanded use of gas for new generation.
Without this pipeline capacity we will not be able to meet our current
environmental requirements. I f we use the data from the Department of
Energy's Preliminary Report3 (the chart on page 40) Exhibit 2, makes I t
abundantly clear that this nation cannot survive into the turn of the next
century without a major and continuing use of coal as a basic energy
resource. The events during the Sumser of 1990 in the Middle East would
indicate an urgent need to move further in the direction of coal resources.
Gas will play a role, but we oust have coal somewhere in the energy policy of
tftis nation. The use of Environmental Externalities would price coal out of
the market place.
I f tiiis is the process, then what is the role of the Regulators 1n dealing
witt; the environmental issues? The Federal government and most, i f not all
states, have an environmental regulatory body within their jurisdictions. The
State Regulators certainly have a responsibility to see that their electric
u t i l i t i e s are in compliance with those laws. They are not the enforcing
agent, but they certainly do play a major role on the recovery of the expenses
associated with meeting State and Federal requirements. There is a serious
question however, whether Regulators at the State level have the authority or
the responsibility to be setting social policy for this nation. I f i t truly
is the desire of our government to have a cost transferred from one group of
citizens to another group of citizens, we have the legislative processes which
have the authority and the responsibility of carrying out this obligation.
This particular issue becomes extremely complex when we look at a tight
regional area such as New England operating under the NEPOGi. organization. Me
operate as a six-state unit. I f one state is to require the Inclusion of
Environmental Externalities and others do not, how will this f i t into our
Regional planning? Morse yet, i f we have six different state rules to comply
with, we say never make any sense out of the planning process. Many of our 93
raeaber companies purchase short and long-tent power from generation located in
various New England states. What will be the criteria in setting the costs
for these transfers? lie, the Electric Utility industry, stand ready to meet
the requirements of the Clean Air Act. But we cannot afford to be isolated,
either as a region or as a nation, leaving our customers in *n unacceptable
non-competitive position. As stated by William E l l i s , CEO of Northeast
U t i l i t i e s , in testimony before the Department of Energy in Providence, R.I. on
December 1 , 1989, "intemalization of such costs 1s truly only appropriate on
a National or International scale. I f left to only a regional basis i t would
create undo financial hardships and competitive disadvantages. Such has been
historically the case in New England."

Department of Energy "Interim Report - National Energy Strategy" (April
1990), pp. 69
Connors and Andrews, "Systen-Wide Evaluation of Efficiency Improvement.
Replacing Local, Regional and Global Environmental Impacts" Energy Lab
M . I . T . , Cambridge, Mass.. Harch 27. 1990
Department of Energy, pp. 40
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HISTORY OF
AIR QUALITY REGULATIONS

1970

- Federal Clean Air Act, directs
EPA to set HAAQS, NSPS

1971

-

EPA sets NAAQS for various
pollutants Including SO2

1971

-

EPA sets HSPS for fossil units
beginning construction after
8/07/71 - liait S02» M0 x ,
p«rt1cu1<te emissions

1972

-

Mass. DPH sets aabient
standards stricter than
Federal NAAQS

1972

- Mass. DPH sets emission H a l t s
for new in-state sources

1974

- Mass. Legislature passes
Chapter 494, requiring state
aabient afr standards to be no
stricter than NAAQS

1975

- EPS issues 'Reconstructionrule, Baking existing units
undergoing extensive
renovations subject to NSPS

1977

- EPA sets NSPS for coabustion
turbines

1977

- Congress aaends Clean Air Act,
Mandating scrubbers, PSD
perafts, BACT, etc.

1978

-

EPS sets revised HSPS for coal
and residual oil units
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HISTORY OF
AIR QUALITY RE68JLATIQHS

1978

- Mass. approves BP Coal
Regulation (then approved by
EPA in 1979)

1980

- Mass, clarifies Sulfur
Regulation for Sales Harbor

1932

- Mass. D£QE issues rule
requiring BACT on even saaii
projects

1985

- Mass. Legislature passes
Cnapter 590 - State Acid Rain
Law = requiring "Cap" and
"Roiibscfc" on SO2 emissions

1938

- NESCAUH adopts "Top-Down" BACT
policy and Gas Turbine
guideline

1988

- Mass, issues "Cap" ?
Regulation, Hsiting statewide
emissions

1989

- Hass. Issues "Rollback" S0 2
regulation under Acid Rain law

1989

-

1990

- Court overturns part of MEPCO
decision

1990

- EPA fssues revised MEPCO
decision

1990

- MESCAUM issues sisple cycle
guideli ne

EPA Issues initial MEPCO
decision

"
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY "INTERIM REPORT
NATIONAL EMERSY STRATEGY (April 1990)
SECURING FUTURE ENERGY SUPPLIES
Global and UJS. Energy Resources
Beth the United States and the world are endowed with laife resenres
of energy resources. Figure 10 shows, by region of the world, how
much economically producible oil, natural gas, and coal are known to
exist,
now available. Grade ail i* concentrated in
e s , ffywwitu
f f y u technologies
g
h
l
d l d countries, located mainly along
the Middle East; in the lass developed
the equatorial belt; and ia the Sonet Union. Natural gas It, similarly
distributed, bat with the largest share concentrated in the Soviet Union,
not the Middle East. And coal reserves overwhelm those of oil and
natural gas. with the United States possessing the largest share.
Annual world energy consumption now is equivalent to considerably less
than 1 percent of the combined reserves shown.
Beyond the "proved* reserves, there are likely to be significant additions
of yet undiscovered reserves. Even larger hydrocarbon deposits of tar
sands, heavy oil, shale oil. and other forms would likely become
available if prices were to rise. Coupled with nuclear power, solar
energy, and geothermal energy, the world's energy resources, in theory,
could support even the most rapid increases in global energy demand
for many years to come. Access to these resources, however, may be
constrained by a number of economic, geopolitical, and environmental
farters.

Figure 10. Proved World Energy Reserves
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__
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Source: En«Tgy Infomtction Adminitcration, International Energy Annum! 19M
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Academy Award Winning
Efswircm*eista! Externalities Documentary Fila
The Four Corners:
A national Sacrifice Area?
Millions of Americans have experienced the majesty of the Colorado Plateau:
the Golden Circle of National Parks, the rugged canyonlands of the West's aost
powerful rivers, the largest population of traditional Native Americans in the
United States.
Buried beneath the silent beauty of the Plateau lie billions of tons of coal
and oil shale, and half of America's uraniua reserves -- a potential part of
the supply-side solution to tha present energy security crisis, but *t what
costs?
The Four Corners: A National Sacrifice Area? documents the "hidden costs." or
externalities, of energy developaent in Utah, Colorado, New Mexico, aod
Arizona. The hidden costs include:
o

radioactive uraniua tailings, creating land, air, and water iapacts
throughout the Southwest and beyond,

o

potential health effects in the Hopi and Navajo country

o

inpacts on National Parks of coal strip mining, power plants, and
radioactive waste,

o

water use and contamination throughout the Colorado River Basin, which
supplies Los Angeles, Phoenix, and such of the Southwest with water
for drinking and irrigation.

The Four Corners: A National Sacrifice Area? takes its title froa a National
Acadeny of Sciences report which concludes that strip nining and other energy
development activities in the arid Southwest could permanently daaage the
land, requiring a rezoning of the region to justify its developaent as a
"National Sacrifice Area" for energy.
Governors, Presidents, uraniua miners. Indian leaders, ranchers, energy
company spokesman, government officials, and others, bring hose the powerful
conflicts which surround the issues of energy's environment*! externalities in
the reaote and fragile Southwest.
The film points to a iruaber of the as yet unsolved issues associated with
environaental externalities and the methods presently in use to account for
effects of energy developaent, generation, delivery, and use. These issues
include: water and land effects, regional priorities, and the enoraous
uncertainties as to how to account for health effects. "The Four Corners..."
provides problea definition, identifies critical research opportunities, and
perhaps cost ioportantly serves as a call to action. It's not to be aissed.

VALUATION STOGY OP TIE
COSTS OF UEC1MCITY G£NEEAT!?*G TECHNOLOGIES*
SKPAKD € . KJCHANAH

JBtrodncUca
the aaviroasawKtal costs of electricity generation technologies are the
total value of risks iaposed oa society by the environmental effects of
these technologies, tbs ecoaaeic value of enviraaaeBtal risks is the
aaotmi that society would be willing tc pay to avoid these risks or the
asotrat society would require as coapensatioa to accept those risks
volaafari2y.[l]
The usual approach to deteraifiing society's willingness to pay to avoid
enviranaental risks of electricity generating technologies is to
establish the significant enviftMoenta! effects, aeasare thea, aad then
apply econoaic valoatioa tedmiqoes to each of the effects.f2] For
exsaple, oae aifbt deteraiae that scifur eaissioss create health risits,
rsdace visibility, tad daaage aateriais. fhea, each ot those risks wonid
bs quactified in units that can be valued in aoaetary teras. Next,
ecaaoaic values for these risks would be detemiaad aad summit to yield
an estisate of the econoaic value of the risks associated with sulfur
esissions, Hie process woold be repeated for other eaissioas aad other
esvironaeotal iatrusioas with all costs totalled to obtaia a coapiete
estiaate of the eoviroaaeQtal cost of a particular electric power
resource.
Ibere are aaay advaatages to this approach bat I will aeatioa just
three. First, it provides for aa objective ssaiysis of each coapoaeat of
the electric power resource's eavirosaeatat costs. Sock aa aaalysis
provides aeaaingfol and replicable iaforaatioo for weifftiag tat costs aad
benefits of alternative resources. It displays the data, logic, aad
sssaaptiens used, permitting other parties to coafira or refute the
analysis while avoiding the unresoivable philosophies! disagreeaents
which are typical of subjective processes.
by estiaatiog the enviroaaeatal costs of each eaviroaaeatai
effect associated with an electric power plant, a utility caa focus
oitigatioo efforts efficieatly. Controls eta be iapleaemtcd where gains
ia ecsnoaic efficieacy would be the greatest. Or, poliotion offsets
could be purchased elsewhere as envistoaed by peadiag versions of the
Clean Air Act.

Presented to MJUfC LCUP ^tsroalities conference, fackson Hole,
fyoaiiig, October 1890
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Third, ideals I icat ion of significant eleaeats off enviroaaental costs can
guide future research. Future research would be of particular value for
those effects that appear to be costly to society as well as for effects
that are nighty uacertaia and seed further refinement. Uncertainty could
be reduced whether it lies in the physical quantification of the effects
or in the ecoaoaic valuation of the risks.
There are, however, soae disadvantages to a segaented approach to
estimating eaviromental costs. Two general difficulties are worth
acting. First, it is soaetiaes difficult to obtaia reasonably certain
estimates of the actual eaviroaaeatai risks posed by a power plant. I
don't want to overeaphasize this pheaoaeoon because uncertainty is a fact
of life for resource planners, Who, for exaaple, can claia to foretell
future rates of load growth or future fuel prices? Despite the
iapossihiIity of forecasting accurate values for these and other
variables, we nevertheless have little choice but to try to do so, coping
with uncertainty as well as we can. The saae is ao less true for
environmental cost esiiaates. (1 aight also note that, in ay opinion,
eovironaental costs are likely to be uaderestiaated because oae can be
reasonably sure that scae environaental effects will be either overlooked
or fast plain unknown.}
Second, the use of expected values based oa "expert" or scientific
assessments of risk can be probleaatic under soae circuastances.
Expected values are typically used ia ecoaoaic analyses because they are
unbiased estiaators. Unfortunately, expected values do not represent the
variability of possible outcoaes. In the extreae, the use of expected
values aasks the potential for low probability, high cost outcoaes, or
catastrophes.[3] Soae argue that if probabilities are low enough, such
costs should be coded as zero and disaissed.[4] Others argue that risks
of large scale catastrophes, ao aatter how iaprobable, are risks not
worth taking and therefore aust be treated as having infinite costs. The
resulting dileans of whether to use near-zero or near-infinite costs
aakes for fascinating philosophical discussions but frustrates analysts
who ausf final!y choose soae value.{5]
Recognition of these difficulties led Bosneville Power Adaiaistratioa
(SPA| to seek a different acthod for estimating the eaviroaaental costs
of certain generating technologies. The remainder of this paper
describes the aethod and the results of its initial application.
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The Coatintent Valuation Study
Perhaps the aost important goal of an environmental cost study is to
obtaia an estimate of a resource's total environmental cost which, when
added to its internal costs, results ia an estimate of the resource's
total cost. The utility can then select the resource(s) with the lowest
total cost. As ! mentioned at the outset, the environmental cost of a
resource is society's williagness to pay to avoid the resource's
environmental risks, or the compensation society would deaand to incur
those risks voluntarily. The contingent valuation method can estiaate
either of those values osiag a question phrased something like, "How much
would you pay to avoid fsome resource]?"
!n a study sponsored by SPA, Bissau et. ai. of lashiagton State
University conducted a survey of public attitudes about various risks.
The study included contingent valuation questions about ratepayers'
willingness to pay to avoid specific generating technologies.[C]
The survey was conducted by nail ia January, 1999. Questionnaires were
•ailed to a raadoa sample of I M O households ia the BPA service territory
which includes all of Vashiagton, Oregon, and Idaho, and a portion of
Montana. The response rate for the survey was 52 percent.
Before discossieg the contingent valuation portion of the survey, let me
briefly summarize the other findings. The survey asked about l***ls of
concern for tea environmental issaes, levels of environmental activisa,
general opinions aboet risk, comparisons of 30 iteas involving various
risks, and the contingent valuation questions. Among the ten
environmental issues, air pollution froa coal-fired plants, water
pollution, storage of nuclear wastes, transportation of radioactive
materials, and ozoae depletion in the upper atmosphere were of aost
coacera to people. The greenhouse effect, new nuclear plants, fish
losses, radon ia homes, and additional dams were of less concern.
The respondents, especially woneo and those nost concerned about the ten
eovirommeatal issues, collectively think the world is riskier than it was
tea years ago. They also believe, however, that it is possible for
individuals to take actions to reduce and control the risks they face.
fhen cospariag concerns about energy related iteas involving risks,
respondents indicated the nost dread for risks associated with
transporting nuclear Materials, radioactive waste disposal, and nuclear
accidents, although nuclear power plants, theaselves, were not especially
dreaded. Similar expressions of dread were given for AIDS, crine, and
alcohol-related accidents. Lew levels of coacern were expressed for
bydropower and solar electric power. Additional questions regarding
people's attitudes about these and other risks were also asked. A list
of the 30 technologies, substances, and activities involving risk is
included as Appendix A.
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the contingent vai'*ntios questions are reproduced as Appendix B.
Approximately half of the respondents (48 percent) indicated they would
pay an additional charge on their electric bills to avoid the addition off
one or nore of the three types of generating facilities in the region.
Of those who would not pay as additional charge, about one-fourth were
not conceraed about the enviroanental consequences of the three
technologies while the rest were unwilling to pay because of other
reasons.
The average aaount respondents woold be willing to pay to avoid the three
technologies, including those who gave responses of zero, was $3.11 per
•oath or $37.32 per year. The total nonber of residential costoners in
the region ia 1SJ8—the last year for which such inforaation is
available—was 3.58 sillioa. Therefore, the total auouat the region's
residential customers would be willing to pay to avoid the three
technologies, assuring the staple is representative, is $133.6 nil lion
per year, This figure could be interpreted as the aaout the ragionf.7]
wooId be willlag to pay each year to neet future load growth with energy
conservation neasures and non-hydro renewable resources.
the respondents were also asked to indicate the aaoont they would pay to
avoid each of the technologies. The average annual willingness to pay to
avoid new hydro was $6.24; for fossil fuel it was $14.16; and, for
aociear it was $14.76. Expressed as regional annual willingness to pay
values, the totals were $22.3 nillion to avoid hydro, $50.7 nillion to
avoid fossil fuel, and $52.8 nillioa to avoid aociear. (These do not add
to the overall total of $133.6 nillion because sane respondents failed to
preserve the equality in their individual answers on the questionnaires.)
{(egression analyses were conducted to test whether the deaographic
backgrounds of respondents were predictive of the additional charge am
the utility bill respondents were wilting to pay.[8] The regression
analyses were conducted for a group (A) consisting of ajU respondents and
for a group (S) consisting of only the respondents who indicated a
positive willingness to pay.
Tfee regression equation was:
(1| Y - AQ • Ai * AGE • A 2 * S O + A 3 * INCOME + A 4 * EDUCATION
Bhere
Y • ffslUogness to pay to
AGE • Respondent's age in
SEX - Respondent's sex {1
INCOME - Faaily iocone in
EDUCATION - Highest grade

avoid one or nore generating technologies
years
if fesale; 0 if nale)
thousands of dollars per year
completed
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The results for each of tins two groups were:
Group A: Only those respondents nilling to pay a positive
{2} ¥ - 8.33 - .07 • AGE - 1.00 • SEX + .09 * IMCfflS • .82 * EDUCATION
(-3.18)* (-1.34)
(0.28)
(2.74)
B2 . .a?

p - 8.3*

It values shows is pareatheses; * indicates significant at 99% confidence
level or better.)
(Group B: All respondents
|3) Y - 3.32 - .95 * AGE - 0.19 * SEX • .12 * IWXW
(-3.82)* (-0.42}
(0.C7)
R2 - .08

+ .89 * ESUXATIGN
(4.S2)

P - 14.0*

(t values shown is parentheses; * indicates significant at 99% cosfidcace
level or better.)
Hie results indicate that younger people aid those with sore education
are aore likely to pay higher aaounts to avoid the three technologies.
The coefficients on incoae and sex are sot significant, iaalying that
neither variable can be shown to be related to the willingness to pay
value. Ihese results held true for both groups. The demographic
variables, while collectively significant as predictors of willingness to
pay as evidenced by the significant F values, do not explain nock of the
variation in willingness to pay. Together, the four variables explain
oaly eight percent, or less, of the variation in willingness to pay.f9]
Discassioa
Hie resalts of the study show that it is feasible to use the contingent
valuation aeffcod to derive estiutes of society's willingness to pay to
avoid the risks of various energy resources. The application of
emriroaaental cost estimates we typically envision is for a specific
resource consideration; for example, a utility seeds to add 200 Ml of
capacity and has a nenu of resources fros which to choose, ffeethsr the
utility engages in a budding process, a negotiating process, or sinply
builds its own resources, least-cost planning principles would lead the
utility to select the resource or concination of resources capable of
neetiag need while having the lowest total social costs. In sack a
process, the esviroaaental cost of each plant or project would be added
to its costs to produce aa estimate of its total social cost.
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The nature of the BFA study was somewhat different. It did aot exaaine
the cost of differeat projects or plants. Imstead, it required
respondents to evaluate their willingness to pay to avoid eatire
technologies. Respoadeats were aot provided asy information about the
techaolofies, where such pluts eight be located, or what the effects of
the plaats sight be; they had to rely on their ows kaowledge to aake
judgments regarding their wilHagness to pay additional aaounts oa their
utility bills to avoid the technologies.
Consequently, the elicited values can aot be sued to determine resource
environmental costs oa a cents-per-kilowatt-hour basis. (Such was not
the intent of the survey.) The estimates could be used, however, in the
planning context to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of different resource
strategies. For example, a resource strategy based oa the lowest
internal costs could be formulated first. (This would be the strategy
that would emerge fron a least-cost planning process that did not include
environmental costs or other externality costs.) Then, an alternative
resource strategy could be formulated relying only on resources other
thaa the resource techaolofies which people indicated a willingness to
pay to avoid. la the case of the B*A study, sach a strategy would
cossist of energy conservation measures and non-hydro renewables such as
geothemal, wind, and cogeneratiam using waste fuels, far exanple. If
such a strategy could be implemented for less than the $13f ailI ion
annual willingness to pay value, it would be a cast-effective
isvestaent. Thus, although the BPA study does not result in levelixed
cost estimates by resource, it does provide intonation that could be of
use in developing resource strategies.
Despite the lack of levelized cost estimtes, the BPA study could be
andified easily to exaaine specific electric power plants or projects.
The principal advantage of the approach is that one does not need to
develop separate cost estimates for all of the differeat environ—Btal
risks that nay be associated with a power resource. People are asked to
determine the amount they would pay to avoid the entire plant or project;
each individual is free to consider any combination of attributes they
wish. Moreover, the analyst does not need to decide on expected values
or bow to treat catastrophic risks. The aiiasat that people are willing
to pay to avoid seen risks are included in their expressed payment
amounts. Those who dees catastrophic risks to be unacceptable say
provide high bids, while those who treat then as zero cost risks any give
bids of zero.
It would, of course, be desirable for people to aake iafomed choices
about electric power resources to aeet their future needs. Information
regarding the characteristics of different power resssrees, including the
environmental and other risks associated with those resources, could be
provided to potential respondents. A balance needs to be struck to avoid
overloading respondents with information, providing iaforsation that nay
bias responses, and not providing sufficient inforaation. A discussion
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of bias, which is a significant issue {or coatinfest valuation studies,
is beyoad tie scope of this paper, bat the reader is referred to Mitchell
and Carsoa[10] for a thorough review of not only bias, bat all issues
related to coatingest valuation Methodologies.
Conclusion
Environmental costs are measured by the amount that society would be
willing to pay to avoid environmental risks or the amount society would
require as compensation to incur the risks voluntarily. The usual
approach to aeasnring society's willingness to pay is to quantify and
price each of the environmental risks associated with an electric power
resource. This approach has significant advantages.
Two disadvantages, however, are the uncertainty of physical estimates and
the potential for catastrophic risks. Both present difficulties to the
analyst atleapting to quantify enviromental costs.
To overcome those difficulties, 6PA sponsored a contingent valuation
study to query the public directly as to its willingness to pay to avoid
different generation technologies. The study found that the region's
households would be willing to pay $133.• Billion each year in additions
to their utility bills to avoid nuclear, fossil fuel, and hydroelectric
power plants.
This result say have implications for resource strategies in that the
estimated aaount would be an additional system benefit of strategies that
meet future load growth without recourse to any of the three resources.
Finally, the methodology could be adapted to estimating costs of specific
resource pJaats or projects. Soch studies would result in environmental
cost estimates on a tevelixed cost basis. Bommeviile Power
Administration and the author seek consent on this approach and its
appropriateness for use in the resource planning process.
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FOOTNOTES
(1J Pace University, Environmental Costs of Electricity. Oceana
Publications, Dobbs Ferry, New York, 1990.
12] See, for exaaple, ECO ffertbwest, Generic Coal Study, for Boaaeviile
Power Adainistratioa, DE-AM79-86BP628S4, Portland, Oregoa. 1987.
[3} Pace, snpra.
[4| Rescher, Nicholas, Risk: A Philosophical latrodBCtioa to the
Theory of Risk Evaluation and Management, University Press of America,
Lanhaa, Maryland, 1983.
[5] While the analyst could perform a sensitivity analysis using both a
zero cost and some extreaely high cost, the resalt woeId not be
particularly illaminating aor would it be of any real help to a
decisioaaaker.
[6] Minnas, George, Eugene rosa, and Kandall Eleiahesseliak of
Bashington State University, Poblic Attitudes Toward Risks Associated
with Various Activities, Substances, aad Technologies, for Soneville
Power Adainistration. BE-AI79-89BP98I29. Portland, Oregoa, July 1990.
[7] Actually, the region cooId be willing to pay a higher aaouat after
accounting for business aad industry. Firms, like households, benefit
free clean eovironaents.
[9] Regression analyses were also conducted for the willingness to pay
value for each of the three technologies using the saae explanatory
variables. To avoid ovenihelaing the reader with ambers, those results
are not presented bat are siailar to those shown here.
[8] While other variables could have been regressed against the
willingness to pay values, and in the study soae were, the study was not
designed to test hypotheses of the relationship between potential
explanatory- variables and respondents' willingness to pay to avoid
certain generating technologies.
flOj Mitchell, Robert and Richard Carson, Using Surveys to Value Public
Goods: The Contingent Valoation Method, Resources for the Future,
Washington, D.C., 1989.
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in ordsr io meet the Suture electncrty needs of the Pacific NorMwest. the regicn will soon
na» a '.o step up its conservattcn efforts and probably add new generating <ac:Ki*f When a new
ge-erat:ng facility is addesS. rt is usually the *'"iJ '•!»< provides We !«ast expensive power.
-icwsver. seme crtaens in the region wouffl tike to prohibit certainfc«ndso! facilities for a variey
c« reasons such as environmental threats. saSety. ana health related problems Other citizens
So not object Jo these facilities. Nueiear piants. fossil fuel power plants, and' or hydro-electric
Cams are the facilities towards which objections are most often mentioned It any of these
'ichiies are p?ohifcs*.ed there may be greater increases in the future cost of eSectricity.
C" i

charge
Wouid you
pay
y
p y an
g on each monthlyy utility
y bill to avoid using any one
d to
or more of these electrical ge*orai;:>g facilities? (The money cafiected would b* used
offset the n i g - * ' eesU of alternative facilities.) PLEASE CIRCLE 1 FOB YES OB 2 FOB
NO.
C12. If yes. please circle !ha amount that you wouid
charged to yoaf utility b:i! each month.
50

$1

$2

S3

U

55

SS

S3

S9

S10

S12

S15

S20

525

$7

PLEASE WBITE OTHER PREFERRED AMOUNT HEBE: $
Ci '.he ansur*. you seiected above, how rr.uch should be used
-.s AVOID each of the tcSiowing facilities? (Please make sure
•,-e tstal adCs up to '.!~e amount you seiected above.)
C13. HY3P0-ELECTRIC POWER:
G:«. FCSSIL ?wEL POWER:
015. NUCLEAR POWER:
SKIP TO QUESTION * 17 ON THE NEXT PAGE.

2

S-O-

C*6. If net. why net? (Cireie the number of your response.)
1

YOU SIMPLY DO NOT WISH TO PAY ANYTHING
BECAUSE AVOIDING THESE FACILITIES IS NOT
IMPORTANT TO YOU.

2

YOU THINK ENOUGH MONEY IS ALREADY BEING
SPENT ON ELECTRIC POWER FACIUTIES.

3

YOU ARE UNABLE TO PAY.

4.

OTHER. PLEASE SPECIFY:
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Full Cost Economic Dispatch:
Recognizing Environmental Externalities
in Electric Utility System Operation
Stephea Bcraow, Brace Bfewmkt, u d Doaald Marroa
TeUms lastitsfe
Boston, Massackasttts

Abstract
In this paper, "full cost economic dispatching" is proposed as a means of operating an
ekctric utility system to the maximum benefit of society. Environmental and societal costs
of generation can be estimated, and then considered along with fuel costs in determining
the most economical dispatch order of power supply resources. A simplified example of
full cost dispatch is presented both to illustrate the concept and to indicate the rough
magnitudes of its costs and benefits. Issues which must be addressed in implementing full
cost dispatching are discussed.

iBirodacttos
The generation of electricity from power plants imposes a variety of burdens on the
environment (e.g., emissions of atmospheric pollutants) which, through a variety of
pathways and interactions, can cause damage to human health, ecosystems, economic
productivity, and cultures. While these impacts often occur far from the actual sources of
pollution, both spatiaiiy and temporally, they are a genuine cost of electricity production
and use. Whether through the damages themselves, later remediation efforts, or belated
attempts to reduce pollutant loadings, these costs are ultimately borne by society, even if
that burden is not distributed equally over geography or generations.
Electricity planners nave begun to rccognizt such environmental externalities in long-range
planning and resource procurement decisions. To be consistent and economically efficient,
however, it is now necessary that short-nin operating decisions also incorporate these
externalities. Despite the current momentum towards energy efficiency and the use of lesspolluting resources, the major sources of utility pollution, for the foreseeable future, will
continue to be existing power plants; this situation will only gradually change as newer,
more efficient plants are brought into service. Thus, while least-cost energy/environmental
planning will help secure a more socially rational future energy system, current energy
production will continue to impose unnecessary environmental burdens on society. To
avoid this consequence, the dispatching of electric utility system resources should also
attempt to minimize the societal costs of power generation.
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White this approach breaks with traditional economic dispatching practices, it is a natural
extension of the recognition currently being given to environmental and other externalities
in electric utility planning. The difference is essentially a matter of time-frame. System
planners make resource commitments for periods of many years, while system operators
work in fractions of hours, fa both cases, however, the objective should be the same: to
provide electricity at the lowest possible cost, where "cost" includes both the direct and
indirect costs of electricity production to society. If planners and operators seek to achieve
different objectives, they will tend to undermine each other's efforts; as a result, optimum
use of society's energy resources will not be achieved.
Electric Generating Resource Externalities
Economists refer to the cost implications of a decision that are not borne by the decisionmaker as "externalities."' A typical externality is the cost of pollution, or more accurately,
its cost impact in terms of damage to structures, ecosystems, productivity, and human
health.
Among the most widely recognized externalities resulting from electncity generation are
the air emissions of power plants. These include carbon dioxide (CO 2 — a principal
greenhouse gas), sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides (SO2 and NO*, respectively, — the
precursors of "acid rain"), and other air pollutants such as carbon monoxide, particulates,
and volatile organic compounds, among others. Power plants also pollute water and create
substantial volumes of solid waste. Nuclear plan., create radioactive wastes: high-level
waste consisting of irradiated fuel rods and assemblies and Sow-level waste consisting of
contaminated equipment and supplies; they also routinely release radioactive air emissions,
as do some fossil plants.
In addition to such pollutant loadings on the environment, the operation of power plants
can also have other direct external costs. For example, the operation of hydro-electric
plants can kill vast quantities of fish (a problem, e.g., at the Ludington plant in Michigan)
and/or alter river habitats (a problem, e.g., in the Plane River Basin in Nebraska)2. Since
these resources have substantial commercial, recreational, end intrinsic values to society,
such environmental damages can be very costly.
While emissions of air toxics and fish kills are important direct externalities of electric
1
As such, an eatermfty can smoke ar^ads on a d.Hemx segment of the pepjatton or a dHarent gecgeaptweai
or polit'ca! legtoft (e.g.. aart gas emissions and impacts, or the invert ctf krfropa*& from Jamas Bay to Naw EngianaJ.
it can also imohe tmpads on later gen&atotts- finaty. even wtfxn a gnww spasal and temporal boundary, eaemalfos
can be said lo exist wttere ihe deasson ca'cu&s ignotes trnportam impacts (whether on society chmctfy or on other
speaes or ha&rafsj.
2

In a lepers to the Nsssanai A&lubcr, Society fTar.'us Instate JSSSj. we ena.'yzed the pater&al (or m^jrovmg ttm Ptatto
Basin ha£r?a! ttaough mott&atsons to the operating ptaevces and tfxpatch ai a hydro-electac fac&fy.
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generation, it must be noted that important externalities may also be indirect, as in the case
of oil spills. In general, oil spills occur far from a power plant site and do not directly
result from electric generation. They do, however, result indirectly from the consumption
of oil for electric generation; the use of oil increases the need to transport oil, and thus
increases the probability of oil spills and their associated damages to the environment
This increase in oil spill probabilities is an indirect externality of electric generation at oil
plants. Similar indirect impacts of electricity generation and use occur throughout the
electric fuel cycle, from extraction, processing, and transport of fuels to plant construction
to energy conversion at the plant to decommissioning and waste disposal.
While each of these stages of the fuel cycle is involved in planning decisions, only some
are affected by operating protocols. Thus, while planning protocols for including
externalities will, in principle, need to consider all these stages, operating protocols can be
more focused. For the purposes of incorporating externalities in operating decisions, it is
likely that it will be sufficient to concentrate on those impacts that, like fuel costs, increase
or decrease with plant outpuf.
Internalizing Environmental Costs
Regulation can internalize externalities by ensuring that they are included in the decision
calculus and by requiring those responsible for the costs to bear them. The traditional
approach is through environmental regulations that establish restrictions with which utilities
must comply, leaving utilities and utility regulators to focus on costs already deemed
internal.3 Such requirements delimit the amount of pollution that may be generated at
certain facilities. The result is that some of the pollution cost has now been internalized
in the decision process.
Significant external costs remain, however, either because the environmental restrictions
do not set limits at zero for certain pollutants and facilities or because they do not address
certain pollutants or facilities at all. For example, CO 2 is not yet controlled through
environmental regulations affecting power plants. Moreover, as environmental restrictions
are developed they generally apply only to new sources.4 Those externalities that remain
are receiving increasing attention by utility planners and regulators. In utility planning
studies, the environmental impacts of various resource plans are often cited as important
in deciding among plans (see, for example, Florida Power and Light Company, 1989).

3

Farexample. theEPA ajnettiy mouses chat new coat-tinxt power s&xm have Mue^/asdastAtioiicet equipment
(scrubbers) m orcfef to knot svttur dfaxda emissions. The costs at instating and opantng tha sctvtbars am than paid
by the plan's owrm Electric iMiSty pSanmtg sfwtf.es now tncfade the costs at scrubbers in decking upon the most
econofKcai type of hitum capacity att&son. tn atidXson. the c>cremen£aJ cos! of operating the scn&ber is considoted
by system tfispaichets tn defeflnmrng the opsma) use of the foc&y.
4

The ptcpos&l ns*i amesTtfmenJs ro the cfesn &•/ ac?
U rather iftan fa&ty-spe&Sc t:mis

addiess existing fac&ties. since it imposes
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Note that this goes beyond the impact of environmental considerations upon direct utility
costs. That is, the utility might chose a resource plan with higher direct costs, if it were
less environmentally damaging.
Regulators in a range of states have begun to address the issue of externalities in resource
planning and acquisition by a variety of means. In some states, e.g. Wisconsin, nonpolluting resources are given a specific cost advantage over polluting resources. In other
states, e.g^ New York, Massachusetts, and California, regulators have determined that the
environmental costs of air emissions, expressed in dollars, should be included in overall
resource planning just as are the costs of fuel and plant construction. In this way, the costs
of air emissions are internalized to the resource selection process. Other states, e.g^
Vermont and Nevada, are considering similar approaches.
In each of these states, the focus has been on new resources and not on the enormous
levels of pollution produced at existing facilities. Thus, despite their increasing recognition
by planners, environmental externalities are not reflected in the decision protocols of utility
system operators.
Cooventiooal Economic Dispatch
Electric utility system operators use economic dispatching principles in order to employ
optimally a set of available resources to serve customer loads. Typically, a computer
system loaded with information about the costs and operating efficiencies of these
resources determines the mix to be dispatched on an hourly or shorter basis. Conventional
economic dispatch dictates that resources be operated to serve customer loads in a priority
order based upon their incremental operating costs. These are the costs to produce the
next unit of output from a plant, and so include the incremental cost of fuel and the
variable portion of plant operation and maintenance (O&M) costs.
Conventional economic dispatch proceeds from lowest to highest cost resources to ensure
overall economies in the production of electricity. Generating units with low variable
operating costs, such as hydro and nuclear, are dispatched first These resources will be
operated even during low load periods, and so may be considered "baseload." Coal-fired
plants have higher variable costs and so typically are next in the economic dispatch order.
As such they may provide baseload service, or, in some cases, cycle to follow variations in
customer load. Finally, oil and gas plants have higher variable costs, and so often operate
as peaking units, providing generation to serve customer loads only during high load
periods,5 From the standpoint of annual generation related emissions, then, baseload and
cycling units are of greatest importance, while peakers can become significant over shorter
time periods.
5

New corrcfjr/iecJ-cycie iraffs toumrng natural gas have recentf/ become attractive options far bosotcmcf mnd eyeing
serv.ee because of their ftgh fuel efficiency {lo* heal rate) and resuming lour vanabfe COSTS
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In practice, all of the electric generating units on a system will be ranked by the
dispatchers according to their direct incremental costs, and so within each class of units
(coal, oil, etc) there will be a range of incremental costs represented- Sometimes, owing
to differences in plant efficiency (i.e., "heat rate") there can be some overlap of plant types
in the dispatch order. For example, an efficient oil-fired unit may have a lower
incremental cost per unit of electricity production than an inefficient coal-fired plant, even
though oil costs more per unit of energy input.
Moreover, the efficiency of a generating unit typically varies with the output of the unit
The heat rate curves, which give the operating efficiency as a function of the operating
capacity of the unit, are generally "IT shaped. For this reason, the optimal use of a system
of generating units to serve a particular level of demand may have a number of units
operating at partial capacity. The dispatch order will thus, in general, reflect different
plants at different levels of output, rather than a simple sequence of plants.
A simplified representation of conventional economic dispatch is provided in Figure 1.
Customer electricity requirements are represented as a "load duration curve" or cumulative
probability distribution. In the diagram, the horizontal dimension represents time, the
vertical dimension represents M\V of capacity of load, and the areas can thus be
interpreted as energy (megawatt-hours).
The typical baseload facilities (hydro, nuclear, coal) are seen to provide most of the system
energy requirements, while intermediate units and peakers (gas, residual oil, distillate oil)
contribute a smaller share. In this system the dispatch order for the baseload facilities
(hydro, nuciear, and coal) based on ascending variable production cost, ensures that hydro
and nuciear operate at their maximum availabilities, while coal operates below its full
availability, intermediate resources (inefficient coal or efficient gas and oil units) operate
at significantly less than their full availability, but still contribute a substantial amount of
energy. The peaking resources (inefficient oil and gas units) provide energy primarily
during daily and seasonal peak (high load) periods.
Full Cost Economic Dispatch
The procedure described above, in which electric resources are operated on the basis of
direct fuel and variable O&M costs, may be termed "direct cost dispatch", "partial cost
economic dispatch," or "utility cost dispatch." It aims for optimal use of resources only
from the narrow perspective of the electric utility system and its revenue requirements.
A broader outlook would include the costs of plant operation beyond these direct costs.
As discussed above, these additional incremental costs to society include the impacts of
pollutants from the plant, both on the utility customers who benefit directly from the
electricity produced and on other people and natural environments that do not so benefit
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Toe concept of economic dispatch can be expanded to incorporate these external costs.
Electric generating resources could be dispatched in order of increasing incrementaj cost
to society, including the societal costs of incremental pollution (and other externalities), as
well as the direct utility costs of fuel and O&M. This expanded concept could be called
Juli cost dispatch" or "societal cost dispatch." The result of full cost dispatch would, in
general, be a re-arrangement of the dispatch order and different contributions of resources
to meet aggregate and seasonal energy requirements. Lower overall emissions would iikeh/
ensue, although tradeoffs between different pollutants according to their relative harm
(societal cost) make this a more complex matter. If the pollution costs reflect the likely
damage cost or the value society wishes to place on the risk of such damage, then this
method will produce socially efficient results.
The term "least-emissions dispatch" has been used in various contexts and with various
meanings. By recognizing an important category of external costs of electric plant
operation (air pollution) this concept goes part way toward full cost dispatching, but stops
well short, as it fails to recognize any of the other external costs of electricity generation.
Moreover, the phrase least emissions" is ambiguous with regards to the treatment of
multiple pollutants and the relative weights to give them. It could refer to a single
pollutant among many, or it could refer to a simple aggregate of pollutant ^missions. If,
however, society views the impacts of each pollutant differently, the aggregate incremental
emissions from a resource could be a weighted sum of the pollutants emitted or, more
directly, a sum of the societal costs of the pollutants. Dispatching based on these costs
would be a "least-emissions cost dispatch".
If such aggregate environmental costs are added to the direct variable costs of generation
in the system dispatch protocols, full cost dispatch would result Thus, the multiple
environmental attributes of electric generation would naturally be reflected in system
dispatch. This would be quite different from dispatch with respect to a single pollutant
(e.g., SO2).
~he term "least-emissions" may be misleading, as it often refers to a hybrid approach in
which the objective is to minimize a combined function of utility cost and emissions (or
emissions cost). A true least-emissions dispatching strategy would load the available
resources in a priority order based solely upon emissions - from the lowest emitter (or
aggregate emissions cost) to the highest - with no regard to fuel and O&M cost. Such an
approach could produce dramatically altered economic results. Whether such an outcome
- much higher direct costs - wouid be acceptable is a matter of social and economic
policy. These results would be consistent with those of full cost dispatch if the societal
costs of emissions are much larger than the direct costs of the electric generation.6
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Full cost dispatch could be effected by ascribing values to environmental loadings (e.g_,
emissions). It couid also be pursued in more site-specific detail by representing loadings,
the transport of pollutants, the exposure of sensitive populations and systems, the doseresponse relationships, and, finally, the value of damages caused. This could be done
either in great detail or approximately by developing factors and algorithm* that would
effectively capture these relationships at a reasonable level of accuracy for the facilities on
the system.
Another approach would be to minimize the incremental utility costs, subject to a set of
emissions constraints. A simple example of "emissions constrained dispatch" is the operating
restriction of the Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use Art of 19787 which specified that
natural gas could be used in a new power plant, but only if the annual operation were
constrained to 1500 hours or less (subject to certain exemptions). These restrictions were
enacted as a means of reducing national dependance upon oil and gas. Emissions
constrained dispatch can be viewed as the operating component of an overall strategy for
meeting emissions caps such as those for acid gases embodied in the proposed amendments
to the Qean Air Act.
Emissions constrained dispatch is an alternative method to full cost dispatch for reflecting
society's environmental concerns. These two methods need not be viewed as fundamentally
incompatible. Since the societal cost of emissions is a complex matter of science,
economics, policy, and values, setting the costs of environmental impacts for full cost
dispatch is not a precise exercise. At different levels set for the external costs, different
levels of pollutant emissions would be achieved by full cost dispatch. The direct cost of
achieving different overall pollutant loadings can thus be examined. Alternatively, setting
different target levels of pollutant loadings and determining the direct costs to achieve
them comes at the problem from another direction. The two approaches should provide
consistent results over a range of pollutant levels and costs.
An Example of Full Cost Dispatch
To explore the potential implications of full cost dispatch we will examine a simplified
"hypothetical system." This analysis is intended to illustrate the concept of full-cost
dispatching as it compares with conventional economic dispatch and with strict leastemissions dispatch. This idealized example will also provide seme indication of the costs
and impacts which may be associated with various dispatching methods for a large, diverse
system. We will outline the characteristics of the hypothetical system, and then consider
the results for this system under three methods of dispatching: 1) conventional economic
dispatch, 2) strict feast-emissions dispatch, and 3) full cost economic dispatch.
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Ow hypothetical system is modelled after the fossil fuel portions of the New York Power
Pool (NYPP) and New England Power Pool (NEPOOL) systems. Table 1 shows the
dispatch order for the hypothetical system, with capacity ratings, energy generation (under
conventional economic dispatch}, heat rates, fuel costs, and variable O&M costs. The
capacity contributions for each major fuel type were selected to resemble the mix of fee!
types in the Northeast US., while within each rue! type the hypothetical "plant" capacities
are arbitrary. We have added some combined cycle gas capacity to represent likery nearterm capacity additions. Also, we have assumed that dual-fuel facilities (primarily oil/gas)
will bum gas only.
The amounts of energy generation were determined by fitting the resources under a
simplified load duration curve" derived from a probability density function for a normal
distribution, The costs and heat rates were based on selected NYPP fossil fuel plants
(these data were obtained from dispatch model runs developed for the New York State
Energy Plan [New York State Energy Office et aJ. 1989J). The variable production costs,
in the right-hand column, are the sum of the fuel and variable O&M costs, expressed per
kwh of generation.
The dispatch simulation method used in our analysis is highly idealized. It employed
average heat rates (rather than detailed heat rate curves) and assumed that the outage
rates for these fossil units are identical These simplifying assumptions permit changes in
the dispatch to be determined in a straightforward manner, by "flipping" the order of
generators under the load curve. While not entirely accurate, this simplified approach
can be implemented in a "spreadsheet mode!," thus avoiding the use of a complex
probabilistic production costing model. This procedure is adequate for our illustrative
purposes.
The simplified approach permits quick comparisons of dispatch methods to be made to a
level of accuracy acceptable for illustrative purposes. Detailed studies of emissions
dispatching should be done for specific actual systems to determine how much emissions
could be reduced and at what cost. We know of one such study, which explored SO 2
dispatch strategies for the state of Ohio (Heslin and Hobbs, 1990). That analysts employed
a probalilistic production costing model to explore SO-, reducing dispatch strategies, and
found that "emissions dispatching appears to be a [sic] inexpensive way to quickly achieve
substantial emissions reductions, no matter what other strategies it is used in combination
with." Each iarge electric system could conduct a detailed study of alternative dispatch
strategies.
Emissions coefficients for the plants in the hypothetical system are shown in Table 2.
These coefficients were based upon the NYPP fossi! units that were used for the
hypothetical system cost and efficiency assumptions.
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The first column of numbers in Table 3 shows the summary results for this system
dispatched based upon variable production costs only. The total production cost (fuel plus
variable O&M) is $3,679 million, and total emissions are 790,075 tons of SO^ 263,788 tons
of NO*, 119,881,000 tons of CO^, and smaller amounts of the other air pollutants.
We can estimate the "societal cost" of the air pollution from this dispatch using "emissions
values" (cost per pound) for each pollutant We have developed values for these pollutants
using an approach based upon marginal control costs and regulators' revealed preferences.
This approach is described in detail in Bcmow and Marron (1990). The values resulting
from that analysis are listed in Table 4. The Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities
recently adopted these costs for use in Massachusetts (Mass DPU 1990).
Multiplying the values in Table 4 by the amounts of pollution in Table 2 yields a societal
cost of emissions of $6,133 million. The total societal cost is, therefore, $9,812 million
($3,679 million in direct costs plus $6,133 million in emissions costs).
We can now examine a case in which the same system is dispatched according to the strict
least-emissions" method. Instead of using direct variable production costs (column 1 in
Table 5) to determine the loading order, the emissions values (column 2 in Table 5) are
used. The emissions value for a plant is determined by multiplying its emissions
coefficients (pounds per b -h) by the set of emissions values ($ per pound).8
The results for the strici least-emissions dispatch of the hypothetical system are provided
in the second column of Table 3. Production costs have increased by $681 million relative
to conventional dispatch, but the amounts of air emissions have, in general, gone down
substantially. For example, SO^ NO,, and CO2 have decreased by 74%, 28%, and 20%,
respectively. Emissions of three of the less important pollutants have increased. The net
result, of course, is a large reduction in emissions costs: from $6,133 million for
conventional dispatch to $3,949 million for {east-emissions dispatch. In this case, moreover,
the strict least-emissions approach has lowered total societal cost as well.
There are, of course, intermediate approaches between the two extremes analyzed above.
The conventional economic dispatch entirely ignores environmental costs, while the strict
least-emissions dispatch entirety ignores direct economic costs of fuel and OAM. Could
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the system be dispatched such that overall costs to society are minimized? We believe that
a full cost economic approach to dispatching - based upon both direct and environmental
cost - is botis feasible and desirable.
For our hypothetical system, full cost dispatching was done using the combined costs per
kwh shown in the right-hand column of Table 5. The results, in Table 3, are a slightly
higher overall pollution cost than for the least-emissions case (by 4 percent) and somewhat
higher fossil plant production costs than for the conventional dispatch case (by 9 percent).9
Overall, however, the full cost dispatch provides the best alternative in that it results in the
lowest total societal cost. Compared with the conventional economic dispatch case, full
cost dispatch saves $2.0 billion, about 33 percent, of the emissions costs for the
hypothetical system, at an additional direct cost of $344 million, about 9 percent of the
fossil fuel production costs of the system. The benefit to cost raiic is thus about 5.9 to 1.
At the same time, the overall societal (direct plus emissions) costs decrease by about 17
percent, from $9,812 million to $8,130 million. Averaged over the seven pollutants,
pollution reduction by full cost dispatch is effected at extra direct costs at about 17 percent
of the value of the pollutant (e.g., the average SO2 reduction cost of $272/ton compared
with the reduction value of $I,60G/ton, while for NOX the average reduction cost was
51,156/ion versus the value of $6,800/ton).
This result is not a surprise. Indeed, it is certain that the dispatch which is based upon
the objective of minimizing soctetai costs will resuk in lower societal cost than dispatches
based upon other objectives such as minimizing production costs or emissions. It can ako
be expected, in general, that the cost of pollution reduction will be lower than the value
of the pollution reduced, the degree of course reflecting the particular conditions of the
system. Nonetheless, as noted earlier, this is a hypothetical system treated in an
approximate manner, without any constraints that could limit the degree of operating
flexibiiit).
The results for the three dispatch methods, summarized in Table 3, show surprisingly little
difference between the Seasi emissions dispatch and the full cost dispatch approaches. This
is depicted in Figure 3, where "hybrid" dispatch approaches fill out a curve between the
three approaches discussed above. As the relative weight given to environmental costs is
increased (moving along the x-axis), the direct production costs increase while the emissions
costs decrease. The societal cost (production cost plus emissions cost) decreases to an
minimum at full cost dispatch, and then increases slowly.
For our hypothetical system, the shape of the societal cost curve indicates that most of the
savings are to be realized in the first small steps toward full cost dispatch, and that to go
Note tiiat sota3 dispatch costs, wtecft include mrafea/ and hydro p&nJs. ftave increased fcy fess than 9 percent.
we assume thai the non-toss.-/ generation ts un&fect&d Further note thai total eSectnctty costs hive memasocf by
Oy tess fftan 9 percen}. since tots! cas:s include fried costs etc
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beyond full cost dispatch toward least emissions Is not costly. It is not clear, however, that
this would be the outcome for any particular real utility system.
Technical Coasttaiats on Fall Cost Dispatch

The example above is "idealized" in several respects. It used a hypothetical system, a
simplified treatment of outage rates and heat rates, and it ignored "real time" system
operating conditions such as ramp rates, minimum loading levels, and minimum down time.
We have no reason to believe that the hypothetical system, or the simplification of outage
rates and heat rates results in a bias one way or another in the results provided above.
On the other hand, the "real time" considerations could place important constraints on
emissions dispatch in practice, and so actual emissions reductions will likely be somewhat
lower than those forecast with a system which ignores these system operating issues. For
example, the extent to which generation from coal units can be cut back will certainly be
limited by the minimum loading levels for those units.
This point was made in an extreme form by a utility vice president quoted in a widely
circulated publication:
It's practically impossible to do 'environmental dispatch'. From
an engineering point of view, it just won't work. It would be
niter chaos. The system will break down in about IS minutes
and you won't have any more NEPOOL. If you try to turn off
a caseload coal plant in the afternoon and expect to turn it on
again the next morning, it won't happen. Saine goes for gasfired peaking plants. If you run those for very long they will
break down. Environmental dispatch is physically impossible.
(Electric Utility Week, 1990)
Although cast in near absolute form, these statements contain an important point of a
relative nature - that there are physical constraints on the operation of generating units.
Such constraints should be recognized in dispatching the system. This does not mean,
however, that no "environmental dispatch" at all can be performed but, rather, that it will
be subject to constraints and wt!S thus realize lower levels of emissions cost reductions.
For example, with full cost dispatch, some, especially dirty, coal plants would nut at very
len* capacity factors. This would not be realized by using these coal units for quick start
purposes, as are peaking facilities, but would be possible if individual units were run only
for short periods, perhaps cycling between 25% and higher capacity levels.10
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It is important to remember that such constraints are not unique to environmental
dispatch. Electric systems ail over the world are currently dispatched by computer systems
programmed to satisfy ramp rates and minimum loading constraints. The addition of
environmental variable costs to direct variable costs would not fundamentally alter these
considerations. Rather, it would (or could) cause a different set of units in a particular
system to run up against the constraints.
It is common and sometimes necessary to make modifications to the system which impact
the way in which generating units operate. Coal units were often built to back down
expensive oil or gas generation. Nuclear plants were built to modify dispatch. The many
nuclear plant additions over the last decade were intended to back down expensive fossil
generation to achieve economies in direct variable costs. For example, with the addition
of the three Paio Verde nuclear units to its system, the Arizona Pubhc Service Company
fossil units capacity" factors were expected to drop from an average of about 72 percent to
about 54 percent, far below full availability, with some individual units lower still
(Bernow 1987).
Of course, the long-run performance of generating units can also depend upon the manner
in which they are operated. Coal units are generally expected to operate at high capacity
factors, with a minimum of load following, while combustion turbines are expected to
operate at low capacity factors, often in a load foilowing mode. However, it is far from
clear that combustion turbines would perform poorly if operated in a baseload mode if
that were needed to satisfy full cost dispatch protocols. Combined cycle plants, which
frequently are used in baseioad applications, use combustion turbines to generate
electricity and feed the exhaust gas into a heat recovery steam generator. The combustion
turbine portion of a combined cycle facility will often be called upon for baseioad
operation. Modern combustion turbines can (and do) operate at capacity factors of more
than 90 percent (EPRI 1986). In a baseload mode of operation, the performance could
even be improved, as frequent start ups can cause wear on the plant components
(Williams and Larson 1988, and Todd 1990).
With regard to the use of coal facilities for cycling or peaking operation, there will be
limitations. Subcritical coal units are designed to be cycled. That is, they can be brought
down to minimum load (about 25 percent of total capacity) during nighttime periods and
shutdown on weekends. Supercritical units may be more constrained to baseioad
operation, but in a full cost dispatch protocol might be taken off line entirely during Sowload months in the spring or fall. The above example of Arizona Public Service shows
that such operation is undertaken by utilities. The best approach to use in backing down
coal plants if necessary will depend upon the particular generating unit, and the
characteristics of the system in which it is located.
Finally, it should be noted that many of the existing power plants that might be affected
12

by fail cost dispatch are oil and gas steam facilities, originally built for baseload operation
bat operated late in the loading order in recent years owing to their high fuel costs. If fu!3
cost dispatch were to require increased operation of these units, this would be consistent
with their original design intent
Full cost dispatch, and the constraints under which it could operate, can be readily
represented in conventional production costing and planning models that simulate system
operation and the economics of alternative system plans.
Fall Cost Bispsscfe and Electric Rates
Hie impact of full cost dispatch on revenue requirements, rates, and customer electricity
bills could be substantial in some systems, especially where low cost, high emissions
generation resources dominate the overall mix of electricity production. For example, in
a system for which coa! provides most of the energy, while gas or oil provide peaking
capability, switching from coal at 1.5 to 2.0 £/kWh to higher cost fuels at 3.5 #/kWh could
almost double the system energy COSJS. Overall revenue requirements (which include fixed
costs) could increase by as much as 50 percent in such a case. Of course, this is an
extreme example. First the one-for-one switching between high and low cost fuels would
be unlikely in most systems. Second, significant emissions benefits could be secured in
some instances by switching between fuels closer in cost. Finally, system and unit
operating conditions and constraints would restrict dispatch flexibiiity and, thus, the degree
of fuel switching possible.
The actual impact will, therefore, be much less than the 50 percent in this extreme
example. Indeed, for the hypothetical system evaluated earlier the impact on production
costs alone was found to be Jess than 9 percent. Nonetheless, electricity cost increases
would occur under a regime of full cost dispatch. For those systems that are expected to
incur relatively small increases, no specific remediation may be necessary. At the higher
end. however, it might be desirable to soften the blow, and permit electricity customers to
adjust their expectations and behavior gradually, by using phase-in techniques similar to
those that have been used in ratebasing expensive new generating units. With such a
technique, transitiop to complete full cost dispatch could be effected over several years.
System specific studies of the revenue requirements impacts, as well as the environmental
benefits, of full cost dispatch should be conducted so that opportunities can be seized and
appropriate action for dealing with rate impacts, if necessary, can be formulated.
Cost Allocation in Power Pools
The increase in energy costs resulting from use of full cost dispatch nol only affects how
rates are set for ratepayers; in cases where multiple utility systems are dispatched as part
of a centra! power pool, the increase in costs wil! affecs: the allocation of dispatch costs
among the utilities.
13
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The implementation of full cost dispatching is best undertaken at the power pool level as
is conventional economic dispatch. This would permit the greatest level of flexibility and,
thereby, overall economies in providing energy across several utility service territories. The
addition of variable environmental costs to variable direct costs could, however, entail
some distributional problems, even as it realizes overall societal economies. As noted
earlier, the total direct costs of supplying power wQ] tend to increase when shifting to full
cost dispatch.
For a single utility, this is a matter between the utility and its ratepayers, mediated by the
regulatory process. Both the direct costs and the environmental benefits (or some share
thereof) would accrue to the utility's customers. Within a power pool, on the other hand,
full cost dispatching could cause the increase in direct costs to be borne disproportionately
by the member utilities (and, thus, their ratepayers). This would tend to occur if the lower
polluting plants were distributed disproportionately across the utilities in the pool. Thus,
a concern for fairness couid be seen as in contradiction with the goal of overall societal
efficiency.
There are means to deal with these potential transfer problems without abandoning the
goal of overall societal efficiency. A sharing of the additional costs on a pro-rata basis
would be the simplest procedure. However, this approach might provide insufficient
incentive for individual utilities to improve their system's emissions characteristics. A more
nuanced procedure may be necessary. Such a procedure could follow the basic logic and
structure of aiiocationaJ protocols already in place at power pools.
In the New England Power Pool (NEPOOL), for example, an overall reserve margin target
is established for reliability purposes, to which member utilities are expected to contribute
their "capability responsibilities". These capacity requirements are based primarily on
relative contributions to the pool-wide peak. This pro-rata distribution is modified by
member system-specific characteristics reflecting the relative reliability (forced outage rates,
etc) of their systems. Since capacity shortfalls are paid into a pool fund using this scheme,
there is some incentive for members to improve their system reliability. This NEPOOL
system is called the Performance Incentive Program (PIP).
NEPOOL also has a system to allocate the benefits of pool-wide, as opposed to individual
utility, economic dispatch. As full cost dispatch is a direct extension of direct cost
dispatch, the procedures in place for allocating the benefits of pool-wide dispatch could
serve as a starting point for a similar system with full cost dispatch at the power pool
level. However, it is important that such a system not sharply penalize those utility
systems that have relatively cleaner generation but higher direct operating costs. The
existing allocation system could be modified to ensure a fair allocation of the extra costs
of full cost dispatch on a pool-wide basis.
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Finally, it is important to note that there are local environmental impacts of power plant
generation that could be affected by full cost dispatch. If global environmental costs (Le.,
the costs of loadings) rather than Kite-specific environmental costs are added to direct
operating costs, there could be some increased local impacts even as overall emissions and
societal costs are reduced. This could cause new problems of fairness and transfers (on
the environmental benefits or costs side) that would need solution by the participants in
the pooling arrangements.77 At the least, local emissions or concentration limits could be
followed, thereby constraining somewhat the flexibility at the global emissions level.
Collecting the Environmental Costs
Despite all this concern with allocation and the implementation of a full cost dispatch
system, we do ultimately wish to encourage rather than suppress a system that obeys the
"polluter pays" principle, both as a matter of assigning responsibility and to affect behavior
appropriately. After phase-in, the "full" societal cost of fuels for electric energy generation
would be seen by electric utility planners and system operators, while the higher direct
costs of their planning and operating decisions would be seen by electricity consumers.
But, our approach implies more, i.e. that the full cost of electricity production should be
borne by electricity consumers.
The question that arises in this context is whether external costs should be merely imputed
in the planning process, without actual collection from ratepayers ("phantom" costs) or
whether they should actually be collected ("real" costs). Consistent with the traditional
notion of economic efficiency, we believe that it may be appropriate to collect external
costs from energy consumers. Consumers would then be presented with "correct" price
signals, rather than the artificially low prices that result from only imputing external costs
to planning and operating decisions.
By collecting actual externalities costs, the energy-related decisions of both electricity
consumers (through increased conservation and fuel switching) and utilities (through
•'hanged priorities for dispatch and power purchases) could become more efficient from
a total cost standpoint, to the degree that these decisions are price elastic Moreover,
modified (i.e., decreased) consumption can, in turn, affect planning decisions. Inclusion of
externality costs in rates would thus be a consistent way to incorporate the valuation of
external costs and the goals of such valuation in the planning and behavior of utilities and
their customers.
The revenues collected from such a system could be piaced in a fund that would bs used
to remediate the very problem that was the source of those revenues: the emissions of
pollutants.
Such remediation could include investments in pollution control, in
' ' 11ftxVcosr dispatch incorporated simulations of transport, exposure. <Jase-response. and damage vakmbon.
global and local impacts could recewe thecr appropriate psiaove OeatmefH
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environment, remediation, in conservation and renewables, in further research on
environmental damages, damage costs and control techniques, and in other related options.
Of course, the design and administration of such a system would require careful thought,
in order to ensure that it meets its objectives. One possible system could be based on
competitive bidding for opportunities to pursue the pollution prevention and environmental
damage reduction objectives of the fund.
A similar approach that is receiving attention with regard to CO 2 is one ascribing pollution
taxes to energy purchase prices. This has the merit of being economy-wide, crossing all
sectors in a prima facie consistent manner.
Cosclusioa
Over the past few years, we have been heartened by the increasing attention regulators
and, to some extent, utilities have been giving to the inclusion of environmental
externalities in electric resource planning. While much work remains to be done on this
important issue, we believe that the time is ripe for extending such efforts beyond utility
planning to the area of actual utility operations. Planning can only go so far, since it is
actual utility operations, including usage of existing facilities, that will determine the level
of environmental pollution that will result from electric generation.
In this paper, we have proposed what we believe to be the most reasonable method for
including environmental externalities in utility operations: full cost dispatching. We
recognize that a range of issues must be addressed before such dispatching can become
widely implemented. The technical issues are, we believe, more easily addressed than the
allocations! issues. Regulators, in conjunction with utilities, environmental groups,
consumer advocates, and other interested parties, must determine what costs are to be
imputed to which pollutants for dispatch purposes (an issue that must also be addressed
with regards to planning), what operational constraints will need to be identified before
altering the dispatch, and how additional operating costs will be allocated across customer
classes and utilities in power pools.
While the implementation of full cost dispatch will not be a simple matter, the large
potential benefits to society make the effort worthwhile. From a societal perspective, it
is very expensive to continue to dispatch electric facilities according to traditional economic
practice.
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Table 1: Test System for Emissions Dispatch Analysis
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Table 2: Emission Coefficients for Test System
(Ibs/MMBTu in)

Cost with FCD
Coal. 2. 37S sulfur
Coal, ' . 5 J t sulfur
Coal, 0.S2S sulfur
Residual stean, 1.5t sulfur
Residual steaa, 1.3k ivl'ur
Bestduai steaB, ' . O i suEfur
Besiduat i t e w , 0.751 sulfur
Sesidial steaea, 0.7s suifu:
Residual stea*. 0 . 3 1 sul'ur
G«s t t e c iB
Oii CT
Git, CT
G*£. CC
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HOx

0.3600
3.3200
2.9300
1.31&Q
1.6200
1.4200
'..0500
0.8000
0.7600
0.5200
O.OCOO
0.2120
0.0036
0.0000

0.5300
0.4000
O.S490
0.1500
0.6250
0.2810
0.2310
0.1900
0.2810
0.JOO0
0.2o70
0.5110
0.5950
0.2000

CQZ

220.0000
220.0000
220.0000
220.0000
169.0000
169.0000
169.0000
169.0000
169.0000
169.0000
117.0000
164.0000
116.0000
117.0CQ0

CH4

CO

Purtic.

0.0012
0.0012
0.0O12
0.0C12
0.0019
0.0019
0.0019
0.0019
0.0019
0.0019
0.BOQ3
0.0016
0.0123
0.0003

0.024S
0.0240
0.0240
0.0240
0.0330
0.0330
0.0330
0.0330
0.0330
0.0330
0.0390
0.1160
0.110C
0.0330

0.0300
0.2400
0.2200
0.2600
0.1000
0.0530
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
O.£»t9
0.0029
0.0376
0.0134
0.0014

Emissions
•Value"
(199C</KUti)

0.0028
0.0028
0.0028
0.0028
0.0051
O.0C51
0.0051
0.0051
0.0051
O.OG54
0.0014
0.0359
0.0120
0.0013

4.4601
7.0002
9.9737
7.0410
5.5752
5.9441
4.0906
3.5274
3.8619
4.424/
2.3789
10.3307
5.9907
1.681S
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Table 3: Costs aad Emissions for Varioas Dispatching Metbods

Conventional
Economic
Dtooateh

Liaat
Eariaetona
EHaoateh

Ft*
Coat
Otapalcti

Coai» {mfflons of 1990$)
Production Costs
Emission Costs
Socifltai Costs

S02
NOx
COS
CH4
CO
Particutates
VOC

3,679
6,133
9,812

790.075
263.7S8
119.881.000
727
21.468
68.489
1,379

4,350
3,940
8.309

207,373
167,996
95,734,000
1.031
28,275
21207
^457

Table 4: Values Used for Air Emissions

N0R
C0 2
CH4
CO
ParticuJates
VOC

0.800
3.400
0.012
0.115
0,455
2.100
2.750

4.023
4,107
8.130

257,777
194,026
37.442,000
653
24,359
24,258
1,829
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Table 5: Variable Costs of Operating Test System FouU Pluts

VarlaMa
Production
Cam

Full

£aiaslant

sactatat
Coats
teanta/Bfe)

Coat with fSB
Coal, 2.372 sulfur
Coal. '«.«3S autfur
Coal, 0.82X culfur
Rastduel atatai, 1.5S sulfur
•widuai ataac, 1.31 svtfur
laafiftai at«aa, 1 . « auifur
t c s i d j i l tfm,
0.T5X sulfur
•aefdyal ttaaa^ G.7X mlfar
Caaiduat t t c w , 0.3S tulftir
Saa stvot
O i l CT
Baa, CT
G M , CC

2.02
2.0B
2.27
2.74
3.02
2.74
3.11
3.36
3.3»
4.71
3.06
7.03
4.*
2.54

4.47
7.00
».«7
*.»
5.55
3.92
4.»
3.54
3.(6
4.44
2.37
4.0*
4.22
t.tt

6.49
9.W
12.*
9.79
t.57
6.66
7. I f
6.90
7.25
9. IS
5.43
tS.06
9.0?
4.22
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Figure 2
Relationship Between Costs and Dispatch
Method for Test System
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Introduction
Energy, and electricity in particular, are major factors in
determining the economic quality of human life. Electricity furthers the production of goods and services, but its production
and use seriously impact on the quality of the environment. The
vocabulary of environmental damage is virtually synonymous with
the vocabulary of energy side effects: acid rain, smog, oil
spills, destructive strip-mining, radioactive wastes.
In the past, regulatory agencies have thought of energy
impacts as relatively local. Today, with our great technological
power, energy impacts are transcending state and national concerns. Energy has given us the power to master the earth. And
what are we doing with that power? We are tampering with the
planet's climate balance and we are driving more and more species
to extinction. In fact, we have reached a critical juncture in
environmental history. It is this generation that must halt the
emission of greenhouse gases, if future generations are to have
any options left to them. It is this generation that must halt
the destruction of critical natural regions, or see up to half
the world's species lost to human development in the next thirty
years.
There has been ouch discussion recently about the role
energy use plays in possible global climate change. Less well
recognized is the fact that energy technologies are contributing
to the loss of critical areas and their non-human inhabitants.
After all, it is energy that powers miman development. Utility
Commissions already contribute in one way or another to the massive environmental destruction projected for the relatively
unspoiled parts of the world.
1) Utility Commissions contribute to the damage directly when
they allow the import of energy from sensitive regions (and
thereby export extraction damage). This problem will become
particularly acute in the next two decades with respect to
Northern regions. Our eye for oil, gas, and hydropower has
turned in recent years to areas of Canada that are still
relatively pristine. God save Canada.
2) Utility Commissions contribute to damage throughout the world
indirectly when they set a bad example for other societies
to copy, one of disregard for environmental damage costs in
electricity planning.
Concern for environmental factors external to the marketplace must not stop at national boundaries, if we are to save
what is left of the natural world and preserve the global
ecosystem on which we depend.
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That faunan technological pouer ftas reached such a destructive seals should lead us all tc experience a sense of humility
and a sense of mission. Wo need to l e a m s new word,
"ccderation," and account for the costs that.fe?en o m a l l y leave
out of our decision-caking. Fortunately, there are signs that a
net? national attitude of respsct towards the environnent has
developsd in the last two years. To nurture this new attitude,
each of as nust do our part. Utility regulators bear a special
responsibility, because so nany of a Connission's decision have
an inpact on the environment. Even those (few) coorsissioners who
are skeptical of the meed for increased protection of the environEent are going to have to pay attention in the years ahead to
environmental externalities. The increased level of public
concern about environmental danages nakes it inevitable that public utility coanissions will get involved in the externality
problem.
There are four Icey contributions that Utility CoEuaissions
can nake:
1) Assist in protecting the local environment in one's state and
ths rest of the nation,
2) Assist in protecting the global clieate balance,
3) Minimise any direct intrusions that local utilities are making into critical natural areas, and
4} Set an exaapie for the developing world in the management of
environmental impacts fron electricity use and production.
All four of these contributions can foss furthered by accounting for environmental danage costs not noraally paid in the marketplace.
I literally breathed a sigh of relief, when I received
notice about this conference. (Living in polluted New York City,
as 1 do, that's about the only decent breath I drew in recent
months.)
It is exciting that utility regulators are finally
focusing on the vital task of " internalizing environmental
externalities." I can think of no more icportant environmental
initiative than the one being discussed at this conference. The
initial efforts taking place around the country must continue and
they must be carried out in a consistent and logical manner.
Early attention to externalities has focused on the criteria
air pollutants covered in the Clean Air Act. However, concern
for energy externalities is taking piacs today in a new environmental content. There is concern about preserving the ozone
layer, biodiversity, and the global cliisate. This means that the
externality analyst nust be prepared to cast a rather wide net,
assessing the inpact of all the energy resources in the utility
portfolio.
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Wfc.it aura taa goals and objaetivas of iatarnalisiag aoviroawsnt*!
•sctarnalitlas?
Actions taken by utility coraissions to deal with environmental externalities, especially those related to market mechanisms, should be viewed as a supplement to traditional effluent
limits and technology-based requirements established by
environmental agencies.
What can we expect from efforts to internalize environmental
externalities? To the extent that dollar values can be assigned
to environmental damage, there exists the possibility of using
market mechanisms to increase the efficiency with which environmental expenditures are made, as well as compensating society for
some percentage of the damage.
Use of market mechanisms to deal with environmental damage
makes some environmentalists very queasy, because it can be
interpreted as condoning pollution. Nevertheless, there are many
strong arguments in favor of such an approach as a supplement to
standard methods. It would be nice if all pollution could be
ended instantly. Unfortunately, environmental damage will be
with us for many years prior to our evolution into a recycling
and solar energy society. In the meantime, we can benefit from
techniques that economists tell us will be more efficient in an
economic sense than total reliance on direct regulation.
Hopefully, including estimates of environmental costs,
directly or indirectly, in the price of electricity will lead to
a more efficient allocation of total social resources. Electricity resource use will shift, with a resulting reduction in environmental impacts. In particular, it is likely that additional
use of energy efficiency, renewables, and natural gas will occur.
And, if we set up a consistent process, any shift to these alternatives will be channeled to the best versions of these
resources.
Not only can consideration of externalities help to reduce
our direct contribution to environmental damage, it can also set
an important example. By regularizing consideration of externalities in electricity planning, we are setting an example that
developing countries will likely follow when they make the
transition to industriali2ation.
Way address externalities ia tha aaargv s«ctor?
Snsrgy production and consumption is tha aajor causa of anvironnaatal strass
Environmental damage costs are centered in the energy sector of economy. This is a key justification for attending to
externalities in the energy sector alone. If this were not
the case, it would be wiser tc start elsewhere:
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Attention to externalities will inevitably drive direct
energy costs higher (although lowering total social costs), so
that dollars will shift into other sectors of the economy.
Because expenditures in these other sectors are likely to
cause less environmental dosage per dollar, the society-wide
benefits will be positive. The situation is sore complicated
when it comes to shifts within the energy sector itself.
Internalizing environmental costs in the utility sector alone
will leave such costs untouched in the residential and industrial fuel markets. This implies a shift away from electricity, some of which will surface in increased fuel use in those
sectors. If the environmental impacts of consumption of the
substituted fuel, say wood in residential stoves without catalytic converters, are much greater than the consumption of
utility fuel, the net impact on the environment could be
negative.
Utility commission analysts who are assigning damage costs
should make an assessment of likely fuel shifts to wood stoves
or any other highly polluting non-utility resource as a result
of the externality program. If the shift should appear significant, electricity resources, such as coal plants, should
only be penalized for their net contribution to environmental
damage. Economic studies of cross-elasticities may be
required for this purpose.
Fortunately, there is no rush for such studies. In the
early stages of the externality programs being implemented
today, those that consider externalities only when choosing
new resources, the net impact on overall electricity prices is
going to be so small that such concerns are really second
order and negligible. Over decades, however, such concerns
will become important. I want to emphasize that fuel-shifting
out of the electricity sector is a non-trivial problem that
must eventually receive serious attention, if we are to meet
our goal of improving the environment.
Methods of int«rn*liiing externalities
Attention at this conference will focus on addressing externalities through market mechanisms. Of course, it is not always
appropriate to deal with externalities in this way. Direct
regulatory restrictions in Commission rules may be sufficient,
especially, as I shall argue, when it comes to externalities
associated with diverse resources such as energy efficiency and
renewables. Market mechanisms are appropriate when an externality, such as sulphur emissions, cannot be completely eliminated
in a straightforward way by regulation.
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I shall discuss two market mechanisms in this paper. Note
that, although I shall not do so, direct regulatory restrictions
on design or management of a resource could also be considered an
extreme fora of market mechanism, one where the price of not
complying with the restrictions is set very high.
Xstnod 1. Augxent financial costs with environmental cost
estimate* wncn planning for resource acquisition
Currently, utility commissions accounting for external
costs are oaking use of damage cost estimates to shift the
economic balance between different resources at the resource
planning stage. Traditional cost estimates for meeting projected demand are augmented with the assigned external cost and
the sun used in meeting least-cost criteria for choosing
electricity resources. It is useful to anticipate the impacts
of introducing this method:
1) This approach reduces future environmental damage, not current damages. Cost increases will be introduced gradually. Eventually, as older plants are phased out, the
full system will be operating with internalized
environmental costs.
2) In the short tern, if the assigned damage cost is high
enough, it might shift the utility's next resource acquisition to a different technology. In case of energy efficiency measures, presumably a larger fraction of the
efficiency portfolio would be used prior to building a new
generator. In either case, there will be a reduction in
the environmental impacts over what would have occurred in
the absence of the externality program.
3) If the energy resource mix does shift, the direct price
paid by consumers will increase, leading to an overall
long-tern consumption decline, and reduction in the utility's share of environmental damage. On the assumption
that the damage from expenditures in other sectors is less
than in the utility sector, the overall environmental burden will be reduced, because a shift in spending to those
other sectors will cause less damage.
4) Rather than lead to a shift in resource mix, industry advocates may add greater controls to offset the relative
decline in competitiveness of a traditional resource, such
as coal. This will lead to a decrease in environmental
damage. See Figure 1.
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In summary, then, environnental improvements can result in
at least three ways: directly through substitution of cleaner
options, through dampening of overall demand as a result of
increased utility bills, and through imposition of new controls to meet competition.
2. Add environments! cost estimates to utility bills
•sd ratlins excess revenues to society «» a whole.
A more direct approach than using damage cost estimates in
choosing resources is assignment of a direct fee to be collected from the utility for each kilowatt hour generated in an
amount proportional to the damage. This approach has the
advantage that it will lead to immediate changes in the damage
mix, as utilities shift towards environmental dispatching to
reduce penalties and as consumers reduce demand in response to
increased utility bills.
The revenues from such an approach could be used for further environmental protection, to stimulate development of
cheaper alternatives, and to pay for the externalities
program. Of course, consumer resistance would be higher
because costs would rise faster.
Revenues could also be used for compensation to those
injured by the damage. Equity considerations indicate that
society should be compensated by polluters for the environmental damage they impose. Compensation should flow from those
who use electricity to those who are most penalized by
externalities.
Although compensation schemes make sense for that share of
the damage associated with human illness or other human
losses, paying husans for dasiage to wildlife has a bit of an
"Alice-in-Wonderland" quality to it.
And what about compensating people who are damaged, but
live outside of the Commission's boundaries?
Transfer payments of this kind would no doubt generate intense opposition,
certainly as long as neighboring states or countries did not
have comparable programs.
Tbere axe huge uncertainties in assessing direct d u t g t costs
The uncertainties are so large that the uncertainty range
may be much larger than the estimates themselves. As a result,
it may be difficult initially to defend estimates against legal
challenge.
To avoid some legal entanglements, it would be best
to refer to these costs in regulations as "damage cost estimates," not "damage costs." On the other hand, the fact that
uncertainties exist should not be taken as an excuse to do
nothing about externalities. There are also great uncertainties
in projecting other aspects of the planning process, such as
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future energy prices, growth rates, and so on. As a consistent
and reasonable externality Methodology is developed, objections
to the process should subside.
However, there are cases where the science is so weak that
it is difficult to justify internalizing any risk at all. Drawing the line is a subjective judgenent that can be made aore
scientific by polling experts. Experts are not always right, of
course. In some cases, the public aay be skeptical of experts,
and it may make sense to externalize on the basis of stress alone
or potential risk.
In some cases, there nay be a confusing dispute among
experts or there may be a lack of information that could be corrected by further scientific research. There is a dilemma here,
however. Who gets the benefit of the doubt, while the research
is being done? Does one allow the resource to be used, ignoring
the potential externality until further research clarifies the
reality of the damage?
Or does one disallow the resource access
into the portfolio, until more information is attained?. I argue
below for the first approach in the case of fiberglass insulation
and the second in the case of hydropower in remote wilderness
areas. Such decisions are subjective and cannot be justified
solely on the basis of technical analysis.
in sos« e&s«s, alternatives could iatrosJuc* «nviroi»«ntal probleras of eonparabl* significance.
New energy sources may become more widely utilized as a
result of an externality program. With these new energy sources
comes the opportunity to implement them responsibly, i.e. with
environmental concerns in mind from their inception. It doesn't
matter that their impacts and/or risks will generally be less
than that of coal and nuclear power. What matters is that their
impacts can be significantly reduced by proper attention to their
regulation and externalities. It would be a shame to throw away
the full potential of internalization because of a naive belief
that some energy sources are inherently benign.
Utility Commission staff seem to be very skeptical of this
call for consistency. Part of the reason, no doubt, has to do
with the severity of the problems associated with the energy
sources we now use to make electricity. How can the alternatives
fail to be better? Yet, some of the alternatives have gotten
positive reputations solely because they come to attention on a
very small scale.
I must confess that I get very blank stares when I bring
this subject up with Commission staffers. I used to think I had
bad breath or some other socially unacceptable odor problem when
this happened, but I have since learned that there are other
reasons for staff dismay. Some want to focus externality costing
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efforts on criteria pollutants. Some are concerned that any mention of problems with alternatives will drive Commissions from
taking any action at all. Nevertheless, those of us who spend
our full time trying to protect the environment always end up
struggling to control the new panacea, whether it be small hydropower or cattail farms. I know it's difficult to ju»p two steps
ahead at a tiae, rather than one, but it will save us all a lot
of headaches, if we take a consistent approach to externalities
from the beginning.
Without some assessment of daaage costs of alternatives and
their environmental regulation, the large scale use of alternatives could backfire. On the other hand, it would be ridiculous
to undertake a complex set of analysis of a technology that might
never make it on a large scale and whose final form night not be
anticipated.
A reasonable way to address this problem is to assign externality damage cost based on present knowledge, energy mix, and
estimates of likely alternatives. After the externality program
is operating, the resulting resource shift can be assessed and
research commissioned as appropriate into new daaage assessment
and appropriate control requireaents.
All damage costs should be re-assessed on a regular basis
anyway to incorporate new knowledge.
Nead for consistency
Only a consistent approach will bring a real increase in
environmental protection efficiency. A consistent approach will
not only move us towards a more optimal mix of technologies,
e.g., conservation vs. coal, but also move us towards more optimal versions of each technology. (See Figure 2.)
Example: In terns of climate change, consistency considerations suggest that natural gas be penalized for eaission of
unfaurned natural gas, a greenhouse gas itself, that occurs during
production and transmission.
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Bpmeiml iapacts tbat naad to tf racogaised
Habitat destruction and wildlife damage from hydropower
and biosass production should not be ignored in externality
programs. I highlight these issues, because they have not
gotten sufficient attention in past analyses of externalities.
Yet, there is a fairly large body of knowledge developed as
part of river regulation that could be used to assign damage
cost estimates.
Upstraas pollution «mbed£«tf in s&tarial
If damage costs are assessed for pollutant emissions, the
emissions in the production of materials used in energy facilities (steel in nuclear plants, wind turbines, etc.) should
also be assessed. This is particularly important for
renewable technologies, where such emissions may dominate the
total environmental impact. As coBputer codes become available for accounting for such upstream emissions (e.g., the
German GEMIS code), it will be rather straightforward for
Commission staff to determine whether upstream effects are
significant and need to be taken into account.
Mat&ods of assigning costs
In this paper, I shall refer to four methods of assigning
damage cost estimates. 1
Use of dasage function
In the case of emissions of sulfur dioxide, dioxin, radioactive isotopes, and miscellaneous other carcinogens, it may
be possible to extract from the literature a mean estimate of
a daraage function, along with a reasonable uncertainty estimate. If one has an accompanying value for the damage, e.g.,
lost wages from sickness or an assigned dollar penalty for
each life, it is possible to directly calculate the damage
cost.
Use of control costs
Alternatively, one can roughly estimate the value assigned
by society to negating emissions by looking at the controls
that are implemented on particular pollutants and their costs
per unit of controlled pollution. Although this type of
assessment does not give one the marginal value of controls,
it presumably is in the right ball park.

1 See: R. Ottinger, D. Wooley, N. Robinson, D. Hodas, S. Babb, S.
Buchannan, P. Chernic, E. Krupnick, Uwe Fritsche, The Environmental Cost of Electricity. Oceana Press, Oobbs Ferry, 1990
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Sometimes it is possible to infer a value from other
actions. For instance, if property values are lower around a
particular facility, it can be inferred that the damage in the
vicinity is assigned a negative value equal to the loss in
property values.
Foiling
Finally, in particularly difficult cases, it may be appropriate to simply poll a sample of the public, asking then how
much each would pay to avoid certain impacts (or how much
compensation should be paid for imposing a risk or environmental injury). Although there will clearly be a difference
between what people say they will pay, or want in
compensation, and what they would actually pay, or want, the
average of such polls may be the best oethod for approximating
social benefits in the absence of the previous three methods.
Consider the great difficulties involved in estimating dollar
costs of nuclear accidents. Uncertainties of accident probabilities is so great that the resulting damage estimates are
so broad as to be relatively useless in an externality
program. On the other hand, simply asking a sample of people
how much sore they would be willing to pay on their electricity bill to have no nuclear plants within 100 niles would be
rather useful. It would give a reasonable estimate of the
disbenefits that are perceived from the stress cf living near
a facility of such uncertain safety.
H«©d for updates
Whatever method is chosen, there must be provisions foxregular updates to accommodate new knowledge.
SassssasBt of each enargy source and appropriate ragulatory
respons*
In the sections below, the major environmental problems
associated with a variety of electricity sources and demand side
management techniques are listed. Also included are recommendations as to how to address each probleE, whether it be to penalize the resource in proportion to its inflicted damage, whether
to restrict the versions or management of the technology that
will be allowed in the portfolio, or whether to pursue research
before further action is taken.
At the end of this material, a Summary Table is presented,
which, in addition to tabulating the recommendations on appropriate regulatory responses, lists possible methods to use in estimating environmental costs.
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Fossil fuels: coal, oil, and gas.
We are all very familiar with the damage caused by fossil
fuels, e.g., oil spills and other forms of water pollution, acid
rain, refinery air pollution, land iaspacts, and potential climate
change. Less faailiar impacts include the environmental changes
wrought by the inland infrastructure associated with exploration,
production, and refining.
There is a general hierarchy that
terms of environmental impacts: coal
next, and natural gas least harmful.
ture showing that coal's damage costs
costs do not surprise me.2)

is almost always found in
is the worst, with oil
(Estimates in the literaequal the normal financial

Enargy afficiancy
In most cases, energy efficiency is the most environmentally
benign way to provide energy services. However, there are certain efficiency strategies where program restrictions should be
imposed to eliminate negative impacts, particularly in the area
of indoor air pollution.
Indoor air pollution
The biggest potential problem associated with efficiency
is the increases in indoor air pollution that can be associated with tighter buildings. However, buildings with
reduced air-quality need not be a part of our efficiency
strategy. Such conservation measures only contribute to a
small part of the overall efficiency potential.
The possibility of using energy efficiency retrofit programs as an opportunity to identify homes with indoor air
problems has been recognized by several authors as a way of
actually reducing net risks from indoor air pollution.3 In
fact, an energy efficiency program may be the only chance of
identifying problem hornet on a large scale. Recommendations
to home owners and building managers as to how to correct the
identified problems could lead to a large reduction in the
societal risk from indoor air.
Sraanhousa gasas in insulation
Some building insulation material contains gases, such as
HCFCs, that impact the ozone layer and the global heat balance. If coal plants are being assessed for carbon dioxide
2 Ottinger et al., OJD^ cit.
3 Many years ago, Anthony Nero of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
suggested this approach for dealing with Radon. See Also
Ottinger et al.
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emissions, demand side management programs using such
insulation should be assessed at the same rate per unit of
CO-2 equivalent. This is likely to turn out to be a small
effect, now that insulation manufacturers are moving away from
the more serious CFCs, but analysis should be made of the
insulation that is to be used in any demand side program.
An alternate response to financially penalizing insulation
made with these gases is to simply ban use of such insulation
in a utility conservation program.

rifearglfcss haaltfa «f£«cts
There is some concern that fiberglass insulation may pose
a risk to the lungs. However, the indications for this are
not sufficiently established to justify a halt to the use of
fiberglass insulation, nor is the scientific data complete
enough to allow a damage cost estimate to be made. Here is an
area where further research could be useful in resolving a
lingering concern.
Residential solAT
It is possible that some utilities may get involved in supporting residential solar hot water heaters as part of their
demand side management options. Environmental problems
associated with this fora of solar technology are very small and
would include emissions during jiroduction of the collectors. In
the future, residential photovoltaics may be an electricity
demand management technology supported by utilities. Here the
impacts are of greater concern, because the emissions during production can be more severe and because of the risk of fires and
subsequent release of toxics. A combination of management
restrictions and penalties should be applied to photovoltaic
technologies. The risk of fires can be addressed, as can the
nature of the materials allowed in the residential collectors in
the first place. I am not claiming that the risks of photovoltaics are anywhere near comparable to the risks of generating electricity from coal. In fact, I am a strong advocate of this
technology, popping up solar-powered calculators during
television interviews at an obnoxious rate. Wh?it I am claiming
is that attention to the residual risks that do exist will ensure
we get the full environmental potential from this promising technology.
«a.ste-to-«n«rgy facilities
Air pollution problems include emissions of criteria pollutants, carbon dioxide, heavy metals, hydrochloric acid, dioxins,
and miscellaneous carcinogens. It is also necessary to worry
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about near-toxic ash containing heavy metals that are more easily
mobilized than if the original trash had been placed into a landfill.
The uncertainty and controversy of the health risks from
inciaerators leads to stress in populations living near them.
Such stress should be accounted for in externality programs in
terras of risk.
The management restrictions available for utility commissions to impose on such facilities to eliminate externalities are
limited. Only state and federal regulators can keep the material
out of the waste stream that causes many of the probleas with
incineration. A proportional penalty approach seems the most
appropriate response at this time.

The litany of risks associated with nuclear power are well
known: routine releases, risk of accidents, escape of radioactive
waste, risk of faster proliferation of nuclear weapons. The
stress of living with the uncertainty from nuclear risks is a
real problem and needs to be recognized in externality accounting.
Conventional
Despite the well-known problems of nuclear power, it does
have one advantage over coal. It emits no direct greenhouse
gases and little is emitted indirectly during the mining and
transportation of the fuel, but the current technology has
lost so nuch credibility that it is unlikely to be a viable
alternative, even in a world concerned about global warming.
Much of the externalities associated with nuclear power have
to do with large, low-probability risks. In the current economic and political climate, utility commissions considering
externalities for new plants are not going to have to set
policy for costing nuclear externalities. No plants will be
put fcrward. If, on the other hand, conventional nuclear does
make a come-back, commissions will not be able to avoid a
decision on how to assess the externality costs of risks.
Management restrictions to eliminate risks open to a utility regulator are minimal, although there are some significant
ones. For instance, the risk of catastrophic accidents at
on-site spent fuel storage facilities can be eliminated by
reguiring dry cement casks, rather than water storage pools.
Nevertheless, the major externalities associated with conventional nuclear power are going to have to be dealt with by
penalising nuclear facilities in proportion to a damage cost
estimate.
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Saeend g«a«ration
There is the possibility of developing new designs of
nuclear power that are meltdown free. Research into them
should be started, but we must recognize that they do not
address other problems and other public concerns. They do not
address the transportation of radioactive materials. They do
not address their disposal. They do not address the proliferation of weapons grade material. Furthermore, it is questionable that the new designs can compete economically with other
methods for avoiding carbon dioxide emissions, especially if
they are really built to reassure the public on safety and
quality assurance.
It is important to mention that successful demonstration
of idiot-proof reactors is decades off, if it should prove
possible at all. And then, acceptance is still problematical.
The battle ground of the nuclear debate will shift. Local
communities will be skeptical that an actual plant will be
built to the same standards as the demonstration plants. They
will be unhappy with the fact that small releases will still
be possible. They will be unhappy that radioactive waste will
have to be stored at the reactor, to be transported through
the community to waste repositories in which few people will
have any confidence.
Thus, the prospects of a Commission having to reach a
decision on externality costs associated with second generation reactors in the next decade is vanishingly small.
Solar technologies
Now we will turn to some of the non-residential solarrelated technologies. All of them listed in Table 1 derive their
potential power at some point from the sun. (Wind, for instance,
arises from unequal heating of the earth by solar energy.) The
success of technologies like wind turbines has shown that such
alternatives can make a real contribution to the U.S. energy supply under the right regulatory climate. However, there is no
free lunch when it comes to energy sources, so care must be
exercised even with solar technologies.
As discussed under residential solar, a combination of management restrictions and penalties proportional to damage cost
estimates should be applied to utility solar in order to shift
the technology towards versions with the least social cost.
Solar thermal
On the supply side, one of the most promising options from
the environmental perspective is solar electricity. It can be
derived from steam produced by high temperature solar heat,
assisted by the burning of natural gas.
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Photovoltmics
The "hottest" form of solar electricity today is that which
is produced directly when sunlight hits photovoltaic cells. The
costs of these cells have been dropping dramatically, with the
potential for producing electricity at costs well below that of
nuclear power. Expanding research into photovoltaics would seem
to be the most important energy research step that can be taken
for the long term. Replacing electricity fossil fuel units would
be a massive job, requiring the laying down of collectors on an
area of the U.S., perhaps one-third the size of the interstate
highway system, or 2% of U.S. farmland, an equivalent area. We
are talking engineering projects so vast that engineers would
kill to be a part of them.
Although land use of this magnitude will raise eyebrows, the
other advantages of solar will ensure its widespread public
acceptance. In fact, development of photovoltaic cells may represent the most politically viable way of solving the bulk of our
externality problems and forestalling massive climate change in
the next century. If high-quality land is kept off-limits to
pnotovoltaics through regulation by Commissions, the major problem with this technology will have been solved. Emissions from
production can be handled by restriction on the nature of the
cells that will be acceptable to Commissions as well as by
assigning damage cost estimates to the emitted pollutants.
Environmental problems from photovoltaic technology will be
significant, but nothing compared to the problems that would
arise from use of fossil fuels. Pollution from the production of
the solar cells will be a problem, as will use of herbicides to
keep solar arrays free of vegetation. Cleaning of the arrays
will lead to water pollution.
Hydropower
Hydro in moderation is fine, but too much is a disaster. We
have all too few crucial sites left for wildlife and river recreation. The natural flow of rivers is essential to ecosystems.
For instance in the spring when ice melts, the resulting rush
carries much-needed nutrients for wildlife far and wide. Dams
change the natural rhythms by regulating the flow.
By the way, even small hydro can be a problem because it
requires so many dams to make the electrical equivalent of a
large dam.
There is a hydro option that needs consideration, so-called,
"run of the river" turbines - which operate during peak flows
only. It is not the turbines themselves that cause environmental
problems, but the flooding of land from dams and the smoothing
out of the natural flows. Therefore, by generating electricity
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in phase with the natural flows (which does not require the construction of a large dam), we can eliminate the greatest problems
with hydrcpower. Although run-of-the-river systems are more
expensive, they do offer hope that hydropower can help offset
global warming, without causing major damage to natural ecosystems and the creatures that depend on them.
Assigning costs to hydropower habitat destruction
Damage costs can be assigned to flooded lands using the
"revealed preference" or polling techniques discussed earlier.
Another possibility would be to directly estimate the value of
the land lost by multiplying land values in the area with a
wildlife density factor and a habitat uniqueness factor.
It is very important to penalize hydropower to the extent
it reduces variability of flow. One method might be:
1) assume that total loss of flow variability results in 100%
loss of riverine habitat acreage.
2) Multiply acreage by a wildlife density factor to properly
value the importance of riverine habitat.
3) Multiply by a factor that takes into account the uniqueness
of the habitat for critical species.
4) Finally multiply by typical land values in the area.
Obviously, such a calculation will give appropriate preference to run-of-the-river systems.
James Bay in Canada, an example of special problems with
hydropower
increased imports of electricity from Quebec into the
Northeast would mean new dams in the northern Quebec wilderness and potentially disastrous
consequences on James Bay, a
rich area for wildlife. 4 As I have said, hydropower in
moderation is a wonderful energy source. Pushed too far in
any one region, it can be ecologically destructive.
Will the ecosystem of James Bay be o\-erloaded? HydroQuebec, the provincially-chartered utility, does not think so.
It already generates 10,000 megawatts of power from huge dams
and reservoirs. Only full-scale studies of the cumulative
impacts of HydroQuebec's long range plans will settle the
question.
4 J. Beyea, J. Rosenthal, J. Hansell, "Long-Term Threats to James
Bay from Hydroelectric Development," Information Worth (Newsletter of the Arctic Institute of North America), University of
Calgary, Alberta, Sept. 1990.
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The argument made against long-range environmental assessment and planning is that each new dam is only a small fraction of the total built so far, so the latest dam can't be
that bad. This refusal to looX ahead to the final results is
reminiscent of past U.S. approaches to the environment. It
allows a society to ignore the gradual deterioration of much
of its natural resources. Decades of small losses inevitably
lead to disaster.
Then the argument becomes, "well, the damage has been done, so the next dam won't make things much
worse." I, and other environmentalists, worry that 50 years
from now the five out of six rivers entering James Bay will be
dammed and the natural timing of water that maintains the ecosystem of plankton, marsh grasses, fish, insects, mammals and
birds will be forever altered.
What should be the appropriate regulatory response?
Because of the uncertainty that exists about the long-term
impact of HydroQuebec's plans, I argue that, we need to look
ahead now at all the plans on the drawing board and assess the
cumulative impact before going forward with any new U.S. contracts.
In addition to protecting local and migratory wildlife,
there are two other issues: the cultural survival of native
peoples and the protection of wilderness for its own sake.
Although the U.S. can hardly lecture Quebec about any of these
issues, we can restrict our own appetite for imports through
administrative and legislative action, while these disputes
are being resolved. We can join with those in Quebec who are
asking for proper studies, so that policy makers will have an
idea of whether the area can stand any further development,
and if so, how much.
Delaying the purchase of cheaper electricity out of concern for environmental risk is a way of internalizing those
environmental risks. Presumably, electricity costs will be
higher than they would be otherwise. By gaining more scientific information, the uncertainty in any risk estimates will
be narrowed.
Biomass
Biomass refers to biological matter that contains stored
energy. Consider trees and plants, which collect sunshine and
use it, along with CO-2 extracted from the atmosphere, to build
up biological molecules, storing energy in the process. The
stored energy can be extracted from these molecules for human
use. (Note that biomass also includes living matter that eats
plants or other living things. With very rare exceptions, all of
the energy in biological systems can be traced back along the
food chain to solar energy.)
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Biomass externalities include air pollution from combustion,
particularly benzo-a-pyrene and similar carcinogens from woodburning. Land use impacts and habitat loss are also important
externalities.
Although biomass produces CO-2 when consumed for energy purposes, the next crop absorbs CO-2 back from the air. Equilibrium
results when the next crop stores as much biomass as did the
original. In contrast, should a forest be cut down and replaced
with corn or short crops, the difference in biomass appears in
the atmosphere as CO-2.5
Once equilibrium is reached with biomass, it is an energy
source that does not contribute to global climate disruption. As
a result, some analysts are projecting massive reliance on this
energy source, not just for transportation, but for electricity
production as well. 6 The problem is thst too great reliance on
this energy source could have disastrous environmental impacts on
land and habitat, unless agricultural and silvicultural practices
are radically changed. Suppose, for example, the current U.S.
transportation fleet were powered by alcohol. It could take 300
million acres of land to grow the necessary crops and wood. 7
This is an area equivalent to our current crop base and would
seriously impinge on our entire agricultural and silvicultural
resource. The pressure to build so-called "biomass farms" for
both transportation and electricity fuel would be enormous. If
not properly designed, biomass farms could eliminate much of the
wildlife habitat in the U.S. and put equivalent stress on the
environment in other countries. Environmental biomass plantations should be designed to provide biological diversity that
will allow wildlife to survive. "New forestry" techniques offer
a management response to utility Commissions that can preserve
habitat 8 . Believe me when I say that concern about this technology is not an imaginary problem. The prospects for biotechnology

5 In considering the net climate impacts of changing land practices, it is necessary to consider the changes in surface reflectivity that occur, as well as the changes in stored biomass,
above and below ground.
6 Congresswoman Claudine Schneider, letter to the Editor of the
New York Times, December 27, 1989.
7 J. Beyea, K. Keeler, "Biotechnological Advances in Biomass
Energy and Chemicals Production: Impacts on Wildlife and Habitat", Critical Reviews of Biotechnology,, forthcoming.
8 J. Cook, J. Beyea, K. Keeler, "Potential Impacts of Large-scale
Biomass Production on Biodiversity and Wildlife Habitat," in
preparation.
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lowering biomass costs is so great 9 that more and wore utilities
are going to have to deal with the environmental externalities
from biomass in the decade ahead. No utility should be cutting
wood from a forest that does not have a forestry plan that is
approved by state wildlife agencies and that is designed to protect biodiversity. Attention should not be restricted to endangered species or game species.
Externality costs can be assigned to biomass habitat
destruction, by first establishing guidelines for acceptable forestry practices and assuming the habitat is lost, if guidelines
not followed. If assumed lost, the resource would be charged
according to the revealed preference or polling method. Alternatively, an approach similar to that discussed above for hydropower could be used.
Standard methods of assigning costs to pollution emissions
can be followed for biomass pollutants studied for other energy
sources. What about the carcinogenic emissions that are important sources of risk from biomass combustion?
Although to my
knowledge no analyst has made such calculations for
benzo-a-pyrene, there is no reason why techniques used to assess
health risks from nuclear or coal pollutants can't be used. (It
would be useful to do this as a function of control levels.)
This may be an important area for research by the federal government or one of our larger states.
Geothenaal
Geothermal energy is obtained from hot waters deep underground. The waters are heated as a result of radioactive decay
deep in the earth. The practical potential for long-term
replacement of fossil fuels by this technology is not well-known.
However, the world's geothennal energy base is very large, comparable to the world's coal resource base. 1 0 Most U.S. geothermal
energy facilities are in California. Its use elsewhere in the
United States will depend on the price of competing fuels. To
avoid environmental contamination, geothermal water should be reinjected, after the heat has been extracted, into the underground
layers from which it was originally pumped. Otherwise, the
chemicals in such waters will contaminate surface water systems.

9 Beyea and Keeler, op. cit.
10 J.w. Tester, D.W. Brown, R.M. Potter, "The Potential for Geothermal Energy," in Proceedings of the Second North American Conference on Preparing for Climate Change, Climate Institute,
Washington, 1988, p. 614.
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risk froB dry rock geothermal
This is a risk from an energy source that is speculative,
so it can be safely relegated to the research stage.
Tables
The following Table indicates the major environmental problems associated with each energy source and the methods that
might be used by a utility Commission to deal with those
problems. The listed methods include 1) management or design
restrictions on a resource, 2) penalties in proportion to damage
cost estimates, and 3) further research. Also included in the
Table is a column on possible accounting methods that would be
appropriate for estimating the damage cost associated with each
impact.
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Table 1. Appropriate Regulatory Response to the Environmental Impacts of
Individual Energy Sources
Appropriate
Possible CosEnergy Resource Environmental Impact
Regulatory
ting Method
Response
NA
M«)
Energy effiIndoor air pollution.
ciency.
P,Mb)
Use equivaClimate-changing gases
lence to CO-2
used in foam insulation

Natural gas

Oil

Coal

Fiberglass health effects

R')

NA

NOX, CO-2

P

Control costs

Risks of Accidents at
LNG facilities

P

Revealed pref.
or polling

Infrastructure impacts
associated with exploration and production

P

SOX, NOX, CO-2

P

Control & "offset" costs

Toxics from refining

P

Damage function

Oil spills

P

Assign clean up
costs known
per gallon for
large spills to
uncleaned spills

Infrastructure impacts
associated with exploration and production

P

Revealed pref.,
polling

Inland & coastal infrastructure impacts associated with refining
SOX.NOX, CO-2

P

m

n

P

vfisc. carcinogens, mutagens, etc.

Control & offset costs

P

Damage function

Land use damage

P

levealed pref.,
polling

Notes: M~Management or Design Restrictions on Resource, P=Penalty in
Proportion to Damage Cost Estimate, R=Research, NA=Not Applicable
a) Include indoor air quality assessment programs in all programs that
install energy efficiency measures,
b) Disallow use of CFC-containing insulation.
c) Because the health effects of fiberglass are speculative, research is the
appropriate response.
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1 Table 1 (Con't). Appropriate Regulatory Response to the Environmental
1 Impacts of Individual Energy Sources
Possible CosEnvironmental Impact
Appropriate
f ENERGY
ting Method
Regulatory
RESOURCE
Response
P
Control & offSOX,NOX,CO-2
Incineration of
set costs
wastes
Increased mobility of
heavy metals in ash
P
Control cost,
damage function

Conventional
nuclear

Damage function

Dioxin

P

Airborne heavy metals

P

Hydrochloric acid

P

Control costs,
once standards
finalized

Stress

P

Revealed pref.,
polling

Routine emissions

P

Damage function

Risk of reactor accidents

P

Revealed pref.,
polling

Risk of spent fuel accidents

M»)

Future risk from nuclear
waste releases

P

Radon from mill tailings

NA
Damage function

P

•1

Risk of weapons proliferation

Mb)

NA

Idiot-proof
nuclear

Same as Above

Re)

Wet geothermal
Dry geothermal

Water pollution.

M*>
R

NA
Risk of earthquakes
NA
Notes: P-Penalty in Proportion to Damage Cost Estimate, M-Management or
Design Restrictions on Resource, R-Research, NA-Not Applicable,
a) Require cask storage rather than spent fuel storage on site,
b) The link between domestic nuclear power and proliferation is difficult to
quantify,
c) Presumably, the cost assigned to accident risk will be much lower than for
conventional nuclear power plants,
d) Require re-injection of extracted waters.
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Table 1 (Con't). Appropriate Regulatory Response to the Environmental
Impacts of Individual Energy Sources
Possible CosEnvironmental Impact
Appropriate
ENERGY
Regulatory
ting Method
RESOURCE
Response
Photovoltaics, solar
thermal.

Change in land use values (e.g. wildlife) not
included in price of
land.

P,M»)

Revealed
pref., polling

Pollution during production of materials.

P

Control
costs, damage function

Herbicides

P

Damage
function,

Pollution during manufacture

P

polling

Utility- supported
residential solar

M ),P

Biomass (solar
CO, NOX
energy Collected in
the Form of biolog- Benzo-a-pyrene &
other complex organics
ical material).

Hydro (big and
small)

function
b

Risks of fire

Wind

Damage

Destruction of habitat
and loss of biological
diversity.
Aesthetic.

H

P

Control costs

P

Damage
function

M=)
P

Noise.

P

Wildlife collisions
Direct loss of habitat

P
P

NA
Revealed
pref., polling
H

n

Land values
X wildlife
density factor X
uniqueness
factor

ndirect loss of habitat
hrough loss of natural
low variability and
sediment
P
See text
Run-of-river hydro Direct loss of habitat
P
See above
Notes: P=Penalty in Proportion to Damage Cost Estimate, M=Management or
Design Restrictions on Resource, R=Research, NA=Not Applicable,
a) Exclude land for photovoltaics that is currently of special environmental
value,
b) Restrict utility-supported photovoltaics to materials with low toxics.
Require designs that do not get hot enough to catch fire.
c) Require forest-management plans that respect biodiversity.
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Designing a regulatory mechanism that gets us where we
want to go requires that we know where it is we are
going and why.
There are three reasons for considering environmental
externalities:
1)
There are environmental costs associated with
the production and consumption of electricity,
which, if hidden from consumers, will lead to poor
decision-making.
2)
Electricity production and consumption produces
environmental costs which, if hidden from
utilities, will lead to the acquisition of the
wrong resources.
3)
There are environmental costs associated with
the operation of power plants, which if hidden from
utilities, will result in the wrong plants being
run .
Methods of incorporating environmental externalities
should be judged by how well they address these three
concerns.
Of course, there are other externalities that people
may also wish to take into account. The most obvious
relates to the costs associated with protecting the oil
we use to fuel our economy. Operation "Desert Shield"
isn't the first time our armed forces have gone into
action to defend the free flow of oil. During physical
years 1985-86, the United States spent $47 billion
escorting tankers through and clearing mines from the
Persian Gulf. Had this cost been borne by the oil
companies whose oil was being protected, oil would have
cost $450 per barrel. Current military exercises in
the Mideast have already run in excess of $2 billion
and the estimates are rising faster than the cost of
oil. But, the subject of this paper is environmental
externalities, not the mideast crisis.
The efforts of the states and NARUC to incorporate
environmental externalities in the leaet-cost planning
deciBion-oaking process is commendable. Nothing should
detract from the efforts that have been made thus far,
or the continuing efforts to incorporate environmental
externalities in the states that are now considering
the issue. Nevertheless, the strength of NARUC is that
each member can learn from others and is free to
implement desired programs in new and more potent ways.

The measures taken by states to date are but a tiny
first step. Only a small part of the reasons why
people want environmental externalities considered are
being addressed today.
Generally, the states have adopted what can be called
shadow pricing systems. Dnder these approaches,
environmental costs are assigned to alternative new
supply- and demand-side resources. These costs are then
considered when deciding which new resources to add to
the system.
For example, we might have a competitive bidding system
such as New York's, which imposes a $0,015
environmental cost on coal-fired facilities, $0.01 per
kilowatt hour on oil-fired facilities, $0,005 per
kilowatt hour on natural gas-fired facilities, and
finally zero on demand-side options. The following
table shows several different scenarios under a New
York type of process.
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RESOURCE
OPTIONS
COAL
BID PRICE
ENV. COST
TOTAL PPICE
GAS
BID PRICE
ENV. COST

CASE 1

CASE 2

CASE 3

5.0
1.5

5. 1
1.5

5.0
1.5

6.5

6.6

6.5

6.0
0.5

6.0
0.5

6.1
0.5

TOTAL PRICE
ENERGY
EFFICIENCY
BID PRICE
ENV. COST

6 .5

6.5

6.6

6.4
0.0

6.6
0.0

6.6
0.0

TOTAL PRICE
WINNER/COST

6.4
DSM

6.6
GAS

6.6
COAL

TO
CONSUMERS

6.4

6.0

5.5
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This table shows conservation winning the bid under
Case 1; under Case 2, the gas-fired facility wins; and,
under Case 3, the coal-fired facility wins. The bottom
line is the important one: it shows that if
conservation wins, consumers will pay $0,015 more per
incremental kilowatt hour acquired through DSM
resources than they would have, had the same resource
been acquired through a coal-fired facility. However,
as illustrated by Cases 2 and 3, if either supply-side
resource wins, the resource cost to consumers is equal
to the facilities* bid price, which does not include
the environmental costs associated with the resource.
One can generalize from these scenarios that if supplyLide resources win, they are added to the system at
their actual direct cost, which does not incorporate
the environmental externalities associated with the
added resources. Prices are increased to cover the
difference between the environmental costs of the
dirtiest resource and the resource selected.
Clearly, this approach does not fully satisfy the goal
of reflecting environmental costs in consumers prices.
We have accomplished the goal of reflecting
environmental costs when deciding which new resource
the utility selects. In total we have satisfied
perhaps 1.25 of the three goals stated at the outset.
Incorporating environmental externalities in decisionmaking for the acquisition of new resources may seem
like the most important first step if you view the
operation of existing plants as a sunk cost. But is
it?
The environmental damage currently borne by the
population is due to the operation of existing
facilities; it has nothing to do with the operation of
new facilities. Yet, environmental externalities as
currently being pursued rarely, if ever, applies to
existing facilities.
Let me take a few minutes and share with you some of
the typical emission data for existing oil-fired
facilities in New England, and selected data for new
supply resources.
The following chart shows the environmental emissions
of the proposed and existing facilities.

PLANT TYPE

OIL 2.5% S
1.5% S
0.3% S
NEPOOL
MARGIN
GAS

SO2
(LBS/
MWH)
31
19

4
12
0

BIOMASS
NEW COAL

0
3.5

COAL CFB
(AES)

2

NOx
(LBS/
MWH)

4
4
4
5
2.6
8.5
5.9

.8

COMBINED
(SOx,
NOx)
35
23
8
17
2.6
8.5 .
9.4
2.8
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As you see, on an enission-per-kilowatt hour basis, any
of the new facilities is far better than the operation
of the existing facilities.
Adding SOx and NOx together shows that for new supply
resources, air emissions range from 9.4 to 2.6 pounds
per megawatt hour compared to as much as 35 pounds per
megawatt hour for existing facilities. Oddly enough.
if new, unneeded facilities are added to displace the
operation of existing facilities, air pollution
emissions decline substantially.
Onder a scheme such as New York's, the relative
environmental costs suggest that we are prepared to pay
an additional 1 cent (10 mills) to save roughly 7
pounds per megawatt hour of emissions. Compare this
result with switching from high-sulfur oil to lowsulfur oil, or imposing environmental dispatch so the
cleanest plant is run first rather than the cheapest.
Typically, the running costs of a low-sulfur oil plant
is 2 to 5 mills per kilowatt hour more than the costs
of a high-sulfur plant. Thus, if we are prepared to
pay 10 mills more to acquire the new resource that
emits 7 lbs. less air pollution, it seems that we ought
to be more than happy to pay less than half that ouch
and save 3 to 4 times (20 - 27 lbs.) as ouch pollution!
The significant gap between our goals and the current
treatment of environmental externalities suggests new
approaches are needed. The one 1 like best combines
the creation of an Environmental Trust Fund with the
work done thus far on quantifying the environmental
cost6 of each pound and each type of pollutant. Under
such an approach we would assess environmental costs on
both new and existing facilities. The assessment would
be phased in over time and would ultimately equal the
cost of the environmental damage caused by the relative
emissions from all facilities. Payments would be made
to the fund on the basis of actual annual or monthly
eniss ion.
Assessing the costs results in several important
improvements. First, collecting the payment means that
if a particular resource is selected, the cost of that
resource to consumers is the bid price plus the
reasonable environmental costs associated with the
operations of the particular facility. Second,
assessing the charge to new and existing facilities
recognizes that pollution from existing facilities is
as important as pollution from new facilities.
Finally, assessing the charge on the basis of actual
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plant operation means that environmental costs will be
considered in dispatch decisions.
In short all three of the goals will be addressed.
The most attractive aspect of such an Environmental
Trust Fund is not that it meets all three of the
original goals. Rather, it is the far-reaching social,
political, and institutional implications of a wellendowed and properly directed fund.
Let's start with the size of the fund. Clearly, the
assessed costs will not simply add to the utility's
revenues. Instead, funds will be deposited in a
special Environmental Trust Fund. Currently,
electricity sales in the U.S. are about 2,500,000
million kilowatt hours. Roughly 60-70% of the
electricity sold is produced by coal-fired facilities.
Assuming an average cost of environmental externalities
at $0,005 a kilowatt hour, an environmental trust fund
would accumulate about $12.5 billion a year.
$12.5 billion is roughly 600 times EPRI's annual R&D
budget for energy efficiency improvements and almost
100 times the energy efficiency budget of the D.S.
Department of Energy.
What will the purpose of the Environmental Trust Fund
be? The Environmental Trust Fund will be a dedicated
fund used for environmental mitigation, environmental
redress, research and development into resources that
reduce pollution, including renewables and energy
efficiency, and public education on energy and
environmental costs.
The most interesting questions to ponder are what
institutional and political changes will follow from
the creation of such a well-financed and independent
Environmental Trust Fund. Consider the change that has
been brought about by PORPA. When it was originally
passed, qualifying facilities were expected to fill
only a small market niche. Today the annual capacity
additions of Qualifying Facilities (QF's) exceed
utility additions. The birth of the QF industry has
changed the entire fabric of the industry. Clearly,
the Environmental Trust Fund can be at least as
powerful an engine for change.
Is it practical?
other country for
and the pollution
Still, polling in

Obviously no one in the D.S. or any
that matter, likes government taxes,
assessments will look like a tax.
this country says that consumers
8
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would be willing to pay higher prices if it results a
cleaner environment. In depth polling says, on the
average, consumers will pay 6.6% more for energy if it
leads to a cleaner environment.
Experience in Europe and the Scandinavian countries
show that green taxes are widely accepted by the
population if the public understands that the funds
will be used to actually improve the environment.
Simply having higher energy taxes and using the taxes
to pay the federal deficit will not likely receive the
level of public support that would be needed.
The creation of an Environmental Trust Fund ie one way
to begin the process of moving toward energy priced to
reflect what would be needed to assure a cleaner, safer
and sustainable environment.
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PROPER PRICE SIGNALS: THE CASE FOR REFLECTING
EXTERNALITIES IN UTILITY RATES

Myron B. (Mike) Katz
Chairman
Oregon Public Utility Commission
NARUC Environmental Externalities Conference
Jackson Hole, Wyoming
October 2, 1990
As a general proposition, proper pricing of utility energy products is honored more in
the breach than the observance. As a result, and also as a general proposition, energy
is underpriced. More of it is consumed and hence more scarce resources are devoted
to its production than is wise. Increasingly, external cost are being recognized and
accounted for in utilities' resource planning. Relatively uncharted is the issue of
external costs being reflected in rates to consumers.
This paper makes the case for having externalities reflected in utility rates, not by complete internalization which while ideal may be unrealistic and therefore unachievable but
by a method that simulates the outcome sought when all social costs are internalized and
correct price signals transmitted.
Most thoughtful observers are in favor of setting prices right. But many then assert
that once prices are right there remains more fish to be fried; that the job of ensuring
proper levels of energy consumption will remain undone and that it must therefore be
tackled with unremitting and expanding programmatic efforts. Given consumers' notoriously high discount rates, it probably is unrealistic to rely on prices alone to do the
job. But pricing may be the nost cost-effective and least appreciated way to achieve
appropriate levels of energy use.
Because it is relatively simple and unglamorous, the pricing mechanism is often given
short shrift. After all, setting utility prices at proper levels does not involve adoption of large budget expenditures or establishment of battalions of apparatchiks. It
does not require creation of government and utility bureaucracies for enforcement,
implementation and evaluation. It does not entail development of a numbing array of
programs or cultivation of special-interest constituencies looking to obtain and then
maintain tax subsidies and other benefactions.
In short, proper prices alone allow concerned folk to sit back and watch, no more. That
is a positively disagreeable prospect for those who feel that in the absence of persistent
scolding and interference, the world will go to hell in a handbasket; that expensive and
complex programs that so far. quite frankly, have not yielded credible results are superior
to cheap and simple solutions that have worked marvelously and unexpectedly well.
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There is an instinctive desire by many to see large programmatic efforts launched and,
once launched, perpetuated. That is especially so if progress in conservation is measured not by units of energy saved, which is what counts, but by dollars spent, programs
offered, workers employed, regulations promulgated, infrastructures erected, bureaucrats
assembled and conferences held. My guess is that enthusiasm for structured programs
would be tempered were the power of pricing appreciated.

THE POWER OF PRICING
Just how powerful is the price mechanism? A look at energy conservation is instructive.
A few graphs teli the tale.
Prior to 1973, with the exception of the Great Depression, U.S. energy consumption,
from colonial times onward, was almost unremittingly upward. Coincidentally, real
energy prices during that extended period kept going down, down, down; particularly,
from their introduction onward, for gas and electricity.
Since 1973, America has been on a modest roller coaster with ups and downs in energy
consumption. Figure 1 shows energy consumption from 1970 through 1989. Two pronounced dips, 1974-75 and 1980-82, are evident. Since 1985, we have resumed our habit
of marked year-tuyear increases in energy use. Last year, the U.S. consumed about
81 quadrillion Btus (quads) of energy. That was about 9 percent more energy than was
used in 1973.
The economy, however, is about 51 percent larger today than it was in 1973. In terms
of energy intensity, the U.S. is much more efficient today than it was in 1973. Figure 2
shows performance of the U.S. economy since 1970 expressed in constant 1982 dollars.
If for each year the amount of energy consumed is divided by the amount of real GNP
produced, a quotient is obtained: Btus per dollar of GNP. It measures energy productivity. For decades prior to 1970 there had been no consequential change in this
quotient. Economic performance and energy consumption were bound in lockstep with
one another. That is the principal reason why 20 years ago most experts (although not
all economists) did not think it possible for the U.S. to lower energy use in response
to higher energy prices.
Figure 3 shows that in each year since 1970. virtually without exception, less energy
was consumed per unit of GNP than in the preceding year. It took about 42 percent more energy in 1970 to generate a unit of GNP, corrected for inflation, than is
required today. Why?
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There may be several reasons, but if one were required to identify that single reason
which was more important than any other, the answer would have to be "price." Figure 4
plots both nominal and real energy prices from 1970 through i988.
Recall the two pronounced dips in total energy consumption from Figure 1: 1974-75 and
1980-82. Notice how those dips in energy use followed closely on the heels of two energy
price shocks, the first triggered in October 1973 when Arabs embargoed exportation of
crude petroleum to the U.S., and the second precipitated by the Iranian hostage crisis
in the fall of 1979.
The price of crude vauJted from about $3 a barrel before the 1973 embargo to $35 a
barrel by 1981. Gasoiine at the pump jumped from about 36 cents a gallon to $1.35.
There were no price controls on Canadian gas imported into the U.S. It shot up from
33 cents per million Btu in 1973 to almost $5 in 1981. Electricity switched abruptly
from being a decreasing-cost industry to an increasing-cost industry.
Just because one event occurs after another does not mean that the first event caused
the second. That is the well-known post hoc, ergo propter hoc fallacy. Fortunately,
multiple regression analyses can inform us whether or not a relationship exists and which
among many variables is the most influential. Logic tells us which is cause and which is
effect. Beyond doubt and quite in a class by itself, price accounts for most of the two
dips in energy use. As might be expected, since nominal energy prices began to decline
in 1985, energy use patterns have returned, at least partially, to their historic rates of
growth.
ENERGY SAVINGS SINCE 1970
Figure 5 is the piece de resistance. It compares actual U.S. energy consumption with
what it would have been had energy efficiency not improved since 1970. Assuming
similar economic performance (and no shift in product mix), instead of consuming
81 quads last year, America would have consumed 115 quads, 42 percent more.
Energy conservation savings, induced primarily although not exclusively by price
increases, permitted the U.S. economy to use 34 quadrillion Btus less in 1989 than
it would otherwise have used. That is an amount of energy equivalent to every drop
of petroleum, far and away America's leading energy source, used in the U.S. last year.
Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of energy conservation savings among end-use sectors.
The industrial sector accounted for 38 percent of those conservation savings followed by
the residential sector, 35 percent, the commercial sector, 18 percent, and the transportation sector, 10 percent.

If there is anyone yet unpersuaded about how powerfully prices impact on the quantity of
energy consumed, one more graphic is instructive. Figure 7 shows 1988 average annual
residential consumption of electricity plotted for the U.S., for each of the nine regions
of the lower 48 states, and for Idaho, Oregon and Washington separately, those three
states having the lowest electricity rates in America. Question: In what direction does
the curve sJope? Answer: Unambiguously downward to the right. It is not necessary to
be a Nobel laureate in economics to appreciate the importance of that observation.
The more pertinent question to ask is: What has this got to do with externalities?
ENERGY PRICES ARE OUT OF WHACK
It can be demonstrated that energy prices today inadequately reflect internal or conventional accounting costs. That is because, for the most part, average prices of energy
products, particularly for electricity, reflect average costs but are below long-run incremental cost.1 It can certainly be demonstrated that energy prices do not reflect externalities — by definition.
If energy prices do not adequately reflect LRIC (in accountants' conventional terms),
they are transmitting inappropriate price signals to consumers. If, additionally, prices
do not reflect external diseconomies (in economists' terms), they are even more seriously
out of whack. To raise prices across the board might not only be politically unrealistic
but would confront regulators with the problem of recovering and redistributing unwarranted windfal! profits.
RAMSEY TO THE RESCUE
We need not despair. There is a solution. A brilliant English mathematician, philosopher and economist named Frank Ramsey, has galloped from his grave to our rescue. Quite unwittingly, Ramsey provides an elegant theory to support a pricing mechanism which when cleverly constructed tends to make people's consumption decisions
comport with marginal-cost pricing and with the internalization of what are now exter-

1

In some jurisdictions, Oregon for example, energy utilities claim that additional
resources are available at costs which are slightly below, not above, present average-cost
rates. Those resources, however, are limited and, unlike generic powerplants, cannot be'
replicated. Once those resources are exhausted, and that might occur sooner than the
utilities relying on them think, significantly higher LRICs are likely to surface. Perhaps
there should be a distinction between long-run incremental cost and long long-run
incremental cost.
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nal diseconomies. Simultaneously, the problem of unwarranted windfall profits is neatly
solved.
Shortly after his graduation as Cambridge's top mathematics student, Ramsey joined a
group of economists headed by John Maynard Keynes. He wasn't interested in energy
pricing; he was interested in taxes. The question he asked was, How should taxes be
structured to be most economically efficient, that is, to cause the minimum amount of
economic disruption? His answer was to place the heaviest taxes on products that are
most price inelastic in supply or demand. Such a tax would produce the least change
in production and consumption. It is called the "Ramsey tax rule."2
We also want to achieve the economically efficient outcome, which in this case leads
us to do just the opposite. We should ask, How ought energy prices to be structured
not to minimize changes in production and consumption but to cause an optimum
impact on energy production and consumption, to induce consumers to behave as if
they are receiving theoretically correct price signals. In other words, what pricing
mechanism can change production and consumption levels appropriately without
increasing or decreasing utility revenues? I call it "Reverse Ramsey" pricing.3
The Ramsey tax rule places taxes on the most inelastic products; those that will go on
being produced and consumed with minimum change regardless of higher price. What I
call Reverse Ramsey pricing takes advantage of this concept but places higher prices
on the most elastic blocks of energy consumed by each customer. It is achieved through
inverted or increasing block rates.
THE GEOMETRY OF INVERTED BLOCK RATES
Figures 8, 9 and 10 illustrate this reverse Ramsey pricing technique.
Figure 8 shows a typical American residential customer consuming 800 kilowatthours a
month at a flat rate of 8 cents per kilowatthour. The price generates monthly revenues

2

Tragically, in 1930, Frank Ramsey died of complications from abdominal surgery -at the age of 26!
3

What has come to be known as "Ramsey Pricing" suggests that when it is necessary
to "gross up" or "gross down" from LRIC prices for utility revenues to recover neither less
nor more than fully distributed, historically embedded costs, plus a reasonable return on
investment, higher or lower prices, respectively, should be imposed on customer classes
whose demand for the product is most price inelastic. That is calculated to ensure
minimal distortion of consumer behavior from ideal LRIC pricing.
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from that customer of $64, presumably appropriate when added to other customers' payments to meet the utility's revenue requirements. These values are quite close to
actual U.S. average data.
Figure 9 shows how that typical residential customer might fare under an inverted
block rate which charges 4 cents per kWh for the first 200 kWh a month, 6-1/2 cents
per kWh for the second 200-kWh block, 11 cents per kWh for the third 200-kWh block,
and 14 cents per kWh for all additional kilowatthours.
The first few kilowatthours consumed each month are extremely inelastic. They
are more or less essential - providing lights, refrigeration, television, and other
"necessities" of modern life. Presumably, those first kilowatthours would be consumed whether the price was high or low.
Each additional block of electricity is characterized by progressively greater price
elasticity. The last block consumed is the most elastic. It is at the margin where
consumers decide to take or not to take. It is that block which should be priced at
a level which reflects marginal costs and externalities.4
Notice that where annual consumption for a flat rate structure was 800 kilowatthours
per month (Figure 8), consumption under the hypothetical inverted-block rate is illustratively reduced to 750 kilowatthours (Figure 9). The 50-kilowatthour monthly reduction
in usage is attributable to the high end-block rate of 14 cents per kilowatthour which, if
adequately publicized, should capture consumers' collective attention and induce less
wastefulness than would the flat 8 cents per kilowatthour rate.
Finally, Figure 10 shows the two rate structures, flat and inverted, superimposed on one
another. The utility's revenues from the inverted-block rate are diminished for each
kilowatthour sold under the first two blocks and increased for each kilowatthour sold
under the last two blocks. Rates should be designed so that the extra revenues gained
from the last two blocks offset the revenues lost from (1) the first two blocks plus (2)
diminished overall sales. In other words, the area of "A" plus the area of "B," revenue
lost, is exactly the same as the area of "C," revenue gained.

4

Alternatively, customers can be charged a very low (if necessary even negative)
demand charge and a high flat rate.
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CONCLUSION

Externalities should be reflected in the prices of all businesses, not only in the prices
of utility products. What is required for regulated energy utilities, if we wish to send
proper price signals to consumers, is a pricing mechanism which simulates the effect of
pure marginal-cost pricing, which reflects costs of external diseconomies, which is practical and politically realistic, and which does not result in the generation of excess
revenues that produce unwarranted windfall profits. Inverted-block rates are that
mechanism.
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Abstract
Environmental concerns are playing an increasing role in energy planning.
Projects have been initiated to characterize the direct and indirect
environmental consequences of energy production, conversion, and enduse.
These efforts have helped identify the positive and negative
environmental and economic effects of Federal and State energy and
environmental planning and policy decisions. However, substantial
additional efforts lay ahead in validating initial actions and in
achieving the desired end result: "technology neutral and value-based
energy supply and demand markets." This paper provides examples of
precedent-setting work, and describes "lessons learned" and the emerging
analytical frontiers in externalities research. It concludes with a call
for continued collaboration among Federal agencies, State governments,
utilities, public utility commissions, research organizations, consumer
groups, and other interested parties.
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Introduction
Environmental and economic externalities and energy planning are likely to be
inextricably linked from now on. Significant progress has been made over the
past several years by various stakeholders in establishing a basis for
factoring externalities into energy decisions and operations. In particular,
the States and State regulatory authorities have been instrumental in shaping
the initial externalities research agenda and in moving to apply the concept
in practice. This has been accomplished while recognizing the need to balance
the legitimate interests of utilities, consumers, and other interested parties
in the research and development process.
The authors recognize this State leadership and believe that it reflects the
appropriate, essential manner by which energy is produced, consumed, and
regulated in the United States. The authors also recognize that energy
production and use have important regional, national, and international
implications which are worthy of research attention. Accordingly, this paper
presents - for discussion purposes - a potential set of programmatic goals and
objectives, an analytic framework, and a set of analytical research needs to
help shape an increasingly visible and results oriented, multi-year national
research effort.
The constructive efforts of States are paving the way for innovative methods
that will result in environmentally sound energy planning and operations.
Federal efforts play a meaningful support role in the process of developing
environmental approaches to planning and facilitating their implementation and
evaluation. This paper examines examples of these cooperative support avenues
and the frontier opportunities for further research and advancement.
The authors do not explicitly consider the concepts and issues raised in this
paper to be exhaustive or definitive. However, this an opportune time for the
community of interest to cooperatively define an ordered set of priorities and
objectives to guide research in this important national and international
arena.

Coals, Objectives, and Strategies
The ultimate goal of integrated resource planning is to facilitate the
development of technology-neutral, market "value-based" planning and
operations. Several underlying purposes help define what is meant by this
objective: 1) to ensure that markets are free to make optimum energy,
economic, and environmental investment decisions, considering both supply and
demand options, 2) to promote the richest possible set of reliable energy
supply and demand options, available at reasonable cost, and 3) to encourage
that full fuel cycle costs are considered in investment decisions. In the
utility sector, these objectives are best pursued in conjunction with power
marketing authorities, States, FERC, utilities, independent energy producers,
trade organizations, research organizations, consumer/citizen advocacy groups,
and other interested parties.
Realizing these goals and objectives requires examination of potential
programmatic objectives and the progress made to date toward achieving these
ends. Research to date suggests that future electric supply and demand

options can achieve:

o

Low initial and life-cycle costs,

o

Improved competition among technology choices including both
supply and demand options,

o

Market-based pricing which reflects total fuel cycle costs and
benefits,

o

Environmentally sound and systematically reliable operations, and

o

Improved opportunities for utility returns from investments on the
demand-side and on environmentally attractive technologies.

Current progress in the field has reached the juncture where it is opportune
to briefly review the analytic foundations which have supported the
development of externalities work to date and to frame the types of future
analyses which may be required.
An offspring of our Least-Cost Utility Planning Program is the Integrated
Resource Planning Program that has as one of its missions the fostering of
rational methods for estimating externalities accounting methods. Promising
options exist for allowing supply-and demand-side options to compete on an
equal basis. In addition utility and utility planning experience suggests
that one can simultaneously pursue the multiple objectives of integrated
resource planning, including:

o

COST-EFFECTIVE POWER AND CAPACITY,

o

RELIABILITY,

o

ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND OPERATIONS,

o

INDUSTRY PROFITS AND EQUITABLE PRICES.

Bottlenecks and infrastructure impediments often slow and discourage progress
towards cost-effective investments on both the demand and supply sides of the
equation. However, with help from the States, future options include
reliable, cost-effective utility systems. These will be systems which are
managed efficiently by regulations designed to allow the market to determine
the best all-around investments -- investments where energy, environmental and
economic goals are balanced.
A number of cooperative projects involving research and development of
environmental externalities methods and analysis are underway or have been
completed. These include the Pace University study on the Environmental Costs
of Electricity (Pace, 1990), DOE/U.S Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
study with the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory on the probable rate impacts of
incorporating externalities in New England, the MSB & Associates'

Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland (PJM) Power Pool/externalities study, and
the NARUC survey of State PUC activities which incorporate environmental
externalities into electric utility planning and regulation. These efforts
first describe a significantly large universe of externality definitions and
approaches. The study at LBL has modeled the probable effects of
externalities programs on electricity rates for a Northeast utility, with the
intent of extending the analysis to forecast the effects of programs in other
service areas. The MSB work addresses regional intertie questions and the
effects of externalities programs on power pools. And finally, the NARUC
survey brings to the forefront the ongoing State PUC activities in this arena
and the information needs that PUCs consider vital to furthering our progress.
A significant number of other efforts are also contributing to this body of
information which forms the cornerstones of the multi-stage research process.
Figure 1 depicts the stages in environmental externalities research process.

Research Stages
Research on environmental externalities appears to be progressing through a
series of stages, each contributing to the accounting for environmental
concerns in energy planning. A rough sketch of these stages follows:

o

Categorization of Externalities, specifically directed at the
environmental and socio-economic effects of energy use at all
stages of the fuel cycle;

o

Measurement, Description, and Data Base Development and Refinement
of the types and magnitudes of environmental impacts of energy
generation, delivery, use, and by-product disposal;

o

Development and Refinement of Accounting Methods for
characterizing environmental effects, including the derivation of
economic costs or comparable factors within the context of
resource planning;

o

Analysis of Institutional Issues in the context of dynamic
regulatory and utility structures, involving local, State,
Federal, and international boundaries (including analysis of
jurisdictional issues, market characterizations, and other
limiting factors)

o

Monitoring, Program Evaluation, and Refinement to assess and
incorporate the lessons learned from on-line environmental
accounting programs, leading to improved applications.

o

State, Regional, Global Program Development involving the
widespread implementation and subsequent continued improvement of
externalities accounting programs that take into account State,
regional, and international priorities.

These are overlapping research stages, involving a significant number of
feedback loops, perhaps best approached as a process rather than as a single
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research path.
Accurate data and rational methods are an integral part of
the development of viable accounting methods. So too, are the development of
implementation strategies and analysis of institutional issues key inputs to
the process of developing technology neutral market-based planning and
operations. Along similar lines, the results of monitoring and evaluating online programs are essential inputs in the effort to develop accepted and
standardized methods. To be successful, each of the stages must be
supplemented by strong technology transfer and information sharing activities.
Figure 2 compares an externalities research process with a similar description
for technology research and development. Many of the stages are comparable,
and the feedback loops are as important to one process as they are to the
other.

Figure 2: Comparison of Research and Development Processes
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Lessons Learned and limitations
A key observation in environmental externalities research efforts thus far has
been that States have taken the innovative leadership role in developing and
implementing accounting methods. The leadership role of the States affords us
a number of opportunities to enhance these efforts through cooperative
research, development, demonstration, and program evaluation projects. One of
the most interesting aspects of the State approaches developed to date is that
no single approach has emerged as the be-all-end-all method, therefore,
leaving the opportunity for further improvements and refinement.
Where some states have resources to develop (state-level) accounting methods
or approaches, the Federal government and other organizations have the
opportunity to extend the scope of these efforts. Federal resources can be
used to develop regional and then national externalities approaches,
transferring elsewhere the lessons learned in specific States and regions.
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Sharing experiences will be an important ingredient in developing and
implementing viable accounting methods. New York, Wisconsin, Maine,
California, the Northwest Power Planning Council, and others have learned that
involving all the major players early in the program development phase makes
them more apt to try to work with new environmental accounting methods and the
regulators. Problems are more apt to occur in the absence of consensus
building, and this is a well established finding in the literature (Rogers and
Rogers, 1976). If utilities are afforded the opportunity to help develop the
accounting methods for incorporating environmental externalities in planning
decisions, they are more likely to work with the PUCs when regulators
institute the new procedures. This is certainly the case at present where
control cost estimates underpin most of the currently deployed externalities
methods, and utilities are in one of the best positions to provide cost of
control values. For example, New York utilities played a pivotal role in
developing the methods now on record in that State. These findings also
suggest that working closely with utilities creates the opportunity to be
sensitive to the barriers that utilities face with investments such as those
in demand-side management. In summary, each of the State experiences has come
face to face with the complexity of the issues, but there are some mitigative
approaches that are more likely to be effective than others.

Uncertainty and Opportunity:
With Sone Progress, Where Are the New Frontiers?

Analysis of Jurisdictional Uncertainties
The scope of the analysis activities completed and underway thus far suggests
that there a number of unanswered questions. One of the significant subject
areas with unanswered questions involves the jurisdictional issues of how to
establish definitional and system boundaries and who will be responsible for
regulating, monitoring, and enforcing the accounting procedures for
externalities programs.
Definitional uncertainties pinpoint one of the key questions in environmental
externalities research -- what factors are to be legitimately considered
externalities? Given the extraordinary difficulties in defining the
boundaries associated with externalities, one must ask whether to direct
future analytic resources toward expanding program breath or depth. Posed
differently, in the interest of intellectual completeness, how does one
determine whether primary, secondary, or tertiary order effects must be
analyzed in depth? For example, it is currently accepted as a first order
conclusion that demand-side efficiency options: a) are environmentally
attractive, b) are currently utilized below their level of economic
efficiency, c) face major institutional barriers (capital hurdles) with both
utility investors and facilities operators, building owners, and other
potential adopters, and d) have positive influences on local, regional, and
national economic productivity and employment. How far down the fuel cycle
should one go in validating these conclusions?
For integrated resource planning initiatives at the State, regional, and
Federal levels to be broadly successful, there will need to be a process for

data gathering, estimation, and analysis, addressing issues such as:
o

At what level of market adoption does energy efficiency begin to
exhibit neutral or even negative energy, environmental, or
economic returns, compared with the other alternatives on the
margin?

o

At what levels of market adoption would energy efficiency pass
through the so-called "market innovator" stage of the supply curve
and therefore command a reduced incentive as compared to a market
entry premium?

o

At what level of detail does one monitor program effects in order
to best characterize the effects on utility load profiles and
dispatching regimes?

o

For each of the above data elements, what levels of accuracy are
required for future decision making at the Federal level, the
State PUC level, the individual utility level, the level of the
utility investment community, and at the level of consumer/
ratepayer interests?

o

How far down the total fuel cycle continuum does one go in
analyzing secondary or tertiary environmental impacts associated
with the manufacture of energy efficiency and renewable energy
applications (primary level manufacturer/assembler, secondary
suppliers, etc.)?

If externalities are defined as everything from electromagnetic fields (EMF)
to mining emissions and safety concerns, then considerable definition,
measurement, and up-keep work is necessary. Additional definitional questions
include how to deal with: land-use and drinking water externalities, species
diversity uncertainties, and potentially positive externalities such as the
economic efficiency resulting from supply- and demand-side management
programs, trade, tourism, economic development, and other effects.
System boundary uncertainties are another area where consensus has not been
reached on the treatment of environmental effects that do not obey local,
State, regional, or international boundaries. Which State, regional, national
and/or international environmental approaches offer the potential for
addressing regional and national utility emission challenges? At the first
level of analysis, one can concentrate some effort on distinguishing between
urban and rural externalities, as the costs and benefits of energy fuel cycles
often appear inequitably distributed when considered from these two
perspectives.
And lastly with respect to system boundary uncertainties, who should be
responsible for regulating, nonitoring, and enforcing the accounting
procedures for externalities. Should State PUCs be those responsible for
implementing regional programs? What should the FERC do at the national level
with regard to incorporating externalities into wholesale power transactions?
or into public power ratemaking? How does one consider combining the efforts
of States at the one level and the efforts of the Federal government at the
other? Are PUCs and the Federal government those that should be addressing

externalities or should methods be implemented and enforced at some other
level? These are the issues at the crux of the needed research and analysis
on incorporation strategies.
In trying to find the effective nedium between local, State, regional, and
Federal levels, the lessons learned in the U.S. appliance industry offer
salient advice to those in search of cooperative avenues. California took the
innovative lead with minimum product energy efficiency standards for
appliances. Other states followed the West's lead, resulting in a fragmented
market.
Energy efficiency improvements were achieved, but at a cost to the
industry, in analysis, R&D, and marketing, suggested by some to be,
significantly higher than the cost of meeting standards set at consistent
national levels. However, without the innovative lead of the States, and the
impact that the potential regulations were able to place on the market, it may
have been much more difficult to reach the consensus eventually achieved. One
of the key questions is how to learn from this or other examples and how to
best use the innovative force of the States, supplementing it with Federal
support? This is an opportunity to work cooperatively with the states and the
regional power councils. The utility industry has the challenge to: a) think
the externalities problem through and b) get out in front and help develop the
viable accounting methods to assure the procedures instituted will be
acceptable. The integrated resource planning participants should view the
utility industry as the cooperating colleague. It is necessary to
collectively improve the understanding of the utility business environment and
to represent information on externalities methods and programs in terms that
the industry can a) understand and b) use to make decisions. Part of this
task involves understanding issues such as the limits on utilities with
demand-side management investments (eg. profitability, see for example
Moskovitz, 1990) and the impacts of potential Federal policies (eg. taxation
of rebates).
A strong lesson learned is the dialogue must continue and be strengthened.
Consideration of the information and decision needs of IOUs and public power
companies in shaping the future analytic agenda for integrated resource
planning and externalities is a key to productive accomplishment.

Normalizing the Available Methods
One of the next key steps is to distill the methods of the innovative states
and regions into a package that calls on the best attributes from each of the
approaches, but at the same time is consistent in the treatment of resources
and effects that have very different values as a function of locale. The Pace
University study team (1990), Koomey (1989), Chernick and Caverhill (1989),
the Ohio PUC (1990), and the NARUC survey (Cohen et al, 1990) move in the
direction of consistently describing the presently on-line and developing
approaches. But some fundamental questions remain unanswered. First, how
best to account for State and regional distinctions in fuel and energy supply,
load variations, etc.? Second, how best to account for the differing priority
placed on capacity across State and regional boundaries? Third, how best to
account for the differing values that States and regions may place on distinct
types of environments and services? At the next level, what are the
distributional effects of a 2 cents/kwh surcharge in a state where electricity
is priced at 8 cents/kwh and in one where the price is 14 cents/kwh? There is

much to be tested before one can consider developing a normalized method, but
the bright side is that some methods are in practice and can be used to start
the process.

The Effect of Legislative Activity
Further uncertainties and analysis opportunities exist in the area of
legislative activities, specifically regarding the new Clean Air Amendments.
The uncertainties created by the legislation are significant, beginning at the
level of cost of compliance. Based on a system of offsets and credits, the
Federal government is proposing a market control plan to reduce the emissions
of acid rain precursors. Additional analysis is needed to assess the effects
of the new legislation on the costs and benefits incurred by utilities,
stockholders, ratepayers, other interest groups, and by the environment. Some
of the big questions are:
1)

how will the new legislation affect existing state level
initiatives, including on-line externalities programs?

2)

how will the costs of compliance for the Clean Air Act affect
utility resource mixes?

3)

how to distinguish between the externalities that are considered
in the new legislation and those considered in the on-line State
initiatives, so as to avoid double counting?

4)

how will the legislation affect the value and development of upand-coming technologies such as photovoltaics, wind, municipal
solid waste incineration, and demand- and supply-side energy
efficiency improvement options?

5)

how will the conventional non-fossil fuel options, such as nuclear
and hydroelectric technologies, be affected, and

6)

from the externalities accounting perspective, what does the new
legislation, based principally on a control cost view of the
world, hold in store for a field of research and testing activity
that appears to be moving in the direction of damage costs?

Danage and Health Costs as the Elusive Objective
In the Federal legislative arena and in the state activity thus far, control
cost estimates have served as the surrogate, in the absence of any more
accurate estimates, for the value of the environmental effects of generation
technologies. The value of the damages to the environment imposed by
technologies at each stage of the fuel cycle has yet to be accurately
incorporated into the mainstream of externalities accounting methods. There
are several reasons for the absence of accurate damage cost estimates that
present frontier opportunities. First, as one might expect, different
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interest groups value the effects of energy and the services that energy
provides differently. The simplest example involves the way in which bass and
trout fisherman value the damage created by the construction of a
hydroelectric facility. Needless to say, the revealed preference approach to
accounting for externalities leaves open the possibility of a wide range of
responses.

The Challenges of Progran Evaluation
With on-line externalities programs in several States and close to fifty
percent of the public utility commissions in the nation considering
environmental programs, there is a rapidly increasing need to develop measures
to evaluate program performance. There are a number of fundamental questions
to be answered in approaching the evaluation of externalities programs.
First, the general question is: what would comprise an effective environmental
externalities program? This question is best defined by the program
objectives. Consider the possibility of achieving the ultimate goal,
technology-neutral, market "value-based" planning and operations. To phrase
the question differently, if a State were to evaluate an externalities
program, what would it need to know? Some of the program evaluation criteria
might include:
a.

Load Profile Effects? (ie. Are programs moving load profiles away
from baseload capacity units towards less reliable intermediate
load facilities?)

b.

Supply Mix Effects? (ie. What supply mix shifts will result from
externalities programs, including coal to natural gas, coal to
nuclear, nuclear and/or coal to other supply sources?)

c.

Denand-Side Effects? (ie. Are utilities and customers
participating at the desired rate of adoption for demand-side
management in States where initiatives have been launched? Are
programs causing demand-side management to reach levels of
economic efficiency? What impediments remain (eg. first versus
life-cycle cost)?)

d.

Supply- and Demand-Side Effects (ie. What are the new supply-side
options on the margin in states where externality initiatives are
active? and are DSM Incentives in reality competing at the margin
with the renewable energy technologies?)

e.

Economic Indicators? (ie. What effects will programs have on
energy prices and the distribution of risks between ratepayers,
investors, taxpayers, and others?)

f.

Business As Usual Forecasts? (ie. What would happen under normal
operating conditions in the absence of externalities programs?)

g.

Ecosystem Effects? (ie. How do we best measure the results of
externalities programs on the environment? Which indicators
should be those on which to concentrate?
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h.

Distributional Effects? (ie. How will the programs affect
different interest groups, including utilities, ratepayers,
investors, taxpayers, and others?)

i.

Social Systen Effects? (ie. What effects will programs have on
development, social programs and services, elderly and handicapped
citizens, and other societal concerns?)

j.

Utility Investment Effects? (ie. Where will utility investment
portfolios shift in the future as a result of programs, towards
diversification, towards lower risk investments, towards
environmental management, etc.?)

k.

Engineering/Research Effects? (ie. Where will research and
development efforts concentrate as a result of programs? and where
should one expect to see innovative advances?)

1.

Coonunication Effects? (ie. Is the value of externalities and the
effects of programs being expressed in such a way as to influence
consumer and utility behavior?

These are some of the questions that must be answered collectively in
evaluating environmental externalities programs. All the answers are not
known, but it is essential to continue a program aimed at obtaining accurate
responses. The information acquisition process for resolving these
uncertainties starts with the field data from the States and others, followed
by ongoing synthesis and integrative analysis conducted by many organizations.

Conclusions
Recall that one of our ultimate objectives in the U.S. DOE Integrated Resource
Planning Program is the development of technology-neutral, market value-based
planning and operations. To accomplish this, we need to ensure markets are
free to make optimum economic and environmental investment decisions, promote
availability of a rich set of reliable energy supply and demand options at
reasonable costs, and encourage consideration of full fuel cycle costs and
benefits.
There are a number of options for accomplishing these objectives, and a
framework is in place for pursuing these alternatives. A second important
deduction is that initial findings suggest cost-effective power and capacity,
reliability, environmentally sound operations, and utility profitability at
equitable prices are not mutually exclusive objectives. Moreover it must be
recognized that the answers to the large set of remaining uncertainties can
only be generated in a collective process where local, State, regional, and
Federal efforts are pooled into a cohesive whole. The answers lie in the
recognition that different problems require different analytical and policy
treatments. States offer some of the best test-bed opportunities for solving
practical problems with approaches to externalities, whereas, the Federal
government may be able to complement the State and regional activity with
integrative research, analysis and legislative support.
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There is consensus that any bottlenecks in the infrastructure often slow and
discourage progress towards cost-effective investments on both the demand and
supply sides of the equation. To mitigate this state of affairs a number of
cooperative projects are underway aimed at assessing the options for refining
regulatory structures to allow for proper accounting of externalities. It is
also suggested that there are as yet untapped opportunities in each stage of
the research, development, and demonstration process.
One of the most important observations to date is that States have again taken
the lead in innovation and in developing and implementing accounting methods.
The prowess of the States provides a number of opportunities to support these
efforts through cooperative research, development, demonstration, and program
evaluation projects.
A large number of uncertainties have been identified, and it is suggested that
these can, and should, be viewed as opportunities. Included in the set of
uncertainties are: definitional and boundary uncertainties, regulation,
monitoring, and enforcement uncertainties, uncertainties as to how best to
normalize amongst the on-line State and regional methods, uncertainties
regarding the effects of new legislative activities at the Federal level,
questions as to how best to capture the value of damage costs, and finally,
opportunities to define the most appropriate criteria for evaluating programs.
The good news appears to outweigh the bad news on first inspection. There is
now consensus among a large number of interested parties that the
environmental costs and benefits of energy options can no longer be ignored or
assumed through omission to be zero.
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"Make environmental considerations and concerns part of any decision vou make right
from the beginning. Don't think of it as something extra you throw in the pot."
Richard Clarke, CEO,
Pacific Gas and Electric Company,
Fortune magazine, April 1990.
" ..at the risk of painting ourselves more into the corner of New Thinking than we already
are, we would counsel utilities to pay attention, whether they like what they are hearing
about 'externalities' or not."
Editorial appearing in
The Electricity Journal,
July 1999.
1.0

INTRODUCTION - CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

Today, the need to account for the environmental ramifications of energy production has become
more acute. Mounting evidence suggests that the biosphere is incapable of sustaining much more
human waste, pollution or deforestation without dramatic consequences. Furthermore, there is a
growing understanding that damage to the global environment and the ecological systems in which
we all live could be permanent and irreversible.
This concern is amplified by the fact that nationwide, the country will need nearly 100,000 MW of
additional electricity generating capacity by the year 1998 — less than 8 years from now. Shortages
have already occurred in New England, the mid-Atlantic states and other parts of the U.S., and the
reserve margins in the Midwest are declining at uncomfortable rates.1 In addition to the reliability
issue, in some states such as California, new capacity will be required to replace aging oil and gasfired plants or 10 meet air quality standards.
Policy decisions made in the 1990's will determine the impact of future growth, cost, and
environmental issues on the supply of energy. These choices will involve long and enduring
environmental consequences — the typical fossil fuel or nuclear power facility has an expected
operating life of 30 years or more. The lifetime of some air pollutants and other related impacts
can last much longer. Within such a long life expectancy, even more stringent environmental laws
and regulations are virtually certain. Regulators are now espousing new concepts in integrated
resource planning, least-cost power planning, and competitive bidding strategies.
Some analysts believe that environmental externalities must be captured through the regulatory
arena where the decisions on technology, production and pollution are being made. Because
externalities have substantial effects on costs and are not considered in the current planning
process, the selection of supply resources may not be appropriate. The absence of renewable
energy technologies as a significant component of utility planning is a prime example of this.
Market introduction of new energy technologies based on renewable energy sources such as wind

Fifteen of the 27 geographic electric regions in the U.S. are projected to have adjusted summer reserves of 5% or less. Many
of these reserve margins extend to sharp negative figures ranging from -2.0% lo -18.6% throughout this decade. The areas at greatest
risk extend from New England, through the Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, and into the East Central V.S., parts of the South and Florida (Staff
Report: Electric Power Supply and Demand for the Contiguous U.S. 1989-1998, Office of Energy Emergencies, VS. Department of Energy,
Table 3.3, page 3-S.)
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or photovoltaic systems depends largely on the market price of the energy supplied by the new
technologies. As long as the environmental costs associated with conventional energy technologies
are not considered, the viability and market penetration of utility-scale renewable energy
applications and other cleaner technologies will be delayed.
Regulators are now seriously considering the inclusion of environmental and other hidden costs into
power planning processes to influence the selection of cleaner technologies. For example, the state
of New York is pioneering this approach under an innovative program where a competitive market
is being set up for power supply contracts. Suppliers planning to bum fossil fuels are required to
add a factor (using points) that is equivalent to nearly one-cent-per-kilowatt-hour to their bids to
account for air pollution, and an additional factor of a half-cent-per-kilowatt-hour to account for
other environmental costs.
This paper is based on a review of social costs conducted by Meridian Corporation for a private
sector client in the utility industry to identify the current procedural and methodological approaches
to quantifying and pricing externalities.2 This paper examines various state-of-the-art methodologies
used in measuring externalities and reviews a number of approaches that are either underway or
under consideration by various utilities to translate these values into an environmental attribute.

This paper is based on an earlier siudy performed for a private sector utility client. The authors wish to acknowledge their
colleagues, Ken Boras, Kevin DeGroat, Ken Green, Deborah Kelly, and Mac Rogers, who provided valuable input and review of [his
paper.

2.0

A REVIEW OF METHODS FOR QUANTIFYING SOCIAL COSTS

2.1

Overview

This section reviews methods that are being developed or practiced to account for social costs3 in
considering future energy options. For policymakers to provide power and energy products at the
lowest social cost and to ensure economically efficient energy resource decisions, it is necessary to
quantify and, to the extent possible, price the environmental and other externalities associated with
energy resources.
A review of current literature revealed some of the difficulties in valuing social impacts. There is
an inherent difficulty in establishing values for environmental effects that are not traded in markets,
and therefore, have no established price. For example, placing a value on smoke from a power
plant which may obscure views, create respiratory problems, or lead to acid rain is a highly
complicated and subjective process.
The most common technique for placing values on these externalities has been through the "damage
cost function." This method involves the straightforward calculation of damages by multiplying the
unit market price or replacement cost of a commodity (e.g., fish in a lake) by the number of units
of the commodity impacts. Other methods take into account that individuals are aware of
pollution-caused damage and are thus capable of responding to these damages. Economists have
relied on "indirect links" to measure wiUingness-to-pay for environmental quality through such
techniques as hedonic property value and travel cost measurement approaches. On the other hand,
if this information is not available, economists have elicited willingness-to-pay values based on
"direct links" obtained through surveys and interviews using contingent valuation measurement
approaches.*
Some authors have cautioned against trying to put too much information into one value. The
alternative is to develop a range of plausible environmental costs for various energy production
technologies, stating that:
"Environmental analyses can easily be abused by proponents or opponents of a given
technology if the many uncertainties in the analysis are collapsed into a single cost
figure....While this does not mean that an environmental analysis should embrace
every numerical estimate, no matter how implausible, it should nevertheless try to
preserve legitimate uncertainties wherever possible." (Shuman and Cavanaugh)
Further, choosing an appropriate discount rate is also critical in valuing externalities, particularly
for inter-generational issues. Discount rates are used to compare future economic benefits and
costs with today's benefits and costs and imply a subjective valuation of present versus future use
of resources. A low discount rate is often viewed as weighing the future more heavily and high

Definition of Terms: For this analysis, external or social costs relate to any cost or impacts which are not directly paid for
in the process of energy production or use. An internalized cost, on the other hand, is one which is paid for during the building or
operation of the energy conversion technology such as the cost of scrubbers, which partially cleans the air emissions from the plant.
The cost of scrubbers is included in the estimate of a coal plant's cost per kilowatt-hour. One externalized cost of a coal plant, for
example, is the acid rain that results from only partially cleaning the air emissions from the plants. This is a cost borne by society, which
is not normally included in the cost per kilowatt-hour of a coal plant.

Energy and Resource Consultants, Inc, Benefits of Environmental Controls: Measures, Methods, and Applications, prepared for
the Electric Power Research Institute, EPRI EA-6030, Project 2661-10, October 1988.
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discount rates reduce the weight given to future costs and benefits. The process of discounting
damage in the form of human injury or mortality has the effect of encouraging investments in
technologies with delayed but likely adverse health effects.5 Failure to choose a rate which reflects
the policy perception of the relative importance of short-term versus long-term costs and benefits
of externalities, may significantly distort the analyses' results.
22

Framework and Review of Analytic Techniques

The Northwest Power Planning Council's (NPPC)* series of assessment options provides a good
analytical framework for reviewing techniques that are being used to examine social costs. In the
following sections, a similar approach is taken to categorize the following type of analyses:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Description and Characterization of Impacts
Relative Ranking of Social Costs
Costing of Control Efforts
Full Costing of Externalities

This grouping spans a continuum with each study requiring more detail and effort involved in
evaluating social cost. Like the Council's approach, categories are not always exclusive; however,
it does provide a good sampling of state-of-the-art techniques available for quantifying externalities.
1)

Description and Characterization of Impacts

DESCRIPTION: This category is similar to the Northwest Power Planning Council (NPPC)
Assessment Option 1 which states that such efforts "would not delve into pathways or valuations
of the environmental effects, but would simply describe and characterize the impacts." The
resulting descriptions of environmental effects might include: description of the primary effect (e.g.,
release of sulfur oxides); significant consequences (e.g., lake acidification, forest dieback, property
degradation, human health effects); and means and effectiveness of mitigation (e.g., scrubbers, low
sulfur coal). Costs, however, are not specifically calculated. The NPPC also states that this
information would assist in flagging environmental problems that have not been adequately
addressed by regulating agencies or the Council and therefore may merit further attention.
This type of cost comparison is depicted in Exhibit 3. While Resource B would generally be selected
by the market, the inclusion of additional information permits a renewed consideration of
Resource A.
Although this category does not include any work on the valuation of impacts, those studies that
describe and characterize impacts were deemed important, and were therefore included.
SUMMARY OF STUDIES: The first study, Environmental Effects of Electricity Generation, by the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, develops estimates on air pollutants for
the generation stage for electric generating technologies and makes general recommendations for
Some analysts (Pace University Report) believe that the discounting of future environmental costs and benefits should be from
the time when risks are first created, not from the time when the actual environmental effects are expected to occur. For example, health
risks are created when people are first exposed to toxic substances. The value of those risks should be discounted from the time that
exposure first occurs, not from the time when cancer or other diseases first become evident.

Northwest Power Planning Council, Accounting for the Environmental Consequences of ELectricity Resources During the Power
Planning Process, April 1989.

environmental strategies, e.g., increased efficiency, substitution of cleaner technologies for older,
less efficient ones, increased waste heat utilization, and increased pursuit of renewable energy
technologies.
The second set of studies, Energy Systems Emissions and Material Requirements and Environmental
Emissions from Energy Technology Systems: The Total Fuel Cycle, by Meridian Coporation, improves
state-of-the-art knowledge by quantifying and comparing emissions for up to 14 generating
technologies using a life-cycle approach. It points out the environmental advantage of a materialintensive technology such as photovoltaics compared with a fuel-intensive system such as coal.
The third is a model, which has been developed by the Oko Institute, by compiling standard energy
and emission-related data for fuel cycles of various energy systems which provide space heating and
electricity. The objective is to provide a computerized data base to provide a method for
comparative assessment of energy systems, based on one unit of delivered energy, and to develop
options for integrating non-comparative and qualitative impacts of energy systems into the decisionmaking process. The authors stress that this model is descriptive rather than prescriptive and is not
meant to free decisionmakers from their responsibility to value environmental effects, but is to
enhance available information and present it in a form that can support the decision process.
OBSERVATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS: The importance of this approach cannot be
underestimated, as it forms the basis for any detailed analysis of externalities. Efforts such as these
are required to determine the full range of effects. However, these methodologies are not
prescriptive in terms of amelioration methods. The approach can only deal with nonquantifiable
issues in the most general of terms. Such an approach may end up overwhelming the decisionmaking process with a flood of new information without prescribing methods for trading off
dissimilar attributes.
This research could be used to develop qualitative information and then combined with making a
subjective rank-ordering of resources by environmental impact, which is what the NPPC ultimately
decided to do.
2)

Ranking and Weighting of Social Costs

DESCRIPTION: The studies in this category describe ranking procedures for various energy
resources to reveal which resources are most or least environmentally damaging. Such approaches
may simply use qualitative or subjective judgment to aid in ranking resources, or may rely on quite
rigorous cost information. Through the use of adjustment factors or adders, divergent impacts are
weighted to explicitly rank resources.
SUMMARY OF STUDIES: The first study is a methodology developed by the California Energy
Commission (CEC) designed to take advantage of early land use planning and environmental
impact analysis methods. Its pursues an exhaustive list of costs, including the usual private costs
(capital, operation, and fuel) as well as government subsidies, environmental impacts, and issues
of economic development and system reliability/security. The authors deliberately take a
qualitative approach by developing a relative ranking scale to establish broad boundary limits rather
than making specific cost assumptions.
The second study in this category was developed by Temple, Barker, and Sloane, Inc. (TBS) for
New England Electric. The TBS study goes a step further than the CEC work by attempting to
specifically evaluate characteristics in a bidding framework. The TBS methodology is a highly
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developed ranking and weighting scheme and attempts to simultaneously consider a number of
disparate environmental and operating characteristics.
In developing this approach, TBS reviewed a number of qualitative and quantitative methods. They
decided to value environmental categories and develop weights for other characteristics through a
combination of simple Delphi survey techniques and a limited amount of existing environmental
costing data. Eleven surveys were completed by environmental professionals both at the primary
level (where respondents weighted individual environmental effects) and the secondary level (where
respondents assessed the total environmental score). They found that while sources used to
develop factor weights were not necessarily consistent in the implied or stated weights, they did
exhibit consistency in the relative weighting of environmental issues.
The third methodology reviewed for this category was a study performed for the Bonneville Power
Administration (BPA) to evaluate five generating resources. The investigators relied on very
rigorous costing methods to evaluate a broad range of external effects, and arranged the
information to display the effect it would have on power resource selection. This approach
essentially worked in reverse from a sampling of existing sources to develop a sensitivity test, or set
of "switch points," that explicitly showed how large social costs would have to rise before resources
switched place in the least-cost portfolio.
OBSERVATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS: Because of the difficulties involved in full costing
measures (see following sections), the attempt to develop relative values for resource options may
be the best way to build consensus on the weighting of different resources in an energy pricing
evaluation. In practical terms, any evaluation of social costs may have to be translated in some
fashion through ranking or weighting approaches, particularly since many operational characteristics
(such as dispatchability, diversity, and reliability) may be difficult to accurately represent through
dollar values.
The amount of subjectivity in such approaches may vary enormously. While ranking and weighting
techniques may simplify the evaluation process, they may also obscure a significant amount of
detail. The apparent objectivity of the resulting framework may create a false sense of accuracy.
The potential pitfalls in arranging information in this way will depend on whether the results are
rigidly prescriptive or merely suggestive.
Such ranking may only be applicable within a relevant range. The relative weights or ranks
developed are somewhat a function of the existing resource mix and will not remain static as new
resources with different characteristics are selected.
3)

Cost of Control or Abatement

DESCRIPTION: This option, rather than actually attempting to calculate the costs of
environmental effects resulting from energy production and use, starts with basic assumptions about
the preferred level of damage. It then ranks energy sources in terms of the costs required for the
emission control technologies needed to meet those assumed or accepted standards. Thus, current
(or proposed) emission standards are used as a proxy for the social costs.

ECO Northwest, Ltd.; Shapiro and Associates, Inc.; and Seton, Johnson, and Odell, Inc. Estimating Environmental Costs and
Benefits for Five Generating Resources. Prepared for Bonneville Power Administration under a Multiple-Award Contract Agreement with
the U.S. Department of Energy (Contract DE-AC79-83BP11551). March 1986.

Conversely, if control costs are not known with accuracy, or are not regulated, the estimated costs
of abating emissions through another approach may be substituted. In the case of CO2, for
instance, the cost of reforestation to absorb CO2 could serve as a proxy. For other emissions,
abatement through the purchase of offsets may be less expensive than scrubber technologies. Such
an approach essentially depends on administratively defined levels of desired emissions.
SUMMARY OF STUDIES: This approach, being applied in New York in varying degrees by the
State Energy Office and Public Service Commission, is the use of abatement costs as indirect
measures of the values of air quality impacts. According to this line of thinking, optimal air quality
control policy sets emission limits where the marginal costs of abatement are equal to the marginal
benefits (where these benefits are conceptually the same as the external costs associated with the
emission). Thus, the abatement costs associated with a given emission (say, NO,) can be used as
a proxy for the external costs of the emission. In this case, the cost of control or abatement of
various stack emissions was used as a comparison to environmental damage estimates from other
sources to estimate a probable cost for damage.
Some authors, Sebold et al., give some reasons as to why there are a variety of conceptual and
practical problems associated with this use of abatement costs:
"First, any reasonable approach to valuing air quality impacts must recognize the
variation in the value of changes in air quality across air basins resulting from
differences in air chemistry, topography, geography, and target populations.
However, air quality standards (abatement levels) are generally set at the national
level. Even if these national standards are based on careful calculations of costs and
benefits, it is highly unlikely that the resultant abatement levels are optimal in each
air basin. This means that abatement costs may be well above the benefits of
abatement (the external costs of the emissions) in some air basins and considerably
below in others. Second, even within an air basin, the abatement cost for a given
emission may vary significantly across sources. For instance, NERA (1988) has
estimated the cost of NO, controls in California's South Coast Air Basin to range
from $8,800 per ton for petroleum refineries to $42,600 per ton for electric utilities.
Assuming that the external cost of a ton of NO, is the same across sources within
a basin (and all other factors remain constant), it is unclear which abatement cost
level (if any) should be chosen to reflect the external social costs of this emission."
OBSERVATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS: While this approach has strong merits, its assumption
that current control standards are an accurate indicator of social costs is in some ways a default
mechanism. Thus, using information on pollutant control costs as a proxy for additional controls
assumes that the current control level has some firm relationship to actual social costs; this may not
be the case. Also, the cost of removing the final increments of a pollutant may not be the same
as the costs for removing the first increments, weakening its validity as a proxy. However, the
information on control costs is often much more straightforward, clearly definable, and generally
more readily available than specific information on the value of environmental damage. An added
benefit is that the parameters of the impacts considered are very clearly defined.
In the case of CO^ the absence of measured or defined levels of current impacts makes it very
difficult to quantify possible effects, but information on amelioration through reforestation can be
used to develop benchmarks. Even if full damage costs are never known, a reasonable inference
can be made as to whether the damage costs are greater, or less than, the known cost of
reforestation. Finally, the use of emission standards may underestimate costs, as emission damages
and affected populations - and thus the economic costs -- vary considerably across air basins.
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4)

Full Costing of Externalities

DESCRIPTION: This assessment option involves developing methods of identifying the
environmental impacts of alternative generating resources and developing a rigorous means of
valuing the associated damages. Such costs may then be used to develop, for example,
environmental credits for particularly benign resources, or conversely, a cost penalty for key
unmitigated pollutants.
SUMMARY OF STUDIES: These full costing studies vary in detail and intent. Full costing studies
are an ongoing effort at the BPA, and their efforts are among the most rigorous. They examine
impacts, dispersion, exposure, and valuation in a number of site-specific and generic studies on
valuing the social costs associated with power plants.
A recent memo from BPA summarizes their findings on cost ranges, and indicate that 80 to 95
percent of local economic damage attributable to fossil fuel combustion is accounted for by health
risks. Even with low sulfur coal and remote siting in the West, coal plants can be expected to
impose levelized environmental costs of between 2-10 milJs per kWh for health risks alone. This
does not include costs associated with acid rain, ozone depletion, and global warming.
As stated earlier, Olav Hohmeyer of the Fraunhofer Institute in West Germany completed a
detailed full costing study of impacts in that country in 1988. In addition to social costs themselves,
his analysis also addresses the delay imposed on the development of many renewable energy
technologies that results from the failure to account for the social costs of conventional energy
sources.
The Pace University study is a review of studies that quantified the externality costs of
environmental damage caused by electric power services. Externalities were reviewed for coal, oil
natural gas, nuclear, renewables, and demand-side management resources. Pollutants examined
included CO2 and global warming, acid rain and its precursors (sulphur dioxide and nitrogen
oxides), ozone, and NO, pollution, particulates, radiation damage from operation of nuclear power
plants, water pollution and land contamination risks. Types of environmental impacts of electric
power included effects on individuals (health), production (effects on agricultural crops, forests and
fisheries), materials (effects on buildings and structural metals), and social assets (effects on
recreation, wetlands, and visibility).
Environmental externality values were calculated for "starting point" values. The report states that
these values were used because "the figures do not pretend to be cost estimates," rather they do
give an order-of-magnitude idea of what the studies reviewed indicate and should provide a good
starting point for research. The "starting point" externalities for coal-fired facilities range from
2.5 - 5.7 cents/kWh; 2.5 - 6.7 cents/kWh for oil-fired; 0.7 - 1 cent/kWh for natural gas-fired; 2.91
cents/kWh for nuclear; 2.79 - 2.88 cents/kWh for waste-to-energy plants; and 0-0.7 cents/kWh for
renewables (solar, wind, and biomass).
Despite uncertainties and data gaps, the study concludes that "... the environmental externality
damage costs of most electric utility-generated pollution can be calculated, and that the
uncertainties involved are no greater than the uncertainty of pollution standards adopted by federal
and state agencies (and upheld by the courts) to avoid 'significant risk to human health and the
environment' or 'with a reasonable margin of safety' as prescribed by the environmental protection
statutes."
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The study states that if these costs are not considered, it is akin to "...allowing electric utilities to
account for their environmental impacts merely by requiring them to meet applicable governmental
environmental laws and regulations, ignoring the externality costs of these impacts to society,
effectively values these substantial damages at the clearly inaccurate value of zero."
The study makes a case for the incorporation of all environmental externality costs in planning,
bidding, and other resource selection, recommends an assessment of residual environmental
externality cost against resources selected, to be placed in a Pollution Mitigation and DemandSide Management Fund, as well as testing "environmental dispatch" where clean sources are used
before dirtier generating sources.
OBSERVATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS: One inherent difficulty in this approach is reaching a
consensus on wl Jch cost measures to include and in what detail. Even if all aspects and theoretical
links are known, it is difficult and expensive to produce accurate data to fill in the theoretical
framework. This results in a need to make tradeoffs between the veracity of the selected
methodology, staffing, and budget constraints.
5)

Strengths and Weaknesses of Methods

Any and all of the methodological categories described in this paper can result in useful approaches
to the problem of accounting for externalities. Within any of these categories, the individual design
of the methodology remains most important. The value of a particular methodology ultimately
depends on the assumptions made, the level of detail required, and the care taken in putting it all
together. A summary of the methodologies reviewed in this report is included as Exhibits 1
and 2.
A visual representation of the four categories of methodologies presented is included in Exhibit 3.
In this diagram, two of the most important characteristics of the methodologies graphically
represent some of the tradeoffs inherent in the selection of a methodology. The X-axis represents
the relative cost and complexity of the method, while the Y-axis scales the relative degree of
accuracy (or avoidance of subjectivity) each approach provides.
"Description and Characterization of Impacts" methodologies are relatively low on both scales.
Such approaches are relatively simple, but provide few answers to the many questions they raise.
"Ranking and Weighting" schemes introduce more complexity, but presumably provide some
guidance in how resource options stack up against each other. Most of the increase in apparent
"accuracy" is a function of increased subjectivity, and thus may be suspect. However, the careful
design of such a methodology can provide a consistent approach to the complete unbundling of a
disparate range of attributes.
"Cost of Control" techniques lend themselves very well to the problem of awarding price factors to
certain attributes. Avoiding the subjectivity of ranking and weighting essentially requires deferring
judgment to the will of regulatory bodies, but results in an effective translation of the regulatory
mandate. However, certain attributes may still need to be described through ranking and weighting
approaches.
"Full Costing" approaches -- the most expensive and complex -- purport to provide the most
accurate view of the true cost of power. The implicit question raised is whether the marginal
increase in accuracy is worth the increase in complexity (a complex trade-off problem).

Estimates of social costs by generating technology from various studies are summarized in
Exhibit 4.
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Exhibit 1
METHODOLOGICAL CATEGORIES

Describe and Characterize

Ranking and Weighting
Is this distance
positive or
negative?

Narrative
Description
Narrative
Description

RESOURCE A

RESOURCE A

RESOURCE B

Cost of Control

Social
Coat
Social
Coat
Intsrnal
Coat

Internal
Coat

RESOURCE A

RESOURCE B

RESOURCE B

Full Costing
Coat to
aHnilitat#
"enough" of
the social
coat: a proxy

Detailed
Evaluation:
Translation to
Price

RESOURCE A

RESOURCE B
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Exhibit 2

METHODOLOGIES TO ESTIMATE SOCIAL GOSIS
^Describe and Characterize

!

1.

Environmental Effects of Efectrid«y Generation - Describes the range and types
of environmental impacts associated with electricity generation from various
primary energy sources in both qualitative and quantitative terms.

2.

Energy System Emissions and Material Requirements and Environmental
Emissions from Energy Technology Systems - Quantifies and compares life-cycle
emissions from various power generating technologies.

3.

Environmental Analysis of Energy Systems: Hie Total Emissions Model for
Integrated Systems - Fuel cycle energy and emissions data to assess and compare
various energy systems.

Ranking and Weighting
1.

The Social Benefits and Costs of Electricity Generation and End-Use Technologies
- Focuses on the need for improved energy planning to incorporate social benefits
and costs from generating technologies. Uses weighting criteria to value both the
importance and magnitude of various impacts.

2.

Integrating Environmental Externalities into Resource Planning at New England
Electric • Develop a hybrid approach to weight environmental impacts.

Cost of Abatement
1.

Energy and Cleaner Airs Costs of Reducing Emissions - Attempts to relate
emissions abatement technologies and their costs.

2.

Environmental Externality Issue Report • An evaluation of approaches to valuing
environmental impacts and incorporating those values into state-level energy
planning,

3.

Case 88-E-241 Proceedings on Motion of the Commission as to the Guidelines for
Bidding to Meet Future Electricity Capacity Needs of Orange and Rockland
Utilities • A study of how environmental factors should be incorporated in the
competitive bidding rate structure.

12
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Fall Costing

1.

Social Costs of Energy Consumption - Externalities of Electricity Generation in
the Federal Republic of Germany. Monetsrizes environmental and economic
costs upon society to demonstrate the need for internalizing social costs of
electricity generation.

2.

Social Cost Priority Matrix - Ranks survey-generated energy and environmental
concerns. Also attempts to quantify associated social costs.

3.

Testimony and Exhibits of Michael Mckltf before the Notth Carolina UtUity
Commission or Least • Cost Integrated Resource Planning - Utilizes a limited set
of clearly quantifiable societal costs to determine least-cost power.

4.

Estimating Environmental Costs and Benefits for Five Generating Resources Estimates the economic value of environmental impacts from renewable power
generating technologies. Identifies and analyzes impacts, then calculates the
present value of expected environmental impacts.

5.

A Model Electric Power and Conservation Plan for the Pacific Northwest - Uses
low discount rates to analyze genericyet significant environmental impacts of coal,
nuclear, and wind powered generation as well as solar water heating and
household weatherization.

6.

A Methodology for Integrating Air Quality Impacts into Energy Resource
Planning - This is a review of the conceptual role of social costs in the
competitive bidding process. Recommends values for air quality impacts and
integrates these values into bid rating structures.

7.

Environmental Costs of Electricity (Pace University) - Tins report reviewed the
literature on the methodologies used to assign monetary costs to environmental
externalities and the means by which federal and state legislatures and regulatory
authorities have incorpofated and might incorporate environmental costs.
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Exhibit 3

Trade-offs Between These Approaches
Accuracy or Reduction of Subjectivity
/
' Ranking T
/ and
I
L
Weighting
/
\

y

/Describe \

and
1^Characterize/
1

I
/
U

CEC:
TBS

Full
\
Cost \ —"H( Costing
1

H Abatement]
OECD, 1987
NYSEO
O&R

tn
Honmeyer
ASES
Nlcklas
BPA
Schuman &
Cavanaugh
Sebold
Pace University

OECD,
Meridian
Gerris

Cost and Complexity
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Exhibit 4

Environmental Externality Estimates
by Source and Generation Technology
(cents per kWh -1989 Dollars)
a
Low-High

Hohmeyer

Pace

BPA

Other

Combustion Turbine: Gas

0.09 - 2.8

0.53 - 2.8

0.7-1

0.09

X

Combustion Turbine: Oil

0.28 - 6.7

0.53 - 2.8

2.5 - 6.7

0.28

X

Coal

0.04 - 25.81

0.53 - 2.8

2.5 - 5.7

0.72-1.07

0.04 - 25.81

Nuclear

0.001 - 37.78 0.5537 - 5.5371

2.91

0.001 -0.014

0.06 - 37.78

Fossil and Nuclear

Renewables
Photovoltaic
Wind
Biomass
Geothermal
MSW

0-0.4

0 - 0.204

0-0.4

X

0-0.15

0-0.15

0 - 0.0042

0-0.1

0-0.15

-0.012-0.7

X

0-0.7

X
b
-0.012-0.55

0 - 0.02

X

X

X

-3.56 - 46.56

X

2.79 - 2.8

0 - 0.02
c
-3.56 - 46.56

X

X

REFERENCES:
The following studies were examined to begin the process of developing ranges for social costs: Ola1' Hohmeyer's
The Social Costs of Energy1 Consumption; Richard Ottinger et. al., Environmental Costs of Energy, Pace University;
three studies undertaken for the Bonnevilie Power Administration entitled 1) Estimating Environmental Costs and
Benefits for Five Generating Resources, 2) Generic Coal Study: Quantification and Valuation of Environmental
Impacts, and 3) Environmental Cost and Benefits Case Study: Nuclear Power Plant — Quantification and Economic
Valuation of Selected Environmental Impacts/Effects. Other studies examined include: Mike Nicklas's Testimony and
Exhibits Before the North Carolina Utility Commission on Least-Cost Integrated Resources Planning and Shuman and
Cavanaugh's A Model Electric Power and Conservation Plan for the Northwest.
J

Hohmeyer does not separate fossil fuel impacts by technology but provides an estimate for average of fossil fuel
technologies.

11

More complete and cleaner burning of forest slash in cogenerator will replace less-complete burning of piled
slush in the forest and ihus have a net benefit in visibility impacts.
The minus (-) sign denotes a negative cost, or benefit, e.g., waste-to-energy systems have benefits associated with
their use such as the reduced need for landfill space.
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3.0

METHODS FOR INTEGRATING SOCIAL COSTS INTO UTILITY BIDDING SYSTEMS

3.1

Overview

One area in which some efforts have already been made to incorporate externalities into utility
planning is the competitive bidding process for power purchase agreements. This section will give
an overview of some of the specific techiques taken.
Competitive bidding for new electric generation by private power producers is becoming an
increasingly important feature of utility resource planning and represents a major departure from
the historical practices of the electric utility industry in which new generating resources were
constructed by vertically integrated utilities. Competitive power procurement may fundamentally
reshape the market for power producing technologies.
In some states multiattribute systems, which take into account externalities as well as direct
financial resources costs, are being considered as a means of improving allocation.
The design of bid evaluation systems is a challenging task because it requires the explicit valuation
of many "non-price" factors in utility planning. All bidding systems require that these non-price
factors or attributes which had not been previously priced in the market such as fuel diversity and
risk, dispatchability, and environmental impacts be valued explicitly and independently. The
multiple attributes are then simultaneously evaluated in order to arrive at the best outcome for
long-term power contracts. The design of bidding systems allows the utility to retain an overriding
influence in the final selection of a generating system.
The introduction of external cost information into utility bidding systems can be accomplished
through various methods. Methods already discussed, such as ranking and weighting, abatement
cost approaches, and economic valuation of damage costs (full costing), combine the actual resource
selection process with the social costing methodology; others do not. Following is a brief overview
of other implementation options, and a discussion of some of their strengths and weaknesses.
QUOTA SYSTEMS - or "rule-based" approaches involve the design of bidding systems so that a
certain portion of capacity requirements are filled by technologies with relatively favorable external
effects. For instance, the Wisconsin PUC chose a rule-based approach when it elected to give
noncombustion resources like hydroelectric and conservation a 15 percent advantage. Rules can
also be used to limit the absolute amount of a particular resource that would be accepted in a
portfolio or in a resource bid.
By making the assumption that ine optimal mix of resources is known, the (relatively) positive
aspects of particular resource options are exaggerated without equally considering their (relative)
shortcomings. Such approaches may preclude established forms of energy prematurely, and do not
solve the problem of how to select dissimilar or even similar proposals in a bid. While fairly easy
to implement, it neither avoids or solves the problem of valuation.
POINT SYSTEMS - points are allocated to technologies on the basis of their associated
externalities to reduce external and non-price effects to consistent score. Planners faced with
monetary bids and point scores for each resource option are still faced with the difficult tradeoffs between points and price.
Despite reducing bid factors to points, methodologies must be evaluated to ensure that the nominal
weight awarded to a category does in fact survive methodological processing in its intended form
16
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and that categories do not cancel themselves out in such a way to render the actual weight
meaningless. Kahn et al., has shown that despite the point systems for these externalities, many
decisions basically are made on the basis of price.
SIMPLE RULES OF THUMB - Sebold et al., state that perhaps as a natural reaction to the
complexity of the problem, some individuals have suggested the use of simple rules of thumb for
valuation. For instance, some analysts in California have suggested that air quality impacts be
quantified in terms of a single primary emission, NOB and that a rough reference value of this
emission (say $20,000 per ton) be used for valuation.8
The use of several of these approaches is traced in more detail through the following review of
several actual case approaches for applying social costing methods into utility bidding: 1) The New
York/Orange and Rockland case which uses cost of control; 2) Sebold and Thayer's approach to
the possible use of full costing procedures; and, 3) New England Electric System's approach which
uses a ranking and weighting approach.
1.

Proceedings on Motion of the New York Public Service Commission as to the Guidelines
for Bidding to Meet Future Capacity Needs of Orange and Rockland Utilities (USE OF
COST OF CONTROL TECHNIQUES)

In June 1988, the New York Sta'e Public Service Commission (NYSPSC) requested (in Opinion
88-15) that the state's electric utilities file a Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DGEIS) in
order to assess the potential environmental impact of utility bidding procedures. This utility became
a test bed for methodologies including environmental externalities in utility bidding systems.
Orange and Rockland had originally proposed a 10 percent environmental block for bid evaluation.
However, the State Energy Office, had developed data based on a 200 MW coal-fired plant meeting
New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) for several control cost scenarios. These scenarios
ranged from mixed control to advanced control technologies and indicated that environmental
effects comprised 20-30 percent of avoided costs, and that bid scoring should reserve that amount
for environmental effects. They estimated that air emissions alone were in excess of 8-24 percent
of avoided cost, and recommended reserving 40-80 percent of the environmental block for NOX,
SO,, and CO2 emissions.
The issues then faced by NYSPSC staff included determining the appropriate weight to assign to
environmental effects, and within this environmental block, the most appropriate methods for
apportioning weights among individual environmental factors.
Both NYSPSC and the New York State Energy Office (NYSEO) assumed that new projects would
comply with federal New Source Performance Standards. For most air impacts, abatement costs
for meeting NSPS were thus used as a proxy for the value of environmental damages. Other costs
were developed using estimates from other sources. These costs were used as guidelines to confirm

Sebold et al., also states that:
"Rough rules of thumb tiwi deal with single emissions (e.g., NOx) are extremely narrow, and may really further
distort resource decisions. Generating resources tend to have different 'relative mixes' of emissions. Focusing on
a single emission may minimize some adverse environmental impacts while exacerbating others. The result is far
worse, rather than better than that which could be obtained by ignoring air quality impact altogether."
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the size of the components of the environmental block, modifying what had been a more subjective
ranking and weighting scheme. Their figures are as follows :
Effect

Cost per kWh (Proxy)

Sulphur Oxides
Nitrogen Oxides
Carbon Dioxides
Particulates
Total Air Emissions 0.905
Water Discharges
Land Use Impacts

0.10
0.40

Total cost

1.405 cents/kWh

By assuming that winning bids would come in at no more than the company's avoided cost of 6.42
cents per kWh, environmental externalities were calculated to be about 24 percent of average cost.
This price factor was then reinterpreted into a point factor that could be integrated into Orange
and Rockland's existing point system. The final NYSPSC recommendation was for an
environmental block sized at 24 percent of the price score (not the total score) where the price
score comprised 47 percent of the total score.
The strength of the New York-Orange and Rockland methodology is that it eliminates the problem
of comparing price and point factors by essentially reducing them both to one price factor (even
though they are later reconverted to points). Also, the size of the environmental block that should
be considered in a bidding process is automatically defined by the components of the price factors
themselves, and different resource options can be compared on a consistent basis. Thus, all factors
that can be reduced to price are included in a price block where they may be compared consistently
with price factors of competing resources. Non-price factors (such as dispatchabUity, fuel diversity,
risk, etc.) are considered in a separate block.
However, the major shortcoming is one of subjectivity. The use of abatement costs as a proxy for
environmental costs is wholly dependent on the level of environmental control that is considered
"sufficient," whether it be legislated emission limits or an academic best guess. While such a
methodology could very quickly accommodate a new set of emission requirements, its focus is on
targets rather than actual costing information.
2

A Methodology for Integrating Air Quality Impacts into Energy Resource Planning, Frederick
D. Sebold and Mark A. Thayer of Regional Economic Research, Inc. (San Diego, California)
undertaken for the California Energy Commission. (USE OF FULL COSTING
TECHNIQUES)

This paper by Sebold et al., which was prepared for the California Energy Commission, reviews the
conceptual role of externalities in utility bidding systems and makes recommendations for valuing
air quality impacts and integrating these values in bidding systems.
Seboid et al., believe that a large body of literature already exists on dose-response relations and
that the dollar value of physical impacts can be estimated from this information. They discuss the
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resource approach, contingent valuation, and revealed preference methods, which are all variations
on full costing approaches.9
They recommend the construction of reference values of external costs, e.g., the air quality impacts
per unit, the physical dose-response functions, and the dollar values of key physical responses.
Impacts are measured as the dollar value of a one-unit ton change in each emission in each air
basin. The next step is the integration of reference values into the bidding system:
•

Each technology/resource offered in the auction would be reviewed to determine the level
a set of emissions factors, e.g., level of emissions per kWh of each subject of emission.

•

These values would be multiplied times the reference value (dollar values per ton) for each
emission for the basin in question, to estimate the external costs associated with the
resource per kWh.

•

Then, an assumed capacity factor and resource lifetime would then be used to translate this
value into the implied external cost per kW of capacity.

•

Finally, the external cost per kW would be added to the bid price of the resource in
question.

While assembling the information in useful form would be complex, it results in a practical yet
rigorous methodology that they feel is superior to other methods. Sebold and Thayer make the
very important observation that many environmental effects are site-specific, making it difficult to
evaluate them generically. Moreover, the fact that the economic value of an environmental effect
may vary depending on where it originates also has broad implications. For certain impacts in
some areas - those that have health or material damage implications, or occur in areas where the
dose-response relationship is already high — using a generic cost would underestimate the actual
impact. Other emissions, such as COj, have no localized impacts in the short run, and generic
worldwide costs may be the more effective proxy.
Such an approach would be costly and time-consuming, and would only be fairly applicable if it
were performed consistently over a very large area. Little guidance is suggested regarding the
integration of results into the bidding process; however, since their methods would deliver strict
price results, integration should not be very difficult.
3.

Integrating Environmental Externalities into Resource Planning at New England Electric
(RANKING AND WEIGHTING)

In Massachusetts, the Department of Public Utilities (Document 86-36-F) ordered the state's
electric utilities to consider environmental effects in their resource planning process. During the
summer of 1989, various Massachusetts utilities, regulators, and selected individuals with
environmental concerns met in a collaborative series of meetings to review environmental effects
of power production and attempt to agree on proposed approaches to the problem. The
environmental groups preferred full costing methods, while utilities embraced ranking and weighting
methods.
9
Sebold uses the following definitions: the resource cost approach involves the estimate of values through the use of date on directly
affected markets, e.g., changes in agricultural productivity, etc.; contingent valuation entails the use of survey methods to ascertain
individuals' willingness to pay for the avoidance of an adverse environmental effect; and revealed preference approach refers to the use
of data on related markets to assess economic values which could use the hedonic method in where a commodity like housing, has value
partly determined by locational factors like air quality.
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As previously noted, New England Electric hired Temple, Barker and Sloane, Inc. to develop a
methodology for incorporating these environmental effects into the resource planning process in
the development of NEESPLAN II: 1990.
TBS compared a wide range of qualitative and quantitative approaches and arrived at what they
termed a "hybrid approach." The TBS approach borrows much of the "cost of control" as a proxy
for environmental impacts methodology used in Orange and Rockland, but rather than usiig this,
they generated environmental categorizations and weights through Delphi survey techniques and
from existing data related to regulatory requirements mandating various emissions levels. A limited
number of surveys (11) were completed by environmental professionals at both the primary level
(where respondents weighed individual environmental effects) and the secondary level (where they
assessed the total environmental score).
TBS and NEES determined some ground rules that formed the basis for their methodology as
follows:
•

externalities are best characterized as "issues"; i,e., global wanning or acid rain rather than
specific emissions

•

externalities should be considered from society's, not the utility's, point of view

•

only environmental externalities occurring in the operating stage would be considered
initially

Ten environmental issues were selected from their surveys and included: global warming, acid rain,
land use, solid waste, water use/quality, emissions to air, aesthetics, indoor air quality, fuel issues
and ozone. Each environmental issue set was then broken down into one or more sub-issues. The
relative weighting of issues was determined by compiling information from studies and reports,
Delphi polling of experts, and the use of weights determined in previous methodologies. Its onepage evaluation sheet provides a simple but succinct evaluation of a resource option. (Exhibit 5
presents the worksheet that resulted from the TBS work).
Factors Contributing to Score for Environmental Attribute
The TBS methodology is a highly developed ranking and weighting scheme, and attempts to
integrate a number of approaches to evaluating disparate environmental characteristics in order to
minimize subjectivity. While the methodology purports to borrow some of the strengths of the
Orange and Rockland approach, it does not, however, actually consider impact factors on any kind
of price or cost-related basis, and is consequently much more arbitrary. The methodology depends
on a limited number of expert opinions, and the results are relatively subjective. Available
information on the method does not specify the size of the environmental block, nor how it is
considered in overall bid evaluation.
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ISSUES AND CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
Exhibit 5
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3-2

Different Methods of Accounting for Attributes Affect Outcomes

Ultimately, the selection of a particular methdology to account for social costs may not be as
important as the care taken in defining a final implementation methodology. As demonstrated in
a recent study, the choice of a bidding framework has significant influence over final technology
selection. The report, Evaluation Methods in Competitive Bidding for Electric Power, by Kahn et
al., examined the overall complexity of bidding systems, its nuances and how different methods
could affect ultimate outcomes, e.g., the allocation of points for "non-price factors."10 Kahn
compares and evaluates several bid systems to determine the impact of the methodology chosen on
the technology selections that result.
In a California conference on competitive bidding, a hypothetical auction was held in which five
technologies were competing: gas-fired cogeneration, gas-fired combined cycle, biomass, geothermal,
and small hydro. From the results of that workshop, Kahn found that the approach taken to
scoring and ranking projects can affect the outcome of projects selected. He notes significant
differences in the "nominal" weights assigned to price and other factors compared to real weights,
or the weight that actually influences outcomes.
For example, he found that two systems that placed very diffeient nominal weights on price (50
percent for Orange and Rockland Utilities vs. 70 percent for Niagara Mohawk) effectively ranked
bids in the same order as a price-only system. This indicates that different methods of accounting
for these non-price factors can affect future resource decisions.
Kahn is dissatisfied with current tendencies to allocate environmental blocks within bidding
procedures. However, he found it difficult to effectively articulate environmental impacts in a form
that can be accurately assessed in the competitive bidding process. Despite his difficulties in
resolving these larger issues, Kahn's observations regarding nominal weights are very important.
They warn against including a multitude of complex factors that are effectively cancelled out by the
systems. He advocates critical review of the methods to determine their effect on project selection.
Thus, incorporating social costs into bidding and other resource acquisition processes will be a
major challenge because it will be reconciling social costs within an already large and complex
decision framework. Exhibit 6 describes some of the attributes that are considered in acquiring
generation resources. These attributes, although they are in many cases as hard to value as social
costs, are used to determine the optimal mix of resources for a utility to acquire. They are already
highly interdependent and difficult to balance. Incorporating environmental impacts into the
decision framework will tend to further expand the range of technologies that must be considered
in determining an optima! resource mix. Many of the technologies with the most promising
environmental profiles have operating characteristics, financial structures, etc., that are very
different from the current mix of technologies. Thus, introducing social costs into the decision
framework also implies a reconsideration of the values of other decision criteria, and the balance
between them.

10

Kahn, E.P. et al., Evaluation Methods in Competitive Bidding. Applied Science Division. Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.
University of California. Prepared for the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Number DE-AC03-76SF00098. June 1989.
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Exhibit 6

The Impact of Valuing Social Costs on the
Range and Complexity of Technology Choices
Project
Operational
Characteristics

Capacity and
Energy Price

Environmental
Impacts

Technology
Choices to
Maximize
Ratepayer
Benefits

Start Date
Flexibility

Fuel Price
Diversity

4.0

UTILITY AND REGULATORY PERSPECTIVES ON SOCIAL COSTS

4.1

The Utility Challenge

From the utility business perspective, resource decisions based on social costs must be evaluated
in terms of their real contribution and impacts in a world where many other externalities are
consistently ignored. A business that invests in pollution control equipment of its own volition (and
is thus required to raise its rates) would not be as competitive as others that do not take social
costs into account, making it difficult to continue to represent those costs. If this resulted in any
loss of market share, competitors would assume that share, eventually bringing output and
externalities back up to previous levels.
The assumptions made in evaluating social costs may lead to the reduction of certain social costs,
but this reduction could be translated into other negative costs or effects. For instance,
methodologies that give overly generous credit to environmentally benign technologies may result
in a resource mix that is environmentally cleaner but less reliable. Thus, paying increased attention
to one set of social costs increases the need to accurately assess non-price factors such as reliability,
dispatchability, curtailability, and diversity. These factors ultimately affect not only the utility but
the ratepayer and society as well.
In contrast to these possibilities, a utility that exercised early implementation of social cost
considerations might be viewed as progressive and better able to minimize the costs of meeting
pollution abatement requirements at a later date. If creating such a public perception enabled the
utility to gain a stock-price premium and thus reduce its borrowing costs, any competitive
disadvantage to social costing might be offset. Likewise, if the use of social cost information results
in a utility gaining experience with new generating technologies, that experience could lead to new
business opportunities.
In considering social costs, practicality and accuracy are of paramount importance. No
methodology is useful if it is so complex that it obscures the realities behind decisions. Likewise,
something that depends only on subjective or relative factors fails to effectively deal with the
economic nature of social costs. The goal is to narrow methodology choices down to the most
relevant factors that can be cogently represented in a selection methodology. In achieving that goal,
utilities are faced with several questions :
•

What kinds of resources — financial or otherwise - are needed to accomplish the
task of social costing?

•

Can the information be translated into price or cost, and can that information in
turn be effectively applied within the bidding planning process and/or environment?

•

Does the use of this information create other effects that are reflected In
profitability, competitiveness, market share, or other risks?

•

Are requirements set by regulators consistent and capable of implementation?

Questions of utility responsibility for social costs, and their ability to effectively address them, must
be answered before social costs can be reduced through utility planning.
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:_2

The Regulatory Challenge

From the regulatory perspective, the definition of the selection of the characteristics used to define
social costs raises significant questions as well. The CEC has stated that their criteria are to:
minimize total system economic costs (production and capital costs, reliability, and operations),
account for uncertainty, preserve environmental quality, maintain a sound economy, conserve
resources, and protect public health and safety." While the items on this menu are not mutually
exclusive, maximizing all of them at the same time is an enormous challenge.
While contexts for reducing social costs need to be created, definitions set by a utility may be
overridden by regulatory bodies, whose decisions may in turn be overridden by national or global
political requirements. Whether social costs are considered on a regional, state, national, or global
scale will have very different results. Considering only the social costs that occur within a utility's
service area fails to account for any localized impacts resulting from power imported from
generation sources located outside the service territory, and likewise ignores the effects of emission
exports. A state such as California, which receives relatively fewer pollutants from other sources,
does not have as great a need to count imported external costs. Other areas, such as Eastern
Canada or New England, which are suffering from acid rain largely produced in the Midwest, are
already attempting to mobilize political resources to ensure that exporting impacts carries some
prohibition or penalty.
States producing or burning large quantities of coal could resist efforts to ameliorate large CO2
discharges by defining new bidding methodologies to give minimal consideration of the potential
damage due to CO2 emissions. States that produce or use little coal - such as California — might
not be adversely affected if CO2 emissions receive a heavy weighing in mandated national
standards. However, if such standards are implemented solely within California, the implications
for regional inter-competitiveness are enormous. Again, larg« energy consumers may simply resort
to self-generated electricity via inexpensive, yet environmentally harmful, technologies.
Thus, one possible outcome is that efforts to account for social costs are circumvented, and the
intended reduction in emissions is thwarted. The other result could be the loss of business
opportunity and income, accompanied by a transfer — rather than reduction — of emissions to
another region. Regulatory attempts to account for social costs must carefully define boundaries,
or run the risk of unintended effects. For example, in order to meet their sulphur emission targets,
Ontario Hydro has agreed to purchase power from Illinois Power, which burns high-sulphur coal.
Ironically, these emissions tend to find their way towards Canada, which has more severe acid rain
problems than Illinois. Ontario has met the required target, but not the intent of the acid rain
legislation. In this case, inadequate definition of the necessary boundaries has resulted in a
situation where externalities were increased rather than being reduced.
Similarly, attempts to reduce emissions can result in disincentives to demand-side management
(DSM) if they are described in terms of emission rate limits rather than emission caps or ceilings.
Under an emission ceiling, lower emissions resulting from DSM can reduce social costs as much
as scrubbers or fuel switching. Yet, DSM lessens total emissions by reducing the number of hours
that existing plants operate, and does not change the rate emission from that plant during
operation. Thus, emission ceilings rather than rate requirements are more likely to result in the
intended outcome. Such boundary issues - regarding source, effect, and jurisdiction — are likely

DeAngelis, Michael and Rashkin, Samuel. The Social Benefits and Costs of Electricity Generation and End-Use Technologies.
California Energy Commission 1939.
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to become more important over time as issues are politicized and as mitigation attempts are
pursued on a piecemeal, rather than comprehensive basis.
Additional issues for regulators is the concern that can the "right" values be developed as the
current process evolves. For example, New York is recommending 40-80 percent of the
environmental block be used for air emissions. Wisconsin has a 15 percent credit for
noncombustion sources granted by Wisconsin. Yet a utility that diverts streamflows in a pristine
area (such as the proposed Hydro-Quebec James Bay hydroelectric project) may be worse in social
terms than generating some amount of NO,. To the extent that other external costs are embodied
in resource options, the sole consideration of air quality impacts to the exclusion of other
externalities may worsen, rather than improve, the planning process. Such problems may not be
the "fault" of either utilities or regulators, but is a reflection of an incomplete process.
To the extent that the right values are developed, will they actually affect the outcome? Data used
in the process may not be well correlated with final results. For instance, as Kahn et al. has shown,
different methods of accounting for attributes affect technology outcomes. Or the process may
simply select factors that are currently represented in the bidding process and bypass others that
do the same damage. For example, if utilities incorporate values for CO2 and these values result
in higher electricity to customers, these higher rates may cause large customers to switch to selfgeneration fired by the cheapest fuel (probably gas) or might lead customers to locate their new
facilities in another state which produces electricity without CO2 guidelines. Thus, economic
changes could be created without necessarily accomplishing the desired reduction in CO2.
43

Resolving the Utility/Regulatory Challenge on the Valuation and Implementation of Social
Costs

Valuing the externalities associated with energy production will require the resolution of larger
institutional issues which will affect parameters used in social cost methodologies such as:
geographical, political, perceptual, and definitional. In this discussion, these institutional
considerations have been consolidated into three categories:
•

the perception of cost that prevails: shareholders, utility consumers, or other
stakeholders;

•

the choice of a methodology may depend on the capability of the individual utilities
and/or regulatory bodies to effectively implement research on external costs; and

•

the existence and strength of a mandate will largely dictate which methodologies are
implemented.

In addition, there are difficult equity and countercompetitiveness issues raised by applying social
costs to only one sector in isolation. For any social cost effort to succeed, these issues must be
addressed, and to some degree reconciled with each other. These three intrinsic institutional
issues exist independently of the methodological and implementation concerns raised in this report.
Without achieving a dynamic balance between these issues, efforts to account for social costs will
likely lead to an impasse. These are depicted in Exhibit 7 and are more fully discussed below.
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Exhibit 7

Three Intrinsic Institutional Issues

7V>

O

Political
Mandate

Capability/
Capacity

1)

Total Cost

The question of how to value economic welfare is a matter of whose opinion on defining and
valuing social costs prevails; for example, shareholders, utility customers, auto manufacturers,
drivers, Californians, or Americans. Although economists have devised constructs for valuing social
costs, the underlying assumption that an economic value can be placed on life or on nature is not
acceptable to many people who view these as moral issues beyond the purview of economics. Thus,
even when impacts are known, an element of subjectivity remains in valuation.
Total costs include the value of social costs in addition to private costs (those costs internalized in
the current market). The definition and valuation of social costs (i.e., what cost should be
measured and how should they be valued) is a function of the factors that determine an individual's
welfare. The factors that determine welfare may include: health, property values, labor, aesthetics,
wildlife, tourism, etc. The number of factors and combinations of factors that determine welfare
are as varied as there are individuals. This makes the analysis difficult from a consistency point
of view since analysts who have attempted to value social costs do not have a consistent set of
factors or methods for combining and estimating social costs. This is one of the most complex and
vexing factors in valuing social costs because social cost estimating is influenced by law, economic
theory, and by public perceptions of equity. With heightened public awareness of the social costs
of energy production, this problem of valuation has complicated the regulatory environment because
the public interest welfare function is now being considered.
Also, social cost valuation methodologies are disputed by critics who point out that there simply
isn't a known, direct, quantifiable cause and effect relationship between, for instance, emissions and
human health. The argument is simply that there is not enough scientific certainty about causes
and effects to determine the social costs of incremental changes in energy production and
emissions, and incorporating invalid estimates of the social costs would distort the market as much
or more than ignoring social costs. Often, the best that can be done in valuing the social cost
component of total cost is to explicitly state the factors and methods to estimate social costs and
proceed from that point.
The issue of changing social cost values as a function of perspective also applies to the larger
question of how broadly social costs should be considered. For instance, if it is more cost-effective
to reduce pollution from the transportation sector, shouldn't that be part of a social costing
methodology for emissions that attempt to adopt a societal perspective? NO, emitted from the
tailpipe of a car is as potentially damaging as NO, emitted from a utility boiler. While this
approach of comparing damage costs and control costs is sensible and is well-covered in academic
economic literature12, it is not explicitly addressed in the methodologies reviewed. Generally, social
costs were only considered within the utility sector and were not carefully compared with emissions
from other sectors to determine the least-cost means of reducing social costs.
A change in energy costs due to the inclusion of social costs, or the use of more expensive energy
technologies to mitigate social costs, will impact the market for energy by changing its price. In
turn, price impacts demand and supply, and thus the general equilibrium of the energy market. The
distribution of wealth, income, productive resources, etc., will readjust to any new equilibrium,
sometimes in unforeseen ways. The broader market implications of methodologies for determining
social costs must be considered.

Mansfield, Edwin. Microeconomics: Theory and Applications. Fourth Edition. W.W. Norton and Company, Inc. Toronto
Canada: 1982.
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2)

Mandate

The existence and strength of a mandate will largely dictate which methodologies are implemented.
Any reasonable mandate must take into account the full ramifications of the requirements it sets,
the jurisdictional authority that backs it up, and its political and methodological sustainability.
Some analysts believe that a national least-cost energy plan and process is necessary. It could be
modeled after the Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning Act under which Bonneville operates.
If state least-cost planning processes are expanded to assure that energy resources having the lowest
social costs are the first to be developed, then legislative bodies may require utilities to perform full
costing along the lines of that conducted in the Pacific Northwest.
The outcome of this situation depends on regulators both at the federal level (Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission) and the state level and their commitment to include environmental costs
in energy prices.
It is not clear whether it is the responsibility of utilities to act, or if state regulators should act
before federal regulators such as EPA, FERC, etc. Utilities may realize some benefit or loss from
early action in the form of recognition and preparedness, possibly increasing the shareholder's stock
value. However, the site-specific nature of many externalities (and, for example, the concurrent
growth in stature of air quality management districts) means that new mandates taking
unprecedented forms may arise from new sources. One example is the growth in the power and
proposals of individual air quality management districts. The South Coast Air Quality Management
District's plan to clean up the air in the Los Angeles area has major implications for California's
electricity supply.
Despite these implications for the electricity business, state agencies with primary responsibility for
electric resource planning, the CEC and CPUC, played no official role in developing the SCAQMD.
This process may need to be changed so that energy and environmental issues are addressed
concurrently.
3)

Capability

Finally, the choice of a particular methodology may depend on the ability of the individual utilities
and/or regulatory bodies to effectively implement it. As we have pointed out, accounting for
externalities can be a confusing, complex, and costly task. The decision to implement a
methodology that entails major effort and expense has to be tempered by the realization that the
individual utility will not be able to implement the results on its own. An individual utility may also
lack the necessary perspective or the resources to conduct an analysis at the appropriate level for
implementation.
For example, the social costs of one utility's power generation are only a small subset of all the
external costs of energy use in its state, which, in turn, accounts for oiily a fraction of the U.S.
energy/environmental situation. Actions by governmental bodies at the international, national, and
state levels could quickly render efforts by that utility moot.
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5.0

CONCLUSIONS

The paper concludes the following:
1.
Further regulatory direction may be required before utilities can decide on the choice of
a methodology and its implementation or whether utilities should even become involved in social
cost analysis. Ultimately, valuing the externalities associated with energy production will require
the resolution of much larger conceptual issues. These include societal definitions of the total cost
of electric power, the capability of individual utilities to conduct research into external costs to
society, and the existence and strength of regulatory mandates that will largely dictate which
methodologies are implemented.
2.
Despite these regulatory uncertainties, utilities may need to determine what they want to
provide in terms of accounting for externalities, or run the risk of having it determined for them.
As pointed out in this study, social costs associated with power generation can be substantial and
thus these costs should be reflected in order to allow optimal resource decisionmaking. Because
the only change that is constant in the utility industry is for environmental regulations to become
more stringent, it may be less costly in the long-run to account for these costs now.
3.
Based on our analysis and the strengths and weaknesses of the various methodologies, and
the current uncertainties with regard to any mandate being required for utilities to perform social
cost analysis, we make the following observations and recommendations:
Each of the four methodologies reviewed can provide a good approach to accounting for social
costs. The selection of each has tradeoffs in the degree of relative accuracy of the cost and
complexity of the method. It was found that the last 3 categories of approaches are especially
useful. The first category is basically a data collection phase, while the latter categories build on
this information and provide a useful analytical framework for decisionmaking.
With lack of guidance and current lack of consensus on regulatory issues, utilities may not want to
become involved in extensive data collection, since full costing techniques are expensive. In
addition, it may also be difficult to pursue full costing approaches in the near term.
We advocate a hybrid ranking and weighting approach that makes the most of the information that
exists by blending data, structured analysis, and informed human judgement. If properly structured,
it can make the most of the information that does exist, while at the same time acknowledging the
limitations of our current understanding of social costs. It also has the benefit of furthering expert
consensus on the subject, which can influence the public and decisionmakers who are ultimately
responsible for the mandate for action.
4. Utilities and regulators need to be able to see "the forest from the trees" to accomplish concrete
results, e.g., the development of social costs in isolation doesn't guarantee it will have an impact.
As Kahn et al. point out, lengthy and expensive efforts to factor externalities into resource selection
might be inadvertently structured out of the bidding process, and not have an impact. There is a
need to determine how different methods of accounting for externalities in bidding systems could
affect future resource choices. Once an approach to valuing social costs is implemented, it is
important to see if the results imply significant changes, or if they will have relatively little impact
on resource acquisition decisions.
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5. Externalities should be examined in an wholly integrated fashion to pursue imaginative,
intersectoral solutions. A narrow definition of social costs as solely utility-related may overlook
significant intersectoral solutions. In California, the South Coast Air Quality Management District's
(SCAQMD) plan to combat urban smog in the Los Angeles area in part by phasing out gasoline
and revamping the region's transportation system. This has major implications for the state's
electricity business. Because the air quality plan proposes extensive use of electric vehicles and
other electro-technologies, it could significantly increase the demand for electricity. Since its
success partially depends on the achievement of fundamental technological breakthroughs, the plan
may require a new emphasis on electric vehicle research, development and demonstration. Thus,
utilities may be able to provide part of the environmental solution by playing a role in the
substantial mitigation of many current environmental problems of industrial societies through the
continued development and application of electro-technologies.13

13

A recent Edison Electric Institute (EEI) study highlighted the potential for reducing emissions of CO2 through substituting
electro-technologies for technologies currently using fossil fuels at the point of end-use in the industrial and transportation sectors. The
study gives numerous examples of how short-wave electric infrared paint curing and new electric processes in glass production and others
often improve production processes as well as reduce emissions. The EEI study concluded that 17 percent of the U.S. industrial sector's
total annual CO, emissions and about 8 percent of the transportation sector total COj emissions could be reduced through such
substitutions. While such substitutions increase the overall demand for electricity, the net effect on the environment would still be a
, emissions.
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Recent international geo-political events and domestic energy-related environmental
accidents, as well as continuing attention to the potential for climate change and
stratospheric ozone depletion, have all served to renew and heighten concern regarding
energy's pervasive effect on the environment. Energy production, transportation, and
use have significant adverse impacts on air, water, land use, and larger global
environmental systems. Energy production and consumption are responsible for the
bulk of air pollutants that comprise or cause urban air pollution, acidic deposition, and
air toxins. Energy-related sources are responsible for nearly 60% of anthropogenic
sources of greenhouse gas emissions in the U.S.
The rising awareness of the ubiquity and persistence of an industrial society's
environmental impacts challenges policy makers to find alternative effective and
efficient ways to mitigate adverse environmental effects. Traditional technology-forcing
command-and-contro! regulatory approaches, although providing for the incorporation
of some negative externalities into production and consumption decision-making, offer
limited further potential to reduce emissions from specific sources and do little to halt
the proliferation of pollution sources. Moreover, technology-forcing solutions often
create perverse incentives that do not prevent pollution, rather a pollutant is simply
transferred from one medium to another — e.g., in the case of power plant emissions,
the pollutant is removed from the air and is transferred to a landfill repository in the
form of scrubber ash. Greenhouse gas scrubbing is likely to be prohibitively expensive.
As a result of the limitations of traditional environmental regulations, environmental
policy makers will increasingly need to examine alternatives that help ensure that
energy is produced and consumed efficiently — i.e., all social costs are incorporated into
production and consumption decisions - so as to minimize adverse environmental
impacts. Market-based strategies that create economic incentives to reduce adverse
environmental impacts can help provide society the flexibility to maximize its diverse
goals. Creative organizational, as well as technological, solutions can be applied. In
addition, a credible and efficient long-term mitigation strategy will promote the
economically efficient goals of sustainability, waste minimization, and recycling.
Specific market-based strategies include emissions fees, tradeable emissions rights,
alternative utility rate structures, targeted economic subsidies when price signals are
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inadequate, regulatory reform, informational and moral suasion programs, and
improved government procurement policies. Other strategies to consider include
broadened utility planning process that include alternative environmental/economic
perspectives, utility plant and end-use efficiency and emission standards, and basic
research, technology transfer, and full-scale demonstration programs.
Since most utility regulation and many other important energy and environmental
decisions and actions occur at the state level, an appropriate federal role, especially for
an agency such as the EPA, is to develop working partnerships with regional, state, and
local policy makers and program administrators. EPA and other federal agencies can
serve as conduits of information and expertise and collaborate with state and local
decision makers as they grapple with important environmental problems and craft
mitigation strategies.
Specific areas for further collaboration include:
Quantification of the externalities of energy production,
transportation, and consumption; i.e., quantification on a full
fuel-cycle basis.
Technical assistance in assessing supply curves for energy
efficient end-use capital equipment, i.e., "conservation supply
curves." Analysis could include a market assessment (as
distinct from an assessment of technical potential) covering
topics such as consumers' decision making process, product
positioning, marketing techniques, etc.
Analysis of the benefits of alternative customer rate designs,
i.e., marginal cost pricing or time-of-day/time-of-year pricing.
Analysis of the benefits of alternative energy-sector industrial
organizations; i.e., analysis of deregulation of the electricity
generation sector, analysis of increased horizontal or vertical
integration (redefinition of traditional energy services
markets), and analysis of barriers to entry in demand-side
services.
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State regulators and utility officials are paying
increasing attention to the issues of externalities
associated with new electricity resources. A
growing number of states are requiring utilities to
factor externalities, particularly residual
environmental damages, into their decisionmaking processes for new resources. The
assessment of such externalities, whether on a
qualitative or quantitative basis, requires
regulators and utilities to acquire and analyze a
wide range of data and information. Resource
developers, whether they are utilities or entities
selling power to utilities, also will have to collect
and provide data through processes specified by
utilities or regulators. These requirements will
undoubtedly impose new burdens on all parties
involved in the development of electricity
resources.
While the assessment of externalities, or
residual impacts, will place new demands on
regulators, utilities, and developers, existing
processes already require certain data and
information that may fulfill some of the data
needs for externality valuation. This paper
examines existing siting, permitting, and other
processes and highlights similarities and
differences between their data requirements and
the data required to value environmental
externalities. It specifically considers existing
requirements for siting new electricity resources in
Oregon and compares them with the information
and data needed to value externalities for such
resources. This paper also presents several
observations about how states can take advantage
of data acquired through processes already in
place as they move into an era when externalities
are considered in utility decision-making. It
presents other observations or. the similarities and
differences between the data requirements under
existing processes and those for valuing
externalities. This paper also briefly discusses the
special case of cumulative impacts. And it

presents recommendations on what steps to take
in future efforts to value externalities.
VALUATION OF EXTERNALITIES-STATUS
AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
Externalities are those impacts of one activity
on other activities that are not priced in the
marketplace. According to Baumol and Oates
(1975) an externality is said to exist when two
conditions hold: 1) the utility or operations of
one economic agent, A, include nonmonetary
variables whose values are chosen by another
economic agent, B, without regard to the effects
on A and 2) B does not pay A compensation
equal to the incremental costs inflicted on A.
By definition, the persons or firms bearing the
costs associated with an externality absorb them
without compensation. The costs are the result of
impacts that can include fairly tangible damages,
such as increased health care or depressed
property values, and less tangible effects, such as
reduced attractiveness of a scenic vista. Many of
the latter type of impacts fall into the category of
non-market values since they include effects on
resources and goods that are typically not bought
and sold in markets.
Electricity generation involves a wide range of
potential and actual environmental impacts.
Legislative, permitting, and regulatory
requirements directly or indirectly control certain
environmental impacts, implicitly causing them to
become internalized in the cost of electricity
generation. Electricity generation, however, often
produces residual environmental impacts that
meet the definition of an externality.
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Importance of Externalities to Utilities and
Regulators
Ottinger (1990) suggests two reasons why
utility regulators should require and will
increasingly require consideration of
environmental externalities in utility resource
planning. First, utility service has historically been
regarded as imbued with the public interest.
Utility commissions oversee the fulfillment of that
obligation. Second, the future is likely to hold
more stringent legislative and regulatory
environmental controls. Since such controls may
apply to existing resources, it would be imprudent
to permit utilities to make investments now that
would be subject later to substantial and costly
retrofits to meet future, more stringent
requirements. While regulators and utility policy
makers have many options for incorporating
environmental externalities in the planning and
ratemaking processes, the fundamental question
they face is what is the correct value to assign to
the uncompensated damages resulting from the
externalities.
Externality valuation has the objective of
determining the total economic cost of the
damages imposed on society by a specific activity.
In the case of powerplants, as in many situations,
this can be a difficult task for a number of
reasons. First, probably not all the damages can
even be identified. Second, interactions occur
among the pollutants and other kinds of primary
environmental disruptions caused by a powerplant.
For example, air pollutants from a single
powerplant interact with one another and may
affect the final damages caused. Third, it is
unlikely that specific individuals can be identified
who will be damaged by the plant and unlikely
that the extent of their damages can be predicted
accurately. This issue leads to considerations of
risks and probabilities, rather than deterministic
predictions of the actual damages that will occur.
Fourth, environmental externalities should not be
considered only during the electricity generation
process, but during all stages of what has been
termed the "fuel cycle," or all steps leading up to,
during, and after electricity generation from a
plant throughout its life cycle (Callaway and
Currie 1989). In actual practice, approaches have
been simplified for valuing externalities in the face
of such imposing difficulties.

Valuation Approaches
Buchanan (1990) identifies three general
approaches for valuing externalities. One
approach is the complete listing and quantification
of economic costs associated with each type of
damage caused by the residual environmental
effects. This is typically the most difficult and
complex approach. The second approach is
determining the cost to mitigate each residual
effect. And the third approach is determining the
costs of placing controls on the source that would
prevent residual impacts. This approach is usually
the least difficult and complex.
Using the third approach, quantifying control
costs, reflects the assumption that the marginal
costs society has elected to impose through
emission (and other environmental disruption)
regulations equal the marginal benefits that
society receives from avoiding environmental
damages. If pollution control regulations were
driven strictly by economic optimization criteria,
then the marginal cost of the required controls
would equal the marginal benefits of reducing
emissions by one additional unit. Under these
conditions, the marginal value of the residual
damages associated with an externality would be
simply the marginal control cost. There are,
however, many obvious and not so obvious
reasons why this approach is unlikely to give an
accurate estimate for the value of residual
damages.2 Nevertheless, for practical reasons this
approach has been used in almost all cases by
states that have attempted to value externalities so
far.
Experiences of Key States
Three states have taken the lead in specifying
numerical values to be used by utilities in valuing
environmental externalities: New York,
Wisconsin, and Vermont (Foley and Lee 1990).
Wisconsin and Vermont use a simple adder to
account for the differences in externalities
produced by different resources, such as
combustion and non-combustion (demand-side
management) resources.
Other states have taken various steps to
address powerplant externalities. Without
prescribing exactly how to proceed, Oregon has
ordered utilities to consider external costs when
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they are evaluating the cost-effectiveness of
alternative resources. Although California has no
mechanism in place yet for utilities to follow, the
state has conducted the most comprehensive
analysis of the issues surrounding the valuation of
externalities.
In addition to state activities, the Bonneville
Power Administration (Bonneville) has made
significant progress in addressing externalities.
Seminal studies sponsored by Bonneville have
attempted to quantify the damages associated with
environmental impacts (for example, ECO 1986).
In a resource acquisition planned for fall 1990,
Bonneville will include the costs associated with
environmental externalities (BPA 1990) in
accordance with the guidelines provided by the
Northwest Power Planning Council (NWPPC
1986).

o No approach has looked at the entire fuel
cycle. This gap may be critical for some
resources.
o In state approaches, the effects of geographic
location on impacts are accounted for only on
a limited basts, if at all.
o Little recognition is given to the fact that
marginal and average impacts differ and both
values are subject to change over time.
o Cumulative effects have not been explicitly
incorporated.
Comprehensive valuation of environmental
externalities would improve upon existing
valuation processes by filling these four gaps.
Externality Valuation Information Needs

Of all the states, New York, through its Public
Service Commission (NYPSC), has gone the
farthest in prescribing a quantification approach
and the parameters that will be used.
Massachusetts has developed a similar approach,
but there the utilities have taken the lead in
making it operational. The approaches used in
both states rely on a point system that assigns
scores to various environmental externalities. In
New York, air, water, and land impacts are
included. The NYPSC has identified several
attributes of each type of impact that are to be
assigned points depending on the magnitude or
qualitative measure of their severity. Weights are
assigned to each attribute based on 1) the relative
cost of controlling or mitigating each attribute or
2) the damages attributable to the residual
impacts. The weights are multiplied by the points
for each attribute, and the resultant scores are
summed for each proposed resource. For air
emissions, the NYPSC derives appropriate weights
based on pollution control costs estimated for coal
plants.

The second step involves the linkage between
the primary disruption and affected systems. In
the case of air emissions, this step may include
dispersion of the plume from a powerplant and
the chemical reactions in that plume that convert
initial pollutants or precursors into the pollutants
that affect humans, animals, materials, production
processes, etc.

Though many states have started to address
externalities in utility resource planning and
acquisition, approaches so far have been quite
simplified. As a result, many deficiencies, such as
those listed below, remain in the current
approaches:

The third step is the actual effect of the
environmental disruption on affected systems and
their responses. Such effects and responses
include physical damage to materials and
organisms, health damages, changes in market
prices, and changes in behavior.

The purpose of powerplant environmental
externality valuation is to place an economic value
on the damages that a powerplant will cause, after
all required control and mitigation measures have
been implemented. Valuing the resulting
externalities requires analyzing several steps in a
complex process. This process typically consists of
four steps.
The first step is the primary disruption to the
environment. This step includes the release of air
pollutants, discharge of water pollutants,
disruption of a scenic vista, and so on.

The final step is the translation of the effects
into quantified economic costs.

Each of the four steps requires analysis and
quantification. Models have been developed for
several externalities to characterize these steps
and quantify their effects. In all cases, data,
information, and models used should be specific
to the powerplant and location being considered.
For all resources, information should be
obtained on land use, fish and wildlife, water
quality, air quality, and solid and hazardous waste
impacts. Primary impacts (such as pollutant
emissions) need to be determined for each
resource, in each of these impact areas, as the
first step in quantifying the economic costs of
resultant externalities.
Additional information and data may be
required for specific resource types. For example,
municipal solid waste plants might produce certain
air pollutants that would not be produced by other
powerplants.
In addition, it may be important to obtain
information on additional stages in the fuel cycle
for specific powerplants. For example, potential
impacts during decommissioning of a nuclear
powerplant may be significant; whereas, they
might be negligible during decommissioning of
many other powerplants.
Using Information from Other Siting/Permitting
Processes
New powerplants are subject to numerous
approvals prior to construction and operation.
Table 1 shows the variation in permit
requirements for 12 types and sizes of new
powerplants in Oregon. The requirements range
from three possible or probable permits for a 10NIW photovoltaic plant to 14 permits for a 50NfW geothermal plant.
Existing permitting and other processes can be
useful sources Gf information for valuing
externalities. The remainder of this paper looks
in more detail at what the permitting
requirements are in a single state, with the intent
of identifying potential sources of information for
externality assessments and gaps in those sources.
Recognizing potential overlaps and gaps in the
data required by different processes is the first
step in developing a coordinated approach that

can minimize the burden on resource developers,
utilities, and regulators alike.
EXISTING PERMITTING AND SITING
REQUIREMENTS IN OREGON

We use Oregon as an example to illustrate the
kinds of information typically required by existing
permitting and siting processes. Requirements
will vary by state, however, so other states need to
be studied on a case-by-case basis. The
information presented here is limited to
requirements at the powerplant site; therefore,
information en other parts of the fuel cycle is not
presented.3 Impacts from nongenerating stages in
the fuel cycle tend to be more generic, anyway,
and often do not require site-specific assessments.
The following discussion is based on
Hendrickson et al. (1990) and sources discussing
specific regulations and requirements. It focuses
on general environmental and siting requirements
first; then discusses land, air, and water
requirements; and finally, discusses requirements
that are powerplant-specific.
The Council and Bonneville
Oregon and other states in the Pacific
Northwest are greatly influenced by the activities
of the Northwest Power Planning Council
(Council). The Council was established by the
Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and
Conservation Act (Regional Act) to "set forth a
general scheme for implementing conservation
measures and developing resources . . . with due
consideration by the Council for (A)
environmental quality . . . [and] (C) protection,
mitigation, and enhancement of fish and wildlife
and related spawning grounds and habitat
The Council's policies are directed primarily at
Bonneville, the region's federal power-marketing
agency. Bonneville, which supplies 48 percent of
the region's power (Bain 1989, p. 69), has a major
influence on the entire electricity-generating
system in the Pacific Northwest.
As noted earlier, Bonneville will conduct a
competitive acquisition for new generation
resources in the fall of 1990 (BPA 1990). Given
Bonneville's federal status, this acquisition will
trigger the environmental review requirements of
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NEPA, the National Environmental Policy Act
(see following discussion). A wide range of
environmental data and information will have to
be obtained on proposed generation resources
under the NEPA requirements. In addition, the
Council has spelled out a 10-step process that the
Bonneville Administrator is to use to quantify all
environmental externalities directly attributable to
a resource (NWPPC 19S6).
The details of the methods and data Bonneville will use to assess externalities are not
available at this time. Clearly, however, resources
developed in Oregon under this acquisition will
have to meet both the NEPA data requirements
and the requirements of Bonneville's externality
assessment process.
NEPA
NEPA is the basic national charter for
protecting the environment. Its requirements are
directed specifically at federal agencies, but its
implementation has led to requirements likely to
affect new powerplants in every state. NEPA
requires federal agencies to prepare an
environmental impact statement (EIS) for major
federal actions significantly affecting the quality of
the environment. An EIS is not a permit, but can
be the major process to reveal and address
potential environmental impacts. An EIS is a
detailed report comparing environmental impacts
of alternative options for achieving specific
purposes and needs. The need for an EIS can be
triggered through actions related to siting a
powerplant, such as issuance of a federal license
or permit, transfer of federal lands, or federal
financing.
Though many states do, Oregon does not have
a state environmental policy act to implement
NEPA. In Oregon, NEPA is applied only when
federal agencies or funding are involved, which is
often true of large-scale hydroelectric plants and
generators, such as geothennal plants, that are
located on federal land.
Perhaps the most important step in the NEPA
process is choosing which environmental impacts
to focus on. All powerplants are likely to result in
some environmental effects. The nature and
magnitude of these effects is very much dependent
on specific project features, such as the fuels and

technologies employed and the location of the
project. NEPA stipulates that all significant
environmental effects must be assessed. NEPA
states that significance requires consideration of
both the context and the intensity of an impaa (40
CFR 1508.27). Intensity refers to the severity of
the impact. Context means the setting in which
the impact occurs.
In judging which impacts are significant and
clearly insignificant, decision-makers must
consider a number of factors when assessing the
intensity of an impact within its unique context.
Uncertainty of intensity or context is usually
resolved by assuming a reasonably foreseeable
extreme (Alton, Dowty and Schmidt 1989). A
great deal of scientific uncertainty or substantial
controversy about an impact tends to bring about
a conclusion of significance. Other factors that
should be considered include potential effects on
human health; possible effects on unique
geographical features, such as nearby cultural or
historic resources, parklands, prime farmlands,
wetlands, or wild and scenic rivers; whether
seemingly insignificant individual actions result in
a significant impact when taken cumulatively; and
potential adverse effects to endangered or
threatened species.
Thus, NEPA assessments are comprehensive
in their treatment of environmental effects.
However, specific information needs are
dependent on site and plant characteristics.
NEPA requires the information to complete an
assessment to be the best available. If
information that is essential to making a reasoned
decision is not available, but the costs of obtaining
it are not exorbitant, federal agencies are to
include the information when preparing an EIS
(40 CFR 1502.22).
Another key NEPA provision is the
requirement to include cumulative impacts in
environmental impact assessments. NEPA
regulations define cumulative impacts as those
that result from the incremental impact of an
action when added to impacts of other past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions
(40 CFR 1508.7).
The regulations go on to state that
"Cumulative impacts can result from individually
minor but collectively significant actions taking
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place over time.* When evaluating proposed
energy projects, analyses of cumulative impacts
may require three perspectives:
o The inclusion of all present and potential
emitters or polluters in relation to a particular
resource (e.g., new powerplant).
o The inclusion of all portions of the fuel cycle
related to the generating plant, rather than the
generating portion only.
o The interactive impacts between a new
powerplant and the existing power generation
system. For example, in the Pacific Northwest,
the development of new thermal plants is likely
to affect the operations of the Columbia River
hydro system; thus, Bonneville's EISs include
analyses of system-wide impacts.
An EIS may be structured to include an
analysis of the value of environmental
externalities. NEPA does not specifically address
externalities, but EISs are currently being
prepared that incorporate these values. NEPA
states that if a cost-benefit analysis is relevant to
choosing among environmentally different
alternatives, such an analysis shall be incorporated
by reference or appended to the document (40
CFR 1502.23). When such an analysis is
prepared, the EIS must contain a discussion of the
relationship between the analysis and any analyses
of unqualified impacts, values, and amenities.
However, comparisons of varying alternatives
within an EIS need not be displayed in a
monetary cost-benefit analysis and should not be
when there are important qualitative
considerations (40 CFR 1502.23).
Powerplant Siting Laws
Many of Oregon's environmental impacts data
requirements are imposed through the general
siting process. In Oregon, the need for a
powerplant site certificate is triggered when a
powerplant with a generating capacity greater than
25-MW or solar collecting facilities covering more
than 100 acres of land are going to be
constructed. For cogeneration plants fired by
agricultural or wood waste, a certificate is
required if the plant has a capacity of 50-MW or
more. The certificate is issued by the Oregon
Energy Facility Siting Council (EFSC). The

EFSC implements a one-stop siting process for
energy facilities. Through this process, a wide
range of issues is addressed including public
health and safety, water rights socio-economic
impacts, environmental impacts, historic and
cultural resource impacts, and others. In
accordance with the one-stop requirement, all
other state and local agencies must issue the
appropriate permits, licenses, and approvals once
the EFSC bis issued its site certificate (Bain 1989,
p. 79).
Chapter 345 of the Oregon Administrative
Rules (OAR) presents the rules followed by the
EFSC. OAR 345 Division 40 provides guidance
to powerplant developers by specifying areas of
the state that are "suitable," "less suitable," and
"unsuitable" for powerplant siting. Areas are
categorized both according to whether they meet
certain criteria and are in specific regions of the
state. These specifications, along with EFSC's
one-stop siting mission, alleviate some of the
potential burdens on developers.
For large powerplants (more than 200-MW),
except combustion turbine and geothennal plants,
proposers must file a Notice of Intent (NOI) at
least 12 months before making a siting application
(OAR Ch. 345, Div. 20). The NOI includes plant
location, land area, status of decisions regarding
filing for the site certificate and construction
permits, plans for a study of environmental
impacts, and the sources of cooling water. The
NOI also partially addresses the fuei cycle by
requiring a description of the method for disposal
of waste heat, wastes, and spent nuclear fuel.
The actual site permit application varies by
powerplant type. For biomass and fossil-fuel
plants, applicants must submit, among other
information, the following (OAR Ch. 345, Div.
Ill):
o a description of the facility
o a description of the site and existing
environment
o a description of construction and operation
processes and their attendant environmental
impacts
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o a description of required decommissioning or
waste disposal sites and methods.
As in the NOI, the requirements inc'uae stages in
the fuel cycle other than just construction and
operation.
For nuclear plants, similar requirements apply.
In addition, the applicant must provide a cost
analysis that includes mitigation costs for
identifiable social, health, safety, and
environmental impacts (OAR Ch. 345, Div. 76).
Nuclear plants also are required to develop a plan
for decommissioning in accordance with Nuclear
Regulatory Commission rules (OAR Ch. 345, Div.
26).
The most detailed requirements are specified
for hydroelectric and geothennal plants. These
are discussed in later sections.
Land Use Approval
As in most states, approvals related to land use
in Oregon originate primarily at the local level.
Oregon is fairly unique in that the Oregon Land
Conservation and Development Commission
(LCDC) plays a significant role in establishing
overall land use policies that can affect powerplant
siting.
In Oregon, each county is required to have a
comprehensive land use plan. The local plan must
be consistent with the 19 Statewide Planning
Goals (ODOE 1985). One goal requires an
inventory of 12 resources, including lands for open
space, wildlife areas and habitats, historic areas,
and cultural areas. Conflicts between protection
of these resources and other uses must be
identified and resolved. Other goals concern
specific areas such as estuaries, beaches and
dunes, and coastal shorelands. Local governments
are to translate these goals into implementing
ordinances regulating land use.
Local land use permits require reviews to
ensure protection of public health, safety, and
general welfare; to comply with statewide planning
goals; and to comply with city or county
comprehensive plans. Local governments are
required to consider special purpose zoning, such
as historic preservation sites; water quality; soils
suitability, fish and wildlife; and noise. Although

requirements vary by county, the processes used
by each county to issue required permits are likely
to identify most of the land impacts that would
have to be analyzed to assess powerplant
externalities.
Powerplants and appurtenances on federal
land, however, are not typically subject to local
land use requirements. When powerplants or
associated facilities or access roads are to be
constructed on federal land, the agency
administering the land must approve. The
approval may be through a use permit,
authorization, lease, or an easement. This process
is one mechanism for triggering the NEPA
requirements.
Clean Air Act Requirements
The Clean Air Act requires the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to
establish national primary and secondary ambient
air quality standards for air pollutants "which may
reasonably be anticipated to endanger public
health or welfare" (Clean Air Act). Ambient air
quality standards have been established for several
air pollutants produced by powerplants. States
are required under the Act to classify areas into
one of three categories, by pollutant, depending
on whether pollutant levels are worse than the
primary or secondary standards, are better than
the standards, or cannot be classified because of
insufficient data or information.
States are required to develop state
implementation plans (SIPs) that provide for
attainment of the national standards. States are
permitted to develop requirements that are
stricter than the national ones and Oregon has
done so in some areas.
Under the Clean Air Act requirements, four
permits could be required for a new powerplant:
1) a state emission permit, 2) a nonattainment
permit, 3) a prevention of significant deterioration
permit, and 4) a permit for construction approval
under a program related to hazardous air
pollutants for which no ambient air quality
standard is applicable.
Nonattainment permits are required for new
plants proposed for areas where ambient air
standards are not being met. One condition of
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these permits is use of emission control
designated as providing the lowest achievable
emission rate (LAER), i.e., the most stringent
emission limitation in any SIP.4 A prevention of
significant deterioration (PSD) permit is required
for proposed powcrplants in areas that meet
ambient air standards. This permit requires the
applicant to employ the best available control
technology (BACT), which is basically the best
control, given considerations of cost, energy, and
environmental impacts. The permit also requires
a fairly comprehensive analysis of the probable air
quality, visibility, soils, and vegetation impacts of
the plant if areas such as national parks or
wilderness areas may be affected.
In Oregon, any person intending to establish a
new or modified source of air contaminant
emissions must obtain an Air Contaminant
Discharge Permit from the Department of
Environmental Quality (DEQ) or a local air
pollution agency (OAR Ch. 340, Div. 20). Specific
information requirements for this permit vary
depending on the quantity and type of pollutants,
and the plant location. The following information
is generally required from applicants:
o a description of the nature, location, design
capacity, and typical operating schedule of the
source, including specifications and drawings
showing its design and plant layout
o an estimate of the amount and type of each air
contaminant emitted by the source in terms of
hourly, daily, seasonal, and yearly rates,
showing the calculation procedure
o a construction schedule
o information needed to determine that BACT
or LAER technology, whichever is applicable,
would be applied
o when needed, an analysis of the air quality
and/or visibility impact, including
meteorological and topographical data, and
specific details of models used
o when needed, an analysis of the air quality
and/or visibility impacts, and the nature and
extent of commercial, residential, industrial,
and other source emission growth in the

affected area that has occurred since January
1, 1978.
Air quality/visibility analyses are required
when sources exceed preestabiished emission rates
for specific pollutants (OAR, Ch. 340, Div. 20).
These rates range from 100 tons per year of
carbon monoxide to 1 ton per year of vinyl
chloride. The regulations do not cover carbon
dioxide. If modeling demonstrates that emissions
would exceed significant rates, then BACT must
be employed. If the source still does not meet the
standards, a more detailed analysis of emissions
may be used to demonstrate compliance. If it is
clear that the standards will be exceeded, the
developer may challenge the requirements and
conduct his or her own risk assessment. However,
this last step has rarely been invoked in Oregon.
Issuing a new permit may require a public
hearing. For energy facilities, the hearing may be
consolidated with the hearing requirements for
site certification conducted by the Oregon EFSC.
Clean Water Act and Other Water Pollution
Requirements

The Clean Water Act (CWA) authorizes
federal and state control of pollutant discharges
into U.S. waters and municipal sewer systems. In
Oregon, a person responsible for such discharges
must obtain a permit (CWA Section 402) from
the Oregon DEQ, Water Quality Division.
Specific standards must be met to obtain such a
permit. The technology-based standards reflect
the nature of the pollutants. For conventional
pollutants (suspended solids, fecal coliform, oil,
etc.), best pollution control technology (BCT) is
required. BCT is defined in terms of costs and
benefits. For toxic and nonconventional
pollutants, best available control technology
economically achievable (BAT) is required.
Definition of BAT is based on considerations of
cost, but not cost-benefit analysis.
In Oregon, the DEQ has established 19 water
basins with their own water quality goals and
regulations. Permits are considered on a case-bycase basis, and the size of the receiving stream is
considered (Miles, Craig, and Greene 1984). The
DEQ uses standard permit application forms
developed by the EPA. Form 1 requests general
information about the facility including its

location, a topographic map extending at least one
mile past the property boundaries, and
characteristics of the discharge. Applicants for
powerplants that discharge process wastewater
must complete Form 2D. The following is part of
the information and data required:
o

location and name of water body receiving the
discharge

o

operations that contribute to each point
source, average flows, and treatments applied
to each wastewater

o frequency of discharges, maximum and
minimum flow rates, and duration
o

maximum and average flows of specific
pollutants including biochemical oxygen
demand, chemical oxygen demand, total
organic carbon, total suspended solids,
ammonia, and pH

o

maximum and average flows of nearly 150
other pollutants, if present

o

a listing of toxic and hazardous pollutants,
from a list of over 350, which are expected to
be discharged.

For powerplanls that discharge only
nonprocess wastewater, such as noncontact
cooling water, applicants must complete Form 2E.
This form requires in part the following
information:
o

location and name of receiving waters

o

maximum mass and concentration in effluent
of biochemical oxygen demand, total
suspended solids, total residual chlorine, oil
and grease, chemical oxygen demand, total
organic carbon, ammonia, discharge flow, pH,
and winter and summer temperatures

lack of modeling or risk assessment requirements
in the standard permitting process means that
little other information is produced for valuing
externalities.
Intentional discharges to groundwater are
regulated primarily by the federal Underground
Injection Control (UIC) Program (Section 1421 of
the Safe Drinking Water Act). Under the Act,
EPA has issued regulations for underground
injection programs that are administered by
Oregon, primarily by the DEQ.
Finally, a permit is required from the Army
Corps of Engineers for dams or dikes constructed
in navigable waters (see later discussion). If a
hydroelectric project is licensed by FERC, the
requirements are usually included in the FERC
license. For projects exempt from the FERC
process, the Corps requires a separate permit.
Other facilities associated with powerplants may
require FERC licensing if they are in or affect
navigable waters. In addition, discharges of
dredged or fill materials generally require permits
from the Corps.
FERC Certification or Qualifying Facilities
Sections 201 and 210 of the Public Utilities
Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA) create a special
class of power generating facilities designated as
qualifying facilities (QFs). QFs are typically
cogeneration facilities and small powerplants.
PURPA exempts such facilities from several
federal acts and most state public utility
regulations.
In turn, however, owners of hydroelectric QFs
must provide special information to the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).
Developers must submit an Environmental Report
that includes the following information (18 CFR
Ch. I, Sec. 4.41(0):
o

a description of federal and state
recommended measures to protect and
improve water quality, an explanation of why
any measures were rejected; and a description
of the applicant's alternate measures

o

a description of groundwater impacts and
measures proposed to mitigate them.

o description of seasonal and intermittent flows
o

description of treatment systems.

These data requirements are fairly comprehensive and should be adequate for the initial step
in valuing water-related externalities, that of
quantifying relevant discharges. However, the

In addition, the applicant must submit information
essentially the same as that discussed in the
following section on : IRC hydroelectric licensing.

o

similar information on historic, archeological,
recreational, and aesthetic resource impacts;
socioeconomic impacts; and mitigation
measures

o

a description of current and proposed land
use.

Licensing of Hydroelectric Facilities
FERC imposes special requirements on
hydroelectric generating plants. The Federal
Power Act requires developers of hydroelectric
facilities that do not qualify for an exemption to
obtain a license from FERC prior to construction.
The applicant must prepare a detailed
environmental report, and FERC will normally
prepare an EIS for newly constructed
hydroelectric facilities.
For hydroelectric plants of greater than 5-MW
capacity regulated by FERC, applicants must
submit detailed information on the project.
Permit applicants must provide the following
environmental information required to assess
environmental impacts (18 CFR Part 4, Subpart

o

the location and description of the relevant
water body

o

minimum mean, and maximum stream flows
at plant intake and a description of the
baseline water quality

o

a description of the affected environment

o

construction and operation impacts on water
quality including quantification of effects on
downstream temperature, turbidity, and
nutrients

o

mitigation and enhancement measures
proposed to address water quality impacts

o

a report on fish, wildlife, and botanical
resources

o

expected impacts en fish, wildlife, and
botanical resources

o

mitigation, enhancement, and protection
measures proposed for fish, wildlife, and
botanical resources and the costs of mitigation
measures

Similar, but less detailed, information is required
by FERC for smaller hydroelectric plants.
For dams located on navigable waters, a
permit must be secured from the Army Corps of
Engineers. A set of policies applies to the permit
requirements including the following (33 CFR
Part 320.4):
o

Probable impacts, including cumulative effects,
must be evaluated.

o

The evaluation must consider economics,
aesthetics, general environmental concerns,
wetlands, fish and wildlife, land use, and water
quality.

o

Mitigation is deemed to be an important part
of the review process and it can include
avoiding, minimizing, rectifying, reducing, or
compensating for resource losses.

Under the FERC regulations, proposers also
must consult with all appropriate federal and state
agencies before applying to FERC. In Oregon,
the applicant must consult with the Oregon DEQ.
The applicant must also explain the proposed
project's consistency with relevant state, local, and
regional plans including the Northwest Power Plan
and the Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife
Program. As noted, exemptions and reduced
requirements are available to applicants proposing
relatively small projects.
Federal law requires FERC hydroelectric
licensees to comply with state water laws. Oregon
has developed extensive, comprehensive policies
and requirements for hydroelectric development.
This is one area in which Oregon is quite unique.
Oregon has taken several steps to coordinate
activities related to hydropower projects. The
Strategic Water Management Group was
established in 1985 to coordinate state responses
to FERC hydroelectric actions. It comprises

representatives from state agencies such as the
Water Resources Department, Department of
Fish and Wildlife, ODOE, Economic
Development Department, Department of Land
Conservation and Development, Department of
Forestry, and others. One duty of the Group is
monitoring applications related to hydroelectric
projects. A Hydro Task Force was also created to
ensure that other relevant state agency concerns
are brought up. The Task Force also serves as
staff to the Group on FERC project licensing
matters (Bain 1989, p. 104-105). The Task Force
has instituted a process for state approval of new
projects that outlines the steps developers must
follow.
The Water Resource Commission develops
relevant policies and the Water Resources
Department (WRD) implements them. These
policies affect the data requirements and
procedures of the EFSC in its powerplant siting
activities.
Oregon law sets stringent minimum conditions
for siting hydroelectric plants, including the
following (NERA 1990, p. 25):
o a project cannot be approved that may result
in mortality or injury to anadromous salmon
and steelhead resources except when the
applicant proposes to modify an existing facility
to restore or enhance anadromous fish
populations within that river system
o any hydroelectric activity shall be consistent
with the Northwest Power Planning Council's
Columbia River Basin Fish and Wildlife
Program for the protection and enhancement
of regional fish and wildlife resources
o the project may cause no net loss of wild game
fish or recreational opportunities unless
proposed mitigation measures are approved
o water quality, wildlife, scenic and aesthetic
values, historic, and other sites shall be
maintained or enhanced.
Cumulative impacts are considered in the case
of hydroelectric facilities. If the EFSC determines
that pending, approved, or existing hydroelectric
facilities could have cumulative impacts, it must
conduct a consolidated review of the applications.

Resources covered in the review include
anadromous salmon and steelhead; recreational
opportunities; water quality, soils; scenic and
aesthetic values; wildlife; threatened or
endangered species; wetlands; agricultural and
forest lands, etc. If cumulative impacts are
probable, then the EFSC must conduct a study of
individual and cumulative impacts. If the impacts
violate minimum standards, then the EFSC
refuses one or more pending facilities until the
impacts are below the minimum standards (OAR
Ch. 345, Div. 79).
Gcothennal Resource Permitting Requirements
The federal government has special provisions
for geothermal resource development on federal
lands. Under the Geotbermal Steam Act of 1970
the Department of the Interior (DOI) is given the
authority to execute leases for geothermal
resource development on most federal lands. A
permit is required for exploration prior to
execution of a lease and specific rules are laid out
for all stages of development. Many of the rules
focus on environmental impacts (43 CFR Part
3260).
The DOI's Bureau of Land Management
prepares an Environmental Assessment (EA) that
includes a description of the project, evaluation of
the environmental impacts, descriptions of
alternatives, and mitigation measures applied.
The information in the EA is used to determine
whether an EIS is required. The lessee may be
required to provide data on the quantity and
quality of the geothennal resource and water,
including heat and fluid flow data. The lessee is
required to submit for approval an operation plan
that identifies areas of potential disturbance;
methods for waste disposal; a description of
environmental protection measures; and provisions
for collecting data on existing air and water
quality, noise, and ecological systems.
In Oregon, in addition to the EFSC's general
powerplant siting and permitting requirements,
permit requirements exist for drilling geothennal
wells on non-federal lands. Drilling permits must
be obtained from the Department of Geology and
Mineral Industries (DOGAMI) for certain
resources (high-temperature resources or deep
wells). For wells not regulated by DOGAMI, a
groundwater appropriation permit must be

obtained from the Oregon Water Resources
Commission (NERA 1990, p. 29).

produce data and information relevant to other
steps in the process required to value externalities.

Geothennal well drilling permit applications to
the DOGAMI must include the following
information (OAR Ch. 632, Div. 20):

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS - A SPECIAL
CASE

o

location and elevation of the floor of the
proposed derrick

o

estimate of the depths to be drilled

o

nature and character of the resources sought

o

other information as may be required.

The DOGAMI circulates the application to
several other state agencies including the Water
Resources Department, DEQ, Department of Fish
and Wildlife, Department of land Conservation
and Development, and ODOE (NERA 1990, p.
28).
A permit is also required from the DOGAMI
if reinjection is planned. Conditions on the
permit include that reinjection shall not pollute
state waters, create a public nuisance, impair
beneficial water uses, or degrade the habitat of
aquatic life. The permit requires an explanation
of the system used; a map; fluid characteristics
including quality, quantity, chemical contents,
reactivity, toxicity, and temperature; and
characteristics of the injection zone, hydrology of
the surrounding area, and subsurface maps (OAR
Ch. 532, Div. 20). Reinjection requirements are
based on federal regulations (40 CFR Subpart D,
Sec. 146.34).
Summary of Oregon Requirements
Table 2 summarizes the preceding discussion
of information collected in Oregon that could be
used to analyze externalities. The table depicts
information collected through both state and
federal processes. Requirements related to water
and air environmental impacts in Oregon derive
largely from federal laws. For land impacts,
Oregon has comprehensive statewide land use
policies that are implemented at the local level.
The existing requirements are likely to produce
essential data for determining the amount of
primary environmental disruptions associated with
externalities, but in only certain cases will they

The analysis of cumulative impacts deserves
special attention here because it cuts across
several issues related to the valuation of
externalities and corresponding data
requirements.5 As the previous section illustrates,
cumulative impacts are not addressed in a
comprehensive and consistent way in Oregon and
probably most other states. This section briefly
discusses the role of cumulative impacts in
externality valuations.
Intuitively, pollution controls on new facilities
should be tightest in regions where existing
pollution levels are the highest. The Clean Air
Act and Clean Water Act exemplify this concept
through their tiered control technology
requirements. For example, the Clean Air Act
requires use of best available control technology
in attainment areas, but requires control to the
stricter lowest achievable emission rate in
nonattainment areas.
This approach can be justified on theoretical
grounds as illustrated in Lee et al. (1990) for air
pollution. The theoretical argument is based on
the assumption that environmental impacts should
be controlled to their economically efficient level,
taking into account both control costs and the
damage costs of uncontrolled impacts. Marginal
control costs increase and the marginal benefits of
each additional reduction in environmental
damages decrease as tighter and tighter controls
are imposed. To satisfy the economic efficiency
criterion, controls should be required up to the
point where the marginal control cost equals the
marginal benefits of reduced damages. For a
single powerplant in isolation, the intersection of
the marginal control cost curve and marginal
benefits curve for that plant determine the
optimum control level.
When all existing sources of environmental
damages are taken into account, however,
different requirements emerge. For example, in
the case where four identical powerplants exist
and a fifth is being added, the combined marginal
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TABLE 2. Availability of Data and Information in Oregon for Valuing Externalities
Type of Resource
Water

Land

Component of Valuation

Air

Baseline conditions

Yes; through local
permits

Yes, for hydro plants;
through state and federal
requirements

Some information;
through federal and state
requirements

Quantities of primary
disruptions

Yes; through local
permits

Yes; through state and
federal requirements

Yes; through state and
federal requirements

Linkage of disruptions to
affected systems

No

Yes, for hydro plants;
through state and federal
requirements

No, except for modeling
required in special cases;
through state requirements

Effects on systems

Some; through local
permits

Yes, for hydro plants;
through state and federal
requirements

No, except for special
cases; through state
requirements

Economic impacts

No

No

No

Fuel cycle

Some; through local
permits

Yes, for decommissiong
and waste disposal in
some cases; through state
and federal requirements

No

Cumulative impacts

No

Yes, for hydro plants;
through state and federal
requirements

Only through prescribing
controls on environmental
impacts; through state and
federal requirements

control cost and benefits curves would capture the
combined effects of all Gve plants. This
represents a situation where cumulative impacts
are taken into account. Under these
circumstances, it can be shown that the optimal
control level is tighter for the new plant than if it
were analyzed in isolation.
This result suggests that where existing
pollution levels are higher, tighter controls on new
plants are justified and the societal benefits are
higher. This theoretical finding is supported
empirically by recent arguments in California that
certain out-of-state air quality damages should be
valued at one-tenth their in-state value (CEC
1989).

Since the incremental cost of damages caused
by each new powerplant depends on the existing
level of environmental damages, externality
valuations should take such cumulative effects into
account In Oregon, only state permitting
requirements for hydroelectric plants require
cumulative impacts assessments. In almost all
other cases, except those where NEPA is
triggered, the processes focus on meeting specific
pollution standards with no, or only indirect,
consideration of cumulative impacts.
Consequently, there is likely to be limited
information available through existing processes
that can be applied to studies of cumulative
impacts. Collecting such information and data
could improve current siting and permitting
processes as well as provide the basis for
comprehensive externality valuations.

CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS
Information for just a single state provides
many useful insights into how other states can
best take advantage of current processes in their
efforts to value powerplant externalities. Driven
largely by federal laws, states have in place many
mechanisms to identify, quantify, and mitigate
environmental impacts. These mechanisms,
however, do not necessarily produce information
on residual impacts, that is, externalities. This
section presents observations and conclusions
about 1) the match between the data collected
under existing processes and those data needed to
value externalities and 2) gaps that need to be
filled.
Federal Requirements—Primary Environmental
Disruptions
Major federal laws regulate the environmental
impacts of new powerplants. The Clean Air Act,
Clean Water Act, and NEPA can affect the major
types of pollutants produced by powerplants.
These laws and others impose their requirements
either through direct federal processes or
processes delegated to the states.
How states implement the federal requirements varies. Generally, the federal requirements
provide a good starting point for determining what
individual states will do.
As a rule, it appears that the federal laws as
implemented by the states should lead to good
information and data on the amounts of primary
environmental disruptions, particularly in the area
of air and water pollution. Because federal laws
focus primarily on reducing externalities to
specified levels, they lead to quantitative
information about the quantities of primary
environmental disruptions, such as the amounts of
air pollutants emitted. These quantities comprise
the first of the four quantification steps required
in valuing externalities. Information on the other
three steps, however, is less likely to be available.
Other Steps in the Valuation of Externalities
The approaches implemented by states that
have valued externalities so far have been
shortcuts to convert the amount of primary

environmental disruptions into economic costs.
Ultimately, accurate and credible valuation
approaches will require more complete analyses of
1) the linkage between the primary disruption and
affected systems, 2) the actual effect on such
systems and their responses, and 3) the economic
costs.
Current data requirements under federal laws
address the first and second items only in certain
circumstances under NEPA and, possibly, in the
case of air quality impacts. In Oregon, air quality
permits require plume dispersion modeling and
risk assessments for powerplants under certain
circumstances.
To determine the economic costs of
externalities, control and mitigation cost data have
been used in some cases as measures of the
societal costs of externalities. Federal processes
require some information on control and
mitigation measures. Because the requirements
are not designed for valuing externalities,
however, they are inconsistent and incomplete.
Overall, existing procedures require little of
the information necessary to address the three
steps listed above in the externality valuation
process.
State Diversity
We have presented some of the unique process
requirements in Orsgon. This information
suggests that individual states are likely to have
special information and data requirements in
place that reflect atypical state characteristics.
In Oregon, for example, hydroelectric projects
receive special attention. The state requirements
are driven by federal requirements, but also
respond to regional interest in monitoring and
preserving water resources. In states where air
quality is a major issue, such as California and
New York, environmental regulations and
requirements and externality quantification
methods focus on air quality impacts (Foley and
Lee 1990). It is likely that other states already
have in place special processes and requirements
that can provide data for valuing externalities of
special interest.

The Fuel Cycle

General Observations and Recommendations

Both federal and state environmental processes
focus principally on the electricity generation stage
of the fuel cycle. Existing externality valuation
methodologies are also oriented toward impacts
during generation.

Our analysis does not provide any insights
about states with NEPA-like processes because
Oregon does not have one. Nevertheless, it seems
apparent that states that have their owa NEPAlike process will be better prepared to set up
procedures and data requirements for valuing
externalities.

Oregon siting requirements, however, partially
address other portions of the fuel cycle. In most
cases, siting certificate applicants must provide
information on methods for disposal of spent
nuclear fuel and wastes and on decommissioning.
Nevertheless, a full valuation of externalities will
require more complete data on other segments of
the fuel cycle than are obtained under either
federal or typical state processes.
Cumulative Impacts
As we have noted, the interactions among
existing sources can be important in determining
the value of damages caused by a new powerplant.
Such cumulative effects are often overlooked or
only implicitly recognized in externality valuations.
Federal and Oregon laws require assessments
of cumulative impacts associated with
hydroelectric resources. Other than the NEPA
requirements applying to all federal actions,
hydroelectric resources are the only ones for
which explicit cumulative impact data and analysis
are likely to be required in Oregon.
Coordination of Data Requirements and
Submittals
Coordinated and centralized data requests can
case the burdens on resource developers who are
required to submit information for valuing
externalities. One-stop powerplant siting
processes are an example of mechanisms to ease
such burdens. Oregon's EFSC provides one
example of a state agency with such authority.
Other, but not all, states have agencies with
similar authority. Because of their coordinating
role, the federal NEPA process and state versions
of the process also can reduce potential burdens
on developers.

Our analysis of Oregon's processes and
requirements demonstrates that existing processes
in most states are likely to provide data and
information adequate to partially assess
powerplant externalities. States are likely to be
best situated to collect information on primary
environmental disruptions.
Major gaps, however, are probable in three
areas: 1) parts of the fuel cycle other than
electricity generation, 2) steps in externality
valuation other than the primary environmental
disruptions, and 3) cumulative impacts.
The valuation of externalities is a complex
task. The success of state efforts to successfully
include externality valuations in their utility
planning and acquisition processes will depend to
a large extent on the defensibility of their
approach and the burdens that it places on
developers. Based on our analysis, we present the
following recommendations aimed at both
minimizing the burdens of providing the necessary
data and increasing the validity of the required
analyses:
1. Agencies responsible for developing externality
valuation procedures should inventory and
assess current siting and licensing
requirements that may provide some of the
required information. Gaps in current
requirements should be identified.
2. Steps should be taken to centralize and
coordinate data collection. Externality
valuation data collection might need to be
incorporated in current processes or data
collection under current requirements might
best be incorporated in an overall integrated
data collection process.
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3. Alternative methods for valuing individual
externalities should be assessed as the basis for
determining the best approach for each
externality and establishing appropriate data
and information reporting requirements.
4. Procedures should be established for collecting
information on control and mitigation costs
and damages associated with all impacts.
5. Processes should be developed for collecting
and analyzing data on cumulative impacts for
all environmental impact types.
6. Processes and criteria should be developed for
determining which stages of the fuel cycle to
evaluate for various generating resources and
what data to require.
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DATA AND INFORMATION FOR VALUING EXTERNALITIES IN OREGON

Type of Resource
Valuation
Component

Land

Water

Air

Baseline
Conditions

Yes, Local
Permits

Hydro Plants,
State/Federal
Requirements

Some, State/
Federal
Requirements

Primary
Disruption
Quantities

Yes, Local
Permits

Yes,
State/Federal
Requirements

Yes, State/
Federal
Requirements

Linkages

No

Hydro Plants,
State/Federal
Requirements

Only Special
Cases, State
Requirements

DATA AND INFORMATION FOR VALUING EXTERNALITIES IN OREGON (contd.)

Type of Resource
Valuation
Component

Land

Water

Air

Effects on
Systems

Some, Local
Permits

Hydro Plants,
State/Federal
Requirements

Only Special
Cases, State
Requirements

Economic
Impacts

No

No

No

DATA AND INFORMATION FOR VALUING EXTERNALITIES IN OREGON (contd.)

Type of Resource
Valuation
Component

Land

Water

Air

Fuel Cycle

Some, Local
Permits

Decommissioning/Waste
Disposal in Some
Cases,
State/Federal
Requirements

No

Cumulative
Impacts

No

Hydro Plants,
State/Federal
Requirements

Only Through
Prescribing
Controls,
State/Federal
Requirements

RECOMMENDATIONS

Inventory Current Processes and Requirements
Centralize and Coordinate Data Collection
Assess Alternative Valuation Methodologies
Establish Data Collection Procedures for Valuing Externalities
Collect and Analyze Data on Cumulative Impacts
Determine Stages of Fuel Cycle to Assess

«*

CONCLUSIONS

Federal Requirements Focus on First Step in Externality Valuation
State and Federal Requirements Are Inadequate For Quantifying
-Linkages Between Primary Disruption and Affected Systems
-Effects on Systems
-Economic Costs
Diversity Exists Across States
Existing Requirements Do Not Adequately Address Fuel Cycle
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THE NEED FOR UTILITIES TO CONSIDER POTENTIAL REGRET
IN EVALUATING OPTIONS TO MEET FUTURE ENERGY SERVICE NEEDS
By John S. Hoffman and Kathleen Hogan
Abstract
As utilities struggle to meet growing energy service needs,
they would benefit from carefully evaluating the potential economic
losses that would be associated with changing environmental
reguirements. Past failures to consider acid rain provisions and
nuclear safety concerns have led to higher costs for some energy
supply options. Failure to consider possible future limitations
of greenhouse gases could have serious economic consequences for
ratepayers and utilities. Explicitly considering risks of future
limits on greenhouse gases and other environmental effects of
various options to satisfy growing energy service needs can greatly
reduce risks of future cost escalation due to future decisions to
limit greenhouse gases.
Because of the large number of
economically
attractive
options
available
(conservation,
alternative supply, and natural gas), reforms that are neutral to
how energy services are met and consider environmental benefits can
also lower costs as well.
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Abstract
In the summer of 1988 a group of scientists and policmakers met at the Aspen Institute to
discuss the issue of global warming. They concluded that the evidence for concern about global
wanning was compelling enough to consider taking policy actions now to avert the likelihood of
future warming. Yet because of the uncertainties about both the likely amount of warming and the
potential damage that warming might cause, the consensus was that only policy measures that are
"least cost"--that is, cost-effective or very low cost on their own merits (without taking into account
the long-term costs and benefits of global warming)-should be considered at this time.
Focusing on the U. S. energy sector as a major contributor to global CO2 emissions, there have
been a number of studies that measure the potential reductions in emissions from alternative U.S.
energy policy actions for reducing CO2 emissions. The analysis was done as a part of a U.S.
Department of Energy research project commissioned by Congress in 1989. A larger scale model
of U.S. energy supply and demand, called FOSSIL2, was used to quantify the costs and potential CO2
reduction from alternative energy policies. This model was developed in 1977 for DOE specifically
to evaluate the long-term effectiveness of national policies, and to provide policy analysis for
National Energy Strategy.
The paper concludes that conservation and reforestation are "Least-Cost" policies for
reducing future CO2 emissions. However, cost-effective conservation programs might reduce CO2
emissions only about 10 to 20 percent—well below the reduction needed to keep CO2 emissions from
growing. Reforestation-especially in tropical areas-is both low in cost and has the potential for
larger reductions in emissions. For example, a policy of offsetting CO2 emissions for new power
plants by growing enough trees to absorb their emissions might increase costs by less than 1 to 5
percent, and might keep total U.S. CO2 emissions near today's levels.
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A Least-Cost Strategy for
CO2 Reduction
I. INTRODUCTION
The issue of global wanning has sparked debate among scientists and policy makers.
Increased world-wide emissions of certain gases (carbon dioxide, methane, ozone, nitrous oxide and
CFC's) may be changing the atmosphere in ways that could alter the global climate through increases
in surface temperatures. Although the magnitude and timing of such temperature changes is
uncertain, potential impacts include sea level rise, decreased rainfall in agricultural regions,
disruption of ecosystems and increased violence of tropical storms. In short, increased concentration
of these "greenhouse" gases could adversely affect a wide range of human activities.
The U.S. and other nations are spending large sums of money in an effort to better understand
the causal mechanisms of climate change. Major research is focused on improving general
circulation models that model the biosphere as a system. However, it will likely be years before the
uncertainty in the magnitude and timing of global warming forecasts is substantially reduced. In the
meantime, prudent scientists and policy makers have suggested that, given the potential severity of
global climate change, mitigation strategies be studied immediately.
This paper reports on one such study. Congress in late 1988 mandated the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) to conduct a study of energy technology and policy options to mitigate greenhouse
gas emissions (1989 Energy and Water Authorization Bill). The study mandate is quite broad,
allow' Tg DOE to evaluate a comprehensive set of policies aimed at reducing emissions by 20percent
(fron, 1989 levels) by the year 2000 and 50 percent by 2010.
The focus of the study is energy technologies and policy; the U.S. energy sector is a major
producer of greenhouse gas emissions, accounting for about 57 percent of U.S. emissions in the
1980's (EPA, 1989). A number of recent studies have attempted to assess the potential reduction
in emissions from specific policy actions (Manne and Richels, 1989). However, no study to date has
attempted to comprehensively assess a full array of policies or measure their costs.
The current DOE study is an attempt to assess the emissions reduction potential and costs of
a broad set of technology as well as several individual and combinations of policies. It is expected
to be the most comprehensive and detailed analysis of this issue to date and have a major impact on
both domestic global warming policies and international treaty negotiations. The focus of this paper
is on CO, reduction policies. CO2 represents 70 percent of energy-related greenhouse gas emissions.
Of the other greenhouse gases, methane and CFC's are not directly related to energy consumption,
and although methane is tied to natural gas production and distribution as well as underground coal
mining, policies to reduce methane emissions are not discussed here. Nitrous Oxide (N2O) is not
considered in the DOE study because of the uncertainty of the emissions coefficients.
This paper is a summary of some preliminary results of this study. It discusses the analysis
methodology, the policies assessed, some draft results and policy insights gained. Several dozen
policies and policy combinations are considered in the full DOE study. This paper focuses on a subset
of eight cases.

II.

THE FOSSIL2 MODEL

The principal analysis tool for this study is a large-scale system dynamics model of the U.S.
energy system called FOSSIL2. FOSSIL2 is a technology simulation model that projects energy
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production, imports, consumption and prices over a 40-year time period. It is used by the Department
of Energy to analyze long-term energy policies and alternative energy futures.
The model can be characterized as an energy market equilibrium model, as energy markets
clear over time through feedback among prices, demand and production capacity. The model is used
in this study as an integrated analysis framework to incorporate a large set of assumptions generated
by both the Department of Energy and the DOE national laboratories. The model is uniquely suited
for long-term energy policy analysis because of its technology based structure, the integrated
feedback of all sectors and fuels, and the inclusion of the long-term effects of resource depletion on
fuel costs.
Figure 1 shows the basic interactions between energy producers and consumers included in
the FOSSEL2 model. In the demand sector, energy consumers make decisions to utilize oil, gas, coal,
or electricity based on both fuel prices and availability of fuels. Energy producers, in turn, choose
FIGURE 1
BASIC STRUCTURE OF THE FOSSIL2 ENERGY MODEL
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to invest in the production technology that maximizes the industry's rate of return (or minimizes the
average cost of production), subject to environmental constraints (for example, SO2 restrictions or
water availability).
Investment decisions by both end-users and energy producers accumulate through time as
capital equipment is purchased. The existing stock of energy-consuming and energy-producing
equipment largely determines the demand and production capacity for each fuel. If an imbalance
develops between demand and capacity, then energy prices adjust to restore the balance, simulating
the effect of market-forces.
Energy Demand
The FOSSBL2 model uses a "Least-Cost" analytical approach to model U.S. energy demand.
Following this approach, the model first projects the demand for energy services (heat, light, steam,
shaft power) and then calculates the share of specific end-use markets captured by energy-using
technologies and fuels—including, for example, conservation, cogeneration, or conventional
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energy-using technologies.
The concept of measuring energy services—not just fuel use—considers energy as a means
of providing services to final consumers (for example, mobility, comfort, or industrial processes such
as steam or machine drive). Fuel is only one necessary component in providing energy services—
end-use equipment such as a furnace or air conditioner is also needed. Consumers do not simply
choose fuels, but rather choose a combination of fuels and end-use technologies.
The demand sector uses a least-cost algorithm to project consumers' decisions to invest in
end-use equipment. Costs of end-use conversion and conservation technologies are combined with
fuel prices to meet projected energy service demands at the lowest possible cost. Generally, this
involves a tradeoff between a capital investment (for example, an energy-efficient furnace or
additional insulation for a home) and paying annual energy costs: adding capital can lower the annual
fuel bill. The least-cost combination depends on the cost and efficiencies of the technology
alternatives, as well as the expected price of fuels. As prices rise, consumers invest in more energyefficient capitaJ equipment in order to save on energy bills.
Historical evidence indicates that consumers tend to invest in energy-related decisions as if
they had a relatively short payback period (two to five years), or a relatively high "hurdle rate" for
energy efficiency investments. The cumulative effect of these individual investment decisions
through time determines the U.S. energy-using stock and potential energy consumption. Utilization
of existing equipment can be modified by short-term behavioral responses, such as changing
thermostat settings or practicing energy management. Thus there is both an immediate as well as a
long-term response of demand to changes in prices in the FOSSIL2 model.
In the FOSSIL2 demand sector, each of the major energy-using sectors—residential,
commercial, industrial, and transportation—is represented separately. Within each end-use sector,
energy demand is further disaggregated by service demand category. Consumers arc assumed to
choose the least-cost combination of conservation and fuels to meet new service demand or to modify
existing equipment. The conservation options are represented in cost/efficiency curves with a
specific curve for each fuel and service demand category. The curves describe the cumulative energy
savings that customers can purchase in conservation investments as a function of their cost per Btu
saved. The technologies that comprise the curves are arranged in least-cost order, assuming that
customers invest in the most cost-effective technologies first. The amount of conservation
investment is dependent on expected fuel prices and the consumer's discount rate (hurdle rate for
energy investments). As energy prices rise, consumers "move up the curves" and purchase more
conservation. However, the conservation supply curves all show diminishing returns, and at some
level more investment produces too little incremental savings to make the investment worthwhile.
For most energy service categories, there are several fuels that can provide the required
energy—in addition to "conservation." In a few cases, such as lighting and appliances, only
electricity can be used. For those where there are choices of fuels, a least-cost algorithm is used in
FOSSIL2 to determine the fuel market share categories for new energy equipment. To determine
market shares, energy service costs for each fuel/technology combination are compared. This cost
is the sum of the capital cost, which includes a base equipment cost and additional conservation costs,
and the fuel cost, which takes into account the base efficiency and conservation savings. Because
the costs faced by all consumers are not exactly the same due to regional and site-specific differences,
the fuel choice algorithm is based on distributions of cost rather than on single point estimates (AES,
1986).
Energy Supply
The FOSSIL2 energy model has four major supply sectors: oil, natural gas, coal and
electricity. Renewables that produce electricity are incorporated in the electricity sector, non-
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electric renewables are included in each end-use sector. The discussion here focuses on die sectors
most relevant to the global warming study: oil, gas and electricity. The coal production sector
produces little direct CO2 (most CO2 comes from coal burned in industrial or electric utility boilers).
Petroleum and Natural Gas Supply
The oil and gas sectors of the FQSSIL2 model project petroleum and natural gas production
and imports; natural gas wellhead prices are also estimated. These sectors capture the long-term
dynamics of fossil fuel discovery, production and depletion as well as the transition of the oil and gas
industry from conventional resources to unconventional resources and production technologies. The
model includes structures that represent the exploration for new resources, development of new
reserves and installation of new production capacity in response to demand (determined by the
demand sectors) and industry return on investment. Wellhead gas prices are calculated based on
market equilibration between gas supply and demand. Oil prices are determined in the world market
and are therefore input assumptions, although the model adjusts the oil price in response to changes
in demand. These prices are then used to calculate product prices, which in rum are fed back in each
time period to the demand sectors in order to equilibrate supply and demand.
The oil and gas sectors allocate joint oil and gas industry investment among extraction and
conversion technologies on the basis of marginal production costs and industry return on investment.
For extraction technologies, investment is allocated between wildcat and development drilling.
Wildcat drilling discovers resources and increases proven and probable reserves; development
drilling increases proven and probable reserves. Investment in conversion technologies (e.g. coal
liquids) results in construction of synthetic fuel facilities. Resource categories included in the model
are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Oil and Gas Categories
Oil Resources

G i s Resource!

Conventional onshore

Conventional onshore

Stripper well*

Gulf of Mexico offshore

Gulf of Mexico offshore

Onshore associated

Thermal enhanced oil recovery

Gulf of Mexico offshore associated

Olher enhanced oil lecovery

Unconventional (coal bed methane, tight gas.

Onshore natural gas liquids (NGL)
Gulf of Mexico offshore NGL

Devonian shale and infill drilling)
High Cost Unconventional (hydrates, very light sands

Tar Sands
Synthetic cot] liquids

and deep gas)
Synthetic gas from coal

Alaikan

Alaskan

Imports

Pipeline imports
LNG imports

Oil imports are equal to the shortfall in domestic supply. Natural gas imports (both pipeline
and LNG imports) are determined on the basis of their cost and import capacity (EEA and AES,
1990).
Electricity Generation
The electricity supply sector of the FOSSIL2 model projects prices and the mix of electricity
capacity and generation. It captures the long-term dynamics of capacity construction, use and
retirement as well as the transition from more conventional fossil fuel capacity to advanced coal,
nuclear and renewable generation technologies. The sector builds new capacity in response to
expected future demand, dispatches capacity to satisfy current demand (determined by the demand

sectors) and sets electricity rates in accordance with utility rate regulations. These prices are then
fed bad" to the demand sectors in order to equilibrate future capacity and demand.
The sector estimates the quantity of new electricity generation capacity required in each time
period based on a forecast of load growth and the levels of generating capacity both existing and under
construction. Utility and non-utility generators then compete for a share of the market for new
capacity. The model includes costs and performance characteristics for 23 different generation
technologies (listed in Table 2). In addition to the technologies listed, the model can explicitly "lifeextend" oil, gas and coal steam plants, "repower" coal plants using the atmospheric fluidized bed
(AFB) or integrated gas combined cycle (IGCC) technologies and convert gas combined cycle or
turbine plants to coal by installing a coal gasifier.
In order to allocate investment in new capacity among the large number of technologies, the
levelized cost per kilowatt-hour is calculated for each technology in each time period based on capital
costs, operating and maintenance costs, fuel costs and design capacity factors. New capacity
construction decisions are then made on a least-cost basis weighted by a market allocation function.
The model uses a logit-based market share algorithm; "knife-edge" construction decisions are
therefore avoided. Electricity rates are then calculated based on capital and operating costs of the
resulting capacity mix. (Detailed information on the technology assumptions, market share algorithm and electricity rate algorithm is available in AES 1990).
Table 2: FOSSIL! Electricity Generation Technologies
Coal

iHI/NaluraiCit

Nuclear

Coal Steam

Oil steam

light-water reactors

Hydroelectric

Coai steam w/FGD

Gas steam

Advanced light-water reactors

Pbotovallaict

Atmospheric fluidized bed

Gas combined cycle

Second generation nuclear

Solar thermal

Pressurized Ouidized bed

Combustion turbines

Wind

Integrated gasification combined

Steam injected turbines

Geotheimal

cycle (IOCC)
Coal gasification ISTIG
Coal gasification fuel cells

<SHG)

Biomast

Interceded steam injected
turbines (IST1G)
Gas fuel cells

A national-level annualized load duration curve together with operating costs determine the capacity
dispatching order. In a given time period, technologies within the capacity mix are dispatched on
the basis of fuel and variable operation and maintenance costs. This typically translates into a
dispatch order that baseloads nuclear, a large amount of coal, some oil and gas, and renewables.
"Intermediate" coal and "intermediate" oil and gas are used for cycling loads, and pumped storage
hydro and combustion turbines serve peaking needs. Capacity factors are determined from this
dispatching order.

IH. GLOBAL WARMING POLICIES
Virtually every part of the U.S. energy system produces carbon dioxide; however, some
sectors produce disproportionate emissions. In 1990 the electricity generation industry is estimated
to produce 38 percent of total energy-related carbon emissions, although it is important to note that
end-use consumers are in effect emitting that carbon by consuming the electricity. Petroleum use
in transportation accounts for about 29 percent of emissions, while industrial fossil fuel use
represents 21 percent and residential and commercial buildings account for about 12 percent.
Policies to reduce carbon emissions should focus on the major CO2-cmitting sectors but also consider
the fact that all sectors contribute to this problem.
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Policies that address the rising rate of carbon emissions can take a number of approaches
depending upon the availability of appropriate technology as well as the feasibility of implementation. Measures that decrease the carbon intensity of energy consumption seek to provide the same
level of energy production at lower carbon levels. For example, the promotion of energy-efficient
production technologies and energy conservation through standards causes users to use less fuel
input for the same energy output. Financial incentives (such as fees or taxes) might also be used to
discourage the use of carbon-intensive energy systems and encourage more environmentally benign
ones. Such fees or taxes, based either on carbon content or the use of particular fuels or technologies
would allow energy users to trade off the relative merits of paying the penalties versus adopting new
fuels or technologies to avoid carbon emissions. If these fees are set appropriately, commensurate
wi'Ji the carbon content of the fuels, the market will pursue emission-reducing and economically
efficient measures. In conjunction with reducing carbon emissions, sequestering those emissions by
planting trees (or developing other carbon sinks) could prove worthwhile as well.
Our study seeks not to recommend a particular course of action, but rather to examine a wide
range of policy options, to explore the potential costs of pursuing those options, and to identify
feedback effects which could improve or offset the effectiveness of these policies. The FOSSIL2
model includes end-use technology costs as well as energy production costs, so it is able to account
for the total energy service costs. Both capital and fuel components of costs are considered, so that
new equipment, conservation investment and fuel price changes can be balanced as economic
choices are made to invest in one or another technology. The costs of these policies can be compared
with their effectiveness in reducing emissions to arrive at measures for policy cost-effectiveness.
Relating these costs to their effects on the energy system and carbon emissions will give policy
makers measures of the relative cost-effectiveness of alternative policy options.
Energy Efficiency Standards
Residential, commercial and industrial conservation investments in FOSSIL2 are made in
each end-use category on the basis of fuel prices, consumer discount rates, and conservation
equipment costs and efficiencies (represented in conservation "supply curves"). Given these parameters, each end use arrives at a least-cost matrix of energy conservation and fuel consumption in
a given period. It is important to note, however, that the least-cost solutions for such consumers are
often not the least-cost solution for society as a whole. For example, consumers who make decisions
based on average energy prices and use a two to three year payback period arc reluctant to invest one
thousand dollars per kilowatt in energy conservation. However, utilities that see marginal prices and
use a 30-year payback period may spend two to four thousand dollars per kilo'.vatt on new capacity.
Policies that could reduce energy consumption therefore also result in society-level least-cost
solutions and are leading candidates for an effective CO2 mitigation strategy.
Energy efficiency standards mandate higher conservation levels through efficiency standards for each end use. This is accomplished in the model by racheting up the conservation supply
curves in 1990 to the standards levels. Thus the standards force new buildings and capital stock to
meet the new efficiency levels. As aresult, the capital costs rise substantially in the short term relative
to the reference case without the standards; however, added fuel savings are realized in the longer
term. Standards are incorporated similarly in the transporation sector. CAFE standards are specified
over time and all new autos and trucks are required to meet the standards.
This paper reviews two standards cases that bound the buildings and industrial conservation
potential in the conservation supply curves. The very high standards are set in the uppermost region
of the curves; they represent extremely high but non-economic levels of conservation. The high
conservation case represents approximate mid points on the curves between the reference and very
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high conservation cases. Hypothetical extensions of vehicle CAFE standards in both cases are taken
from recent work at Argonne National Laboratory. Average on-road auto fleet efficiency reaches
26 mpg by 2000, 32 mpg by 2010, and 48 mpg by 2030.
Carbon Taxes
The prices of fossil fuels do not reflect the carbon content of those fuels. In fact, the fuel
highest in carbon (coal) has the lowest price ($/MMBtu). Policies that tax fuels proportional to their
carbon content can adjust the energy prices seen by the end-user to btzter reflect the fuel's
contribution to global wanning. Such a pricing scheme would favor non-carbon emitting fuels over
fossil fuels and natural gas over oil and coal. This tax would be applied based on the carbon content
of the primary fuel, rather that actual carbon emissions. Ostensibly, an emissions tax would provide
the user more flexibility in reducing carbon output, because of the additional option of removing
carbon from the process before it is emitted. However, the present high cost of CO2 removal and the
lack of permanent CO2 disposal possibilities make an emissions tax essentially no different than a
carbon content tax from the end-user's perspective, and a tax based on carbon content is much more
easily implemented.
Carbon taxes have already been proposed in a number of countries and are usually expressed
in dollars per ton of carbon emitted. Finland has gone the furthest by introducing a $6/ton tax on
fossil fuels in its 1990 Finance Act; Sweden is considering a much larger tax of $40/ton (The
Economist, March 17,1990). Even so, taxes of greater magnitudes will most likely be required to
achieve the dramatic reductions called for by Congress. Our study explores four tax cases: $100/
ton, $250/ton, $400/ton and $625/ton.
Coai Power Plant Efficiency Standards
Coal consumption in the electric utility sector represents over 85 percent of all U.S. coal
consumption, and therefore the promotion of more efficient coal-fired generation should help to
reduce carbon emissions. Included in our study is a set of coal power plant efficiency standards that
imposes a penalty on the capital cost of new coal-fired power plants not meeting the standards. This
penalty is based on the difference in conversion efficiencies between each coal technology and a
chosen state-of-the-art technology. The best commercially available technology is considered the
standard; this target changes as new clean coal technologies develop. Atmospheric fluidized bed
issued as the most efficient available technology in 1990, but is then replaced by the Integrated
Gasification Combined-cycle (IGCC) technology in 2000 and then by coal fuel cells after 2010. The
penalty is $800 per 1000 Btu/Kwhr difference in the heat rates between the standard and target
technologies; this translates into 30 to 50 percent increase in capital costs for the affected
technologies.
Reforestation Offsets
The potentially high cost of limiting carbon emissions suggests that policies for removing
carbon from the power plant emissions should be considered. Technologies exist to scrub carbon
dioxide from the effluent stream of power plants, but costs are extremely high and disposal poses a
substantial problem. Currently the most cost-effective method of "scrubbing" COj after burning the
fuel is the planting of fast-rotation trees and other forms of biomass. Carbon emitted by fossil fuel
combustion can be "fixed" (i.e. removed from the atmosphere and stored in the biomass) during the
growth cycle of such crops.
One reforestation offset case is considered in this paper. In this reforestation policy case, tree
planting is mandated to fix the lifetime carbon output of all new fossil-fueled power plants and
industrial boilers and cogenerators. Although such offsets are conceptually straightforward, major
uncertainties are connected with the costs of such a policy (Moulton, 1989). This paper estimates
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that 160 million acres of marginal agricultural land arc available for reforestation in the U. S. and that
carbon uptake with appropriate crops and climate conditions is about 2.5 tons/acre/year (Reilley,
1989). The acreage limit is assumed to be an economic rather than a absolute constraint; additional
land is available, butonly at a much higher cost. These costs start at about 10 dollars per ton of carbon
removed, and rise as high as 90 dollars per ton removed (Moulton, 1989). This translates into into
cost additions of up to a third of the capital cost of a new fossil-fueled power plant and almost double
the cost of life extensions. In industry, the cost is 8 percent of a new boiler.

IV. RESULTS
With no major changes in policy, the annual rate of carbon emissions from the U.S. energy
system is projected to grow from an estimated 1320 million metric ton per year (MMT/yr) in 1987
to 1772 MMT/yr in 2010 and 2267 MMT/YR in 2030- the 2030 rate being over 70 percent higher
than in 1990. In this "business as usual" case, virtually all growth occurs in electricity generation and
in transportation fuels.
Our discussion first explores the COj emissions reduction potential of the policy cases, then
fuel switching and energy end-use implications, and finally discusses costs and cost-effectiveness.
This set of policies illustrate that absolute reductions in carbon emissions are possible, but will not
be easy.
Emissions
The eight policy cases examined involve significant changes in fuel use and technology
choice and rely on consumers' responsiveness to higher prices. The substitution of more efficient
technologies both at the end-use and in electricity production can help decrease our energy intensity,
but the direct impact of efficiency improvements reduces greenhouse gas emissions only modestly.
Significant carbon reduction comes about primarily through price-induced cutbacks in demand and
wholesale switching towards carbon-free technologies.
Figure 2 illustrates annual carbon emissions for the reference case and selected carbon
mitigation policies. Most notably, only the extreme carbon tax case ($625/ton) and the reforestation
policy nears the goal of 20 percent reduction in total carbon emissions. Most of the reductions in
emissions shown in Figure 2 occur in the electricity sector and to a lesser extent in industry. These
not only represent the largest contributing sectors of carbon emissions, but arc the sectors with the
most technology and fuel alternatives. Conservation standards are the most effective means of
reducing emissions in the residential and commercial sectors, whereas carbon taxes affect all sectors,
(especially electric generation).
Figure 2: ANNUAL CARBON EMISSIONS
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Reforestation is unique in offering sustainable carbon reductions. Because this policy fixes
carbon output from all new generating plants, it decouples emissions from electricity demand. The
potential reduction in emissions is quite large—emissions from electric generation represent 54
percent of total 2030 CO2 emissions in the reference case but amount to only 5 percent with
reforestation. With the prospect of increased electrification in the economy, this policy provides a
potentially effective way to reduce emissions while maintaining growth in electricity usage,
provided enough acreage is found to support the required biomass.
Energy Consumption
Since carbon emissions are closely linked to energy consumption, policies should be
evaluated from this perspective as well. The goal of each policy in this context is to decrease the
total fossil fuel consumption, and especially coal consumption, since coal emits twice as much
carbon as natural gas. Figure 3 shows primary energy consumption in the year 2030 for each of the
policies tested. Total oil and gas consumption in these cases is similar to the reference case, but total
energy consumption as well as the mix of coal, nuclear, and renewables varies substantially. This
model, prepared for the Department of Energy, assumes that over this 40-year time frame, viable
"advanced" nuclear technology options will be developed. It is clear from Figure 3 that when coal
use is cut back, these advanced nuclear technologies make up most of the difference, with some
increase in renewable energy and conservation as well. This is logical since coal and nuclear power
are assumed to be the two major energy sources which provide long-term, reliable and inexpensive
baseload capacity for electricity generation. Natural gas provides a short-term solution (to the year
2000 or so), but as conventional gas resources are depleted, the energy system must rely on expensive
unconventional supplies to meet gas demand. This causes the price of gas to rise substantially,
making the nuclear option more economically attractive in the longer term.
Figure 3: PRIMARY ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN 2030
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In the increased coal efficiency case, the average efficiency of coal power plants in 2030
increases from 40 percent to 45 percent. Although this change is relatively modest, the cost penalty
associated with this policy substantially raises the cost of most coal-fired capacity and results in
substantial shifts to nuclear, renewable and advanced high-efficiency coal capacity (e.g. coal
gasification fuel cells) in the long term. Total coal use is reduced by almost 12 quads by 2030,42
percent of which is due to increased efficiency; the remaining 58 percent is attributable to
conservation and fuel switching (by both consumers switching away from electricity and electricity

generators switching to other fuels). In general, the end-use fuel mix in this scenario is not
significantly different from the reference case, although coal use in industry increases slightly, thus
mitigating some of the emissions reductions achieved in electric generation. This is in response to
a decrease in the delivered price of coal resulting from reduced coal demand. This price-demand
feedback effect has also been observed in other policies examined in the DOE study but not discussed
here. In the end-use efficiency standards cases, end-use consumption for all fuels drops; by 2030,
oil falls 15 percent, gas 8 percent, coal 50 percent and electricity 16 percent. The reforestation case
shows a substantial switch from coal to nuclear and renewable energy in the long term, with some
conservation as well. This adjustment is caused by the requirement to offset emissions with tree
planting, which acts like a tax on coal-fired power plants and discourages coal use. In addition, a large
portion (86 percent) of the carbon emissions from the remaining fossil fuel use is of/set by this policy.
The total energy consumption and fuel mix in the $100/ton carbon tax case looks similar to the
reforestation case, but the more extreme carbon tax cases ($400/ton and $600/ton) show an even
greater shift away from coal, with nuclear and renewables making up 43 percent of total fuel
consumption in the $625/ton tax case, as compared to 16 percent in the reference case.
In order to understand the reasons behind the differences in fuel mix and levels of
conservation in these different policy cases, it is helpful to look at the policies in terms of the energy
consuming sectors which are being affected. Industry, transportation and electric generation
consume the most energy: the electric sector uses 47 percent of total fuel consumption in the
reference case in 2030, industry uses 22 percent, transportation uses 23 percent, and the remaining
8 percent is consumed by the residential and commercial sectors. Effective policies might focus on
reducing energy consumption in each of the three energy intensive sectors, or encouraging a switch
to non-fossil fuel sources of energy within these sectors. Table 3 below shows each policy and the
sector or sectors affected by the policy. The coal efficiency case affects only the electricity producers,
which explains why the policy is relatively ineffective. The reforestation case offsets emissions for
both electric generators and industrial users, but does not affect the transportation sector. Both the
conservation standards cases and the carbon tax cases affect all of the energy consuming sectors, and
are generally effective at reducing total energy consumption as a result. The conservation standards
cases, however, act upon each fuel equally, regardless of its carbon content. Since coal has the highest
carbon content and the electric producers and industrial consumers use the greatest amount of coal
(95 percent of total coal consumption in the reference case), these policies might be made more
effective if higher conservation standards were placed on industrial coal boilers and electricity
consuming end-uses (such as appliances). Therefore from an energy perspective, the carbon tax
cases are the most effective in reducing emissions because these policy cases affect all energy
consuming sectors and apply the tax based on the carbon content of the fuels.
Table 3: Energy Sectors Affected by Each Policy
Residential
Policy

Commercial

Electric
Indunnal

Transportation

Gencratim

Co«l Efficiency Penalty

V

Reforestation

V

V

Conserviuon Standards

V

V

V

V

Carbon Tax Cases

v

V

V

V

Note: Conservation Standards Caiet act upon the electnc generating sector indirectly by reducing electricity use by consumer*.

Costs

The previous sections detailed the effects of the greenhouse policies on carbon emissions and
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on energy consumption. This section focuses on the costs of those policies, using total energy service
costs to determine cost-effectiveness of each policy. Energy service costs, which sum the end-use
capita] and fuel costs associated with using energy are calculated explicitly in FOSSIL2 and totals
can be compared across cases. The cost of energy services varies depending on the fuels and
technologies chosen and these costs feed back to overall economic output as measured by GNP.
Table 4 compares the average cost per ton of carbon reduction and the total amount of carbon
reductions for each policy over the 40 year period. An effective policy would have a low (or even
negative) cost of reduction and hopefully the potential to eliminate a large percentage of future
carbon emissions. According to this analysis, the high conservation standards are the most costeffective way to reduce CO2 emissions. In fact, long term costs are negative. A negative cost suggests
that consumers would be better off making the additional conservation investments anyway. That
is to say, cost-effective conservation opportunities exist that would decrease energy usage, and hence
emissions, without diminishing energy services or increasing long term costs. These opportunities
are not pursued now, though, because of the short time horizons consumers have for calculating
returns on investment. The very high conservation case mandates investments that are too expensive
to be cost-effective even in the long term—the savings in fuel costs do not offset the high cost of

Table 4: Incremental Cost of Reduction
DollanAon
Removed*
Conservation
High
Very high

Carbon Reduction
(% from Reference)

280

18%
28%

Refortsuuon Offsets

88

55%

Coal Efficiency T B

260

12%

Cuban Tix
SlOO/Ton
$250/Ton
$400/Ton
S625/Ton

565
710
885

3t%
51%
53%
57%

negative

1100

installing additional energy-saving devices. Reforestation offsets provide both a low cost carbon
reduction policy and can achieve perhaps the highest absolute reduction in emissions (55 percent).
The coal efficiency standards cost more than three times the reforestation case yetreduces emissions
only 12 percent; although coal efficiency rises, large quantities of coal are still consumed in the
electricity industry. The carbon tax cases have high costs of carbon removal and appear to have
diminishing returns after the $250/ton case.
Incremental costs cannot explain the whole picture. Figure 4 is a "supply curve" of carbon
reduction options. Both axes are relative to the reference case and compare the change in cumulative
discounted energy service costs to changes in emission levels. Annual energy service costs are not
simply summed over time, but are discounted based on a social discount rate of 3 percent.
Expenditures in the near future are given more weight in this metric than are those further off in time,
because money spent in the present is more highly valued than that spent in the future.
This analysis suggests that achieving the targeted level of reductions in carbon emissions can
be expensive. The high conservation case is important because of its savings (negative cost) in total
energy service costs relative to the reference case. But this level of conservation only achieves a 20
percent reduction relative to the 55 percent needed to meet the target. The reforestation case stands
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out because of its ability to meet the target reduction level by 2030 at relatively low cost. In contrast,
the $625/ton carbon tax also achieves the target, but only at a huge cost, with total cumulative energy
service costs increasing by over 50 percent. Reforestation programs might increase total costs by
about 5 percent (or perhaps less if non-U.S. acreage were used for planting), but has large and
sustainable emission reduction potential. The practical effectiveness of this policy remains unknown
because of uncertain costs and total acreage availability. Nevertheless, reforestation offsets show
enough promise to warrant further consideration as an effective policy for carbon mitigation.
Figure 4: 2030 CARBON REDUCTION VS. ENERGY COSTS
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V.

CONCLUSION

This study has attempted to focus policy-makers on the cost and energy impacts of suggested
measures to reduce carbon emissions. This discussion has seen reforestation emerge as a promising
alternative to taxes or standards. More analysis and debate will be needed before an acceptable
policy or combination of policies is found, and we hope to forward this search by presenting insights
gained from the analysis presented here.
As has often been recommended, there are considerable opportunities for conservation to
limit the growth of energy use and carbon emissions. Our analysis highlights possible cost savings
(reductions in energy service costs) associated with at least one such case we tested (the "high
conservation standards" case). It is clear that a policy that effectively promotes these cost-effective
conservation measures would be worthwhile to implement and should be given a role in any global
warming or energy policy strategy. A set of mandated efficiency standards is not necessarily the best
method to advance these savings; a program that better informs people of conservation options and
the potential savings from those options might go far in accomplishing the same result. More effort
needs to go into understanding the non-cost related factors present in consumers' decisions and into
addressing those factors in the design and sale of efficient equipment. Incentives (regulatory or
otherwise) for manufacturers to develop and produce more energy-efficient equipment (such as
CAFE standards) may also be necessary to achieve the desired level of conservation.
In the electricity sector, this analysis portrays a significant long-term switch from coal to
nuclear power and renewables for many of our policy cases. An obvious key assumption in this
conclusion is the existence of a viable, cost-effective nuclear option (here called "advanced nuclear
generation"). Advanced nuclear plants are chosen as the inexpensive baseload technology to
substitute for coal in the long-term. Natural gas provides a short-term solution for electricity
generation, but it too is carbon-based and it is also a finite resource. The desire to reduce coal
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consumption encourages gas use in the near term in this analysis which depletes gas resources and
drives up the price of gas. Nuclear power and renewables then become the cheaper options in the
long-term. Gas-fired generation, therefore, provides a transition from the present coal-dominated
electricity sector to one in which nuclear power and renewables play an increasing role. Whether this
future for nuclear power is realistic depends upon its cost and more importantly its public
acceptability, but policy-makers will need to address the issue of finding an inexpensive, reliable and
environmentally-benign fuel source to replace coal in electric generators.
The natural "feedback" interaction of energy supply, demand and price has illuminated
another important insight regarding policy design. By having policies address only one sector and
ignoring their ramifications on other sectors, unintended results may occur. For example, in the
policy promoting coal efficiency, a penalty was assessed against inefficient coal plants. This resulted
in a significant reduction in coal consumption by this sector. This reduction in demand brought down
coal prices and made coal more attractive to industrial users. Policy-makers must concern
themselves with this potential for policies to "backfire" in this manner.
Because of the limitations of most of these single policies to achieve significant reductions
in a cost effective manner, policy-makers might need to seek a combination of policies that would
be cost-effective and target the major carbon emitting sectors. One such combination would impose
a carbon tax whose collection would be applied towards planting trees and increasing conservation
investment and information. Other combinations might also be devised to take advantage of energy
market interactions and consumer behavior.
A more thorough examination of policies and their results and insights can be found in the
forthcoming DOE report to Congress. The global warming issue presents a significant challenge to
both scientists and policy-makers, and system dynamicists are playing a role in providing important
insights to both.
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FROM CONFLICT ~ TO OPPORTUNITY —
TO A MORE SOCIALLY BENEFICIAL FUTURE?
By:
I.

Thomas J. Schneider

HISTORIC PERSPECTIVE: TWO DECADES OF SERIOUS
CONTROVERSY OH RESOURCE ISSUES IN MONTANA

Energy resource decisions in Montana over the past two
decades have been marked with serious and continuing controversy
involving
environmental,
socio-economic,
and
integrated
least-cost planning and acquisition issues — long before such
issues were in vogue on a national scale.
The focus of the
controversy has been upon Colstrip 3 and 4, two 700 MW minemouth
coal plants and several hundred miles of associated transmission,owned by five investor owned utilities in the northwest. The
continuing controversy occurred in a state with a
legacy
corporate domination as a resource colony. Importantly, Montana
had taken a number of significant actions in the early 1970s to
establish a more rational and environmentally sensitive future
for its people and its natural heritage. For example, the new
Montana Constitution, adopted in 1972, specifically provided in
Section 1, Article IX —
Environment and Natural Resources,
that:
... (1) The state and each person shall maintain and
improve a clean and healthful environment in Montana
for present and future generations.
(2) The legislature shall
provide
for the
administration and enforcement of this duty.
(3) The legislature
shall
provide
adequate
remedies for the protection of the environmental life
support system from degradation and provide adequate
remedies
to prevent
unreasonable
depletion and
degradation of natural resources.
The new Constitution also established the Montana Consumer
Counsel Office to represent consumers before the Montana PSC.
Additionally, the Major Facility Siting Act, Coal Severance Tax,
and a restructured Public Service Commission were also enacted by
the legislature in the early 1970s to better assure that
environmental, socio-economic, and consumer interest issues were
reflected in resource and rate decisions.
A number of specific decisions flowed from the hotly
contested regulatory and court actions concerning Colstrip 3 and
4:
(1) Approval to construct Colstrip 3 and 4 was ultimately
granted by the Montana Supreme Court in 1979 after a four-year
Siting Act battle;
(2) In 1984 the PSC entirely disallowed the Colstrip 3 as
not "actually used and useful;"
(3) In 1985 after reversal in District Court and a new rate
filing,
a settlement agreement was approved for Colstrip 3
involving a five-year phase-in and deferral plan;
- 1 -
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(4) Colstrip 4 was separately refinanced under a sale and
leaseback arrangement to be competitively marketed off-system as
a non-utility operation.
However, because of the regional
surplus MPC incurred a serious financial loss on Colstrip 4 for
several years; and
(5) In 1989 the PSC rejected MPC's proposed sole source
purchase of the remaining 74 MW from Colstrip 4, based upon the
seriously flawed "contract" between MPC and its affiliated
company. The case was extremely contentious.
Undoubtedly,
the
long-te. rm
resource
decisions
and
controversy have had serious impacts i.pon all the stakeholders,
i.e., ratepayers, investors, competitors, and society.
The
above recital of Montana's energy resource conflicts during the
past two decades is obviously similar to those experienced in
many
states
where baseload coal and nuclear plants were
constructed during periods of: rampant inflation, unprecedented
interest rates, the Three Mile Island incident, cost plus
construction contracts and overruns,
a
severe
recession,
structural changes and plant closures in industry, conservation
and price elasticity, implementation of the National Energy Act,
and emerging competitive market alternatives. It is doubtful
whether any of the stakeholders emerged unscathed from the
debacles of the period — except consultants. Clearly, then,
responsible leadership is necessary to learn from these painful
experiences
and
to establish standards for more socially
beneficial resource future. In Montana and in many other states
the stakeholders
(e.g., regulators, utilities, environmental
interests, and consumer groups) are engaged in processes designed
to better assure that
risk and uncertainty, environmental
externalities, demand-side measures, and competitive
market
standards are incorporated into integrated least-cost resource
planning and competitive acquisition processes.
II. MONTANA'S COLLABORATIVE PROCESS; INCORPORATING
ENVIRONMENTAL EXTERNALITIES INTO
INTEGRATED LEAST-COST PLANNING AND
COMPETITIVE ACQUISITION
Montana's current efforts to incorporate
environmental
externalities into resource planning and acquisition strategies
are embodied in a collaborative, advisory committee process for
the Montana Power Company — unique in its separation from direct
involvement by the Montana PSC and the Montana Consumer Counsel.
The Montana PSC and Consumer Counsel declined to directly
participate in the process due to legal and philosophical
concerns about pre-approval, complicity, and utility management
responsibility.
The Montana collaborative process was initiated in October
1988 pursuant to a settlement between the Montana Power Company
(the state's largest utility whose retail service is entirely
within Montana), the Natural Resources Defense Council (Ralph
Cavanaugh), and the District
XI
Human
Resource
Council
(low-income agency represented by Dr. Thomas M. Power).
- 2 -
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Montana Power Company received:
(1) Settlement of an environmental lawsuit by NRDC involving
MPC's sale of 116 MW to Los Angeles DWP across the BPA
transmission intertie to California; and
(2) Kept HRC from opposing MPC's proposed sole source
purchase of 74 MW of Colstrip 4 from its affiliated operations.
NRDC/HRC received:
(1) Dramatic increase
of
utility-funded
conservation
commitments
and expenditures, assuming acceptable PSC rate
treatment; and
(2) Establishment of a utility-funded Conservation and
Least Cost Planning Advisory Committee (Advisory Committee) made
up of the most active energy conservation, environmental and
low-income groups, the Montana Department of Natural Resources
and Conservation (DNRC), Northwest Power Planning
Council,
industrial users group, and Montana Power Company.
Environmental and conservation issues
are
prominently
reflected in the representation on the Advisory Committee, which
includes the most aggressive, lung-time critics of MPC's resource
planning
and
acquisition
practices.
Environmental
and
conservation considerations are
emphasized
throughout
the
rationale and recommendations contained in the report of the
Advisory Committee.
It is important to recognize that the
environmental externalities discussed herein are those remaining
after applying Major Facility Siting Act mitigation
requirements
for air and water quality, land reclamation, socio-economic
impacts (e.g., infrastructure; rural to industrial economy;
boom-bust
syndrome), demonstration of need, best available
resource vis a vis alternatives, etc. Provided below is the text
of
the
Advisory Committee's draft recommendations (to be
finalized by 10/1/90) which relate most directly to incorporating
environmental
externalities into the resource planning and
acquisition processes:
Environmental Costs and Integrated Least Cost Planning
Environmental costs which remain after controls
and mitigation measures have been applied should be one
of the major determinants in MPC's decisions
on
resource acquisition.
Recommendations
MPC should address environmental costs in its
resource
planning
and
acquisitions
through the
following actions:
(1) Quantify the costs of a range of environmental
mitigation
and controls and value the associated
unmitigated environmental impacts, using best available
methods for assessing environmental costs;
(2) Assess and disclose the risk resulting from
the cost of f-ture environmental mitigation that may be
imposed on the company;
- 3 -
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(3) Incorporate the uncertainty about the size and
importance of environmental
costs
in
the
risk
assessment analysis;
(4) To the extent that information is available,
weigh and rank all resources on the basis of their
environmental costs;
(5) In order to analyze the environmental costs of
all resource alternatives in a consistent manner and
minimize the environmental costs of the resources
selected, incorporate environmental costs into resource
planning and acquisition decisions by
undertaking
analysis
on all resources similar to undertaking
analysis on all resources similar to that specified in
the decision standards of the Major Facility Siting Act
Administrative Rules;
(6) Assess and disclose the associated uncertainty
and risk associated with obtaining approvals from the
Major Facility Siting Act decision standards related to
environmental
and
socio-economic
impacts of all
resources;
(7) Assess and disclose the uncertainty and risk
associated with ratemaking approval of all resources
related to environmental and socio-economic impacts of
all resources;
(8) Engage in a sensitivity analysis to determine
whether significant reductions in environmental costs
can be obtained at relatively small additional resource
costs; and
(9) As a part of the sensitivity analysis, analyze
the impact on the size of the conservation resource and
the potential unrecoverable conservation expenditures
due to regulatory action if marginal conservation
measures are acquired at up to 115% of the avoided
cost.
Interim Actions
Conservation is recognized as having generally
benign environmental impacts. MPC should, therefore,
undertake the following interim actions until the work
of the Committee is completed and incorporated into
MPC's resource planning and acquisition activities:
(10) Acquire marginal conservation measures at up
to 115% of avoided costs to recognize the relative
environmental and socio-economical cost advantage of
conservation; and
(11) Request from the Public Service Commission
the two percent rate of return differential authorized
by Montana statutes for conservation expenditures.
Montana Public Service Commission Actions
The Committee
Service Commission

recommends the
Montana
Public
(MPSC) take the following actions
- 4 -
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that provide for rate
recovery
of
expenditures
associated with incorporating environmental costs into
resource acquisition decisions:
(12) Formally recognize as a matter of regulatory
policy consistent with the Montana Constitution that
long-run environmental and safety costs associated with
energy production pose significant costs, risks, and
uncertainty
to
global
society,
utilities,
and
ratepayers;
(13) Allow rate recovery for resource acquisitions
which
are consistent with an integrated resource
planning process which incorporates best available
environmental cost criteria;
(14)
Grant
rate
recovery
of
expenditures
associated with the interim acquisitions of marginal
conservation measures at up to 115 percent of avoided
costs and grant the two percent of return differential
for conservation expenditures on an interim basis.
It is important to recognize that the environmental and
energy
conservation
emphases
are pervasive in integrated
least-cost planning topic areas addressed in the
Advisory
Committee report (e.g., definition, goal, risk and uncertainty,
resource decision rule, cost effectiveness test, marketing,
competitive
acquisition,
and regulatory/market barriers to
conservation). The Advisory Committee will present its final
report
and
recommendations
to the Montana Power Company
management in a two-day seminar scheduled for October 16-17,
1990.
III.

NEED FOR NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL LEADERSHIP
ON ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT

National and international leadership is
demanded
to
evaluate
the multi-faceted strategy for evaluating utility
resource choices for both the development of future facilities
and operation of existing and future facilities. Obviously, the
U.S. as largest (and certainly a relatively inefficient) consumer
of
energy must play a crucial leadership role in global
environmental/energy issues. Absent comprehensive national and
international standards relating to global environmental issues,
serious equity, distribution of income, and competitiveness
issues
threaten those states or nations taking unilateral
actions. For example, even the New York PSC in establishing an
excellent multi-attribute framework for evaluating competitive
bid resources, adopted a conservative, lower-range cost estimate
for CO
(global warming) impacts in specific recognition of the
relative competitiveness of New York with other states —
absent
parallel
actions
by
other
states.
However,
that the
"environmental President" has not yet acknowledged the problem of
global warming —
let alone the seriousness of the threat —
bodes ill for the global society. The latest Persian Gulf crisis
and its implications for the administration's likely energy and
environment policy balance are distressing.
- 5 -
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It is, therefore, crucial that individual states
and
utilities continue to take bold and progressive steps to fill
that leadership vacuum, to tailor the implementation to the
realities of the states, and to forge a more responsible resource
future.
Obviously, given the magnitude of the future resource
requirements of populous, growing states, both the technical and
political leaderships of the large states (e.g., New /ork,
Wisconsin, Michigan, California, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Ohio)
are critical in terms of relative global environmental impacts
and political power.
Certainly, the national and private research labs, NWPPC,
DOE, EPA, et al., will be called upon to provide the basic
research, global technical data, mitigation/control alternatives,
and quantification of environmental costs/impacts which will be
incorporated by regulators.
Nevertheless, it is likely that smaller states with fewer
technical resources will again play a crucial leadership role in
developing and implementing innovative methods for incorporating
environmental externalities into least-cost resource planning and
acquisition processes.
For example, Maine, Nevada,
Idano,
Washington, Oregon, and Massachusetts have each taken leadership
roles in conservation, competitive bid, and least-cost planning
processes.
Similarly, in Montana our efforts over the past
twenty months have been to examine the
most
progressive
approaches
and
information
available
on
the
range of
environmental, conservation, integrated resource planning, and
competitive acquisition issues. For example, I have personally
contacted a large number of participants and speakers at this
conference to obtain "state of the art" incite, documentation,
and methods for incorporating environmental externalities in
least-cost planning and acquisition decisions. Representation by
the Northwest Power Planning Council has provided a substantial
technical expertise and experience. I, therefore, submit that
the Montana Advisory Committee report should be a particularly
useful vehicle for other states to build upon.
IV.

IMMEDIATE ACTION OR DEJA VU?

In the most significant action to date, the Advisory
Committee on August 10, 1990, moved that the Commission suspend
1) long-term PURPA OF tariff options for resources in excess of 1
MW, and 2) further resource acquisitions until the integrated
least-cost resource planning and competitive resource acquisition
processes
are implemented.
Unfortunately, the request was
necessary to avoid continuation of an outmoded and inefficient
resource planning and acquisition process. The urgency involved
imminent commitments by MPC to 1) its own planned hydro-upgrades,
and 2) purchases from several significant PURPA cogeneration
projects. Absent decisive action by the Montana PSC on r.he
immediate suspension of future resource commitments, it is likely
that the Advisory Committee's comprehensive, multi-attribute
resource planning and acquisition criteria will be nullified to
the long-term detriment of the global environment, society,
ratepayers, and competition.
- 6 -
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As a result (in large measure) of the Advisory Committee's
letter petition, the Commission immediately issued an opportunity
for interested persons to comment upon the petition. The Montana
Commission also established a generic Notice of Inquiry (NOI) to
address
integrated
least-cost resource planning, PURPA QF
acquisition methods, and competitive acquisition procedures.
V.

CONCLUSION

The ultimate success of the Montana collaborative process
depends upon 1) the actions of MPC to implement the spirit of the
principles and process recommendations reflected in the Advisory
Committee recommendations; and
2) the regulatory policy and
ratemaking treatment adopted by the Montana PSC.
The PSC's
recent Notice of Inquiry on the broad least-cost planning,
competitive acquisition, and PURPA QF
acquisition
methods
provides a substantive forum for addressing the fundamental
resource policy issues in Montana.
I certainly expect that the Advisory Committee report and
recommendations will play a substantial role in the regulatory
policy and ratemaking standards for integrated resource planning
and
competitive
acquisition.
I further expect that the
environmental, conservation, and low-income groups will play a
continuing advisory role on technical and regulatory policy
issues to assure that the spirit of
recommendations
are
implemented.
Vigilance, healthy skepticism, and perseverance by
environmental, conservation, and consumer groups will
most
certainly be required —
in whatever forum or processes are
appropriate.
The opportunity exists for
a
dramatic
and
progressive change in the resource future of Montana. The extent
to which corporate management and regulators seize upon the
opportunity and spirit reflected in the Advisory Committee
recommendations will determine whether society will reap the
goals and benefits.
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"State Regulatory Experiences in Attempting to Quantify and
Incorporate Environmental Externalities"
"The Nevada Experience"
By
Cynthia Mitchell
Senate Bill 497
The 1989 Session of the Nevada Legislature passed into law Senate Bill
497 (SB 497) - Preference to Environmental and Indigenous Resources.
Effective October 1, 1989, SB 497 amends Nevada's existing electric
utility least cost planning statute to include consideration of the
economic and environmental costs and benefits of resource options. The
pertinent part of the Nevada Revised Statutes, NRS Section 704.746 now
reads:
"...3.

After the hearing, the commission shall determine whether:

c.
The plan adequately demonstrates the economic,
environmental and other benefits to the state and to the customers
of the utility, associated with the following possible measures and
sources of supply:
(1)
Improvements in energy efficiency;
(2)
Pooling of power;
(3)
Purchases of power from neighboring states or countries;
(4)
Facilities that operate on solar or geothermal energy or
wind;
(5)
Facilities that operate on the principal of cogeneration
or hydrogeneration; and
(6)
Other generation facilities.
d. The commission may give preference to the measures and
sources of supply set forth in paragraph (c) that:
(1)
Provide the greatest economic and environmental benefits
to the state;

(2)
(3)

Are consistent w;th the provisions of this section; and
Provide levels of service that are adequate and reliable.

The Commission shall adopt regulations which determine the level
of preference to be given to those measures and sources of supply.
Background
Nevada's least cost planning process dates back to the 1983 Session of the
Nevada Legislature's passage of the Senate Bill 161 - the Utility Resource
Planning Act. Initiated by the state's then recently created Office of
Consumer Advocate, the legislation was a bold step on the road to
ensuring theat the state's energy needs and that those future needs are
fulfilled using the most practical and cost-effective means.
Nevada's least cost planning process has many procedural and substantive
hurdles over the last seven years. The original Commission adoptedregulation has been twice amended to include provisions to deemed
necessary to encourage fuller utility participation and support of least
cost planning. The amendments provides balancing account cost-recovery
for utility resource planning development and pilot demand-side
management program implementation costs; and capitalization or
expensing of fully-implemented demand-side management program costs.
In addition, the Commission has an ongoing docket opened to consider
additional provisions to provide increased financial incentives to
encourage fuller utility participation in least cost planning.
The Nevada Regulation
The Commission began rulemaking proceedings this past summer. As of
the time of this submittal, the first cut at a draft rule was released by
the Consumer Advocate's Office, dated September 7,1990. The
Commission will hold hearings in September and October on the draft rule.
A final rule will be subsequently adopted by the Commission. The draft
rule is attached.
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Section 1. As used in sections 1 to 9, inclusive of this regulation, unless context
otherwise requires:
1. "RIMS II multiplier" means a number which converts a direct
change in demand to a total change, and is obtained from the Regional InputOutput Modeling System, localized for Nevada, and published by the Bureau of
Economic Analysis in the United States Department of Commerce.

Section 2. NAC 704.934 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1. As part of a utility's plan, it shall submit a plan for conservation
and load management.
2. The plan for conservation and load management must include:
(a) An identification of classes of customers and end uses for
programs for conservation and load management.
(b) An assessment of technically feasible programs for
conservation and load management, as determined by the utility. The
programs must be ranked in a list according to the level of savings in energy
or reduction in demand, or both.
(c) A quantification of the economic and environmental benefits tP
the state from technically feasible programs.
An assessment of the technically feasible programs to
determine which will produce benefits exceeding costs, based on a
determination of the costs and benefits of particular programs to various
classes of customers. The utility shall rank the programs on the basis of their
overall relationship between benefits and costs and identify the programs or
groups of programs whose benefits will clearly exceed their costs. The
methods used for the assessment must be stated in detail, specifically listing
the data and assumptions considered in the assessment.
lsX A list of proposed programs for reducing energy and demand.
ifi A determination of the reduction in the use of energy and the
demand for energy which would result from the proposed programs, in
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kilowatt-hours and kilowatt-savings per program. The programs must be
listed according to their expected savings and their contribution to a
reduction in energy and peak demand based upon a realistic penetration of
the market.
An assessment of the costs of the proposed programs and the
savings in the utility's costs produced by the proposed programs, assuming
a realistic level of penetration of the market. The assessment must include
the savings in the costs of transmission and distribution and the economic
and environmental benefits to the state from technically feasible programs.
jJxX An assessment of the impact on load shapes of proposed and
existing programs for conservation and load management,
Xii An assignment of priorities to the programs for conservation
and load management on the basis of a more detailed analysis of the
benefits and costs of each program as compared with other options. In
assigning the priorities, the utility shall also take into account consideration
of equity such as requiring one group of ratepayers to subsidize another
group, which may result from putting into effect certain types of programs.
jj) A report on the status of all programs for conservation and load
management. The report must include tables for each trial and full program
showing, for each year, the planned and achieved reduction in kilowatthours, the reduction in demand in kilowatts, the cost of the program and the
cost-effectiveness of the program.

Section 3.

NAC 704.9365 is hereby amended to read as follows:

A utility's plan for supply must develop and document the origins of:
1. Its assumptions, data and projections used to calculate the
costs and benefits of its options;
2. The costs, benefits and feasibility of power transactions with
other utilities including nonfirm and firm energy and the costs of
transmission;
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3. Its basic economic limitations and availability of fuels;
4. Required controls to mitigate pollution at planned facilities
when estimating the costs of the facilities for the plan;
5. Criteria selected for determining the reserve margin;
6. Assumptions for conventional generation;
7. Assumptions for renewable resources;
8. Assumptions for nonutility generators;
9. Estimates of the cost of, the requirements of time for and the
feasibility of converting to the use of coal;
10. A statement of the limits on its import or export of power within
its primary system of generation and transmission;
11. A statement of the utility's requirements for research and
development;
12. A statement of potential projects for upgrading existing
systems for transmission of new interties;
13. The criteria used by the utility in setting the dates for the
retirement of its facilities; and
14. The quantification of the economic and environmental benefits
to the state from each option for future supply.

Section 4.

NAC 704.S37 is hereby amended to read as follows:

1. A utility's plan must include a list of all existing and planned
facilities for conventional generation, facilities for using renewable
resources, nonutility generators, programs for reducing demand for and use
of energy and other sources available as options to the utility for the future
supply of electricity. The listing must include the capacity and projected
loads of the facilities and resources for each year of the plan.
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2. A utility shall identify the criteria it has used for the selection of
its options for meeting the expected future demands for electricity and shall
explain how any conflicts among criteria are resolved.
3. In comparing its options, the basic criterion which the utility
shall use to select and rank its options for the supply of power is the present
worth of future requirements for revenue. The quantification of economic
and environmental benefits to the state must be added to the present worth
of future revenue requirements for comparison of options. If an option
selected by the utility as its preferred option fails to produce the lowest
present worth of revenue requirements, the utility must fully justify its choice
by setting forth the other criteria which influenced the utility's choice.
4. Other criteria which the utility shall consider are the avoidance
of risk by means of:
(a) Flexibility;
(b) Diversity;
(c) Reduced size of commitments;
(d) Choice of projects which can be completed in short periods;
(e) Reliability: and
£|) Displacement of fuel.
5. The utility's selections must;
(a) Provide adequate reliability;
(b) Be within regulatory and financial constraints; and
(c) Meet the requirements for environmental protection.

Section 5.

NAC 704.939 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1. A utility's plan must contain a list showing:
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(a) All sources of electric power from which the utility has plans or
potential opportunities to buy electric power during the 20 years covered by
the plan; and
(b) The amount of electric power to be purchased from each
source and the years for which delivery is contracted.
The nature and source of the purchase must be described (e.g. nonfirm
electric power in winter months-oaty from a combustion turbine fueled bv
natural gas). If a purchase is not from a specific source of supply then a mix
of all resources of the seller must be described. The economic and
environmental benefits to the state from each source or mix of resources
must be quantified. Major new commitments for purchases of power must be
documented and justified as economical options for^upply of power.

Section 6.

NAC 704.9395 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1. The estimated costs of construction, including:

(a) Annual flows of expenditures, in current dollars, without
allowance for funds used during construction;
(b) Annual flows of expenditures, in current dollars, without
allowance for funds used during construction;
2. The estimated costs of operation, including:
(a) Costs which are variable, in current dollars, per kilowatt-hour,
with expenses for fuel and other items indicated separately;
(b) Costs which are fixed in current dollars, per kilowatt-hour; and
(c) Environmental and economic costs to the state which
otherwise external to the utility's revenue requirement.
3. The rates of escalation of cost, including:
(a) Capital costs;
(b) Costs which are variable and related to fuel;
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(c) Operating costs which are variable and unrelated to fuel; and
(d) Operating costs which are fixed; and
4. The annual average cost per kilowatt-hour at projected loads in
current dollars for each year of the plan for each facility, both existing and
planned.

Section 7.

NAC 704.9475 is hereby amended to read as follows:

1. A utility shall conduct an analysis of sensitivity for all major
assumptions and estimates used in its plan. The analysis must include the:
(a) Forecast of load;
(b) Dates when proposed acquisitions will be in service;
(c) Unit availability;
(d) Costs of power plants;
(e) Price of fuel;
(f) Amounts of purchased power and corresponding costs;
(g) T h e schedule, impact and costs of programs for conservation
and load management;
(h) Capacity of plants in megawatts;
(i) Discount rates;
(j) Rate of inflation;
(k) Cost of capital;
fl) Environmental benefit: and
(m\ Economic benefit.
2. The utility shall state the ranges and consequences of
uncertainty for each of the assumptions and methods of combining various
uncertainties.

VI
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Economic benefit quantification.

1. Economic benefits to the state must be quantified in the form of
changes in the earnings of state residents due to both positive and negative
changes which occur in all sectors of the state's economy from
implementation of options for supply and demand.
(al The utility should assume that all funds spent are derived from
ratepayers of the utility.
(b^ Spending should then be calculated both as an increase in
spending by the industries, including the utility, involved in the construction
and operation of each option for supply and demand in the years >n which
the spending is expected to occur, and a decrease in funds available to be
spent by ratepayers on all other sectors of the state's economy.
Ic) Only those changes that pay for in-state labor, and services
and goods produced within the state shall be considered.
(d) In addition, for programs in demand-side managementreductions in energy usage, times applicable rates, shall be counted as
increases in ratepayer incomes and as decreases in utility revenues.
2. To calculate the total impact from direct changes in revenues to
businesses and households'in the state and from indirect changes in funds
respent throughout the state economy, the utility must use the most current
set of applicable RIMS II multipliers. For residential customers, multipliers
based on the best available data concerning major categories of household
spending shall be used.
(a) The utility should compute a RIMSII multiplier for each
category of spending which constitutes at least ten percent *Q t n e *°tfll
spending for an option for supply or demand. Any category of spending
which constitutes less than ten percent of the total spending may be
combined with a category which most closaly reflects the type of spending
involved.
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(b) The resulting RIMS II multipliers should then be applied to the
positive and negative spending impacts of implementing utility supply and
demand options for each maior class of customers-

Section 9.

Environmental benefit quantification.

1. The costs of environmental benefits to the state associated with
operating and maintaining options for supply or demand must be quantified
for air emissions, water and land use. Air emission factors should be
quantified for each of the following pollutants: nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides,
total suspended particulates. carbon monoxide, volatile organic compounds.
carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, hydrogen sulfide and ammonia.
2. The utility must use the general emission factors for a new
option for supply from the tables below, unless the utility justifies a need for
deviating from the tables below.
3. The utility must also utilize the valuation of cost impact for
pollutants listed below unless the utility can identify site- and resourcespecific marginal costs of control which justify the use of different costs per
pound of emission.
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VALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL EXTERNALITIES

Pollutant

Valuation (1990 real levelized dollars/lfcO

Carbon Dioxide (CO2)

0.011

Methane (CH4)

0.11

Nitrous Oxide (N2O)

2.07

Nitrogen Oxides (NOX)

3.4

Sulfur Oxides (SOx)

0.78

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)

0.591

Carbon Monoxide (CO)
Ambient Air Quality +
Global Warming Contribution
Total

0.43
0.03
0.46

Total Suspended Particulates/
Paniculate Matter (diam<10mm) TSP/PM10

2.09

Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S)

NA2

1
The value for VOC has been adjusted to reflect the state of Nevada's status as attainment for
VOC. This value is representative of an actual cost incurred in Nevada to control fugitive VOC
emmissions from gasoline.
2
A national marginal control cost tor VOC in attainment areas would be approximately $0.9 per Ib.
(OTA, 1989). The valuation of H2S in progress at this time.
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EVALUATING FACTORS NOT EASILY
EXPRESSED IN DOLLARS (NEEDS): Development
of the Non-Quanitifiable Risk Assessment
Worksheet

For Presentation at the NARUC
National Conference on Environmental
Externalities in Jackson Hole, Wyoming
October 1-3, 1990

By:
Richard L. Prestin
Northern States Power Company
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Overview
Northern States Power Company (NSP), like most other
electric utilities, has historically conducted rigorous
analyses of the economic costs and benefits of demand and
supply side options. For major coal and nuclear projects,
as well as related high voltage transmission lines,
significant time and effort were spent on environmental
assessments. In the early 1970's a quantitative approach
was developed and utilized for assessing environmental
factors which were not readily addressed in an economic
setting. This approach consisted of developing an
appropriate list of factors or criteria, assigning weights
for each category and then compiling the "scores" for each
alternative. This method was used for ranking potential
power plant sites and transmission line routes.
Evolution From Quantitative to Qualitative Analysis
The quantitative approach, with the use of weighting and
scoring, was utilized by NSP planners for nearly a
decade. During this time, many of the projects being
proposed by the company ran into extensive controversy,
permitting delays, public opposition and ultimate
disapproval by the regulators.
NSP planners took a step back and reevaluated their basic
planning approach. After considerable internal
discussion, NSP realized that it needed to first answer
some basic questions:
1)

Who are the real decision makers?

2)

Are decisions being made objectively or
subjectively (or a combination)?

3)

What were the key factors being considered by
the decision makers?

4)

How could NSP planners address these factors in
their analyses, in order to come up with more
reasonable, acceptable proposals?

5)

Why wasn't the quantitative method working
(utilizing weights and scores for analyzing
social/environmental issues).
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-3Some Answers
#1)

Decision Makers: NSP thought it made the important
decisions, since it was NSP who was charged with
analyzing and proposing alternatives. But as of the
mid-1970's (Wisconsin Plant Siting Bill), NSP was
wrong. The Public Service Commission (PSC)
ultimately made the final decision on major
projects, both for need and for siting. In reaching
their decisions, NSP realized that there were a
number of important decision influencers, who had an
active role in the decision process. These
influencers included:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

#2)

NSP
PSC Staff
Public
Special Interest Groups
Environmental Groups
Potentially affected landowners
Other regulatory agencies and officials

Objective or Subjective Decisions: NSP realized
that decisions were not going to be made solely on
economic parameters.
There were other factors influencing decisions,
which were not readily quantifiable or relatable to
economic terms. In other words, decisions were
being made using both objective and subjective
factors. Decisions were being greatly influenced by
quantitative factors, such as impacts to landowners,
environmental impacts and other agencies' inputs.

#3)

Key Factors: Although economics and system
reliability continued to be important factors in
reaching decisions, it became obvious that other
less-quantifiable factors were also important:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Health
Safety
Option Reliability
Environmental Impacts
Fuel Usage
Social Impacts
Political Uncertainties
Local Economics
Flexibility
Technical Innovation
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-4#4)

Planning Using These Factors; At the time, no
formalized system for analyzing these factors was
being used by NSP at the planning stage. As a
result, in 1987, NSP developed a Non-quantifiable
Risk Assessment Worksheet, to be used at the
planning stage to address the factors not easily
expressed in dollars (NEED$). This worksheet has
been refined in the past three (3) years and the
latest version is included as Attachment 1 to this
paper. The worksheet addresses the factors which
influence decisions, in a manner which is best
described as a combination of quantitative and
qualitative techniques, with a special emphasia on
reviewer comments and the potential for fatal
flaws. The worksheet emphasizes quantifying factors
whenever possible (Tons of emissions, acres of land
affected, number of regulatory agencies involved,
etc) but does not attempt to assign any weights nor
develop any scoring mechanism.

The most important lessons learned in using the worksheet
in the past three (3) years are:

#5)

1.

The worksheet does not exactly or appropriately
fit all resource options and is not intended to
do so. No one worksheet could accomplish this.

2.

The intent of the worksheet is to quantify
where possible and to stimulate thought and
discussion between planners and NSP management.

3.

The value of the worksheet is the process of
completing it, not the actual details on the
forms.

4.

The most important parts of the worksheet are
the sections for comments and fatal flaw
potential.

Why was weighting/scoring not working;
What NSP realized after using the weighting and
scoring techniques for about a decade was that the
decision maker's and decision influencer's opinions
on the weighting of particular factors were
extremely diverse. As a result, the process served
to polarize or alienate the various parties, drew
attention away from the really important issues
which deserved discussion and resulted in extensive
delays and disapprovals. All efforts to try to
quantify, tabulate and address the important
factors, prior to weighting, were very useful. The
problem with the system was the use of weighting and
scoring to compare alternatives.
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-5I think this problem can best be described using an
analogy. Let us assume that we want to produce a
painting of something (i.e. a decision) and attempt
to get a consensus from a diverse group on what the
painting is showing. First of all we get a canvas
and frame and paint the basic background. This is
the foundation for the painting (i.e. the economic
parameters). Once the foundation is laid we can add
the details using fine brushes and various colors to
begin to bring out the various components of the
painting (i.e. tons of emissions, safety factors,
environmental, social, political attributes). If
sufficient time and care is spent on these details,
the painting really takes form and becomes
recognizable to most, but not all people. In an
attempt to put on the final touches, so that
everyone will be able to see what the painting is
about, we take out a six (6) inch wide house
painting brush, dip it in a big bucket of black
paint and proceed to apply a half dozen full-width
passes over the entire painting (i.e. weighting and
scoring).
Get the point! Things were proceeding fairly well
(but not perfectly) up to a point. What we have to
realize is that no system is perfect. Decision
makers have based their decisions on somewhat
subjective factors in the past and will continue to
do so in the future. As planners, we need to
recognize and accept this fact and attempt to
conduct our planning in such a way as to give as
much support and information to the decision makers
as we can, without introducing additional confusion
or foundation for alienating the various groups who
influence their decisions.
NSP has found that the process it now uses works fairly
well and most importantly promotes communication and
discussion among groups. With this philosophy, NSP has
become a utility industry leader for innovative projects
such as:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Demand-Side Management Implementation
Major Hydro Plant Redevelopment
Fluidized Bed Combustion
Waste Wood Utilization
Whole Tree Burning Research
Wind Farm Research
Refuse Derived (RDF) Utilization
Transmission System Upgrades
Development of a Small, Modular,
Pre-engineered, Fluidized Bed Coal Plant

NON-QUANTIFIABLE RISK ASSESSMENT WORKSHEET
Northern States Power Company

Version 6/90
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Attachment

Option Name/Description

Evaluated By
Date

Position

Name

HEALTH
None/
No

Slight

Moderate

Significant

Great/

Quantity

Yes

Particulate Emissions
Toxic Emissions
Carcinogenic Emissions
Radon/Indoor Pollution
Hazardous Waste Discharges
Proximity to Population Centers
Electromagnetic Fields

| FATAL FLAW? | (Characteristic which could outweigh everything else)
Comments:

General Outcome
Negative
Neutral
Positive

SAFETY

None/
NO

Slight

Moderate

Significant

Great/
YES

Potential for Fire. Explosion,
or Electrocution
Potential for Other
Accidents - Type
Exposure:
Public
Employee

| FATAL FLAW? |
Comments:

General Outcome
Negative
Neutral
Positive

Quantity.

RELIABILITY

None/
NO
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Slight

Moderate

Significant

Great/
YES

Quantity

impact on Outage Rates
Dependence on Customer Action
Potential for Regulatory Delay
Effect on Peak Demand
Potential for Technical Failure

|FATAL FLAW?]
Comments:

General Outcome
Negative
Neutral
Positive

ENVIRONMENTAL

None/
NO

Slight

Moderate

Significant

Great/
YES

Quantity

Wetland Impacts
Forestry Impacts
Agricultural Impacts
Recreation Area Impacts
Engangered Spscies Habitat Impacts
Water Quality Impacts
Surface
Groundwater
Acid Deposition Impacts
FisrVWildlife Impacts
Aesthetic/Viewshed Impacts
Noise Level Impacts
Construction Impacts
[FATAL FLAW?
Comments:

General Outcome
Negative
Neutral
Positive
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FUEL

None/
NO

Slight

Moderate

Significant

Great/
YES

Quantity

Renewable
Availability:
Present
Future
Price Stability
Efficiency of Fuel
Best Societal Use of Fuel

FATAL FLAW?
Comments:

General Outcome
Negative
Neutral
Positive

SOCIAL
None/
NO

Slight

Moderate

Significant

Great/
YES

Quantity

Customers Creating Load are
those Primarily Affected
Loss of Agricultural Land
Displacement of People
Landowners Affected
Public Lands Encroachment
Negative Public Attitudes
Impact on Customer Lifestyle
Impact on Customer Comlort
Public Goodwill Generated
Jobs Created Locally
Impact on Productivity

FATAL FLAW?
Comments:

General Outcome
Negative
Neutral
Positive
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ECONOMIC

None/
5
NO

Slight

Moderate

Significant

Great/
YES

Quantity

Jobs: Created
Displaced
Impact on Local Taxes:
Increase
Decrease
Potential for Secondary Businesses
Local Work Force Used
Increased Rates
Lost Revenue
Economic Benefit In State
Out of State
Potential to Delay Major
Capital investments
Diversification Opportunities
Customer Investment Required

[FATAL FLAW?]
Comments:

General Outcome
Negative
Neutral
Positive

POLITICAL
None/
NO

Slight

Moderate

Significant

Great/
YES

Quantity

Difficulty Obtaining Permrts
Extent of Permitting Necessary
Involvement of Other States
involvement of Counties
Involvement of Townships
Invotvement of Federal Govl
Public Acceptance

FATAL FLAW?
Comments:

General Outcome
Negative
Neutral
Positive

FLEXIBILITY/RISK
None/
NO

Slight

Moderate

Significant

Great/
YES

Quantity

Adaptable to Changes in:
Load Growth
Inflation
Interest Rates
Future Planning
Ease of Dispatch
Lead Time Required
Modular Design
Degree of Overall Risk

FATAL FLAW?
Comments:

General Outcome
Negative
Neutral
Positive

TECHNICAL INNOVATION
None/
NO

Slight

Moderate

Significant

Great/
YES

Quantity

New/Improved Method of Generation
New Design for Transmission
New Design for Distribution
New Technologies tor End Use
Efficiency Improvements
R & D Opportunities
Value of Information Acquired

FATAL FLAW? j
Comments:

General Outcome
Negative
Neutral
Positive

NON-QUANTIFIABLE RISK ASSESSMENT WORKSHEET
Northern States Power Company

Option Name/Description-

GeneraJ Overview by Category

Category

HEALTH

SAFETY

RELIABILITY

ENVIRONMENTAL

FUEL

SOCIAL

ECONOMIC

POLITICAL

FLEXIBILITY

TECHNICAL INNOVATION

Negative

Neutral

Positive

Fatal Flaw
Potential
.(Minor/Major)
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PREFACE
The attached paper is an excerpt from the Environmental
Externalities section of the Department of Public Utilities'
Order in D.P.U. 89-239 (August 31, 1990). D.P.U. 89-239 was the
proceeding through which the Department promulgated its final
integrated resource management ("IRM", called Least-Cost
Planning by some other states) regulations. The presenter was
the director of the project leading to the promulgation of the
final IRM regulations, and was the lead technical staff person
responsible for the environmental externalities portion of the
Department's Order.
ENVIRONMENTAL EXTERNALITIES
A.

Introduction

The Department defines the cost of environmental
externalities as the cost of environmental damages caused by a
project or activity for which compensation to affected parties
does not occur, regardless of whether the costs are imposed
within Massachusetts borders or elsewhere.
In D.P.U.

We assume that the cost of mitigating environmental damages
required by federal, state, and local regulations are
internalized in a resource developer's production costs
and, therefore, in the prices bid by developers and
electric companies. Any residual damages that occur after
compliance with basic environmental regulations and
standards are assumed to occur without compensation to
affected parties and, therefore, constitute an external
cost. D.P.U. 86-36-G, p. 77.
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86-36-F, the Department required electric companies to include
environmental externalities to the fullest extent practicable
and quantifiable in their evaluations of C&LM programs and other
resource options. Id., p. 22. In D.P.U. 86-36-G, the
Department reaffirmed its decision to incorporate environmental
externalities in the evaluation of alternative energy resources
by finding that
electric utilities' evaluation of alternate energy
resource options must take into account environmental
externalities to avoid the selection of resources that
impose high costs not internalized in the prices bid by
competing resource developers. In addition, explicitly
incorporating the value of environmental externalities
in resource decisions encourages resource developers to
consider the value of environmental resources in
project proposals and enables projects that are
relatively environmentally clean to compete fairly with
lower-priced energy projects that have high
environmental impacts.
Id. pp. 79-80.
The Department stated in D.P.U. 86-36-G that it would
establish a regulatory framework that takes environmental
externalities into consideration and that does so through
the application of either price or non-price criteria.
Id., p. 80. We stated that utilities should identify and
quantify externalities as thoroughly as is reasonable for
purposes of comparing resources, but we also expressed our
willingness to consider alternative regulatory schemes that
either, (a) put externalities in dollar terms and add them
to the price of the resource (i.e., a monetization
approach), or (b) select a weight for environmental
externalities and a method for ranking the range of
externalities in much the same way that factors other than
price (e^g., reliability) are handled within the framework
of the Department's existing QF regulations (i.e., a
weighting and ranking approach). Id.
B.

Comments and Discussion on Environmental
Externalities

Many of the comments submitted in D.P.U. 89-239 are
devoted to the treatment of environmental externalities in
the IRM process. There is a virtual consensus among
commenters that including environmental externalities in
the resource evaluation process is a positive development
that would allow resources with varying degrees and types
of environmental impacts to be compared more accurately.
In addition, most of the commenters agree that
environmental externalities should be evaluated using a
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common framework and set of values for all utilities. Only
BECo advocated giving each utility the flexibility to
develop its own environmental scoring methodology (BECo
Comments, 2/23, pp. 20-21).
The commenters, however, disagreed on a variety of issues
involving the method of implementing an environmental component
in the evaluation of energy projects. The issues raised by the
commenters include:
- Using an impact-based versus a technology-based initial
ranking system;
- Monetizing versus weighting and ranking externality values;
- Valuing externalities at the marginal cost of control versus
cost of actual damages;
- Determining the weight of environmental externalities
relative to other project selection criteria;
- Extending externality evaluations to site-specific factors;
- Extending externality evaluations to include entire fuel
cycle costs;
- Extending externality evaluations to include economic and
social externalities; and
- Finalizing the transitional policy for environmental
externalities.
The first four issues concern the method by which
environmental externality values are estimated and incorporated
into the resource selection process. The next three issues
concern the scope of the externality evaluation. In this
section of the Order, the Department shall discuss issues with
regard to the method and scope of estimating environmental
externalities for use in the IRM process. The final issue,
transition policy, will be dealt with more fully in the
transition section of this Order. See Section IV.B, infra.
1.

Estimating and Incorporating Environmental
Externalities into the IRM Process

a.

An Impact-based Versus a Technology-based Scoring
System

In D.P.U. 86-36-G, the Department outlined three alternative
methods for incorporating environmental externalities in the
resource evaluation process. These methods included a
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technology-based, impact-based, and hybrid scoring systems.
See ^d., pp. 88-93, for a full description of these methods.
Most of the commenters3strongly favor an impact-based or a
hybrid scoring system.
The commenters' main objection to a
technology-based system is that it scores all projects using the
same fuel or turbine/boiler configuration equally, regardless of
a developer's attempt at mitigating emissions from a project.
Many conunenters state that under a technology-based scoring
system, no incentive exists for the developer to invest in
cleaner technology (Mass. Audubon Comments, 2/23, pp. 2-3; CLF
Comments, 2/26, pp. 23-24; WMECo Comments, 2/26, pp. 42-44 and
5/4, pp. 21-22; Altresco Comments, 5/4, pp. 12-14).
The Department agrees that a project evaluation system that
distinguishes energy project proposals by their particular
expected emission levels is preferable to scoring systems that
allocates fixed points based on technology types. Scoring
systems based on impact levels recognize project-specific
reductions of environmental impacts generally associated with
energy projects of a particular turbine/boiler configuration and
fuel type, and enables developers to evaluate more accurately
the trade-offs between emission or resource-use levels, and the
cost of controlling such emissions or reducing the level of
resource use. Also, such a scoring system provides incentives
for the development and procurement of cleaner technologies.
Accordingly, the Department finds that electric companies should
implement an environmental externality evaluation methodology
that recognizes, to the greatest extent possible, the expected
level of environmental impacts associated with particular
project proposals. The following sections of this Order will
discuss how the 'value of environmental impacts associated with
particular energy projects should be estimated, including
whether such values should be monetized, and whether these
values should be based on the value of environmental damages or
the cost of controlling emissions that cause damages.

In this context, "impact" means emission or resource-use
levels.
A hybrid system assigns general categories of technologies
(e.g., coal, oil, gas, nuclear, renewable, C&LM) base
environmental impact scores (as in a technology-based
system), but allows each proposal to improve its base score
by reducing impacts over several categories of
environmental impacts (as in an impact-based system).
D.P.U. 86-36-G, pp. 91-93.
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b.

Monetizing Environmental Externalities
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The commenters who support a monetization approach argue
that placing dollar values on externalities makes the underlying
judgments clearer and more* understandable to the public.
Although those that argue for a monetization scheme recognize
that externality values are highly uncertain, they maintain that
a weighting and ranking scheme simply obscures the monetary
values implied by the scheme. In addition, these commenters
oppose methods that assign a fixed weight to the externality
category of the project selection criteria because such a method
sets a cap on the maximum influence environmental externalities
can have relative to prices bid by project developers (MassPIRG
Comments, 2/26, pp. 14-15; MCSE Comments, 5/4, p. 1; DOER
Comments, 3/2, pp. 12-13; CLF Comments, 2/26, pp. 33-35;
Representative Alexander Comments, 5/18, pp. 6-7; The Department
of Environmental Protection, Division of Air Quality Control
("DAQC") Comments, 5/25, pp. 3-5).
Several commenters support the weighting and ranking scheme
proposed by MECo, with the environmental externality category
accounting for 15 percent of the total project score (BECo
Comments, 2/23, pp. 20-21; ComElectric Comments, 5/4, pp. 15;
WMECo Comments, 5/4, pp. 21-22; Wheelabrator Comments, 3/8
Letter to MECo). Altresco supports the MECo plan, but with a 30
percent weight for the environmental externality category
(Altresco Comments, 5/4, pp. 12-14); EECo supports the plan with
a 10 percent weight for the environmental externality category
(EECo Comments, 5/4, pp. 5-6).
The MIT Energy Lab asserts that monetizing intangible
environmental impacts is an unnecessary complication of an
already challenging analytic task (MIT Comments, 3/13,
pp. 4-5). It asserts that lovvr costs, lower sulfur dioxide
emissions, as well as increased employment and reliability are
generally preferred. Accordingly, it argues that any strategies
that perform better along all of these measures independent of
any weighting and ranking scheme are better (id.). Accordingly,
the MIT Energy Lab recommends that the Department adopt a
system-based, multi-attribute evaluation technique (id., p. 2 ) .
The multi-attribute evaluation technique recommended by the MIT
Energy Lab uses "distinct measures of cost, environmental

We note our appreciation for the considerable assistance in
developing methods and estimates of environmental
externalities prepared by the commenters, especially Boston
Gas Company ("BGCo"), DOER, MECo, and the MIT Energy Lab.
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impacts, and reliability in the evaluation of resource
portfolios to identify the full range of a strategies' impacts
while avoiding controversy over the valuation of environmental
and other externality effects" (id.).
The Department finds that effective weighting and ranking
approaches could be designed to account for the variation in
environmental impacts among various energy resources. However,
in order to design an effective weighting and ranking approach,
environmental impacts and the value of those impacts would have
to be estimated so that appropriate weights could be
determined.
If weighting and ranking systems require

The MIT Energy Lab states in its comments that resource
strategies that focus exclusively on improving end-use
efficiency perform poorly in reducing sulfur dioxide,
nitrous oxides, and particulate emissions when compared to
resource strategies that balance efficiency improvements on
both the supply-side and the demand-side. According to
research conducted by the MIT Energy Lab, it was found that
resource strategies aimed at increasing combustion
efficiency as well as end-use efficiency appear to be
robust in mitigating local, regional, and global
environmental impacts (MIT Comments, 3/27, p. 1 ) . It
states that these results appear to stem from the fact that
over-subscribing to demand-side resources might lead to
electric companies keeping older fossil-fueled generators
(with high heat rates and emission levels) in service
longer. Investing in new generation technology (with low
heat rates and emission levels) allowed electric companies
to retire old fossil-fired generation, thus reducing
system-wide emission levels. The Department finds that the
concerns raised by the MIT Energy Lab can be accommodated
during the optimization phase of project evaluation and
modification. Accordingly, the Department's final
regulations require electric companies to optimize the
ranking of proposals to take into account interactive
effects between resources. The Department directs
companies to expand the examination of interactive effects
to include the interaction between new and existing
resources, and to evaluate the collective environmental
impacts of various committed and proposed resource
combinations when preparing their draft initial resource
plans and when optimizing the ranking of proposals.
The Department notes that, ultimately, this is true for all
project selection criteria including those presently
designated as "non-price" criteria.
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quantification of externality values in order to determine the
appropriateness of the weights, forming weights becomes
unnecessary because the quantified externality values could be
monetized and added directly to project costs to assist the
determination of the mix of resources that minimizes cost and
environmental impact simultaneously.
Accordingly, the comments in this proceeding convince the
Department that externalities should be monetized to the
greatest extent possible, and that such values would be added to
direct resource costs (i.e., price bids of proposed resources,
and the avoidable costs of existing and planned resources) for
the purposes of evaluating and comparing alternative energy
resources during Phase II. In categories of environmental
impacts where estimates of externality values are absent, the
utility must make its best effort to estimate monetary values
with magnitudes appropriately weighted relative to better known
values. These relative values must be estimated using the best
information reasonably available.
As we stated in D.P.U. 86-36-G, the Department realizes that
monetizing externality values does not constitute the
elimination of subjective judgments in the evaluation of
externalities. We expect that as externality values are
proposed by utilities and interested parties for use in the IRM
process, that the proponents of such values reveal all
assumptions and judgments so that their merit can be discussed
in the appropriate public forum.
c.

Cost-of-Control Versus the Value of Environmental
Damages

In D.P.U. 86-36-G, the Department defined environmental
externalities as the costs associated with damages caused by a
project for which compensation to affected parties does not
occur. Assuming that the cost of pollution controls required by

All externality evaluations submitted to the Department in
D.P.U. 89-239 omit environmental externalities associated
with nuclear and renewable (most notably large hydro and
waste-to-energy projects) energy production, and with load
management programs. The Department directs each electric
company to propose environmental externality values
associated with nuclear and renewable energy production,
and load-management projects, and to include such values in
its first Phase I filing pursuant to the attached
regulations.
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government law, standards and regulation is internalized into
the prices offered by alternative suppliers of generation, the
value of environmental externalities equals the value of damages
associated with residual emissions that manage to escape into
the environment despite required pollution control
technologies. For example, a conventional coal-fired power
plant that just meets federal New Source Performance Standards
for sulfur dioxide emissions will still emit significant and
specific amounts of sulfur dioxide into the atmosphere. These
residual emissions cause environmental degradation and,
therefore, we find that these must be taken into account in an
electric company's choice of energy resources.
The purpose of estimating environmental externality values
is to enable decisionmakers to compare, on a consistent basis,
the social costs associated with alternative energy resources
offering different prices, environmental impacts, and non-price
characteristics. To illustrate the value of externalities,
assume a situation where there are two generating facilities
that meet federal emission limits and are alike in all respects
(e.g., price, reliability) except that one facility emits
significantly less pollution than the other. Most would agree
that the facility with lower emissions would be preferred. If
the value of environmental externalities resulting from
emissions permitted by federal statute were zero, we would be
completely indifferent between these two generating facilities.
Since we would not be indifferent -- that is, we would prefer
the less-polluting generating facility -- externalities must
have an economic value that we need to consider in our resource
choices.
Moving from this example, consider a comparison of two
facilities that each meet government emission and resource-use
requirements, but one pollutes more than the other. The value
of lower environmental externalities associated with the cleaner
resource would equal the maximum difference in price between two
resources (where the price of the dirtier resource is lower than
the price of the cleaner resource) that would be acceptable
before society preferred the dirtier resource. In theory,
before society opts for the dirtier resource, the difference in
prices (and presumably the costs) between the dirtier and
cleaner resources (i.e., the amount by which the price of the
dirtier resource is lower than the cleaner resource) must be
greater than the value of the incremental environmental damages
associated with the dirtier resource relative to the cleaner
resource. If the value of the incremental environmental damage
associated with the dirtier resource is smaller than the
difference in price, it would be to society's net benefit to
prefer the dirtier resource. However, if the value of the
incremental environmental damage associated with the dirtier
resource is larger than the price difference, society would be
worse off with the dirtier resource. In this case, it would be
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to society's net benefit to prefer the cleaner resource even
though its internal price may be higher.
In order to compare different energy resources on a
consistent basis, therefore, an estimate of environmental damage
values associated with each resource would appear to be
necessary. Given that the costs of environmental damages are
difficult to estimate, methods other than direct damage cost
assessments have been used to estimate externality costs.
Most of the commenters who support a monetization scheme
state that using cost of actual damage values (e.g., health care
costs, loss of natural resources, reduction in the quality of
life) is the preferable method for valuing externalities, and
argue that where these values are known, they should be used
(CLF Comments, 2/26, pp. 37-39; DOER Comments, 5/2, pp. 6-8;
DAQC Comments, 5/10, Preface; BGCo Comments, 5/18, Attachment 1,
p. 4; MassPIRG Comments, 5/25, p. 3 ) . In areas where damage
costs are unknown or are uncertain, some of these commenters
argue that a reasonable alternative to direct damage valuation
is to use the marginal costs of control to reflect the values of
environmental impacts implied by pollution standards set through
other political processes (id.). These commenters argue that
this approach provides conservative estimates (i.e.,
underestimates) of the externality costs and thus represent a
proper starting point (id.).
MECo disagrees with the assumption that using the cost of
control provides a conservative estimate of externality costs
and asserts that cost of control methods for estimating the
value of externalities should be rejected because it suffers
from fundamental illogic (MECo Comments, 2/23, pp. 18-19). MECo
asserts that the use of a cost of control method to estimate the
value of externalities systematically tends to overstate the
value of externalities (MECo Comments, 5/8, p. 2 ) . MECo argues
that society has already mandated restrictions on emissions such
that the point has been achieved where the marginal cost of
controlling emissions equals the marginal value of potential
environmental benefits (id., pp. 4-7). Subsequently, MECo
states that the marginal cost of abating any additional
pollution must be greater than the marginal benefit society
receives from such abatement (id.).
MECo also states that cost of control methods
inappropriately equate two separate and distinct concepts, the
cost of controlling emissions and the value of environmental
externalities (id.). In addition, MECo claims that the cost of
control varies widely between utilities and that selecting one
estimate as representative of all utilities constitutes an
arbitrary exercise unlikely to reflect a given utility's actual
cost of control (id.).
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The method proposed by BGCo and DOER to estimate the value
of environmental externalities equates society's willingness to
pay for pollution control (and hence, society's demand to avoid
costly environmental damages) with the cost of controlling
pollution to comply with government-mandated emission limits.
The basic rationale for using cost of pollution control as a
measure of the value of pollution reduction is that the cost of
pollution controls required by the government provides an
estimate of the price that society is willing to pay to reduce
the pollutant (BGCo Comments, 1/5, p. 8; DOER Comments (Update),
5/18, pp. 4-6).
For example, if legislators, as society's representatives,
require measures that cost four dollars to reduce a pound of
emission, it seems reasonable to assume that the value or worth
of reducing emissions is four dollars per pound. Presumably,
society is willing to pay four dollars to avoid a pound of
emission in order to avoid at least four dollar's worth of
external environmental damages. Methods that estimate society's
demand for pollution abatement using government-mandated
emission limits are referred to as implied valuation methods.
As mentioned above, MECo states that implied valuation
methods overstate the value of environmental externalities.
MECo argues that the marginal cost of abating any additional
pollution beyond that required by government regulation must be
greater than the marginal benefit society receives from such
abatement (MECo Comments, 5/8, pp. 4-7). Since marginal
pollution control costs tend to increase and marginal pollution
abatement benefits may tend to decrease with increasing levels
of pollution control, MECo asserts that to control emissions
significantly beyond the intersection of the marginal cost and
marginal benefit curves of pollution control theoretically would
diminish net societal benefits. Accordingly, MECo requests that
the Department reject the implied valuation method.
However, the Department finds that MECo's argument is not
relevant to the problem that the implied valuation method is
attempting to address. Implied valuation methods attempt to use
a proxy to estimate the value of residual pollution so that the
societal cost associated with various energy resources (e.g.,
fossil-fuel generation, renewable-resource generation, nuclear
generation, C&LM) can be compared on a consistent basis. MECo's
argument implies that pollution emitted by resources meeting
government-mandated emission limits cause no loss to net
societal values and, therefore, need not be taken into account
in the comparison between alternative energy resources.
Clearly, this is not true (and MECo does not assert it is). As
discussed above, if society were presented with the option to
purchase either a relatively dirty or a clean resource (assuming
that both resources comply with government-mandated emission
limits), and these resources were alike in all other respects,
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society would prefer the cleaner resource to avoid costly
incremental environmental damages. If we were to accept MECo's
argument to its logical conclusion, we would be unable to
compare the differing levels of environmental externalities
caused by different energy resources that comply with government
emission standards.
As a theoretical matter, MECo is correct to state that
controlling emissions significantly beyond the intersection of
the marginal cost and marginal benefit curves_of pollution
control could diminish net societal benefits.
The
Department, however, disagrees with MECo's assumption that the
decisions that have led to the setting of government standards
for controlling emissions or natural resource use are based
solely on economic considerations of marginal costs and
benefits. The level of pollution control presently mandated by
legislation is based on many considerations besides an
assessment of the economics of environmental damages, and,
therefore, may not necessarily represent society's willingness
to pay for controlling environmental damage. We acknowledge
that because of the difficulties of measuring the value of
environmental damages directly, it is unlikely that the level of
pollution control mandated by legislation reflects society's
willingness to pay to control environmental degradation. Absent
better evidence, however, it is through the political process
that government-mandated levels of pollution control provides a
reasonable, rough proxy for of what society is willing to pay to
avoid environmental externalities.
Further, we disagree with MECo that the implied valuation
method overestimates the value of environmental externalities
and, thus, would force power-plant developers to install
pollution control equipment costing more than the benefit of
abating the additional pollution. Economic theory posits that
it is appropriate to value the avoidance of environmental
externalities at the intersection of the marginal cost and
marginal benefit curves of pollution abatement. It is at the
intersection of the marginal cost and marginal benefit curves of

As a practical matter, the level of pollution associated
with energy resources used to serve Massachusetts
electricity demand represents a very small amount of global
environmental externalities. Even if MECo's analysis and
assumptions were entirely correct, and a large amount of
pollution associated with Massachusetts electricity
consumption was abated, the amount by which the incremental
cost of pollution control exceeded incremental benefits
would be very small when viewed from a global perspective.
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pollution control where societal value is maximized and, thus,
defines the market-clearing price or equilibrium value of
avoiding environmental externalities.
At quantities of pollution abatement greater than the
quantity at which the marginal cost and benefit curves
intersect, the amount society is willing to pay for pollution
control is lower than the marginal cost of controlling that
amount of pollution. In this case, societal value is enhanced
by lowering the quantity of pollution control.
In the IRM process, project developers installing pollution
controls whose actual cost per unit of reduced emissions is
greater than the per unit dollar value associated with avoiding
environmental externalities would incur costs higher in
comparison with any credit they would receive for having reduced
emission levels. In this situation, the overall economic value
of the project would be reduced and the project would receive a
lower score in the IRM process. Valuing environmental
externalities at the marginal cost of control would enable
power-plant developers to make decisions about fuels and
pollution controls in the overall context of competing with
other project developers on price, environmental, and non-price
variables.
The purpose of estimating the value of environmental
externalities is to allow consistent comparisons between various
energy resources with differing prices, environmental impacts,
and non-price features. This is especially important when
comparing energy conservation resources that have relatively
little or no environmental externalities against generation
resources that have significantly higher externalities. But it
is also essential for comparing different generating facilities

The implied valuation method serves as a proxy to establish
the point of intersection between the marginal cost and
marginal benefit curves of pollution abatement, even though
the actual control costs may not be at the intersection of
such curves given our assumption that other factors besides
marginal costs and benefits of pollution abatement entered
into the determination of government pollution-control
standards.
Conversely, at quantities of pollution abatement less than
the quantity at which the marginal cost and benefit curves
intersect, the amount that society is willing to pay for
pollution control is higher than the marginal cost of
controlling that amount of pollution. In this situation,
societal value is enhanced by increasing the quantity of
pollution control.
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whose fuel and technological differences lead to significantly
different pollution impacts. Estimating environmental
externalities using the implied valuation method and using such
values in the IRM evaluation process would give developers of
generation technologies the incentive to design generation
systems
that decrease emission levels at costs lower than
the value of environmental externalities. If residual emissions
allowed by government regulation were valued at zero, there
would be little economic incentive for innovation of this type.
Without reasonable estimates of environmental damage costs,
we cannot know with precision that the marginal cost of control
at levels mandated by the government under- or overestimates
society's demand for a cleaner environment. However, based in
part on the comments in this case, it does not appear that using
the results of the implied valuation method as a proxy has a
significant risk of overestimating the costs of environmental
externalities. Given the ongoing movement to make environmental
standards more stringent rather than less stringent, and given
the increasing sensitivity of the public to environmental
issues, it is more likely that the marginal costs of controlling
pollution are below marginal benefits at the present level of
pollution control mandated by the government. As a consequence,
using the cost of control as a proxy for the value of
externalities is most likely a conservative estimate of
society's willingness to pay for controlling externalities.
Since cost of control estimates, using the implied valuation
method, is the best available proxy at this time (and clearly a
better estimator of damage costs than the current assumption
that the value of such damages is zero), we direct electric
companies to use such control-cost estimates as a proxy for
environmental damages in the absence of comprehensive damage
cost estimates. In this record, both BGCo and DOER estimated
the value of environmental externalities associated with various
pollutants using the implied valuation method (BGCo Comments,
1/5, p. 13; DOER Comments (Update), 4/18, p. 33). For SO ,
C0 2 , and particulate emissions, both BGCo and DOER estimated
similar environmental externality values. For NO and CH.
emissions, however, BGCo estimated significantly Higher
externality values compared to DOER.

That is, systems that use various combinations of fuels,
fuel treatments, combustion configurations, and pollution
control technologies.
BGCo estimates the value of externalities associated with
NO and CH. emissions to be about $4.00 and $0.84 per
pound, respectively (BGCo Comments, 4/13, Exhibit 1,
pp. 12-14). In comparison, DOER estimates the value of
these externalities to be about $3.25 and $0.11 per pound,
respectively (DOER Comments (Update), 4/18, pp. 12 and 29)
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With regard to BGCo's estimate of the value of externalities
associated with NO emissions, it appears that BGCo
misinterpreted NO xeirission reduction data associated with
selective catalytic reduction technology (i.e., the marginal
technology needed to attain a 9 ppmv emission standard) (BGCo
Comments, 4/13, Exhibit 1, p. 14; DOER Comments (Update), 4/18,
p. 12;. The difference between BGCo's and DOER's estimate of
the value of CH. externalities results from the. method by
which the impact of rapid global climate change was factored
into the analysis (BGCo Comments, 4/13, Exhibit 1, pp. 11-13;
DOER Comments (Update), 4/18, pp. 29-31). Although DOER is not
convinced that the discounting method used by BGCo is the
correct way to account for the impact of rapid global climate
changes, DCSR acknowledges that the rate of climate change may
have compartiDle importance to overall climate change (DOER
Comments (Update), pp. 30-31). Since DOER did not take the rate
of climate change into account, its estimate of externalities
associated with CH 4 emissions is probably understated. At
this time, however, the Department will accept DOER's estimate
of externality values associated with CH. emissions as a
baseline value absent better evidence. In future cases, the
Department expects parties to develop and propose more
reasonable methods to account for the impact of rapid global
climate change resulting from greenhouse gas emissions.
At this time, the Department will accept DOER's estimates of
environmental externality values. Accordingly, the Department
directs electric companies to use the environmental externality
values proposed by DOER in this case for all electric company
filings involving resource cost-effectiveness tests (including,
but not limited to, preapprovals of utility C&LM and generation
programs, QF RFPs, power purchase agreements, third-party CSLM
contracts, IRM filings), unless it can be demonstrated in
subsequent proceedings that other values for these or for other
environmental externalities are more reasonable. See Table 1,
infra. Electric companies may update such values, subject to
Department review, on a case-by-case basis. Our ultimate
objective, however, is to use comprehensive damage costs as the
basis for environmental externalities where feasible.
d.

Application of the Price/Externality Criterion

In D.P.U. 86-36-G, the Department stated as one of its goals
that all companies use consistent categories and weights of
environmental impacts because the relative value to society of
global environmental impacts is not generally a matter subject
to utility-by-utility variation. Id., pp. 86-87. Given that
the Department has found that environmental externalities should
be monetized to the greatest extent possible, the value of
externalities relative to prices bid by resource developers
would be consistent across all electric companies. The
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Department's finding, however, opens the question of how to set
the weight of the combined price/externality category relative
to the weight of the other, "non-price" ranking criteria such as
reliability and system compatibility.
In order to evaluate and rank various resource proposals,
monetized externality values could be directly added to the
price bid by the resource proponent to determine a project's
direct costs to society. If price and monetized externalities
were the only criteria by which to rank projects, those projects
with the lowest price, including externality cost, would be
given the highest ranking. As other project selection criteria
are recognized and are assigned weights to reflect their
importance to the electric company, projects with positive
non-price features (e.g., highly reliable projects) may be given
preference over those projects with low price/externalities.
In addition, the relationship between the combined
price/externality criterion and all other criteria that have not
been monetized (i.e., non-price criteria) may vary across
electric companies under a weighting and ranking scheme. For
example, an electric company that generates a high proportion of
its electricity from oil may wish to pay a higher price for new
resources that do not use oil, as compared to a company that
generates its electricity from a diverse set of fuels. As a
result, the weight of the price/externality component of the
scoring system relative to the fuel diversity component would
differ between these two companies; we believe such a difference
could be appropriate. '
The Department finds, therefore, that monetizing externality
values, placing them on a consistent basis with price, and then
allowing the relative weights of the price/externality and
non-price criteria to vary in accordance with an electric

13
Although the Department views the monetization of
environmental externalities as a priority over monetizing
other resource attributes, the Department also sees merit
in efforts to monetize other "non-price" factors. Although
the Department directs electric companies to monetize
environmental externalities to the greatest extent
possible, the Department will welcome, but not now require,
efforts to quantify the dollar values associated with other
resource evaluation criteria (e.g., reliability, security,
risks or benefits associated with fuels or fuel diversity)
that presently are incorporated in the initial ranking
formula using a weighting and rating scheme.
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companies' actual circumstances and incremental needs,
is
more appropriate than fixing the weight of the externality
component, or the price/externality component, at any particular
level vis-a-vis other non-price factors for all electric
companies. By fixing the weight of the externality component to
achieve consistency between utilities (e.g., 20 percent of total
project score), the relationship between externalities, price
and non-price factors could be severely distorted leading to
inappropriate resource choices. In addition, fixing the weight
of the externality component to a fixed percentage of total
score may systematically under- or overestimate the real value
of the externality component relative to price and other
non-price criteria.
Rather than directing electric companies to use
environmental externality weights that are equal across all
companies, the Department will seek consistency in the monetary
values used by electric companies to estimate the value of
environmental externalities. Accordingly, the Department's
final regulations do not require the weight of the combined
price/externality category as a percentage of a project's total
score to be equal across all electric companies. The final
regulations allow the electric companies to propose, and for the
Department to review, the weights of the various categories of
project selection criteria. The weight of the combined
price/externality category could vary between different electric
companies as the values of the non-price criteria vary relative
to the price/externality category. Although a decision by the
Department on externality values for use by a company in a
single case will have precedential value for that and other
companies on a going-forward basis, electric companies and
interested parties will have the opportunity to propose such
values on a case-by-case basis.
2.

Determining the Scope of Environmental Externalities

a.

Site-specific Externalities

The commenters were divided on the question of whether
site-specific externalities (e.g., visual, noise, and wetland
impacts) should be considered in the IRM process. Some argue
that site-specific factors should be included, otherwise local
community groups will be alienated because the issues with which
they are most concerned would not be addressed (Representative
Alexander Comments, 5/18, pp. 13-14; MassPIRG Comments, 2/26,

14
Of course, the Department would review and determine the
appropriateness of the particular weights used in the
project evaluation criteria.
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pp. 10-11; MCSE Comments, 2/23, p. 5; Mass. Audubon Comments,
2/23, pp. 2-3). Others argue that site-specific factors should
not be included in an externality scoring scheme. Some claim
that site-specific factors will determine whether a project can
be licensed and financed, and that such factors would be
internalized by resource developers when developing bids
(Altresco Comments, 5/4, p. 10; WMECo Comments, 2/26,
pp. 40-41). DOER argues that although it would be desirable in
principle to include all impacts within the resource evaluation
process, it becomes increasingly difficult in practice to
evaluate such impacts as the focus shifts from global to local
effects (DOER Comments, 3/2, p. 4 ) .
In D.P.U. 86-36-G, the Department proposed that the
environmental externality criteria in the IRM structure focus
primarily on the impacts of a proposed facility that occur
regardless of the characteristics of the site where it was
proposed to be located. Id-, P- 87. The Department agrees with
DOER that adding local, siting-specific environmental impacts
into the evaluation process would be infeasible at this point.
At the time a project proponent submits a project proposal to
the utility for consideration in the IRM process, it may be
impossible to assess site-specific factors for all project
proposals because project developers may not have acquired sites
before a power sales agreement is finalized.
In addition,
site-specific environmental impact issues associated with large
generating facilities would be investigated by the EFSC with a
full and fair opportunity for local communities to voice their
concerns. Accordingly, the Department will not consider
site-specific environmental externalities in the IRM resource
evaluation process.
b.

Fuel-Cycle Externalities

Some of the commenters recommend that costs associated with
the entire fuel cycle (i.e., fuel extraction, fuel
transportation, facility construction, plant operation, waste
disposal) should be included in the resource evaluation Drocess
(MassPIRG Comments, 2/26, p. 11; MCSE Comments, 5/4, p. 2; Mass
Audubon Comments, 2/23, pp. 1-2; Representative Alexander
Comments, 5/18, p. 16). Others state that it is appropriate to
limit the examination of environmental externalities to
externalities directly associated with plant operation (WMECo
Comments, 2/26, pp. 40-41).

Additionally, for generating facilities at least 100 MW in
size and proposed to be located in Massachusetts, the
EFSC's statute requires consideration of, and a specific
proposal for, an alternate site.
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The Department finds that ideally, all environmental
externalities associated with energy production and use should
be incorporated in the resource evaluation process. It would be
difficult, however, at least at the present, for the Department
to estimate externalities associated with early stages of the
fuel cycle (i.e., externalities incurred before plant
operation). To complicate the problem, externalities associated
with early stages of the fuel cycle for each fuel type have
varying degrees of site-specific attributes (e.g., different
mining techniques such as deep mining and strip mining, local
geology, land reclamation practices and land use practices, will
influence the level of externalities associated with coal and
uranium mining; the cost implications of potential oil spills
may vary with each shipping lane).
Given the sizable task of estimating environmental
externalities associated with power-plant operation, the
Department finds that it would be unnecessarily burdensome and
complicated at this time to require an estimate of environmental
externalities associated with early phases of the fuel cycle.
The Department finds that a priority should be placed on
estimating environmental externalities that are the direct
result of power-plant operation including all downstream effects
(e.g., solid-waste disposal, waste-water disposal). The
Department directs electric companies to consider in the project
evaluation^process all impacts resulting from plant
operation
including air, water, solid waste and spent fuel
disposal impacts, and resource use.
As we gain more experience and confidence with estimating
externality values directly associated with power plant
operation, the Department will consider proposals to expand the
scope of the kinds of externalities so as to include those
associated with earlier stages of the fuel cycle.

Such impacts should include, to the extent practicable,
those environmental externalities resulting from the
possibility of accidents associated with plant operation.
BGCo estimated the value of environmental externalities
associated with oil spills at SO.20 per MMBTU (BGCo
Comments, 1/5, Appendix A, pp. 85-87; A/13, Exhibit 1,
p. 16). While the Department acknowledges that
environmental externalities associated with oil spills are
potentially substantial depending on the nature of the
spill, significant environmental externalities may exist
for other major fuel types (e.g., environmental
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c.

Economic and Social Externalities

Some commenters argue that it is hard to create a level
playing field for different resource options unless the full
extent of economic and social factors are included. These costs
include government subsidies (e.g., research and development,
military support, tax benefits, clean-up support), economic
development factors, and resource depletion. In addition, many
commenters assert that special consideration should be given to
projects which aid in the creation of local jobs (MassPIRG
Comments, 2/26, pp. 12-14; MCSE Comments, 2/23, p. 6; Mass
Audubon Comments, 2/23, pp. 1-2; Representative Alexander
Comments, 5/18, p. 16).
Most of the comments received in D.P.U. 89-239 with regard
to economic and social externalities request that the Department
give special consideration to resources that promote local job
creation as a source of external value. In Cambridge Electric
Light Company and Commonwealth Electric Company, D.P.U.
89-242/246/247 (1990), the Department treated economic and
social externalities (e.g., local job support) primarily as
transfer payments rather than as resource costs. Id.,
pp. 19-20. x
Accordingly, and consistent with our decision to

externalities associated with coal and uranium mining, and
gas drilling). In order to avoid possible uneconomic fuel
preferences in the resource evaluation process by including
the environmental externalities associated with some fuels
and omiting those of other fuels, environmental
externalities associated with early stages of the fuel
cycle should be estimated for all major fuel types. We
will consider environmental externalities associated with
early stages of the fuel cycle on a case-by-case basis.
l fl
Constructing a power plant in Massachusetts supports local
employment and reduces employment opportunities in other
states and in Canada where power plants otherwise could be
built to serve Massachusetts ratepayers. Since supporting
local employment most likely means a reduction of
employment opportunities in other regions, net employment
gains may be negligible, I_d. Similarly, although there
may be direct employment differences between the types of
resources implemented, a global perspective requires that
direct, indirect and induced jobs be included in the net
employment analysis. From a global perspective, therefore,
the net employment difference, including indirect and
induced employment, between resources requiring differing
numbers of direct employees may be smaller than it might
appear.
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consider environmental externalities on a global perspective,
the Department finds that local job creation should not be
accounted for in the resource evaluation process.
At the same time, the Department recognizes that some
economic and social externalities, including a portion of
economic development costs and benefits, which represent
resource costs and benefits rather than transfer payments should
ultimately be accounted in the resource evaluation process
(e.g., resource depletion costs not incorporated in price). For
now, there is insufficient information available to order their
inclusion in the resource evaluation process.
Rather, we
will permit RFPs to include such externalities in the resource
evaluation process if, on a case-by-case basis, the existence
and level of such costs can be determined.
C.

Summary of Findings and Directives on Environmental
Externalities

The following summarizes the Department's findings and
directives with regard to environmental externalities:
1.

The Department agrees that a project evaluation system that
distinguishes energy project proposals by their particular
expected emission levels is preferable to scoring systems
that allocates fixed points based on technology types.
Scoring systems based on impact levels recognize
project-specific reductions of environmental impacts
generally associated with energy projects of a particular
turbine/boiler configuration and fuel type, and enables
developers to evaluate more accurately the trade-offs
between emission or resource-use levels, and the cost of
controlling such emissions or reducing the level of resource

19
We note that BGCo estimated the value of economic
externalities associated with oil imports at S2.26 per
MMBTU (BGCo Comments, 4/13, Exhibit 1, p. 19). This figure
was estimated to reflect the vulnerability of the United
States to supply disruptions and price fluctuations (id. ).
It is not clear to the Department whether risks associated
with oil imports should be reflected in the resource
evaluation process as a monetized externality, or as a
component of the fuel diversity selection criteria. Rather
than deciding this matter at this time, we will consider
issues related to oil imports on a case-by-case basis. We
encourage electric companies to address this issue
explicitly in their first IRM filing.
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use. Also, such a scoring system provides incentives for
the development and procurement of cleaner technologies.
Accordingly, the Department finds that electric companies
should implement an environmental externality evaluation
methodology that recognizes, to the greatest extent
possible, the expected level of environmental impacts
associated with particular project proposals.
2.

The MIT Energy Lab states in its comments that resource
strategies that focus exclusively on improving end-use
efficiency perform poorly in reducing sulfur dioxide,
nitrous oxides, and particulate emissions when compared to
resource strategies that balance efficiency improvements on
both the supply-side and the demand-side. The Department
finds that the concerns raised by the MIT Energy Lab can be
accommodated during the optimization phase of project
evaluation and modification. Accordingly, the Department's
final regulations require electric companies to optimize the
ranking of proposals to take into account interactive
effects between resources. The Department directs companies
to expand the examination of interactive effects to include
the interaction between new and existing resources, and to
evaluate the collective environmental impacts of various
committed and proposed resource combinations when preparing
their draft initial resource plans and when optimizing the
ranking of proposals.

3.

The comments in this proceeding convince the Department that
externalities should be monetized to the greatest extent
possible, and that such values would be added to direct
resource costs (i.e., price bids of proposed resources, and
the avoidable costs of existing and planned resources) for
the purposes of evaluating and comparing alternative energy
resources during Phase II. In categories of environmental
impacts where estimates of externality values are absent,
the utility must make its best effort to estimate monetary
vclues with magnitudes appropriately weighted relative to
better known values. These relative values must be
estimated using the best information reasonably available.
The Department also directs each electric company to propose
environmental externality values associated with nuclear and
renewable energy production, and load-management projects,
and to include such values in its first Phase I filing
pursuant to the attached regulations.

4.

Since cost of control estimates, using the implied valuation
method, is the best available proxy at this time (and
clearly a better estimator of damage costs than the current
assumption that the value of such damages is zero), we
direct electric companies to use such control-cost estimates
as a proxy for environmental damages in the absence of
comprehensive damage cost estimates. At this time, the
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Department will accept DOER's estimates of environmental
externality values. Accordingly, the Department directs
electric companies to use the environmental externality
values proposed by DOER in this case for all electric
company filings involving resource cost-effectiveness tests
(including, but not limited to, preapprovals of utility C&LM
and generation programs, QF RFPs, power purchase agreements,
third-partv C6LM contracts, IRM filings), unless it can be
demonstrated in subsequent proceedings that other values for
these or for other environmental externalities are more
reasonable. See Table 1, infra. Electric companies may
update such values, subject to Department review, on a
case-by-case basis. Our ultimate objective, however, is to
use comprehensive damage costs as the basis for
environmental externalities where feasible.
5.

The Department finds that monetizing externality values,
placing them on a consistent basis with price, and then
allowing the relative weights of the price/externality and
non-price criteria to vary in accordance with an electric
companies' actual circumstances and incremental needs, is
more appropriate than fixing the weight of the externality
component, or the price/externality component, at any
particular level vis-a-vis other non-price factors for all
electric companies. Accordingly, the final regulations
allow the electric companies to propose, and for the
Department to review, the weights of the various categories
of project selection criteria. The weight of the combined
price/externality category could vary between different
electric companies as the values of the non-price criteria
vary relative to the price/externality category. Although a
decision by the Department on externality values for use by
a company in a single case will have precedential value for
that and other companies on a going-forward basis, electric
companies and interested parties will have the opportunity
to propose such values on a case-by-case basis.

6.

The Department agrees with DOER that adding local,
siting-specific environmental impacts into the evaluation
process would be infeasible at this point. Accordingly, the
Department will not consider site-specific environmental
externalities in the IRM resource evaluation process.

7.

The Department finds that a priority should be placed on
estimating environmental externalities that are the direct
result of power-plant operation including all downstream
effects (e.g., solid-waste disposal, waste-water disposal).
The Department finds that a priority should be placed on
estimating environmental externalities that are the direct
result of power-plant operation including all downstream
effects (e^jj. , solid-waste disposal, waste-water disposal).
The Department directs electric companies to consider in the
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project evaluation process all impacts resulting from plant
operation including air, water, solid waste and spent fuel
disposal impacts, and resource use. As we gain more
experience and confidence with estimating externality values
directly associated with power plant operation, the
Department will consider proposals to expand the scope of
the kinds of externalities so as to include those associated
with earlier stages of the fuel cycle.
Consistent with our decision to consider environmental
externalities on a global perspective, the Department finds
that local job creation should not be accounted for in the
resource evaluation process. At the same time, the
Department recognizes that some economic and social
externalities, including a portion of economic development
costs and benefits, which represent resource costs and
benefits rather than transfer payments should ultimately be
accounted in the resource evaluation process (e.g., resource
depletion costs not incorporated in price). For now, there
is insufficient information available to order their
inclusion in the resource evaluation process. Rather, we
will permit RFPs to include such externalities in the
resource evaluation process if, on a case~by-case basis, the
existence and level of such costs can be determined.
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TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL EXTERNALITY VALUES
TO BE USED BY COMPANIES IN EVALUATING THE
EMISSIONS OF ENERGY RESOURCE OPTIONS

20

All Costs are in 1989 Constant Dollars
Northeast United Spates

1.

$/ton

$/?.b

$6, 500
0
$
$6, 500

$3.25
$0.00
$3.25

Nitrogen Oxides (NO )
Ambient Air Quality
Greenhouse
Total

2.

Sulfur Oxides (SO )

$1, 500

$0.75

3.

Volatile Organic Compounds

$5, 300

$2.65

4.

Total Suspended Particulates

$4, 000

$2.00

5.

Carbon Monoxide (CO)
$
$

820
50
870

$0.41
$0.02
$0.43

Ambient Air Quality
Greenhouse
Total
6.

Carbon Dioxide (CO 2 )

$

22

$0,011

7.

Methane (CH 4 )

$

220

$0.11

8.

Nitrous Oxide ( N O )

$3,960

$1.98

20
DOER Estimates (DOER Comments (Update), 4/18) based on
estimates prepared by Bernow and Marron, Valuation of
Environmental Externalities for Energy Planning and
Operations, May 1990 Update. Tellus Institute, May 18,
1990.
For NO externality estimates, the summary table on
page 33 of the above-mentioned study contained a
typographical error. The corrected value that appears in
this Order was taken from pages 11 and 12 of the
above-mentioned study.
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JOINT COMMENTS OF
THE NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL AND
THE PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
ON THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY'S
NATIONAL ENERGY STRATEGY

Executive

Summary

Through these comments, a major environmental organization and
the world's largest investor-owned energy utility present their
recommendations on the treatment of energy-efficiency issues in the U.S.
Department of Energy's National Energy Strategy. This joint statement of
the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) and the Pacific Gas & Electric
Company (PG&E) is symbolic of a growing consensus on how to meet U.S.
energy needs at the lowest possible economic and environmental cost.
We begin by recommending a framework for the DOE Strategy, based
on least-cost energy planning methods that have evolved at the state level
over the past ten years. The goal is to ensure that market forces and
regulatory processes provide energy services at lowest cost, including
recognition of environmental effects. Least-cost planning recognizes that
energy savings created on a predictable schedule are energy resources,
just like generators or oil fields or gas wells. If we see a need for
additional energy supplies, we should be weighing our energy-efficiency
options against our production technologies and picking the best buys first.
It is in energy savings that both NRDC and PG&E see America's
largest, least-costly untapped resource option. The efficiency gains of the
last two decades, while considerable, have not come close to exhausting the
full potential for saving energy more cheaply than producing it. Studies
undertaken for the DOE Strategy basically confirm this point, but, we
believe, significantly underestimate the national energy-efficiency
resource.
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In addition, these studies did not attempt to answer what NRDC and
PG&E both deem a crucial resource planning inquiry: What mix of
efficiency and production investments wculd minimize the economic and
environmental costs of the energy services needed to sustain a healthy
economy? And, if we took advantage of all feasible options for saving
energy more cheaply than producing it, how much would our need for new
production facilities be reduced?
PG&E's own investigation of those issues dramatizes the importance
of the efficiency resource: At least three-fourths of the company's planned
increase in electricity capacity through the rnd of the century will be met
by investing in efficiency improvements, covering all sectors of electricity
use. Comparable assessments are needed at the national level.
Also required are major policy reforms to ensure that energy
efficiency and energy production can compete on equal terms throughout
the United States. Price strategics alone will not yield a least-cost national
energy future, even assuming substantial changes in current policies
regarding rate structures and the internalization of environmental costs.
Regulatory and market barriers must be removed before more accurate
price signals can function as intended.
For example, extensive evidence has emerged of a structural bias
toward consumption, and against efficiency, throughout the energy
marketplace. That bias leads prospective investors in efficiency routinely
to decline or ignore opportunities with returns far better than those that
energy companies can earn on production facilities. Utilities that try to
level the field by investing directly in efficiency typically face unintended
regulatory barriers; in most states, successful utility-financed efficiency
programs are automatically unprofitable, because utilities' net revenues
are tied directly to their sales volumes.
To address these and related issues, NRDC and PG&E join in the
following specific recommendations for the National Energy Strategy:
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DOE support for regulatory reforms comparable to those in
place or under development in California, which neutralize
the adverse effects of efficiency gains on net revenues, and
tie utilities' earnings in part to treir success in promoting
cost-effective efficiency improvements;
Upgraded federal efficiency standards for appliances,
manufactured housing, and federal buildings, with utilityfinanced programs helping to bridge the gap between existing
standards and cost-effective technological advances that the
standards may not yet incorporate;
DOE support for nationwide expansion of a PG&E initiative to
promote construction of appliances that substantially exceed
current federal efficiency standards;
Greater DOE support for research and development for
energy efficiency and environmentally preferable
renewable energy resources, including joint ventures
with PG&E;
Widespread use of "all-source" bidding systems for acquiring
electrical energy resources, vhich are integrated with utilities'
least-cost resource plans and accommodate both untapped
energy-efficiency options and environmental values;
Removal of the threat of a discriminatory federal tax on
utilities' energy-efficiency investments; and
Use of hedging strategies that anticipate the potential
environmental effects of greenhouse gases, including enhanced
energy-efficiency measures, further support for renewable
energy development, and other efforts to reduce the
environmental and economic uncertainties associated with
continued dependence on fossil fuels.

m
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JOINT COMMENTS OF
THE NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL AND
THE PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
ON THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY'S
NATIONAL ENERGY STRATEGY
I.

Introduction

This statement presents the comments of the Natural Resources
Defense Council (NRDC) and the Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E) on
the role of energy efficiency in the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's)
National Energy Strategy,

Our ability jointly to prepare and endorse these

recommendations is symbolic of a growing national consensus on the most
promising routes to a cost-minimizing energy future.

NRDC is a national, nonprofit environmental organization with more
than 130,000 members and a fifteen-year-old Energy Program that has
won several major national and regional awards.

PG&E is the world's

largest investor-owned energy utility, with annual revenues of
approximately $9 billion; the company is also the world's largest private
institutional investor in energy-efficiency improvements.

As a result of a

recently concluded collaborative process (here?<"ter "the California
Collaborative"), NRDC and PG&E have forged a partnership on energyefficiency issues that includes design of expanded systemwide programs, a
rigorous test of a variety of state-of-the-art efficiency measures in
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combined applications, and the construction of a major new efficiency
demonstration
II.

facility. 1

The Purpose of a National Energy Strategy: Supporting
Environmentally Preferable Least-Cost Energy Decisions

The National Energy Strategy should provide a framework that
ensures market forces and state and local regulatory processes deliver
reliable energy services at lowest cost, including recognition of
environmental effects.

Currently, new technologies are providing

expanded opportunities for improving energy efficiency.

The strategy

should target technological, market and regulatory barriers to rapid
deployment of new ways to save energy more cheaply than producing it.

One of the clearest lessons of the last 15 years is that energy supply
can be expanded either by finding more fuel supplies or by using more
efficiently the supplies we already have.

For purposes of meeting the

needs of a growing economy and population, energy savings created in
large quantity on a predictable schedule are energy resources, just like
generators or oil fields or gas wells.

If we see a need for increased supply

or for replacing output from obsolete facilities, we should be weighing our
conservation options against our production technologies and picking the
best buys first.

!

Thc process is described, and its results are summarized, is Report of
the Statewide Collaborative Process. An Energy Efficiency Blueprint for
California. (January 1990), available from Pacific Gas & Electric Company,
(415) 973-2092.
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This crucial principle has yet to guide national energy policy.

The

federal government has tried pursuing essentially all energy options
simultaneously (1973-1980) and endorsing sole reliance on the
marketplace (1981-1988).

Neither approach responds to current

budgetary and environmental imperatives.
A promising alternative has emerged in California and numerous
other states.

In the course of long-standing regulatory relationships, many

states and utilities have jointly acquired extensive experience in
minimizing the cost of meeting future electric power needs.

The resource-

equivalence of conserved and produced power is now well understood, and
techniques for comparing ways to do both have evolved under the rubric
of "least-cost energy planning."

To its now numerous practitioners, this term implies in part that the
public should not be asked to invest in new energy production until its
representatives have explored and exploited less-costly energy savings.

If

electrical demand threatens to outstrip the current resource base, for
example, least-cost planners investigate whether efficiency

improvements

in residences, commercial buildings and industries could meet these needs
at a lower cost per kilowatt-hour delivered than additional power
generation.

Costs are evaluated over the anticipated life cycles of the

competing conservation and power plant options, from design through
construction and operation to retirement.

It is not enough simply to identify hypothetical savings, of course;
means must be found to convert opportunities into tangible efficiency
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improvements.

The last decade has produced a wealth of concrete

experience with the use of efficiency standards and incentive payments to
acquire cost-effective conservation.

Rather than paying one group of

people to produce electricity or natural gas, utilities increasingly are
paying a much larger group of people to save it.

For purposes of such efforts, minimizing society's costs means more
than just comparing the projected dollar outlays for various resources,
including conservation.

Also important are considerations of flexibility:

How long does a resource take to complete? How susceptible is it to midcourse corrections if conditions change?

Can it be built up gradually in

small amounts, or does it create an enormous "all or nothing" proposition?
In an era of rapidly changing economic conditions, these considerations
carry growing weight.

And at least some least-cost planners have

recognized that environmental costs and benefits also belong in the
balance.

At the national level, these analytical techniques provide the most
promising ways to develop energy policies capable of winning broad
support.

A least-cost planning inquiry would allow winners and losers to

emerge on their merits.

As we demonstrate in greater detail below, this

emphatically is not a call to produce an intrusive regulatory program out
of step with current political realities. The goal of a national energy policy
is to help obstructed markets work better, not replace them, and to ensure
a ra'ional allocation of the public resources that are already committed to
energy

development.
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I I I . Energy Efficiency is America'*! Largest.
Untapped Resource Ontion

Least-Costly

By finding ways to extract more work and wealth out of less energy,
Americans expanded their economy by more than 35 percent from 1973 to
1986 without increasing their energy consumption.2

If energy needs had

simply kept pace with economic growth, more than 40 percent of our
consumption would have had to be met with imports by the close of that
period (compared with 26 percent at the height of the 1973-1979 "energy
crisis"). 3

Instead, total energy imports for 1986 were lower in relative

terms than those for 1973.4

California's efficiency record was even

stronger than that of the nation as a whole.5

By the federal government's reckoning, an uninflated dollar of U.S.
economic growth required 27 percent less energy in 1986 than in 1973.6
A 1988 Scientific American analysis pegged the resulting reductions in the
2
Sec. e.g.. Testimony of Donna R. Fitzpatrick, Assistant Secretary for
Conservation and Renewable Energy, before the Committee on Energy and
Commerce, Subcommittee on Energy and Power of the U.S. House of
Representatives, at 1 (December 2. 1987).
3

The calculations assume that consumption would have reached 101
quadrillion BTUs ("quads"), exceeding domestic production actually recorded
for 1986 by 37 quads. See U.S. Energy Information Administration, Monthly
Energy Review, at 3 & 12 (May 1989).
4

U.S. Energy Information Administration, Monthly Energy Review, at 3
(May 1989) (import shares for 1973 and 1986 were 20 percent and 19 percent of
joial energy consumption, respectively).
5

CaIiforaia Energy Commission. Conservation Report, at 24 (1988). (For
example, from 1973-1985, the amount of energy required to produce a dollar of
California goods and services dropped by 35 percent.)
. 12

national energy bill at $150 billion per year, which represented nearly
*

$2,000 for every household.7

In large measure, the general abundance of

energy supply and weakness of energy prices reflect that achievement.
Nonetheless, NRDC and PG&E agree that certainly California and most
likely the nation's largest cost-effective efficiency gains still lie in the
future.

S;nce 1986, total U.S. energy consumption has begun growing again

in seeming lockstep with gross national product - nine percent in just
three years ~ as energy-efficiency efforts have flagged throughout much
of the nation.
The efficiency assessment prepared for the National Energy Strategy
by several of the National Laboratories — "Energy Efficiency:
,

How Far Can

We Go?" ("Assessment") -- is a good first step in identifying unexploited
efficiency opportunities, particularly given the time and resource limits
that constrained the work.

However, it is simply not possible to determine

"how far we can go" in a two- or three-month study.

The Assessment

limits itself to energy-efficiency trends in selected sectors; it shows that
large savings are available at modest cost, but does not inquire whether
much larger savings are worth pursuing as well.

What all would identify

as extremely promising opportunities are addressed superficially or not at
all; 8 these include commercial lighting (arguably the largest and cheapest
7

Rosenfeld & Hafcmcister, Energy-Efficient
American, at 78 (April 1988).

Buildings. 258 Scientific

, e.g.. Oak Ridge Laboratory, Energy Efficiency: How Far Can We Co?
(January 1990) at 16: "Improvements to lighting may also yield substantial
savings, but these were not estimated for either the residential or commercial
sectors because of modeling limitations."
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efficiency resource), residential lighting, improved voltage regulation,
transportation mode shifts (particularly urban transit, high-speed
passenger rail, and convertible truck trailers/rail cars), use of waste heat
to generate electricity, and energy-supply efficiency increases.

As for

appliances, limitations on analytical resources prevented the Laboratories
from going beyond the record compiled in earlier DOE administrative
proceedings; the result is unsatisfactory even as a measure of current
efficiency opportunities, let alone those that may be expected over the
next 20 years.9

Most important, the Laboratories do not attempt to answer what
NRDC and PG&E both deem a crucial resource planning inquiry: What mix
of efficiency and production investments would minimize the economic
and environmental costs of the energy services needed to sustain a healthy
economy?

And, if we took advantage of all feasible options for saving

energy more cheaply than producing it, how much would our need for new
production facilities be reduced?

This is precisely the type of assessment

that PG&E is undertaking for its own service territory; the nation continues
to await and need a more global inquiry.

9
According to "How Far Can We Go?", efficiencies for refrigerators and
electric water heaters lop out at 590 kWh per year and 97 percent,
respectively.
We believe that those figures should at minimum be halved and
doubled, respectively; (heat pump technology would readily allow 200 percent
efficiencies for water healing).
The electric clothes dryer projections exclude
microwave and heat pump clothes dryers; the treatment of electric ranges and
ovens leaves no place for bi-radiant and related technologies.
No savings are
projected for televisions, computers or gas clothes dryers (where substantial
heat-recovery savings clearly are available).
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Also unavailable in the Laboratories' report to DOE is any discussion
of efficiency-oriented fuel switching options; just substituting highefficiency gas water heaters for the 60 million electric units now projected
for 2010 could save more than 1.8 quads of energy.10 DOE is likely to
overlook such opportunities, however, if it relies on the anomalous price
forecasts of the U.S. Energy Information Administration.

These forecasts

anticipate 20 years of flat electricity prices coupled with natural-gas prices
that increase by 85-175 percent net of inflation.11
Finally, we are also concerned about the Laboratories' use of a
relatively high discount rate — 7 percent net of inflation -- in evaluating
efficiency improvements, which effectively discriminates against the
demand side of the nation's resource option inventory.

From an accounting

perspective, costs of energy-efficiency programs are typically charged in
full to the year in which they are incurred.

By contrast, the costs of

generating resources usually are spread over the life of the project.

In

both cases, the benefits are discounted over the productive life of the
resource (whether efficiency or generation).

Hence, in evaluating energy-

efficiency projects, a discounted stream of benefits is compared to a firstyear expensed cost, while in evaluating generation resources, both costs
and benefits are discounted.

Higher discount rates, therefore, make

10

Thc calculation uses DOE's equipment efficiency assumptions, which
yield 2.75 quads of resource energy for the electric water healers and 0.9 quads
for the high-efficiency gas replacements.
n

S e e Energy-Efficiency: How Far Can We Go?, at 53. Table B-l, citing
U.S. Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 1989 (For
example, from 1988 to 2010, projected real increases in industrial energy rates
for electricity and natural gas are 3 percent and 178 percent, respectively; the
comparable figures for the residential sector are 2 percent and 85 percent.)

8
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energy-efficiency projects relatively less attractive by reducing benefits
relative to costs, but may not impact supply-side evaluations, since both
benefits and costs are discounted at the higher rate.

Under this

methodology, for example, improvements in air conditioner efficiency
would be rejected if their initial costs exceeded $513 per kw, even though
a utility would have to pay substantially more for equivalent new
generating capacity. 12
IV.

PG&E's Strategic Plan is Dominated bv Energy Efficiency
and Environmentally Preferable Renewable Energy
Resources
PG&E's current strategic resource plan is a successful example of one

utility's efforts to achieve a least-cost plan integrating supply and demand
resources.

The company's strategic plan for the 1990s relies on customer

energy efficiency to provide 2,500 of the expected 3,300 MW need for
additional resources.

At least two elements of this strategic plan and its

development could serve as a model within the National Energy Strategy.
First, in PG&E's least-cost integrated planning approach, substantial
amounts of energy efficiency turned out both to be the most cost-effective
resources for the company, and to provide substantial environmental and
economic benefits for its customers.

Second, the details of the expansion of

energy-efficiency programs were developed in an open, Collaborative
Process of negotiation with a diverse group of environmental and
consumer groups, whose involvement has both assured the programs'
acceptance and sped their implementation.
12

The calculation assumes an equipment lifetime of IS years and
savings of 750 kWh/year at 7.5 cents per kilowatt-hour.

9
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PG&E's efforts are also focused on maintaining a corporate
commitment to environmental quality.

This commitment features

improving the efficiency of electricity generation, transmission and enduse, enhancing the environmental compatibility of operations, and
accelerating renewable energy technology development to provide us with
both economical and environmentally preferred options to choose from at
the time generating additions will be needed to continue to meet the needs
of our growing economy.

The strategic plan builds on PG&E's experience as a world leader in
promoting customer energy efficiency and the use of renewable energy.
PG&E's extensive experience in energy efficiency is providing the
foundation for the steady increases in program expenditure which are part
of the strategic plan for the 1990s.

The company has invested over

$1 billion in energy efficiency and load management since the mid-1970s,
and estimates that its programs have produced results equivalent to 1,800
MW (a typical new coal-fired power plant is rated at 250-500 MW).
Through the Collaborative procedures described earlier, PG&E has joined
forces with environmental groups, energy-efficiency experts, and
regulators to deepen the company's commitment to energy efficiency
through the expansion of existing programs and the development of new
ones.

Spending on efficiency programs is to increase to $150 million per

year by 1991, an increase of more than 50 percent from 1989.

The

company expects a steady expansion of programs and expenditures for the
rest of this century.

10
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The potential availability of each supply alternative and of efficiency
improvements will vary from one utility to another.

However, the PG&E

strategic plan would suggest a model for the National Energy Strategy in its
careful analysis of alternatives on an equivalent basis, its reliance on
energy efficiency, and the involvement of interested outside parties in its
development.
V.

Policy Reforms are Needed to Ensure that Energy Efficiency
and Energy Production Can Compete on Equal Terms
The eight subsections below all support one overriding conclusion:

Price strategies alone will not yield a least-cost national energy future,
even assuming substantial changes in current policies regarding rate
structures and the internalization of environmental costs.

Regulatory and

market barriers must be removed be "ore more accurate price signals can
work to ensure a fair competition between efficiency and production
options.
V-A.Pervasive Market Barriers
Improvements Throughout

Block Cost-Effective
the Economy

Efficiency

Extensive evidence has emerged of a structural bias toward
consumption, and against efficiency, throughout the energy marketplace.13
That bias leads prospective investors in efficiency routinely to decline or
ignore opportunities with returns far better than those that energy
13

See c ^ . , sources cited in National Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners, Volume 2. Least-Cost Utility Planning Handbook, at II-1 to
11-15, (December 1988); Cavanagh, Responsible Power Marketing in an
Increasingly Competitive Era. 5 Yale Journal on Regulation 331, 342-43 (1988);
Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, D.P.U., 86-36-F (Nov. 30. 1988).

11
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companies can earn on production facilities.

Consumers and businesses

typically expect long-lived efficiency improvements to repay their full
costs in three years or less, a return of more than 35 percent per year
(sometimes more than 100 percent) on the money invested.
Such expectations contrast sharply with those of investors in energy
production.

Many large-scale energy projects do not even begin earning

income for a decade or more after cash begins to flow into the planning
and construction process.
15 percent or less.
and unjustified

Investors here typically can expect returns of

The discrepancy puts energy efficiency at an enormous

disadvantage.

There are many rational explanations for the conservers' apparent
stinginess.

For example, efficiency decisions often are made by people who

will not be paying the ensuing energy bills, such as landlords or developers
of commercial buildings.

Other selections may be made under extreme

pressure, with little opportunity for life-cycle cost assessments, as
everyone knows who has ever replaced a broken water heater or
refrigerator or leased an office.

Unassisted "conservation shopping" often

involves significant time commitments, inconvenience and uncertainty,
which understandably are resisted by those whose primary business lies
elsewhere.

As a result, according to analyses commissioned by the National
Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, energy prices would have
to increase more than seven-fold to overcome the gap that typically
emerges in practice between the perspectives of investors in energy
12
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efficiency and production, respectively.14

The sections that follow outline

a more palatable and promising route to a least-cost energy future.
V-B. Removing Regulatory Barriers Will Encourage Utility
Investment in Cost-Effective Energy Efficiency
The National Energy Strategy should include initiatives both to
overcome existing regulatory barriers which inhibit utility pursuit of
energy efficiency and to provide incentives which make energy-efficiency
investments at least as attractive to utilities as traditional supply
investments.

Several aspects of the regulatory system in most states impede
active utility involvement in customer energy efficiency.

The most

important is that, for most utilities, reducing demand through efficiency
runs counter to the short-term interests of shareholders by lowering net
revenues.

These net revenues decline because they are tied to total sales,

as an unintended but inevitable consequence of traditional ratemaking
practice.

The first step, therefore, in improving the regulatory system is to
decouple net revenues and profits from total sales.

This was the step

taken in California beginning in the late 1970s, and it has been essential to
PG&E's renewed commitment to efficiency programs.

Under this system,

the company's net revenues are insulated from fluctuations in sales,
14

Scc National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, note
above, at 11-10 to II-12.

13

13
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whether due to efficiency improvements, weather or unexpected demand
growth.

This is accomplished through accounting mechanisms called the

Electric Revenue Adjustment Mechanism (ERAM) for electricity, and the
Supply Adjustment Mechanism (SAM) for gas.

By adjustments made

through ERAM and SAM, the utility is made largely indifferent to either
increases or decreases in total sales of electricity or gas.
But utilities must be moved from neutrality to aggressive support of
customer energy efficiency.

The ERAM/SAM system alone is not enough.

Some incentive mechanism is needed to provide the strong signal that will
lead utility planning in the right direction.

Unfonunately, the traditional

regulatory system has rewarded utilities only for supply investments by
allowing a rate of return on capital invested in generation and
transmission facilities.

Utilities can, of course, be required to carry out

customer efficiency programs, and expenses from these programs can be
fully recovered through rates.

But, as in any private enterprise, the

attention, enthusiasm and expertise of the company's management will be
focused on those activities that provide clear benefits to shareholders.

We

cannot expect the creativity and marketing skills of the utilities ;o be
focused consistently through time on areas where there is no return for
their owners.

The answer is to develop an incentive for demand-reducing
programs which can begin to match the incentives already available for
traditional generation.

If such incentives are structured properly, the

utility will invest in customer efficiency improvements which reduce
long-run utility costs and ratepayer bills.
14
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No siagle incentive system is clearly the best for all utilities. Each
stue and each utility needs to develop incentives which fit their particular
circumstances.

But recent California experience suggests that to be

successful in the long term, an incentive system for the utility needs
regulatory stability and legislative support.

Frequent revisions in such

systems would undermine the management commitment needed to make
utility efficiency programs successful.

The particular incentive mechanism which PG&E has proposed to the
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) will provide substantial
benefits to customers, shareholders and the environment.
has two components:

The proposal

First, for programs providing concrete resource

value, PG&E proposes that the expected savings be shared between
customers and the utility.
value 1 5

Using assumptions fixed in advance, the net

of the energy-efficiency measures actually installed through

utility programs will be calculated.

Of the resulting net dollar savings,

35 percent would be passed on to the ratepayers in the form of reduced
rates, and 15 percent of the savings would flow to shareholders.

This

mechanism would not only begin to redress the balance between supply
and demand programs within the company, it would also provide an
incentive to the utility for vigorous marketing and careful cost control.

15

The net value is the difference between the costs of new power plants
("avoided costs") and the cost to the utility of the efficiency programs. Both
costs are calculated as net present values per kWh and per kw over the
appropriate life-cycle.
Efficiency program costs include utility administrative
and rebate costs.

15
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Second, there are certain programs which are either
undertaken for more reasons than efficiency alone, or which have
energy benefits which are particularly hard to quantify.

For

example, PG&E continues to carry out substantial programs for
weatherizing the homes of its low-income customers, and to provide
on-site information and advice to all customers on the benefits of
energy efficiency.

To assure that these programs retain their

priority, the company has proposed that these programs be subject
to a second incentive mechanism.

As long as those programs meet

performance standards agreed upon with the CPUC, the company
would recover 105 percent of the program cost, with the extra five
percent flowing to shareholders.
V-C. Upgraded Government Efficiency Standards are an
Essential Component of Any National Energy Strategy

Rational energy pricing and vigorous utility programs can help
encourage production of efficient new homes, buildings and appliances.
But efficiency opportunities not captured at the time of installation can be
recovered only at substantially higher cost.

Strong and timely government

standards are by far the most effective way — and the most cost-effective
way — to capture what otherwise would be very substantial "lost
opportunities."

We encourage the Department of Energy (DOE) to include in

the National Energy Strategy a commitment to strengthening such
standards (at the national or state level, as appropriate) for residential
appliances and for all new construction.

16
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Two of the key areas in which market barriers obstruct efficiency
are new construction and residential appliances.

In situations where the

builder of a new structure will not be the occupant (and often even when
builder and occupant are the same), the primary motivation of the builder
is minimum first cost.

Even where the eventual occupant (whether

commercial or residential) is concerned about future energy consumption,
information about energy efficiency is difficult to obtain, and a structures
other characteristics will often be more important in the purchase decision.
Similarly, the purchasers of residential appliances tend to place
higher priority on other product characteristics, such as color and brand
identification.

In all these cases, the owner's financial criteria typically

emphasize short-term benefits more than would either the utility or
society as a whole.

Efficiency improvements not captured at the time of

sale are either much more expensive or not feasible later in the life of the
building or appliance.

NRDC and PG&E support and encourage the DOE's efforts to establish
and improve economically-justified minimum efficiency standards for
residential appliances.

We equally support the California Energy

Commission's (CEC's) standards for new construction, and would encourage
other states to adopt equally effective measures.

Utility efficiency programs can also reinforce and accelerate
government efficiency standards.

The efficiency which can be achieved by

standards is limited since they must cover very diverse situations and are
achieved through a complex process of political negotiation.
17
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be unwise for efficiency standards to require the use of products or
materials which have not been well tested in the marketplace.

Utility

efficiency programs can both achieve substantial additional savings, and
support the long-run standard-setting process by speeding the
development and acceptance of new products.

As agreed in the California

Collaborative, "... utility programs should help bridge the gap between
existing standards and cost-effective technological advances that the
standards may not yet incorporate."16

Low-emissivity glass, for example, is a product with significant
potential in both residential and non-residential buildings.

Costs are still

high, however, at least in California, and many customers are reluctant to
try new, unfamiliar window systems.

We expect utility rebates for such

products to lower costs by increasing production, and to speed their
widespread market acceptance.

Once such products are well-known and

produced by mature industries, incorporating them into building standards
will be more acceptable and cost-effective.

In addition to rebate programs for homes that exceed state
standards, PG&E is initiating the formation of CHERS, Inc. (California
Home Energy Rating System, Inc.).

This non-profit organization

includes major California utilities, regulators, and building, lending,
and real estate interests working in partnership to develop a
statewide uniform home energy rating system.

Providing

information on whole house efficiency with a uniform energy16An Energy Efficiency

Blueprint for California, note * above, at 72.
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efficiency rating will help builders of highly efficient homes with
their marketing and allow lenders to justify higher loans or stretched
income/debt loan qualification ratios for homes where fuel bills will
be reduced.

Utilities benefit through reduced load growth, the state's

standard-setting process will be accelerated as new technologies are
given a market, information to consumers is increased, and homes
become more affordable.

CHERS, Inc. should be considered as a

model for voluntary, market-reinforcing cooperation to promote
home energy efficiency.

One additional role for federal and state agencies is to advance new
technologies through improvements to their own facilities.

As with utility

programs, federal and state purchases can enhance market acceptance of
advanced efficiency technologies, and provide a market to sustain early,
high-cost production cycles.
V-D PCw&E Programs Estahlish the Foundation for a National
Initiative to Promote Construction of Appliances that
Substantially Exceed Current Federal Efficiency Standards

Through national efficiency standards supported by NRDC and PG&E,
the federal government has acted to remove the least efficient residential
appliances from the marketplace.

But technical options abound for

substantially improving upon even the most demanding of the federal
standards.

This creates a continuing dilemma:

Until standards become

more stringent, manufacturers have little reason to invest in research and
new production facilities to support dramatically higher efficiencies; yet
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until new designs have been demonstrated in the marketplace, the federal
f

government is reluctant to tighten standards.
With NRDCs strong support, PG&E has assumed a national leadership
role in creating market-based solutions to the appliance dilemma.

The

vehicle is a PG&E commitment to provide substantial rebates for the first
group of super-efficient refrigerators to appear in the marketplace over
the next several years.

PG&E's target is a 25 percent improvement on the

federal government's refrigerator efficiency standard for 1993; initially,
qualifying units would earn a PG&E payment of $300.

Such "market-pull1

rebates should receive a broad base of utility support throughout the
nation; they represent highly cost-effective resource acquisitions and
should be an important element of the National Energy Strategy.

'

Environmental as well as economic values are at stake in a
nationwide campaign to promote more efficient household appliances,
which account for more than one-fifth of U.S. energy consumption.

For

example, the New York Times of July 1, 1990,17 provides a forum for the
latest in a series of claims that protecting the ozone layer will result in
higher electricity needs for refrigeration.

Programs like PG&E's can help

induce appliance manufacturers to look beyond the cheapest but least
energy-efficient

substitutes for ozone-depleting chlorofluorocarbons.

17

M. Browne, Savinp Ozone Mav Prove to be Costly. New York Times.
July 1. 1990. at 9. col. 1. The Times also reported that "refrigerators" will now
have to be bulkier and less roomy inside to accommodate the much thicker
substitute insulation that will be necessary." overlooking the availability of
vacuum-based technologies that should allow for thinner and better insulated
refrigerator doors.
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V-E. The U.S. Department of Energy Should Substantially Expand
R&D Support for Energy Efficiency and Environmentally
Preferable Renewable Energy Resources
Research and development (R&D) activities during the 1990s will be
critical in determining what the energy supply picture across the country
will be in the next century.

By the end of the decade, utilities will likely

be looking at augmenting a portion of existing fossil capacity with new
generation.

The objective of R&D efforts over the coming decade should be

to develop new energy-efficiency technologies, as well as supply
alternatives that will be cost-effective, environmentally cleaner, and,
where possible, renewable.

Energy

Efficiency

DOE's collaboration would be welcome on a series of initiatives
recently begun by PG&E for demonstration of advanced energy-efficiency
technologies.

These initiatives are collectively designed to demonstrate the

practical applications of new technologies, and to assure both their
acceptance in PG&E's program, and their solid contribution to the
company's resource plan.

One of the tests is the Advanced Customer

Technology Test (ACT 2 or ACT-squared) for Energy Efficiency, which will
involve installation and evaluation of state-of-the-art packages of
commercial and residential sector technologies that offer large savings
potentials.

ACT 2 is a joint project of PG&E, NRDC, the Lawrence Berkeley
21
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Laboratory and Rocky Mountain Institute. The list of attractive candidate
technologies will quickly exhaust the $10 million now available over the
next two years. We believe that DOE shares this project's objectives, and
we would welcome the agency's involvement in the continuation of this
project.
Several other demonstrations will reinforce our program of customer
incentives and assure accelerated acceptance of new energy-efficient
technologies. PG&E is constructing a Customer Energy Technology Center to
show architects, builders, engineers, and end users the advantages of
advanced energy-efficiency technologies.

The company is also building 28

highly-efficient showcase homes with advanced efficiency and control
technologies.

These well-focused, localized demonstrations provide a

useful model for efforts that DOE might promote in other parts of the
country.

Renewable

Energy

Opportunities exist during the 1990s to accelerate the commercial
readiness of renewable technologies so that they will be poised for
widespread utility application at the beginning of the next century.
Capitalizing on these opportunities depends heavily on the extent and
nature of government/utility industry collaboration.

PG&E, and others in

the utility industry, are committed to support this process, particularly
with respect to the next generation of solar and wind technologies.
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Nationwide application of California's experience with wind is
possible, including site identification, technical improvements, and plant
design and integration.

Multiple sizes and configurations and further

advancements, such as the third generation, variable-speed wind turbine
currently being developed, are needed over the next ten years.

Such

progress would improve operational flexibility and energy capture, reduce
levelized energy costs to less than 5.5 cents/kwh in good wind areas, and
exploit the variety of wind regimes in the United States.
To help facilitate the development and commercialization of
renewable energy technologies, DOE must play a substantial role, as it has
in past and current DOE and industry programs.

One such program that

PG&E has been pleased to be involved with is the highly successful
pJiotovoltaics systems test initiative, Photovoltaics for Utility-Scale
Application (PVUSA). This program may be a model of what DOE, in
collaboration with utilities, can achieve.

A great deal can be accomplished within the limits of a technology
readiness initiative embracing several technologies.

Key ingredients of the

initiative would be to follow up aggressively in areas of past cooperation
between DOE and utilities and to strive for significant capital cost
reductions in demonstrating the technologies for utility scale
demonstration.

PG&E has expressed its willingness to collaborate

with DOE in such an initiative.
Wind, solar thermal and photovoltaics are some of the emerging
renewable technologies in which PG&E is actively interested.
23
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such renewable technologies generally tracks with California's daily load,
providing substantial peaking benefits.

To enhance their development as

the backbone of the utility system, we envision uniting wind and solar
generation with storage plants, such as compressed air energy storage
(CAES).

Fuel cells, though non-renewable, are a high-efficiency,

low-polluting generation option which would satisfy dispatchability needs
and supplement systems based on energy efficiency, renewables and
storage.

Each of these technologies is poised to have an early, significant

impact if aggressive steps are taken to address market enrry barriers.

There are other emerging supply, conversion and storage
technologies where active R&D cooperation between utilities and DOE
should be developed or continued.

Examples, which would advance the

important objectives of environmental compatibility, efficiency, safety, and
utilization of indigenous resources, include advanced solid fuel technologies
such as biomass combustion, municipal waste utilization, and battery
energy storage.
V-F. Auction Systems for Acquiring Electrical Energy Resources
Should be Integrated With Utilities' Least-Cost Resource
Plans and Should Accommodate Environmental Costs and
Benefits
NRDC and PG&E have extensively analyzed alternative proposals for
using competitive mechanisms like auctions in utility acquisitions of new
electricity supplies.

According to a recent survey, as of the end of 1989.
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"27 states have adopted or are developing competitive procurement
systems that, together with the access already granted by {federal law),
are restructuring the nation's electric power markets."18
We agree that utilities should use all-source bidding to meet any
residual system needs for electricity that remain after accounting for the
contributions of government efficiency standards, utility-financed
efficiency programs, and utility niche resources that lack any plausible
independent supplier.

Any untapped conservation should have the

opportunity to compete with new generation in these auctions, and credits
should be assigned to resource characteristics of demonstrable value to the
utility system.

In addition to characteristics such as resource operating

flexibility, project location and fuel diversity, these credits should, though
difficult to quantify, reflect environmental impact.
V-G. The IRS Should be Prevented From Imposing Taxes on
Energy-Efficiency
Improvement'!

We strongly recommend that the National Energy Strategy include a
legislative initiative to assure that customers are not penalized through the
tax system for efficiency investments encouraged by utility programs.
Taxing utility incentive payments to customers will add a substantial
additional hurdle to expanding acceptance of energy-efficient equipment.

1

**National Independent Energy Producers. Bidding for Power: The
Emergence of Competitive Bidding in Electric Generation. (March 1990). at 1.
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The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) currently treats rebates paid by
utilities for energy-efficiency equipment as income to the customers,
rather than considering them to be price reductions (as is done with, for
example, car rebates).

This interpretation not only adds yet another

hurdle to national efforts to promote energy efficiency, it penalizes
consumer actions that benefit society as a whole, and effectively raises the
cost of conserved energy to utilities.

We endorse the legislation (HR 4249

and SB 2312) currently before the Congress which would overturn this IRS
interpretation.
V-H.National Energy Strategy Can Promote Customer Energy
Efficiency and Non-Fossil Resources as a Hedge
Against the Potential Environmental Impact of
Greenhouse Gases
The National Energy Strategy should recognize that the cost of
continued emissions of greenhouse gases, including carbon dioxide, cannot
be zero in all future scenarios. Although there is still a great deal of
scientific uncertainty about the impact of greenhouse gases on global
climate, it is no longer prudent to plan for future energy resources without
considering the policy and economic consequences of this potential
relationship.

There is sufficient concern among segments of the scientific

community to warrant serious consideration of the energy policy
consequences of a global wanning future in which greenhouse gases must
be regulated.

The costs of committing to a fossil fuel strategy would

escalate significantly under this scenario.
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It is, therefore, important to factor into national energy policy the
environmental and economic uncertainty associated with continued
dependence on fossil fuels.

It is too early to be sure of the economic value

of the avoidance of greenhouse gas emissions, but it is certainly not too
early to develop and pursue a hedging strategy against this uncertainty.
Non-fossil resources such as customer energy-efficiency programs and
renewable and alternative electric supply technologies are all key to
reducing risk in our national energy portfolio.

These technologies add

value as they diversify the resource base and reduce our exposure to
potential cost increases associated with increased fuel demand, emission
fees, emission controls, or mitigation of impacts. One or all of these might
be expected under a global warming scenario.

This hedging strategy against future economic and environmental
disruption can be viewed as a bridging strategy to get us into the next
century when better information on global warming and further
development of clean technologies will offer us insight and options not
currently available.

Relying on efficiency gains in both the end-use and

supply sectors, as well as encouraging the further development of
renewable technologies, will minimize additional investment in fossil
resources between now and the year 2000, and build the resource options
we will need in the future.

During this period, a renewed emphasis on

R&D, particularly in bringing down the cost and demonstrating the
commercial viability cf the most promising non-fossil options, will position
us to meet both the environmental and energy needs of the next century
with a minimum of corrective costs.

Besides making sound economic

choices by valuing the diversification of our energy portfolio, this strategy
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could place the U.S. in a competitive position to meet the market demand
for clean technology, should a global warming scenario unfold.
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